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ANTIQUITY AND EVOLUTION OF ART IN INDIA.

KY

C. Sivmramamtrti, ii.a. (Hons.),

Madras.

(Continued hom page 314, Vol. VIII, 1*1- iv.)

In the Upamiiibhavap«apaiicalttiha prince Nandivardhana is

retried to have learnt a number of art?.

<n5Firfrtf?rPi ‘fe Mftuidc qrfevffcqfajRHffl «®i:f

1 g*j qfmar.
i

! Rpw ^ 5^259

I <nn t§.— fsftjlMH. I

«i34«i«fW ^a^nafln 1

(The last mentioned and Naralaksanajiiana arc closely connected

with citra.) Painters were also engager! to prepare the portraits

of princes and princesses of marriageable age tn be sent round to

various kingdoms. This activity of artists is frequently mentioned

in literature. In the Kath&saritsdgara we have many instances

of such pictures being brought and one example may be

cited.

lf« idWRetwia « ftar ««i l

sFQtRTwg; 025 fefadFf. &m. II

K. S.S., Lamb. XII, Tarahga xiii, SI. 14.

In the TiUkamafijari Mcghavahana is described as spending his

time in looking at pictures of suitable princesses brought (or his

inspection.

I T.M..p. 15.

There aho appear to have been special capiblc women called

Silpinis preparing and carrying pictures to lovers as given by

Pandarivihvila

flytrind jtr ^ ^ l

femngiwi: rfift q*n II

Dutikarmaprak^a, p. 26.

IX—

1
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In all sucli cases the pictures were real portraits having SadrSya

(likeness to the original) as described in the KathasaritsSgara.

aif* I

»T#qqsfa fclSl: I

ari«f si & feta
ii

asifewfaFT ?TFrft«pfc i

feS%?T ar & II

a ^acji ly i

wrawi *wii*ife n

«pi jair qqfe i? *ff: l

ara ii

K. S. S.. Lamb. XII, Taranga xxxiv, Si 79, 82.

Tliese arc very well known as Viddhacitras in the Silpa texts and

mentioned in the Tilakamanjari many limes specifically by that

name.

T. M.,p. 133.

*dl<5|s«*4n: ^1 «iai:

HSFfts*'! qft'qifaaft:

i«i‘q *t4i(4tg*noRRifogigftsjwriqa iyld Rotter fegqqi<jitqisi*q w^g«R3RtI^si

| T M., p. 319.

The name ViddhasSJabhafijika similarly means 'Portrait Statuette.’

That these pictures were done from life is gathered trom the des-

cription oi the praudha drawing from life in the Padatatfitaka.

•CTfttflrirNBFgSfof^ f^TTITf^EI

qfefiBft ftsqi (e^
i p. 3.

In the Kathasaritsagara it is given that a particular figure is carved

on the model ol the features ol a certain princess noted fee her

beauty whom the artist had seen and noted.
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*JeSff$-tl *n>nfe mfejpftra: $cTT ||

at a^HfcW^ll
I

mwd^ftq ii

K. S. S.. Lamb. XVIII, Tarings iv. SI. 139-14.

When art was so popular and served such a useful purpose it is

no wonder that even womenfolk specialised in it. In fact they

so much excelled in beautiful line drawing that we have it

given in the Viddhasabbhafijika that a woman alone could do

exquisite line work.

K a tomtft tenPfoatss qfcww: n ACt i.

Leisure hours of ladies or gentle birth were spent in the drawing

and painting of their lords when they were away from home on

journey or on business. This might have been to amuse them-

selves in the absence of their husbands or Id gazing longer and

more freely at the laces of their spouses in picture which they

could nol do in actual life because of the laws of uicdesty. The
Kukminiharana-Ili.'tmrg.i shows this useful purpose of pictures in

the lines—

(da: HforfaywSvwmw i *)

tfWl—^ ^ sRiRTC n(dfi*a^tKiPia

q?aw 5«nwdiWlMw at wfiftfluaRsfo i

ftamift I (Act HI. In Rupakaja(ka of Vatsaraj* )

which seem to echoe the speech of Malavild in the Malaviki-

gnimitra—

qfa ! a?i w&. am a ftg'anftn

mv ft*n8cTftwna*$$t utfi i Act. iv.

We have instances of ladies painting their lovers in the Nerai-

nirvana, the Harivitasa, the Srngaradlianadaltavya and the Katha-

saritsagara.

aig^pwTmTW. ftfai

aft a «wft m. I

tfforaftfafa asftwwft 11

Neminirvina, IX, 30.
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JTjfa ptfofecTW SPRTO*1

af# osfcir

aa apqi ll Harivilisa, V, 12

3TT3l^i & ftqclfd -}*I fll qffeqi^l qi

fa(5ci3 ai WF* ffclRfl I Megha. II, SI. 18.

snSTqifBrT^a: aifta^iqi^iai^rTi^

fq;sq[3wwi2qi3 yratorl tiWIii q<f^ I

^oei4R'MfgRfl^i3)%qp{iRfq&3^^

inn *q qf^q#%»3 §^<ft »rafaeral*%: ll

Srnglradhanadasataka, SI. 40.

The proficiency of ordinary housewives in painting and other

arts was thus very great; in fact it was so great that it was

only eclipsed by the cleverness and high artistic skill ol the pro-

fessional adepts in art like the Citracaryas and other painters and

the prostitutes that specialised in all the fine arts—music, dance,

painting etc. Of the impetus given to a cultivation of fine arts

in the case of Vesyartganas the most eloquent authoritative evi-

dence is in the line of the Artha&stra ot Kautilya

3j(TO*q (?i a i
*i ift qnqqii sufRjfiqsfliqjfig Hi^qfTl

?RqtJ33Rr3f|q 3^ I Vol. I., T. S. S., Chap. II, Adh. 17. Pra-

karana 44. p. 305.

The verse in the Syngarattkika ot Rudrabhatta

m gfo qqt

« e*3 fs^qqiq awd I

b g ^ri^qf^jmQiTiisoii

qwwfft qivqq^iqj^rai «fll II SL 7.

shows us that the harlots were adepts in all the fine arts. The fine

artistic sense of the VeSyinganas is seen in the description of the

beautiful floor decorations in the Macro's house given in the

Padata^itaka.
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f^RWfllH . . .
<nRTOflflVlft

^rtiiWRlfl. I p. 12.

In Ihc Dhuitavijasariwuda we are (old that colours are being pre-

pared (ground) for pointing.

«WSI#r I
R«l% vfrfiT: I p . 8.

(These colours were obviously used for floral decorations on

breasts of women in the place of Kasturi etc.)

'rhe Mfcchakatika gives us a vivid picture cf the artistic taste

of Vcsjahganiis. Visantasena knows the art ol painting. The

Vi?as and Cells carry pictures of various persons whom they

desire to bring together in the hdaaa's house. The courtesans

Showed peculiar fondness to artists and CitrUcaryas and we have

an instance of this swl of Icve in the Padaladitaka where Kusu-

roSvatrka loves the painting master Sivasvainin.

QVPflcr nwwwft—
1

fonrS fmwifoi nfd JfSR. 3*3 —5ft
l p 25.

K$emcndra echoes this in his verse in the KaMvilasa—

qlMtyniftst ftpft 1

^Tg5,<53Riai fromft *s*t 11 iv si. 14.

Paintings were done genenilly on phalaka, pala cr bhitti.

The last mentioned was the most popular. In u passage from

the iffigaraprakisa it is given that pictures were drawn on

banners as well.

aiwi srg^r: rawt, wif Prat mmtt

813 ttft 5^* I Vol. r, p. 394. Madras Mss.

The Yaiastilakacampu mentions similar pictures (on banners)

J Vol. I, p. 18.

According to Mr. P. Brown and Dr. A. K. Coonraraswamy we

have lots of these pictures on banners and flags lingering even

today in Nepal, Tibet and other places. Even in India proper

the dhvajastambhas in Hindu temples containing sculptured re-

presentations of the vahanas of the deities are concrete represent-
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ations of these banner pictures. There arc also, apart from the

dhvajacitras, pictures on the ToranapapU and Rags carried about

in Hindu temple processions.

Of the themes cf paintings we have it given in the Silparatna

that anything can be chosen as a subject. Thus the scope is very

wide. Representations fioin contemporary life, landscapes, port-

rails and mythological incidents were amongst the pictures

painted. Of these special mention should be made of two—the

Kimadcvapatu and the Yamapata. The former was a very popular

ore with women and lovers especially and was kept in almost

every house and also in royal palaces. The latter was a big

canvas showing the horrors ol Hell taken through the streets by

the Yamapnttika (picture show-man) who earned a living by

exhibiting it to crowds of cagar naughty children who generally

sorrounded and hounded him wherever he went. Mention of

the picture of Cupid is profuse in Sanskrit literature. We have it

spoken of in the Kadambari, in the Pradyumnabhyudaya, the

Gathasapta&ti and in the Ratnavail.

* fcrcfrn'ift&a: vntaro usta: i ks., p. 536.

flirrafll—tffcl ! W) HTH HgMI'IW ?

6i%
!m I tol W $9^

l «fW

I Pradyumnabhyudaya, I.

R WflWI** fROfl II

[
irati: JIiT%3fenf^( q^qzsiqJlfiQai

I

Wnlft || ]

GSthasaptaaatl, V, SL 58.

5i*|R+I—

r

i
ft cur «n=TW

»T*WlSTC*tS«$& ft
I

RatalvaH Act I.
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The lines of the Harsacarita—

wwJ*r *wrtNi55^i p- l3j -

and Ihc passage in the Mudrarak$asa

(an: m: I)

TO—
was anw TO&I ft I

^ § afoapmro 5?f aft* ||

gforcs ^if^sn figqisi 5lc wittefTO i

nr>f garsiaf ar na aqa 11

aia ne qftffca aaqg sgsp^i 'tiaij <iraiR i Act i.

arc among many that give us some account of the Yamapaja.

The details of the methods of picture production arc also

learnt by us through the numerous references to them in literature.

Though they have been dealt with by me in detail tinder various

other heads 1 shall just indicate here the outline of the working

process through some typical references. First the Varnaka or

cartoon is prepared to he transferred to the regular canvas. The
canvas, colours and brushes being ready, the preliminary drawing

is sketched with the vartika. In this case the sutrapala is all

important since that prclirainaiy rough maiking decides the

positions, poses and the formations of the figures that compose
the picture. Then comes the colouring and the shading (variant)

that gives the effect of modelling or relief to the figures. The
final work is the unmilana or the revivification of the figure, by
opening its eye* (working of pupil* etc.), which had lain lifeless

so to say all the time for all practical purposes. The reference

to the Varnaka in the verse of the Aryasaplasatl—

ififSi q>: qofa gnj:
|

||
SL lg9<

is one of the many such found in literature. Similarly wc have

the SutrapaU process given in the Rijutarangiiil of Kalhana,

Suvrttatilaka of Kjemendra, Srngaradhanadakavya and the Kama*
sundari.
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3*a??RSqirrft toRsJsicnfe |

geifiwultoa: li

Rljalarangnl, VIII, 2587.

eqe-rca «wi —
SRfllfeW't 'E5gTi S&frri

srfairfsHi^Uift ^WEiwroft: i

ffFTcT^feFIl? HjfflsfiSTl

W3#f73lSI^7I(i ttflft II

Suvr.taliIaka.SL4I.

wn f%i

Ma'i'ROTit^w g?<fi teiwisfla: I

%siflra3nififlFrew:

Spigarailhanadaiataka, SI. 46.

tptt

—

wnig’jflgfl-

agTWTOW stwrai ei 'fiig^i

*W7 »pft3F*R: 11

Karnaiundari. Actl.SL

In the last quoted verse we have vartani also given. The Gatlia-

saptaSati tells us of the evanescent nature of the Vartildrekha

preliminary sketch drawn with the vartiki (pencil).

safa eWis*>i ftfaqi?

—

3 3 sn^tx F3l anawtffif feararesjarfa i

a a qisi ** Orgat mw\ II vin, 56.

[
OTTr&sfa w an?nqi^ifqfeqT^ I

afigjs sRWt sfts-afo n ]

The process ol vartana is nol so easily understood since the use

of the word ‘Vartani* is itself ambiguous in literature. The

Vartana that the Visnudharmottara speaks of is obviously shading.

But in literature the word is used as meaning • application ’ of

colour. In the VikramaAbadcvacarita, in the Kaipuraraanjari

and in the Udayasundarikatha we have the word used in this
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RWlnowaJK fawfti n

Vikramiiikadevacatila, IV, si. 22.

^Ppra: & Karpurcmaajari. p. 6.

srai £ aifd^ioi «irafn vzw gsrre:
i

Udayasundarikatha, p. 100.

The meaning of the word in the verses of Ralnakara

^71: fl3feddf*f^fatfWl3tWlft«TcI3R: g$i>r ||

RftwiPffifim:
i

^ WfafoHK'n: Rra: ii

Haravijaya. XXII. 96; XXXIII, 3.

is again ambiguous; but here it might be taken to mean shading

also. Of the importance of rekha in the picture, and in India a

perfect outline is the lortc of the artist, there is a lot spoken.

Ratnikara holds that good line work, a most difficult task, is a

rarity.

*WHK«n ffitJJ'tfa 3TR&
|

ssir ftfefog fawflfo m ii

Haravijaya. XXXII, 70.

Vamana speaks of the rekha as almost everything in a picture.

<pi{j ft «Rpi nftftafnft i

KaryilankSrasu t ravrtti, I, ii. 13.

But, perfect modelling was also attempted in the pictures. Passages

like 5t Cfifift'Mlify'J in the Sakuntala Act VI THtftft-

ftq q^raajm«rfC'TS^fi57Pn fpmstfnt rfrifirajq^prftirafwnT....

WlfS?^t*l in the Tilakamanjari, p. 135, and ftriftldH&lireiyw-

ftritaft m -prstfr in the

Yahstilakacanipu (Vol. II, p. 312) all show 3 high sense of

modelling possessed by our artistic ancestors. Varijasthiti or the

proper arrangement of colour in particular appropriate combina-

tions in particular places in a picture has also been stressed in

the verse of Sri Harsa

IX—

2
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5t ^fd^TR';'73^rW' *T 51 II

Naisadha.il, 98.

and the gSIhl of Sitavohana

atfsra^^qrf^jrfllpfel'WR^: snffitftpfft 5ile*PH5^R

5SHRI5

—

qotflSRlfaWT ft eg rpTl qqft I

^ <n -js? ftsft *tott n

[
goj: ftmfa:

|

ftftqRft w §«$ ftqi sri nwgqq^: n ]

G5thSsapta6atJ, VII, 12.

The unmllana process is best explained in tlie verse of Ralnakara

3s*n3^RW9i: Ji^r: flfitef fw*R*qqt«j[^ n

Haravijaya, XVI, 65.

U nmilana is given by Ratnak-ua in another vase also

s‘i/fern gvraS&gqi *wJ<4 nmmi^wn I

arerag^isqfn sw^-ii ftiiSJ^qr ^3 11

Ibid. XII 30.

wherein we also get (lie spelling of Bhulamha (arrangement of

background) of the VSrmdhr.rmottara given is Bhulabha. It is

from the same poet that we get at the importance of SthSnaka in a

picture which connects citra closely with Najya.

ftf%3<qR^facTt: I

3^1 <q (85: II XXXII 3.

Practice is all important in producing a good picture and

we have exhortations for artists to work hard and gam a perfect

mastery over the brush or chisel as the case may be. The verse

of the Dharrnasarmabhyudaya

ftnra g(l: 4jCTi qfeSRt ftrsTTOTg ?i?q«i 1

rafa arai fcfonfw ||
IV - 13

and of the VikramSnkadevacarita

ggROq 33ft 31%^ flW
I
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snnRT ll xvm.ep.

arc all in this str,i:n. The artists with .in excellent practice

could produce works ol art that were eyed with wonder even by

art critics and connow>eur$. Expulsion of emotion in picture

and such other difficult problems engaged the painter. The
Upamitibhavaprapancakatha says that representation of emotions

in picture is most ditticult.

m m, ot-tfr 3i%rmiqi

swiftenr.’—jR
| ^ ^ PR kiw*R., nR

Pictures were drawn with such care and exactitude that they were

suRR«tive o( many things. Just as in the VtdrihasutaltliaSjikS

we have the picture ol the princess suggesting to the king that it

was the portrait of an unmarried girl Irotn the arrangement of

the figure, its dre*>* and so on we have a picture described in the

Dalukum&racarita wherxin the eleven painter suggests a let about

the painted lady.

^/Tl 5# fob'll I rpf

WRTRWFH ^T6TET< |

« ^ flWX- 1

'*•«
!

gSRF^&sg:,

aiiPiwfflv.Rpfr ^ r-ti, ^ g^ft;, aRlRfrg^gM^

^ dg:
f
Hiidigfigl ^ zfe: l *i %ri sifidw<iw JRl«fas<to-

^oat4K5Tflia. i i
n(?a «wqi*rxfMi

o?ni««iww1tram wii
—?RI I tfdtnflUJTRi^ra.— arsfoaqigaft-

RwyagS ifora: ?ua«r?R »ti4t Rrfcnm ft-pRcfl

^'iirafedi’—

i

UtiampUhika, Ucchv&sa, VI, p. 167. Kale's edition.

Another feature in a picture very much admired and sought to be

retained permanently by painter* in the painting is aujjtrafya.

Kihdisa speaks highly ol 1 pratyagrav~arofiraga\ The Yasastilaka-

campu gives that pictures rubbed after being drawn lese their

lusuc

—
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«rJHl Braftq nf^rf^iqq. |
Vo! - ir

-
p- 146 -

bu! there also appear to have been pictures drawn in better

colouri with ci greater permanency of lustre that increased when

rubbed but was never tost as given in the Pratijfiayaugandhar5-

vana.

— . . . a#«n anferaq w §5 *

qy i jpnfifoifi niTORI & !

gq&^qi W*tf Tit nqifJq st I wqg

amSwjiR
1 t f? tfl*w I «*!ta

Rritsft aw* Front «*»3
1 Act 11.

Even these pictures could be destroyed by an application of

water—since all these were painted in tempers. Varaana lays

very great stress on aujjwtlya and holds that PurSnaccMya in

pictures is a distinct blot.

ifiq ?K&
I

50*1*01%^
I

4l33qwj tRiPaftOTgfioi
|

g?iuiPra«R\q cm n

Kavyalankarasiitravrtti, 111. i, 25.

We have also sonic descriptions in literature of faded pictures on

broken walls with the layer* crumbling and falling oft every

moment and cobwebs surrounding them as also cf neglected 3nd

broken statuettes, etc. The description of deserted Ayodhya in

the Raghnvariisa from which a few lines can be quoted—

faaftr: Tnmm-flofi: |

•i i3i%M -7$*hi

:

fowfagas-i II

sjfiwwtaqsi: 'fiAfffigan: n

Raghuvaniia. VII, 16-17.

and of the wasted city of the ogress T3takl in the Janakiharana

contained in the lines

qaqfr: sfiftonnR:
i

iwi qni%3: ||

sto Itafar \

flsfdfa 3Rdaa°ii II
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WSft* *£'T q^ftWqiftcTPl II

qR3fit>i^!nni%9Rw^n:
(

avfi qqi 'rttgqq. ||
IV - K56 10 58 -

arc splendid examples.

In spile of exhortations addressed to people to learn the

various arts at least a* hobbies which would help in some emer-

gency—as in the ease oi the Ptydavas in Virijnmgara—embodied

in verses like the one of Kscmenilra—

3nq^l3n3«tg «RS13 Wf^fHOT: I

Jjafrafe-W ||
CfirucaryS. 72.

we have a number of people ignorant of art and art appreciation.

A graphic picture o: the way hunters—perfect boors in art appre-

ciation—appreciate painting' i* found in the humourous verse of

the Splg&ralilaka of RudrabhaU-j

fflfflll fliRlWiql ^J7I fptarittll

«fimf fa wfol «9| JT
|

s?i*t a^iftvnSr siqwiawq raafpifi

*l<qn$fTOrtf : *5^ aft: m SWel II
P- 145. ( k. M.)

As a contrast to these there are the excellent art critics well versed

in the science or theory of art and in the practice of it. A study

of the Citrasutra was compulsory in the case oi all art students as

we sec from the verse ot the KuUinimata.

qa%favjRT ***wtfw 3^??n%3 II

*fft q !hI?Tc! rTWC
|)

124-5.

This Citrasutra might be the same as the Ciuasutra in the Visnu-

dhaimottaru. The conception of Tva;i§, that we saw in the

Vedas, was ever fresh in the minds of the Silpins and he was

taken as the model for ail to copy as seen in the line of the

Yasastilakacampu iq*zfrftq fa-T'Sfi'J (VoJ. I, p. 237). Though

no book on art written by Tva$|i is available, books by Maya and

Visvakarma are amongst the popular books on art and architec-

ture. The Yai-tstiUk* quotes from a book on art by PrajSpati

—
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jrawfitaifaf —
swi Jteratnsf

i

qi i%%g^ g B%a.m ssnwi u v0 i. 11. P . 112.

bm unfortunately like many other books that are lost to uS this

book lingers m its merename. The great passion for art was such

in (lie case of the excellent art critics who drank deep at the

fountain of art knowledge that we have instances as in the case

of Carudaita where admiration is expressed even for an artistic

hole created in the wall by a burglar.

Apart train citras on bhittis, phalakas, putas etc. wc have

had the Bhautnika-citras of a momentary nature drawn everyday

with colour powders on the floors, etc. These K$anika-citras

have been dealt with in detail ir. the NSrada Silpa. In the

Upamitibhavaprapailcakalha the verandahs of the Jain temple arc

described ns filled with such patterns and designs of Rangoli.

SlffOI J1r2J: || Prast^va, I, 43.
•

These, the modern R;ihgolis (known by that name in Bombay
Presidency), were known as Rangavallis and arc frequently

mentioned in literature.

3f
I Yaiastilaka, Vol. I, p. 350

I

Yatattilaka. Vol. I. p. 371.

qpii&S KTOVWL I

Yasatilaka, Vol. II. p. 247.

Udayasundarikathi, p. 39.

In the Mrcchakatika there is a description of the process of

Raftgoli.

{5fT5S?p(dH d

Act, IV.

Mosaicking the floor was also well-known and it was
permanent Rahgoli.

Yaiastilaka, Vol. I, p. 24.



ANTIQUITY AND EVOLUTION OF ART IN INDIA la

Lettering which today engages the attention of many a

commercial artist was also a subject of study with the artists in

Ancient India. Their idea of lettering is well borne oat by the

numerous descriptions of artistic letter forms in literature. In

the VasantavilSsamahAkAvya we have the letter described, as

composing an artistic form, on lines similar to ?ri Harsa's

description of the same letter in hs Nai$adh
iyucar ito

.

fesfaq; forwr ^ ftsrt ^sisifi fwiq i

VaunUvilSsa, I, 43.

There is another artistic description of the inverted form of the

tetter 3 in the same book.

«Kirtt$i ^f^?fr^TTBi 5qiRti%r4ig^N i
,b,d - lr * 43 •

The Aryisaptaiati describe* flower- like patterns of letters (drawn

like leaves patrikpli).

^•nf^qr^l aft ai%

—

ftftawwwmft tftw ^
i

Thu- we have a rich ai t spirit pervading and permeating the

land. Paintings and drawings wore not the only products of the

artists' activity. Sculpture was at the zenith oi perfection.

Architecture was likewise progressing. In fact it is only is

handmaids ol architecture that painting .and sculpture have

developed and shone in any part of the world; and the case lias

not been different in India. Blmvanelv-ira, Ellora, Mahabali-

pura. Elephanta, Tanjore and Madura arc common household

words connoting the best of India's art. But that is not ali. Allied

arts like ivory work, woodcarving and the rest were equally

practised with eflicicncy. A portion of the Sane hi tope was in

fact carved by the ivory workers of Bhi Isa (Vidiii) as we learn

from the inscription (here. VAmana records likewise in his

Kavyalankarasutravelti that gemwork was cleverly done and

figures of gods were cut in them according to the intaglio

process.

Whrt nfiffi qftqirK qw Hit«qi
i

q <ag qftfflnq>q $ffron%fr «w n
Iv- »>• 2 -
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Such has been the interest and activity in art; and il is all the

more sorrowful for us al the present day to see the depths ol

degradation to which art has descended in India—especially

when we remember that she held the most commanding

and towering place in the sphere of world culture spreading new

knowledge in countries far and wide about her as in China and

Japan; it is to be hoped that bright and golden days for her

glorious art, suffering frem a temporary eclipse through lethargy

on the part of its custodians, would dawn ere long, free her from

her shakier and make stalwarts of her somnolent votaries, great

and honoured men in the sphere of world's art.



THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE EASTERN CALUKYAS

BY

M. SOMASEKUARA SARUA,

illadvas.

In the course o( my studies on Calukyan history

1

,
1 have

felt that the system of chronology pu: forward by Dr. Fleet nearly

fifty years ago is susceptible of improvement in the light of fresh

data now available. Dr. Fleet worked at this chronology with

the aid of the grants mentioned below, which supply some
astronomical details for calculation.

(i) The Satfir.i gran; : of Yisnuvardhnna I
r

i^ued in the

8th year of his brother Pujakeiin II, on the fun-

moon day of Karlik* (in S»ka 3S9: A. D. 6l7, Oct.

20 ).

(ii) The Ctpurupalli plates,’ also o( Visnuvardhana I,

issued in his I8U1 year, On the occasion of a lunar

eclipse, in the month of Sravana, on the full-moon

day.

(iii) The Rcyuni grant* of Vi'nuvardhana 11, grandson of

Vijnuvardhar.a 1, which says that the king, in his

second year, made a gift, on Wednesday, the tenth

tithi of the bright fortnight of the month of Caitra,

when the Moon was in Maghi nakjati a.

(iv) The Ma(lewS4a plates, 5 also of Vi^nuvardhana II,

which record a gift, made by the king in his fifth

year, on the occasion of a Solar eclipse, on the

new.raoon day in the month of PhSlguna.

1. BharatL Vol. II, nos. 3, 4, 7 and 9 ; Vol. III. no. 12.

2. Ind. Ant., Vol. XIX, p. 3C9 ff.

3. Ind. Ant., Vol. XX. p. 16 ff.

4. Ind. Ant., Vol. VII, p. 186 ff;

5. Ind. Ant., Vol. VII, p. 191 ff.

IX—

3
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(v) The Maliyaihpundi grant* of Amma II Vijayftditya.

This grant supplies the interesting information that

the king was crowned in Saks 867, on Thursday, the

I3th tithi Of the dark fortnight of Margaiirsa, in

Maitra (Anuradha)nak$afra, while the sun was in

Dhanus, in Ghaja lagna (A. D. 9**5, Nov. 20th

Thursday).

Even though there are thus sufficient data, the above record*

are not by themselves enough to fix the chronology of this dy-

nasty, unless the period of rule of each king is separately known.
Fortunately for us, the Eastern Ca|ukya grants supply this d3tuiu.

When Dr. Fleet worked at this problem, the grants that supplied

this information were those of Amma I and his successors. The
highly incompatible nature of the recorded lengths of the reigns,

and the dales of the grants of Visnuvardhana I and Visnuv,irdhana

11 , calculated from the data supplied by them, can well be seen

when we calculate backwards from the coronation date of Amma
II or forwards from A. D. 617, the 8th year of Pulakc^in II,

under whom Visnuvardhana 1 was Yuvar&ja. Thus, the reader

may gain some idea ol lhe difficulty, under which Dr. Fleet had

striven to adjust all these imcompofibilities and finally settle the

chronology. While fixing A.D. 615, as the fust year of the rule of

Visnuvardhana I, Dr. Fleet had remarked thus : " The historical

event, which gave this starting point was the installation of

Vi§nuvaidhana 1, not as the MahSiaja or the independent ruler of

a separate kingdom but as Yuvarija, associated in the govern-

ment, with his cider brother Pulak&m II"*. Thus he was of

opinion that the period of 18 years’ rule of Vi$fl\ivardhana I,

should be computed, not from the time he began to rule over

VMgi independently, but from the time he was installed as the

YuvarSja. Dr. Fleet had to postulate thus for the sake of adjusl-

ment. Even then there were many chronological difficulties that

confronted him at each and every step in his argument.

Recently, the Attili copper plate grant* of CAJukya Bhima
1 ha* come to light. The importance of this grant cannot

be over-estimated, in as much as it supplies the coronation date

of that king, Saka 814 (.\f«?a, Caiua, badi. 2, Monday, Maitra),

1. Ep.Ind., Vol. IX. p. 147 ff.

2. Ind. Ant., Vol. XX, p. 5.

3. C.P.no. 14 of 1917-18.
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i.e., 892 A.D., besides giving the duration cl the rulcol thcseveral

previous kings oi this dynasty. This i« the earliest of the Eastern

Cajukya giants that supply the coronation date. The [ate Mr. K.

V. Laksinapa Rao, M.A., edited this grant in the Journal o< the

Bihar and Orissa Research Society,

1

in English and in the

Journal of the Telugu Academy,

3

in Telugu. While doing to.

he has given the dates of the different kings, calculating hack

from A.D. 892, the periods of their reigns, as given in this grant-

His dates are given below :

(1) Vijnuvardhana 1 ... A.D. 616—634

(
2 ) Jay.isiihha 634—667

(3) Indravarnu ... —
f4) Vijnuvardhana 11 667—676

(5) Mangiyuvaraja 676—701

(6) Jayasiriiha IE 701—714

(7) Kokkili 714

(8) Vijnuvardhana 111 714—731

(9J VijaySditya 1 751—770

(10) Vijpuvardliana IV 770—806

(11) Vijavcidifya II ... S06—846
(32) Vijnuvardhana V S46—S4X

(13) VijaySdilya III 848—892

(14) Calukya Bhima (crowned in) 892

Even though A.D. 616 thus become* the initial date of

Vispuvardhann I, Mr. Lakjtnanu Rao takes fit 5 as the first year

of h;-. rule as an independent sovereign, as against the view cf

Dr. Fleet. Neither Ins view nor his dates can be upheld for

the reason, that the Satara grant of Visnuvaidhanu I clearly fells

us that he was still * Yupar&ja in the 8th year of Pulak&in II.

Now it is more or less accepted that Pulakfsiu II came to the

throne in A.D. 610-1 1. 3 Then liis 8th year would be 617-18.

Even if we accept Dr. Fleet’s date for the Satara grant, either

616 or 617, Vijnuvardhana I could not have been an independart

king in 615. Besides this, grants Nos. 2, 3 and 4 of the list given

above and the Ccndalur plates* of Sarvalokasraya, i.e., Maftgi-

1. Vol VIII, p. 82 ff.

2. Vol. VI, p. 246 ff.

3. G. V. Ramair.urty Pamulu's Commemoration Vol.,p. 97;

Bhandarkar’* Early History of the Deccan. p. 87;

C V. Vaidya’j Mediaeval Hindu India, Vol. I. o. 263.

4. Ep. ind., Vol. VIII. p. 236 ff,
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yuvataja, ol his 2nd year, ail of which supply some details for

calculation, as has been noticed above, should be taken into

account. The dates 634, the 18th year of Visnuvardhana I, 669

and 682, the 2nd and 5th years of Visnuvardhana II respectively

and finally 678, the 2nd year of MaAgi-yuvaraja do not at all

satisfactorily answer the details, furnished by the above-

mentioned grants. Hcncc this scheme does not work. Similarly,

tb: whole scheme ol Eastern Cajukya chronology, laboriously

built up by Dr. Fiect 90 as to accomadate the dates corres-

ponding tc the 18th year of Visnuvardhana I, the 2nd and 5lh

years of Vijrjuvardhana II gets disturbed and deranged if A.D.

888, the initial date' given by him to Cajukya Bhima I is

rejected, in view ol his coronation date 892, supplied by the

Attili grant. Hence, a fresh of attempt at resettlement oi the

Eastern C&jukya chronology is a necessity.

II

Before proceeding further, let us know the length of each

reign, as stated by the Eastern Cajukya grants. This kind of

enumeration in years of the length of each reign begins from

Vijayftditya III, son cf Kali-Visnuvardhana V, the twelfth king

of this line. He it was who, after going through the imperial

records, made a list of kings that preceded him and noted down
their periods of rule in his grants. Thus he states in his Satalur

grant:1

1? TO {ft flffijprciO: ?$[

Curiously enough there arc discrepancies in the duration

of some of the reigns even in his own grants,® which cannot be

accounted for. No wonder such differences are found also

1. Ind. Ant., Vol XX, p. 12.

2. Bhirati..VoL I,p.90ff.

Jour. Andh. His. Res. Soc., Vol. V, p. 101 ff.

3. Bharati., Vol. I, p. 94.

Jour. Andh. Hist. Re*. Soc., Vol. V, p. 104.

The periods given in the PamulapArlu and Urutuni plates

(C. P. no. 5 of 1912-13; Jour. Tel. Acad., Vol. 1, p. 140 ff.) tally

with one another but differ from those given in the Satalur plates.

The periods given in the Guntur plates (C. P. no. 5 of 1911-12)
differ from those given ir. the Sitalur plates as well as the Piir.ula-

pa<Ju and the Urutuni plates.
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in (he grants of his successors, Cijukya Bhima 1, Amma 1 and
others. Such differences exst in the ease of six reigns, namely
of (l) Jayasirttha Vallabha I, (2) Visnuvardhana HI, (3) VijayiL-

ditya 1, (4) Visnuvardhana IV, (5) Vijayiditya II and (6) Kali

Visnuvardhana V. The length of reign of each CSjukya king is

noted down below, along with its variations :

(1) Visnuvardhann 1 ... 18 years

(2) Jayasirtthavallabha I
1 ... 33 years 30 years

(3) IndrabhaJtiraka ... 7 days

(4) Visnuvardhana ][ ... 9 years

(5) Mahgi-yuvarija ... 25 years

(6) Jayasirfahavnllabha 11 ... 13 years

(7) Kokkili ... 6 months

(8) Visnuvardhana III ... 35 years* 37 years

(9) Vijayiditya I ... IS years* 19 years

(10) Visr.uvnrdhana IV ... 35 years* 36 years

(11) Vijayiditya il ... 40 ve.-.rs’
•

41 years* 4R years’

1. All the Eastern Caiukya grant; assign 33 years to Jaya-

simha 1 with the exception of die British Museum plates (InrI.

Ant., Vol. VII, p. 15 it.) of Aaima II which give him 30 years of

rule.

2. Only Sa-alur plates assign this period to Visnuvardhana

IIT, whereas all other Eastern Clhikya grants give him 37 years of

rule.

3. All the grants gjve him a period of rule of 18 years

except the Uruturu, Patnulapa^u, Guntmu and Ponai'igi plates of

Vijayiditya III and the Attili and the Madras Museum plates of

Caiukya Rhima I, which assign him a period of 19 years.

4. The Sfttalur plates alcnc give him 35 years of rule.

5. The Satalur plates and the Guntur plates of Vijayiditya

III; all the copper-plate giants so far discovered of Cajukya

Bhima I
;
the Masulipatam plates (Ep. Ind. Vol. V, p. 131 ff

j
and

the Kolavennu plates of CSjuUya Bhima II (S. I. I.. Vol. I,

p. 43 rf.) ; the Nammuro grant of Amma II (Ep. Ind., Vol. XII,

p. 61 ff.) assign him this period.

6. The Uruiuru, the Pamulapidu and the Pdnafigi plates of

Vijayiditya III.

7. The Digumarru grant (Ind. Ant., Vol. XIII, p. 213),

and the Masulipatam plates (F.p. Ind . Vol. V, p. 134 ft.) of

Cfil.ukya Bhima II ar.d all other Eastern CSjukya copper plate

grants.
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(12) Vijnuvardhana V ... 1* years* 1J years

(13) Gumga Vijayiditya III ... 44 years

(14) Yuvaraja Vikramaditya I

(15) Cfijukya Bhima 1 ... 30 years

(16) Vijayaditya IV ... 6 months

(17) Ammaraja I ... 7 rears

(18) Vijayaditya V ... 6 months

(19) Tadapa ... 1 month

(20) Vikramaditya II ... 1 year' 11 months 5 9 months

(21) Bhima ... 8 months*

(22) Yuddhamalia ... 7 years

(23) Cajukya Bhima II ... 12 years

(24) Amma II Vijayiditya VI 25 years

(25) Dan/trnava ... 3 years

(26) Badapa
)
(Period of 27 years

(27) Tadapa II
j

anarchy)

(28) Saldivarma I ... 12 years

(29) Virtiallditya ... 7 years

(30) R5ja Rija I ... 40 years

(31) Saktivarma II ... I year

(32) Vijayaditya VII ... IS years

(33) Rajendra Co<ja alias

h'ulottuftga Coda

Haring thus definitely known the period o( rule of different

kings — one o: the essential factors that helps us in our attempt—

,

let us now proceed to consider the chronology. There are

certain dates which serve as landmarks, in the Eastern Cajukya

chronology. They arc the coronation dates of Cajukya

1. All grants give him one and a half years of rule except

the Guntur, the Urutfiru and the Pflnangi plates of Vijayaditya

111 which state that he ruled for one year and eight months.

2 The Kulavennu plates (S. I. I., Vof. I, p. 43 ff.) of

Cilukya Bhima II, and the Matiya:hpun<ji. the Gundugolanu, the

Masulipatam. the Van<Jr:un, the Vcmulurpadu, the Nammuru, and

the Madras Museum plates of Amir,a II.

3. All other grants give him 11 months; but only the

Kalucumbarru grant (Ep. Ind., Vol. VII, p. 177 S.) of Amina II

states that he ruled for 9 mouths.

4. The Digutnarru grant (Ind. Ant., Vol. XIII, p. 213) of

Cajukya Bhima II is the only Eastern Ca|ukya record that

mentions this Bhima and assigns him this period.
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Bl'.ima

1

,
of Anima II VijaySditya,* of Vimallditya*, of R5ja

Raja I,® of Vijavaditva VII’ ard finally ol Saktivnrman II,®

son of VijaySditya VII and Ihc dale denoted by the chronogram
‘ Svadita supplied by (he Madras Museum plates* of Visnu-

vardhana III.

Of these, the earliest definite date :s that of Vifnuvardhana

III, known by the chronogram ‘Svadita’. What date docs this

chronogram denote ?

There are three sysems of notation, by which numerals are

expressed by words, one is that used by Aryabhaja, in his astro-

nomical works, the second is the chronogram system commonly
in use in South India and the third is the letter system." The
system of Aryabhata is confined only to his works. It was never

in common use, at least in inscriptions, to express dates. The
chronogram system appears to have been popular. Dales in

inscriptions also were expressed, though rarely by this method.

In this system, each of the thirty three consonants have numeri-

cal values as shown below

:

1. ka P pa ra When double letters are

2. kha tha pha t a used, the value of the second

3. Sa da ba a letter only should he taken

4. gha dha bha into consideration. The

5. ha na ma { ia third system of numerical

6. ca ta ••• 1
* notation, wilh many varieties,

7. Cha tha • • • is used only to number the

8. P da ... ia pages of a manuscript, and

9. jha dha • • • hence it may be left out of

0. Sa na consideration.

1. C. P.no. Hof 1917-18:

Jour. Bi. Or. Res. Soc. Vol. VIII, p. 82 ft.

2. Ind. Ant., VoL VII, p. IS ff.

3. Ep Ind., Vol. VI, p. 347 ff.

4. Ind Ant., Vol. XIV, p. 50 ff.

5. Jour Andh. Hist. Res. Soc., Vol. II, p. 277 ff.

6. Jour. Andh. Hist. Res. Soc., Vol. V, p. 33 ff.

C. P. no. 8 of 1913-14.

7. C. P. no. 9 of 1916-17.

8. The South Indian Paleography, p. 79
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Thus, by the second system of notation, 4 Svadita ' (second

letter va = 4, di = 8, ta = 6) der.otcs Saka 684.1 This year

should either be the initial or the last year of Visnuvardhana 111

or at least should fall in between these two years.

The next definite and nearest year known is the coronation

date of Caiukya Bhima I, i.c., Saka 814. The subject

resolves itself into four sections; one from the initial date

of Visnuvardhana I to Saka 684, the date of Visnuvardhana

111, the second from Vi§nuvardhana III lo the coronation date ot

Cajukya Bhiuia 1; the third from the initial date of CSlukya

Bbima 1 to the accession of Ammaraja II and the fourth from

the initial year of Ammaraja II to the coronation date of Raja

Kija I.

Ill

Let us take stock of all the material we have to-day to settle

the chronology of this dynastly on a firmer basis. So far nearly

70 or 80 copper plate grants of this dynasty have been dis-

covered— not to speak of stone inscriptions. Almost all these

inscriptions record grants, made on the occasion of cither a

lunar or a solar eclipse oi a gariikranti. Most of the grants

do not give any details in date, except stating the occasion. Out

of these grants, thc&e that furnish us with details for cal-

culation are very few, when compared with the total number, but

they are now more numerous than when Dr. Elect worked at this

problem. A list of such copperplate inscriptions, along with the

details they supply, is given below, in a tabular form. Those

grants that merely state the occasion without giving any details,

other than the regnal year are not included ir. this list.

u King’s name. Grant. Astronomical derails.

Pulak^in II

(Visnuvardhana

Pulakefcn II

Visnuvardharia I

Satara
grt.a

Kopparam
pts.»

Cipurupalli

grt*

8th

21 st

18th

Kartika Su. di. 15

KSrtika mahanavami

Srivana Su. di. 15,

Lunar eclipse

1. The Govt. Ep. Rep. for 1917, p. 116, para 2!.

2. Ind. Ant., VoL XfX. p. 309 ff.

3. Ep. Ind., VoL XV11I, p. 2S7 ff.

4. Ind. Ant.. VoL XX. p. 16 rf.
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1° King** name. Grant. Astronomical detail*.

4 Jayasimha I Pcdavcgi * • Kartika paurnaml.
pts.t Visuvadina

5 Visnuvardhana I Rfyuru 2nd Caitr'a Su. di. 10,

grt.» MaghS, Wednesday
II #J MaMewida 5th Philguna amfivasyS,

pts.i Solar eclipse

1. Painidimu- Kartika Su. di. 15,

kkalapts* Lunar cciipse

6 Mangi yuvaraja Cendalui 2nd Vaaikha Su. di. 15,

pts.»

Pcnuka-
Lunar eclipse

7 Jayasimha II Jycstha paurnaml, Sarfi-

8 Visnuvardhana
paru grt.®

Madras • •

kranti
' Svadita ’, Miicsfira

iii Museum ba. di. 12
pts.T

9 Cljukya Bhlina I Attili • • S. 814, Caitra ba. di. 2,

en.« Monday, Sun in

Mesa and Moon in

Maitra (Anuradba).
—(Coronation dale)

S. 897. Margasira ba.10 Amnia II Vijay a- Br. Muse-
ditya um pts.* di. 13. Friday. Maitra

Sun in Dhanus, Kum-
obaiagna (Coronation

date)

S. 933, Sun in Vrsabha11 Vimaliditya Rar.asti- • •

pundi Su. di. 6, Thursday.

12 Rija Raja I Kurumilli • •

Pujya. Simhalagna
S. 944, Simhamasa. ba.

grt.11 di. 2. Thursday,
L'ttatubhddrfi, Tula-
lagna

L Ep. Ind.. Vo!. XIX, p. 258 ff.

2. Ind. Ant., Vol. VII, p. 186 ft.

3. Ind. Am.. Vol. VII. p. 191 ff.

4. C.P. no. 14 of 1916-17.

5. Ep. Ind., Vol. VII, p.236 A.

6 Bharati, Vol. I. No. 10. p. 139 IT.

Ep. Ind., Vol. XVIII, p. 313 ff.

7. C. P. no. 9 of 1916-17.

8. C.P.no. Hof 1917-18;

Jour Bi. Or. Res. Soc., Vol. VIII, p. 82 ff.

9. Ind. Ant. Vol. VII, p. 15 ff.

10. Ep. Ind., Vol VI, p. 347 ff.

11. Ind. Ant., Vol. XIV, p. 50 ff.
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King's name. Astronomical details.

13 Vijayaditya VII
j

PSmula-
vaka pts.1 1

S. 952, Sun in Karka-
taka. Su. di. 5, Sun-
day.

14 Saktivarma 11 Tel. Acad,

pts.*

S. 983, Sun in Tula,
Su. di. 2, Thursday,
AnurSdha Kumbfca-
iagna

Now the problem is to fit these data on the duration oi the

reigns and on particular dates in some of the reigns into a satis-

factory scheme.

The Eastern Cajukya chronology begins with the initial

year of rule of Vijnuvardhana I over Vcngi. It is to be borne in

mind that at least some of the Eastern Cajukya Copper plate

grants* unequivocally state that Visnuvardhana I ruled over

Vcngi for 18 years. Taking these into account, the commence-

ment of Vijnuvardhana’s rule over VWigi is now to be deter-

mined.

The first record ot V;nuvardhana, known to us, is his SatSra

grant, issued in the 8th year of Pulakesin II, Lr„ according to

Dr. Fleet, in A. D. 617. At the time ot this grant, he was hold-

ing a subordinate position under his brother as YuvarSja.

Dr. Fleet, when formulating his scheme, could not reconcile the

two facts, mentioned above, namely, the 18 years’ rule of Visnu-

vardhana I and the date of his Satara grant. Hence he tried !o

cross over the difficulty with the remark that the historical event,

which gave this starling point was the installation of Visnu-

vardhana I, not as the Hahtlrtija or the independent ruler of a

separate kingdom but as YutarSja, associated in the government

with his elder brother Pulakeiin II. * Thus in Dr. Fleet’s

opinion, this period ol 18 years’ rule should be calculated from

the time of Visnuvardhana'3 anointment as crown prince, which

Is contrary to what is stated in the Eastern Cajukya grants. The

1. Jour. Andh. Hist. Res. Soc., Vol. II, p. 277 ff.

2. Jour. Andh. Hist. Res. Soc., Vol. V, p. 33 ff.

C. P. no. 8 of 1913-14.

3. Digutnarru grant of Cajukya Bhima II (Ind. Ant., Vol.
XIII, p. 213 ff.)

;
Penngru grant of Saktivarma I (Elliot's collec-

tion, No. 15-6-26, p. 348 IT.).

4. Ind. Ant., Vol. XX, p. 5.
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view of Dr. Fleet cannot be accepted to tic correct, as it docs not

satisfactorily reconcile the two propositions, made in the begin-

ning.

By Dr. Fleet's chronology, it is to be presumed that the

conquest ol Vengi by Pulakesin II was effected, neither in 614,

nor in 61 c but some tune after, even ttough he did not precisely

specify the date of that event anywhere. Some scholars hold

that it took place in A. D. 609.

1

Some others place it in 615 or

sometime before A. D. 615,* without mentioning any reasons for

their statements. Hence these dates may be set aside.

Lack of sufficient data, to fix the date of the conquest of

Vingi has given rise to many conjectures, all unfounded. The
only evidence, that enables us lo precisely fix the cite of this

event is that of the Kopparam plates1 of Pulakesin II, the

second gran; in the above-given list. This grant was first edited

by Mr. !C. V. Laksmana Rao, in the Annals of the Bhandarkar

Research Institute* and recently by Dr. HulUsch, in the

Epigraphia Indies. 1 These two scholars are divided in their

opinion as to the identification of PfthivTduvaraja, who figures

in this grant as its ajnapti (executed ). The date of this grant was

given, as " PravardhamSna Vijayarajya Sariivatsara ckaviiiisati,

the ninth day of the month of Kartika." While Mr. Laksmana

Rao's date for this grant is A. D. 611, Hultxsch fixrs it at A. I>.

631. Which of these two dates is correct ?

The determination of the date ol this grant by Mr. Lak§-

raana Rao rested solely upon Ins identification of the ajnapti —
PrthividuvarSja, who was taken to be no other than SatyiSraya

Dhruvarajendravarma of the Goa plates* of Saka 532. The

reasons that tempted him to identify Prthividuvarija with

Satyjljraya DhruvarAjindiavarma of the Goa plates arc (1) the

supposed similarity of the name in both the grants. Of the

name Satyairaya Dhruvarajendravarma, lie took DhruvarSja

to be the name proper and the remaining words to be appel-

lations. Similarly, of Prthividuvarija ol the Kopparam plates

1. V. A. Smith’s Early History of India, p. 3&4.

2. G. Jouveau Dubreuil’s ‘Faliavas’, p. 37; C. V. Vaidya’s

•Mediaeval India', Vol. I, p. 297.

3. Ep. Ind., VoL XVIII, p. 257 fi.

4. Ep. Ind., Vol IV, 43 ff.

5. Ep. Ind., Vol. XVIII. p. 257 ff.

6. Jour. Bom. Br, Roy. As. Soc., Vol. X, p. 365 ff,
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Duvaraja was taken to be the name proper. So, he ooncludes

that both the names, mentioned in the two grants refer to

one and the same person; (2). In both the grants, he (Dhruva-

raja) was said to be the possessor and scizcr of many tnandalas

and Vifayas (lord of four Vijayas and mandate in the Gca
grant and seizer of the neighbouring mandate in the Koppiraifa

plates).

So on these data, identifying Prthividuvaraja of the

Koppirarii plates, with SalyaSiaya Dlmivarajendravarma of the

Gca plates, Mr. Lakjmaija Rao comes to the conclusion that the

2 1st year of the Koppirarh plates should be that of Dhruvaraja.

As his 20th regnal year is known to be $aka 532 or A. D. 610 by

his Goa plates, so the date of tho Koppinnh grant should natu-

rally be 611 A. D. or Saka 533,—the details K5rlika navaml,

Thursday, tallying with 21st October, Thursday, in 611.'

While editing the above inscription in the Epigraphia Indica,

Dr. Hultzsch, differing from Mr. Laksmana Rao, has identified

Prthividuvaraja with Prthiviyuvaraja, ». e., the heir-apparcnl to

the throne, viz. Vifnuvardhana I, brother ofPulakfsir.il. He
holds, quite correctly, the term Duvarija to be the Dravidian

ladbhava of yumraja. In accordance with this identification, he

corrects “rdjyasya PrthiiiduvarO/a tn&natlt" (line 9) of the very

faulty text of the Koppararft plates to “ rdjasya Prlhivlduva-

rajaijdjiiaplik." Then he goes on to say that Pfthivlduvarilja

can safely be identified with Vijtiuvardhana I, as it was slated of

him in line 9, that he had “secured the kingdom to the lineage

of his son". Finally, he takes the 21st year to be that of

Pulakesin II, which was calculated, by Sewell, to be equivalent to

A. D. 631, on the details, though meagre, furnished by the grant

1

.

With due deference Mr. Lak$mana Rao 1 beg to differ from

him, regarding his identification of Duvaraja with Dhruvaraja

for the following reasons:

(i) I hold that the name Satyasraya Dhruvarajcndravanna

contains three component parts, (1) Satyasraya, (2)

Dhruvaraja and (3) Indravarma, which might be the

names of three different persons. The whole com-

pound may be taken to mean Indravarma, son of

1. Annals of the Bhandarlcar Research Institute, Vol IV,
p. 43 ff.

2. Ep. Ind., Vol XVIII, p. 261.
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DhfuvarJja, son of Satyafraya. Thus in my opinion

the Goa grant really Iielongs, not to Dhruvarija but

to Indravarma. These three generations ol chiefs

might perhaps be contemporaries of three genera-

tions of Cljukya kings, namely Satyisraya,

Klrtivarma and Maiigalisa and lastly Pulakcsin II.

Sa'.yasraya, the grandfather of Indravarma, might

have assumed the name ol Satyairaya I, the Cajukya

king, being perhaps his subordinate. The Goa grant

makes it clear that Indravarma was a feudatory of

Pj-thivivallabha, who should be a Ca|ukya king,

most probably Wangalii*, as has been deemed by

Kiiinitli Tryambak Tclang

1

and the late Sir R. G.

Bhandarlur, 1 even though his name proper was not

given in the grant. Many instances can be cited,

from South Indian History, of suberdinates. assum-

mg the names of their overlords as a mark of respect

and loyally to them. Thus, the Goa grant cannot be

said to belong to Dhruvaraja.

(it) The appellation PrthivI, mentioned in the Kopparnm

plates is not found attached to Dhruvarijendra-

varma's name in the Goa grant. If both the persons

are identical, it is curious that it should be absent in

the grant of his 20th year and present in a grant of

his 2lst regnal year. In this connection, :hc distinc-

tion is worth noting, which Hultzsch draws between

the titles " Pflhillyutardju
”—« the heir-apparent of

tire earth,” and " PrlhitlvaUablta ”—"the husband

of the earth ”, the latter being born by Klrtivarma I

and Pulak{$in 11. If 11 Satyasraya" of the Goa grant,

is taken to be a mere appellation just like "Prthivi",

then it is unintelligible, why it should be omitted

in the Koppararii plates, which add much to the

renown of “Duvaraja".

(tii) The Koppiram plates clearly give the name of the

executor of the grant as DuvarSja. If this is taken

to be the scribe's mistake, he should have written

Dhuvarija, though not Dhruvaraja. 'Da' can never

1
.

Jour. Bom. Br. Roy. As. Soc, Vol. X. p. 348.

2. Bhandarkar’s Early History of the Deccan, p. 86.
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be mistaken for 'dha', as there was much difference

between the two letters in the Vengi Telugu-Kanaresc

Script.

(in) The phrase or phrases, denoting the possessor of

Visayus or masalas should not be taken as an

evidence to support any identification, because any

conqueror may be described in such general terms.

No prccjsencss is conveyed by them.

(i>) Prthivlduvaraja agrees in its contracted form

more with PpthivivalUbha Vi§guvardhana yuvarSja

of the Satara plates rather than with Salya-

sraya Dhruvarajfndravartr.a of the Goa plates.

(ft) Mr. Lak$maria Rao also admits that Prthividuvaraja

“secured a (heridilarv) kingdom to continue in the

lineage of his son." 1 This carries with it some

meaning when it is said that he secured a kingdom

by his prowess, only here on the East Coatl, because

the Kopp5ra.il plates narrate his conquests in the

coastal districts of the Tclugu country. If, on the

other hand, it is pointed out that by kingdom is

meant that tract of country of which Rcvatidvipa

was the capital, then it is wholly unintelligible why

that should be stated here in the Kcpparaih plates

rather than in the Goa grant. Instead, il by kingdom

is meant some portion of the Tclugu country, then

it is to be satisfactorily located and his descendants,

who ruled over that kingdom should be identified.

So far, neither have we any knowledge of either

Dhruvara)endravarnia's or his descendants' rule over

any part of, nor have any of their records, either in

stone or copper piate, come to light in the Tclugu

country.

(ril) Finally, the Koppararh plates were issued by Pula-

kesin II himself, as has been admitted by both

Messrs. I-skjmajpa Rao and Hultzsch. The real

grantor was the king himself. Pjthividuvaraja, as has

been observed by Mr. Lakfouga Kao, was only an

executor of the grant. As such, the regnal year 21,

mentioned therein, should necessarily be that of

1. Annals of the Bhandarkar Research Institute, Vol. IV.

p. 43 S.
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PulakeSin II, but not that of the executor. No
subordinate will dare to date in his own regnal year,

a grant, given in the presence of the overlord, if not

by the overlord himself.

These considerations actuate me to discard the date A. D. 610

in favour of A. D. 631, which I hold along with Dr. Hultasch to

be the dale of the conquest of Vehgi by Pulakcsin II, and identify

“Prthividuvaraja" with Pfthivlyuvaraja" i.e., Visnuvardhana I.

The fact that Sarvalokisrayn alias Msngi yuvaraja is mentioned

in the Eastern CHJnkya grants themselves as Muhgi dogarija"

and Mmlgi duvaraja* strengthens the above contention in as much

as the terms duvar&ja and yuvaraja aie identical. As has been

proved by the Koppararii grant, most of the Eastern Telugu

Country was conquered by the prowess of Vifpurardhana I

himself. Another fact, that he was a subordinate to his brother

till A. D. 631 also becomes clear from the Koppararii plates, as was

pointed out by Dr. Hultzsch 3

IV

Thus, the framework of the scheme of the Eastern Cajukya

chronology is securely screwed tight by (1) The Koppararii

plates, which supply us with the date A. D. 631 lor the conquest

of Vehgi, (2) the Madras Museum plates of Visnuvardhana HI,

which give the chronogram "Svadita", answering to Saka 684,

equivalent to A. D. 761 Or 762, in accordance with the Saka year,

taken to he cither current or expired and the coronation dates of

kings already cited. Within this framework, the periods of rule

of various Eastern Ch|ukya kings should be adjusted without

loosing sight of the other grants, mentioned in the list given

above, that furnish us with certain details for calculation.

(1) Now’, let us lake the Cipurupalii plates into consrderation.

They record, in the 18th year of Visnuvardhana I, a lunar

eclipse on the 15th day of the bright fortnight of the month of

Srivana. There were lunar eclipses on Srivans Su. di. 15 in

the years 622, 623, 641, 650, 651 and 663 — roughly during the

period to be assigned to Visnuvardhana 1. We arc given to

understand that he ruled over Vehgi for 18 years. As such, the

1. Satalui plates of Gunaga Vijayiditya III (Jour. Andh.

Hist. Res. Soc.. Vol. V. p. 101 if.).

2. Ipuru plates of Visnuvardhana III (Ep. Ind., Vol. XVIII,

P-58).
3. Ep. Ind., Vol. XVIII, p. 257 If.
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first four years 622, 623, 632 and 641 need not be taken into

consideration, the first two, because the conquest of V6ngi was

not effected by that time and the list two, because the 18th year

of rule of Visnuvardhana 1 from the date of the conquest docs

not coincide with either 632 or 641. Of the last three dates, the

last one may safely he set aside as it is too late a date ior him.

Therefore, the two remaining dates A. D. 650 and 651 are entitled

for our consideration.

(2) The gift, recorded in the Pcdavcgi plates oi Jayasimha

Vallabha l was made on Karnkapaurnami, visuvadina, ue., at the

time of VrSdka Sartikrinti, on Kartika Su. di. 15. So a date

should he pitched upon, which answers these details, within the

period assigned to him by Dr. Fleet and a little later, say between

633 and 680. During ths period, Vficika Sarflkramana falls on

Kirtika Su. di. 15, in the years 633, 652 and 671 on 22nd, 22nd

and 23rd dates of October respect-vcly. 1 633 may be discarded

as it is only two years later in date, than the conquest of Vcngi,

which should naturally fall during the reign of Visnuvardhana I.

(i) Jn 652, $u. di. 1 3th of Kartika begins on October 21st,

gh. 46. p. S after sunrise and ends on the next day

i.e., October 22nd, gh. 41, p. 28 alter sunrise. The

SariikrSnti moment falls on Octobei 22nd, at -521

cl the day or gh. 31, p. 16 after sunrise.

(ii) In 671. $u. di. lSth of Kflrlika begins on October

22nd, gh. 47, p. 49 after sunrise and ends on the

next day, October, 23rd, gh. 41, p. 49 after sunr:se.

The Samkranti moment falls on October 23rd, at

•437 of the day or gh. 26, p. 13 after sunrise.

Anyone of the above two dates may be selected as the date

of those plates, as it is impossible to precisely fix it for want of

the regnal year of the king.

(3) The next grants that furnish us with some details are

these of Visnuvardhana II. All the four grants of his, so far dis-

covered, contain details, with the exception of only or.e, which

admit of verification. They are the RSyuru, MaJ{ewa<Ja and
Pamijimukkala plates, which arc already known to us by the

list, given above.

1. All calculations, made in this paper are tor mean tithi

and for mean sunrise, in accordance with the Sfirya Slddhaota. I
have based my calculations on the chronological tables of Mr. V.
B. Ketkar.
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Dr. Flec|'» date’ for the Rcyuru grant, A.D. 664, may be
left out of account, as it docs not fall within the probable

limits of the reign of Vi{nuvardhana II, if 631 or 632 is taken

as the initial year of rule of VigRuvardhana I, over Vengi.

Dr. Fleet himself has pushed on his calculations till 668

A.D. Between 664 and 668, the latter date only satisfies the

details, mentioned in the grant, if 664 is discarded. So let

us pursue our study (rom after 668, i.e., from 669 to roughly 685

A. D. During this period of 16 years, the only date which satis-

factorily answers the details, mentioned in the Rcyuru grant is

674 A. D. In this year Giitra iu. di. 10 begins on March

22nd Wednesday, gh. 8, p. 10 after sunrise and ends on 23rd

Thursday, gh. 2, p. 13 alter sunrise. Similarly Magha nnksatra

begins in the Caitra month in March On 22nd Wednesday, gh. 51,

p. 18 after sunrise and ends on 23rd Thursday, gh. 47, p. 2 after

sunrise. If 674 be the second year of Vi$yuvaidhana II, then

the reign of Vijnuvardhana 1 roughly commences in 62
1

[674

—

53) (184-334-6)] or 624. But as has been observed above, as the

conquest of Veiigi was not achieved by 621 or 624, 674 may be

left out of consideration. Then in the remaining years of the

period under notice, the Magha nakfatra commences on the day

on which Caitra 9u. di. 10 ends, in the years 669, 671, 672, 677,

679, 682, 683 and 685, i.e., in all these years Magha is f. d. n.

{it., the following day’s naksatra), but not the nakSotra of the

civil day in question, not being current at sunrise on Caitra iu.

di. 10. However, from instances of this kind that occur in

numerous well-attested inscriptions, no hesitation can be had to

accept any one of these years as satisfying our conditions, had it

not been for the difference in the week day. The commencing

and ending moments of the HIM as well as the commencing

moments of the nak?alra in question along with the week day. in

the years mentioned above are as follows:

1. Ind. Ant., Vol. XX. p. 7.

IX—
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(ii) Leaving this, tel us proceed with the Mattewa<la

charier. Regarding 'lie dale of this grant, Dr. Fleet's calcula-

tions range from A. D. 6S1 to 676. His date is 668 A.D.

1

In

doing so, lie considered the date both according to the amdnta

and p&rntmdnta systems cl citation.

What is meant by purnlmiula and aiuAui,i systems? The

limi-solar month ends with awivisyd in the am&uta system and

with pSrr.ima in the pirtfimAnta system. The awdnla month

begins with Sukla di. 1 alter awJvdsyd, i.c., with bright fortnight,

and the pOrnimitila monlh with Krsna di. I, after paurnatni. As

such, every second or dark fortnight of the amdnSa month be-

comes the first fortnight of the pUrfimdnUi month. For example

pXrr.i;>i3nla Cailra begins with KrJya di. 1 of ant&nla Philguna,

ptlrKim&nta Vaisikha with Krsna di. 1 of amdnta Caitra and so

on. Thus, it may be observed that the bright fortnight alone is

common to both the ant&nfa and pfirtiintdiita systems. In the

pilrniminla arrangement, or.ly the tithin of the dark fortnight are

affected. Even to the present day the purKhndr.la month is in

vogue in Northern India and the amar.ta one, in South India.

On the evidence of dates, furnished by certain inscriptions, dis-

covered in South India, assignable to a period, prior to the 8th

century, Dr. Fleet came to the conclusion that system pQrnhnOtsta

was prevailing in Southern India, price to (he 8th century.*

Hence he calculated the date of this grant in the purnimdnta

system also.

Dr. Fleet’s date may be set aside as :t is too early to Vi$nu-

vardhana II, according to the basis of our calculation. So some

other date that satisfies the details, mentioned in the grant, should

be found. If Philguna is taken to be an amdnta month, then

there was only one solar eclipse, recorded in A. D. 686, on

February 28th between the years 650 and 690. If it is considered

to be a pGrnltudnla month, then the eclipse should have occurred

on the 30th day of twtar.Ia Migha. During the period, mentioned

above there were only two solar eclipses, one in 6Sl, on January,

27 and the other in 678, on January, 28. The date 651 can

safely be ignored. So, out of the remaining two dates either

678, if p&rnitridnta, or 686 if amdnta month is to be selected.

Even though there is no evidence to settle whether the month in

question is to be taken as cither avumla or pArnimdnta, yet there

1. Ind. Ant.. Vol. XX, pp. 9 and 10.

2. Ind. Ant.. Vol. XVII, p. 141 f.
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in scope to decide this point unambiguously. At the outset, it

should be noted, that the Eastern CJ|ukya giants bear testimony

to the dictum that both the solar and lunar reckonings were in

vogue in the Tclugu country, at least during the C&jukyan

period. The Ranastipupdi and the Korumilli grants, besides

giving the date of coronation of Vimaliditya and Raja Raja I,

state that the event took place in Vfsabhatnasa and Simbaraasa

respectively, in solar reckoning. As such, the coronation dates

of either Vimaladitya or R.ija Raja 1 do not help us to determine

whether the month of Phalguna, mentioned in the Majjewida

grant is pSrniinOnla or amlula. There arc yet the British Museum

plates of Amma II and the Attili grant of Ci|ukya Bhima 1. The

British Museum plates of Amma II Vijaylditya state that lie was

crowned in Saka 867, and give the detads of the date as Marga-

Aira ha. di. 13, in lunar reckoning. As the given tilhi is of the

dark fortnight, it helps us to some extent. It Margaiira, cited is a

piirpim&Hta monlh.then the 13th day of the dark fortnight should

be of aindnla Kirtika. But the details of the date do not work out

correctly, if MargaAira is taken to be such, i.e, p&rnimantn month,

thereby proving that the date cited in lunar reckoning in the

Cajukyan inscriptions were most probably of theam&nta but not

of ptitnimanla reckoning. The date of accession to the throne

of C&l.ukya Bhima 1, is, accoiding to the Attili plates, Saka 814,

Caitra ba. di. 2, Monday. Unless the month is VaisSkha, the

details, as Mr. Swamikannu Pillai observes, do not admit of veri-

fication. 1 As such, I take Caitra to be a mistake of the scribe for

Cittirai, the Tamil solar month corresponding to lunar Vaisakha.

Anyhow this date does not help us owing to this discrepancy.

No evidence has come teeth, so far, to confirm Dr. Fleet's

point of view that the pHtnimduta system alone was in vogue

prior to the eighth century. This want is filled up by the Cipuru-

palli plates of Vifnuvardhana I. These plates, besides recording

the gift, made at the time of the lunar eclipse in the month cf

Sravana, furnished ua with a date in numeral figures at the end

of the charter, which Dr. Fleet has read as Sam. 18, ma. 4,

di. 10 5 (=15). This is the date of the grant. If Sravana is

taken to be a pUrnimdnta month, then the day should be 30 but

not 1 5 and the month 5 but not 4, as given in the charter

1. Govt. Epi. Rep. for 1918, part L appendix, E., page. 126.

L. D. Swamikannu Pillai'* "The Indian Ephcmeris'', Vol.

I, part. II, p. 62.
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These discrepancies will vanish il the month in question is taken

to be an auiOuta month. In that case, it is to be understood that

Vigguvardhana
I gave this gilt in his IStli regnal year, on the

15th day alter four months had elapsed, in the month of Srivana,

On the 15th day of the bright fortnight, at the tune o! the

lunar eclipse. Thus, the Cipurupalli plates of Vi$nuvardhana I,

along with the British Museum plates of Ammn II Vijayaditya

make it absolutely clear that the am&nta but not the p&rntm&nia

system was followed during the early Eastern Cajukya period.

1

The above result makes it conclusive that the month of

Philguna, menlior.cd in the Majjewatfa grant of Visnuvardhana II

was an amUnta, and not a parnim&nla month. Therefore, A. D.
686 may be selected as the date oi that grant.

(iii) Accordingly, the lunar eclipse, in the month of Kartika,

recorded in the Pamnjimukkala plates should iall between the

dates 681 and 69l. In both the years 682 and 6S3, there were

lunar eclipses in the month of KSrtika. As the regnal year of

the king was not given in the plates, anyone ol these two years

may be accepted as satisfying the details of the grant.

(4) Martgi Yuvarija's second year', in which was issued his

Ccndalur grant, should be A. D. 692, if the last year of rule of

his predecessor Vi§puvardhana |] is 691 A. D. There were no
lunar eclipses in the month of Vaisakha in A. D. 690, 691 or 692.

(5) The only date between A. D.689 and 727, that answers

well the details mentioned in the Penukaparu giant of Jaya-

siriiha II is A.D. 715. This is the only date assignable to that

grant In this year jycgha £u. di. 15 begins on Wednesday,

22nd May, gh. 9, 22 palas after sunrise and ends on Thursday,

23rd May, gh. 11, p. 56 after sunrise. The Mitlmna Samkranti

moment falls on 22nd May, Wednesday at -350 of the day or

21 ghatikas after sunrise.

(6) As has already been noticed, Saka 684 falls during the

reign of Visnuvardhana III, which corresponds to either A.D. 761

or 762.

1. Perhaps through ibe influence of the Cd|as, with whom
the Eastern Cllukyas had contracted marriage alliances, the solar

reckoning was introduced into the Telugu Country.

2. Ep. Ind Vol. VIII, p. 236ff. The English date equivalent

here given is 6th May, 673 A.D.
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V

Now, with the help of the dates, that answer the details

given in the grants, shown in the table, a scheme of chrono-

logy may be formulated, in the adjustment of which, three

assumptions arc involved, namely, (i) The regnal years of each

king are to be counted just like current years, i.r., the firs! regnal

year of 2 king should be counted, not from the expiry of the first

year but from the fust day of hi» first year; (ri; The same year

has to be counted twice over, as the last year of one king and

the first year of the next king; {iii) The Saka years should be

taken to he expired years and not as current ones. With these

obseivations,
1 pul forth my scheme of Eastern Cajukya chrono-

logy, as shown below:

Name of the King. igi A.D. years.

1

2
3

4

s

6
7

Visnuvardhana I . .1

TayasLmba I ..1

Visnuvardhana II

Mangiyuvaraja
Jayasiriiha 11

Kokkili ..;

Visnuvardhana III

18 yrs.

33 „

9 „

S ::

37
*

::

555-572
572-604
604-612
612-636
636—648
648-649
6-19—685

.

or

»

1

N

M

"
1

• *

633-650
650-682
6*2—690
690-714
714—726

726-

727

727-

763

The next landmark in the Eastern Cajukya chronology is

the date Saka 8 14 or A. D. 893, the initial year of Cajukya

Bhima I. There are five reigns more to be adjusted before

that of Cajukya Bhima I. Even though the shortest length

for each of the above reigns, according to the Sataluru grant,

is taken into account, the sum total (134 years) exceeds by

4 years, :hc intervening period between the last year of Vi$nu-

vardhana III and the initial year of Cilukya Bhima I (892—
762=. 130 years). No adjustment is possibe for this discrepancy

but an explanation offers itself. It seems that Cijukya Bhima 1

was anointed to the kingdom of Vehgi, even during the reign

of Viiayiditya III, the necessity for such an event being, perhaps

the default of a male heir to the throne, his old age, the un-

timely and unexpected death of Yuvaraja Vibamaditya 1 and

lastly the political strife imminent with the Ra$;rakupi kings of

Malkhed 1
. Consecrating Vikramaditya, his brother, as heir to

1. There were wars between the Eastern Cajukyas and the

Rastrakupis from the lime of Kfjna I (Vide, Ep. Ind., Vol. VI,
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the throne in itself proves that VijaySditya Ml had no male issue,

and the term Yuvar&ja, applied to Vikramiditya in all the Eastern

Ca|ukya grants, leads us to the conclusion that he died, while he

was yet a crown-prince. Owing perhaps to the conjoint rule of

Vijayadilya III with Cajukyn Bhima 1, even after this event, the

Cajulcyan grants give the former a reign of 44 years and count

the latter’s period of ntle from the date of his coronation, even

though the former was the actual ruler, during the four years in

question. Numerous instances of this sort may be cited from

C6]a history 1 as well as from the history of the Cajukyas of

BSdami*. If the discrepancy of these four years, is thus

explained and adjusted, then the length of each ot the above-

stated five reigns may be given as shown below:

8 Vijayadilya I .. 18 yr*. 6S5—702 1 or
|
763-/80

9 Visnuvardhana IV ..35 „ 702—736 „ 780-814
10 Vijayadilya II . . 40 ,.

736-775 „ 814-853
11 Vijnuvardhana V .. H „ 775—776

..
853—854

12 Vijayadilya 111 .
44 „ 776-819 „ 854-897

13 Ca|ukya Bhima I Crown- 814 892

]
ed in

From the initial year of CJ]uk7.i Bhima 1 to the accession

date ol Amina II Vijayadilya, the chronology may be formu-

lated as follows:

13 CSIukva Bhima I .

.

(

30 vrs. 814-843 or 802-921
14 Vijayiditya IV 1 >, 843 •» 921

15 Amnia I 7 843—S49 M 922—927
16 Bfta VijaySditya V .

.

iSdays 849 ** 927

17 Tidapa I 1 tn. 849 •» 92

18 Vikramiditya 11 !yr. 849—850 or 927-928
19 Bhima Ills —

»•
—

20 Yuddhamalla II 7yri. 850—&=6 »»
928—934

21 Cijukya Bhima II .. 12 „ 866—867 t* 934-945
22 Amina II VijaySditya

VI
Crown
cd in

867 f*
945

p. 208S— The Alas plates of GSvinda II). There are many
RSstrakuia as well as die Eastern Cajukya grants that bear evi-

dence to the Rastrakuja-CSl'Jkya wars.

1. Prof. K. A. Nilakantha Sasiri’s, 'The Cobs’, Vol. I, p.

221.

2. Ind. Ant, Vol. X, p. 165.

3. Since this prince was mentioned only in one grant, his

reign was left out cf account.
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The next guiding factors, namely the length of the succeed-

ing reigns after Amma II and the coronation dates, available

from the later Eastern Cajukya grants are already known to us.

With the exception of the Aruriibaka plates of Badapa and the

Srlpun^i grant of Tadapa II, all the later Eastern Cajukya grants,

which invariably belong to the descendants of Danarnava, step-

brother of Amma II, state that the former ruled for three years

after the latter. But, of the two above-tnenticned grants, the

Arumba ka plates, which alone give us the length of reigns, do

not admit of Danarnava's rule but give us to understand that

Badapa came to the throne immediately after Amma 11. By the

Madras Museum plates 1 of Amma II it is known that Danarnava

ruled the country of VeAgi, as his brothers’ representative, when

the Utter had been to Kalinga. Now, if, it is necessary to account

for the omission of Danarnava's rule in the Arurtibaka plates,

then it may be stated, that the later grants perhaps count as

his rule those three years of this regency. But, as all the later

Eastern Ca|ukya grants testify to his independent rule after his

brother. Amma II, their statements may he safely relied upon

and taken to be fairly correct. According to those authorities,

there was, after Danainava’s rule, anarchy for a period of 27

years in VfiAgi country, — the country having become devoid

of a mler.

But on Ihc ether hand it seems certain, as has been

pointed out by Mr. Laksmana Rao, on the authority of the

Aruihbaka and Sripun^i grants that, in fact it was not n period

of anarchy but a wilful omission of the reigns oi Badapa and

Tidapa 11 by their dayOdis. Thus, it has now become almost

an established and approved fact that the sens of Yuddha-

malla 11, Badapa and Tadapa II of the collateral branch, ruled

over Vefigi during that period. As there was no mention of

these two kings in the later Eastern Cajukyan grants, it is not

possible to know the period of rule of each of these separately.

Whether they ruled the kingdom separately or conjointly, it is

certain that the period of anarchy is nothing but the total dura-

tion ol the reign of these two rulers. Order was restored in the

country of Vefigi. according to the same authorities, with the

accession of Saktivarma I, son of Danarnava.

The intervening period between the coronation dates of

Amma II andRija Raja I, i.e., 77 years (1022—945= 77) does not

1. C P. no. 1 of 1916—17.
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tally with the tota! duration of the intermediate reigns, including

those of Badapa and T.'i^apa II. i.e., the period of the so called

anarchy, but falls short of the above figure by 8 years (25-r3+
27-*- 12 7=*69). II, instead of Raja Raja's. Vimaladitya’s coro-

nation date is taken into account, then the difference dwindles

into 3 years [(1011—945=66; (25+ 3 + 27-f 12—63 years actually

(66—63—3)], a period to be made up to coincide with the initial

year of Vimaladitya.

Danarnava’s rule comes to an end with A. D. 971, and if

Vimaladitya's initial year is taken to be the basis, then counting

backwards, we get A.D. 1000 as the accession date of Saktivama,

Vimaladitya's brother and predecessor. Then the so-called

period of anarchy, Le., the period of rule of Badapa and Ti^apa

II is to be assumed to be 30 years 1 as against 27 years of the

later giants. Therefore, an explanation seems to be necessary.

After a period of 27 years, Saktivarma should have, perhaps, be-

come the master of the situation and brought the country under

his control, even though there were sporadic risings and fights

here and there. Finally, perhaps, three years after, in A. D.

1000
,
he should have ascended the throne.

As an alternative to the above proposition, DSn&rnava may

be presumed to haw ruled for more than three years — a pre-

sumption that goes against the definite statements o: all the

Calukyan grants. But I hold that the former view agrees more

with the evidence we have, on hand.

Coming next to Vimaladitya, if the period of his rule and

his coronation dale Saka 933 arc taken into consideration, then

his reign should terminate with aafca 939, which should naturally

lie the initial year of the reign of his son, Raja Raja 1. But as

we know already, Raja Raja's coronation took place in fact in

Saka 944, or A. D. 1022. Therefore, it should be stated that

Vimaladitya reigned, not for 7 years, but for 12 years, thus creat-

ing a discrepancy of 5 years. Rut this riddle is not so difficult

lo solve as it may seem to be at firs!.

The discrepancy can be explained and adjusted by means of

Ranastipupdi 2 and Ramatirtham 1 records of Vimaladitya, and

the Pamulavaka plates* and the Korumilli grant* of Vijay3dltya

1. Ind. Ant., VoL XX. p. 272.

2. Ep. Ind., VoL VI, p.347 ff.

3. Ep. Coll., no. 83 of 1917.

4. Tour. Andh. Hist. Res. Soc., Vol. II, p. 277 £f.

5. Ind. Ant., Vol. XIV, p, SOff,

IX—

6
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VIII and Rija Raja I respectively, sons of VimalSditya, by

different mothers.

Whether VimalSditya became an actual convert to Jainism or

not, it is evident that he favoured that religion. His Ramatirlham

record bears testimony to this view. At the time ol the gilt,

recorded in the Ranastipundi grant o i the 8!h year of his rule, l.e.,

Saka 940, VimalSditya was a Saivnitc, having borne the titles

ParamamllhiSvara and Pat/iwabiahmar.ya^. But his Kama-
tlrtham record, which makes us believe that he was Jain, should be

later in time than his RapastipGndi grant, i.e., perhaps of his 9th

year or Saka 941. So, ?he*e two above records make the following

points clear, namely, (i) that Vimaladitya ruled for more than 7

years, though the duration Ot his reign is stated to be only 7

years by the later grants; (is) that he became Jain after his 8th

year, i.e., Saka 940, the date of the R.i(Ut>tipfmiji record*, before

which he was a Saivaite; and fiii) that his rule, as a consequence,

should have lasted for more than 8 years, i.e., 9 years or even

longer.

Vijayaditya is aaid to have been crowned in Saka 952, (27th

June, 1031 A.D.) after wresting the kingdom of Veftgi from his

step-brother, Raja Rija I, after he had ruled ter 12 years. 3 Thus
we find that Rija Raja's 12th year corresponds to Saka 952,

giving us the initial year ot his rule as Saka 941, in fact, Saka

944 is the coronation date given him by the Koiumilli grant.

Over against many speculations and conjectures so far made
either to adjust or to explain the discrepancy of 5 years, shown

above and the coronation dates of Vijayaditya and Raja Raja I,

1 hold that Vimaladitya was duly crowned in Veng: ir. Saka 933

and was ruling the country till the accession of Raja Raja I. i.e.,

Saka 944, without a break. But, at the same time, installing his

son Ri,a Raja 1, prince-regent, lull 8 years after his corona-

tion, t.e., in his 9th year, in Saka 941, and placing the whole

burden of the kingdom upon his shoulders, he did not actively

take part in the affairs of the state, having himself become a

nominal ruler. Perhaps, he, henceforward, devoted his wholo
time to religious study, having become an ardent desciple of

TrikaUyogitnunindra or Trikalayogi Siddhantadeva of the Dcsi-

gana« School. Thus, it is clear that Raja Raja 1 was actually

1. F.p. Ind., Vol. VI, p. 355 f.

2. Ep. Ind.. Vol. VI, p. 358 f.

3. Jour. Andh. Hist. Res. Soc., Vol, II, p. 279 f.

4. Ep. Rep. for 1918, p. 133, para 6.
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ruling (he country as a regent of his father, even though his formal

coronation was deferred to a later date, till -Saha 944 or A. D-

1022. Vijayiditya VII rebelled against him during his rule and

took hold of the kingdom. Hon long he held the sccpirc is not

known; but the existence ot Raja Raja’s inscriptions* after Saka

952 and the period 40 years assigned to his rule in the later

Csjukyan giants clearly prove, that, Vijavilditya Vll was driven

out very soon, and that Rija RSja I, regaining his throne,

continued to rule till Snka 983 or A. D. 1061. It is unnecessary

for us here to go into the reasons that led Vijayaditva Vll to

rebel against his brother or to follow the course of events of this

sanguinary war or to note the contending parties.

After the demise of Raja Raja 1, his son Rajcndra Cd^a

should have come to the throne of Vehgi. But inscriptions

icveal the fact that Vijayiditya Vll siezed again Vehgi and

raised his son Saktivarma II to the throne. It is not known
how he succeeded in his attempt, when R5.jcr.dra C&Ja was

the crown-prince. History is silent as to the activities ot

RAjendra C6^a for a decade, i.e., from 1061 to 1070 A. D. t after

the death of his father. No recoid of this prince during that

period has so far been discovered. All the innumerable inscrip-

tions of his, that have come to light, give A. D. 1070 as the initial

year of his rule. But ye! this fact is mentioned in some of his

early inscriptions 2 that he captured elephants at Vairagaram,

conquered Cakrakoja and took tribute from the king Dharsvarsa

at Cakrakota while he was yet a yttviu&ja. It is not yet known
precisely when and in what connection this expedition was under-

taken by him. It may be perhaps when he was away on this

expedition, that the death of Raja Raja I occurred, and the

capture of Vehgi by his paternal uncle, Vijayiditya Vll was

cflcctcd.

Saktivarnia II was crowned in Saka 933 or A. D. 1061.*

But aiter a rule of one year, he passed away, when his father

Vijayaditva " resumed the authority out of regard for Dharma ”,

Hence it is evident that Vehgi was under the control, not of

Rljendra C6da, but of Vijayiditya Vll, immediately after the

death oi Raja Rfija I. Vijayaditya’s rule over Vehgi lasted for 15

veaiS, as is evident irom his records,* i.f., til! 998 or A. D. 1076.

1. Ep. Coll., no. 670 and 671 of 1920.

2. S. 1. 1., VoL III, pp. 64-7.

3. Jour. Andh. Hist. Res. Soc.. Vol. V, p. 40 f.

4. S. 1. 1.. Vol IV, no. 1011,
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During this period, the illustrious line of C6ja rulers of

Kafici, from Raja Raja 1 came to an end with VTrarajendra, the

third son of Rajcndrt C6|a i. Adhirkjgndra, the son of the

former, being a very feeble prince, his brother-in-law, VikramS-

ditya VI, the Western Cijukya ruler of KalySn and Rajendra

Coija, the Eastern Cfilokya prince, both, with a view to gain

supremicy over South India, intervened in the political affairs of

the Cdj3 country. Immediately after the death of VirarSjindra,

Vikramaditya VI set up AdhirSjSndra on the Coja throne But

after a rule of two years he was murdered, as a consequence of

the political disturbances at the Cu|* capital, and wc find Rajcndra

Coda, the Cajukya prince, in possession of his maternal kingdom,

the Coja country. So far, there is no evidence to show that

Vijayaditya VII, the then ruler of VMgi was his subordinate and

that Vidgi had come under his control before A. D. 1076.

It is hard to conjecture the nature of relations that existed

between Vijayiditya VII and his nephew Rajcr.dra C'Wa, during

this penod. Since no overlord is mentioned in VijaySditya’s

records, it is to be presumed that he was ruling the country in-

dependently. Even though some records’ of Viiacedn, son of

RSjindra Coda, bear evidence to the regard the latter had enter-

tained for his uncle, VijaySditya and give out that Rajcndra Coda

told his son Vim C6<Ja while sending him as a viceroy to Vefigi,

after the death of Vijayiditya VII, that he, being desirous of the

C6ja sovereignty and of subjugating various countries, had trans-

ferred the sovereignty of Vengi to his paternal uncle, we 3re led

to believe that he said so out of policy, so as not to create any bad

impression regarding his uncle, in the minds of his sons, in the

political interests of his paternal kingdom.

In this connection, this facl is worth noting that for the first

5 years of his reign, from A. L>. 1070, Rajendra Cwja did not

assume the honorific title of KulOlturtga, {the elevator of his

family), which became his confirmed name from after A. D.

1075-76 — the same year, in which Vijayaditya VII breathed his

last. If it is a fact that there are no inscriptions of his, with the

name KulAttufiga, before his 5th year, then the change of name

may be taken as indicative of his authority over his paternal as

well as his maternal Kingdoms — the Vtftgi ar.d the Coja

countries.

Anyhow, from after A. D. 1076, Rajendra Coda alias

KuldttuAga I became the lord of the Vcfigi kingdom also

1. S. I. I., Voh I. p. 49 3; and fnd. Ant.. Vol. XIV. p. 55 $.
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and nominated his sons, one after another to rule over that

country. Besides this, he, by assigning limited tracts of country,

on feudal tenure, So some of his trusted commanders, who had

been serving him before, created a number of feudatories, per-

haps as a check over his sms. lest they should become too power-

ful and rise against him. Thus, the reign of KuldttuAga I forms

a definite landmark m the hiltorv of the Telugu country, re-

garding not only the transfer of cnpital fiom Rajamundry to

Tanjorc but also for the beginning;, laid down sn that reign,

of the feudal kingdoms, which grew very powerful in the

succeeding reigns.

R!ja Rflja II, son of KuldMuoga I became the first viceroy

of Vchgi and controlled its fortunes after the death of Vijayaditya

in A. D. 1076. lie was crowned on 27th July, 1076 at Jsuia-

nSlhanagnrl, i.e
,
Dnksiram, in the East Godttvary district. With

Raja Raja I and Vijayaditya VII, the Eastern Ca|ukya line

founded bv Kubja-Visnuvardhara
I
comes to a close, giving

rise to another historic line, the C5lnkyu-C6das «f Tanjorc. the

originator of the new line being Kulottufiga Coda 1 himself.

From Aimna II, the chronological scheme may he con-

tinued as shown below, adjusting the dates, having in view the

various question, dealt with in the preceding paragraphs:

22 Amma 11 2 yrs. >67—891 or 945- 969
23 iiar.arnava 3 .. S91—89o it 96v— 971
24 Biidapa i

25 Tfldapa II

26 Saktivarma I

30 .. 893-922
•»

971—1000

12 ..
922-933 •* 1000—1011

27 VioialSditya

28 Vijayaditya VII
7 ,. 933—944

(Crown-
ed in) 952

M

it

1011—1022

1031

29 Raja Raja I *10 vrs. 944—983 •j 1022-1061
30 Saktivarma II 1 vr. 9S3—984 it 1061—1062
3! Vijayaditya VII
32 K u 1 6 1 1 u nga I

15 yrs. 984- -998

(Crown-
ed in) 992

ii

••

1062-10/6

1070

Post Script.

Ep. Coll., no. SO of 1930, giving the Cyclic year Bahudhinya,

KSitika Su. di 5, Sun. corresponding to the 5th reg. year of a

Visnuvardnana has come to my notice too late to be considered in

this article. On going through the facsimile of the inscription

which I was kindly permitted by the Superintendent of Epigraphy,

to consult, I came to the conclusion that the icg. year is 12th,

corresponding to lltli Oct., 739 A. D. in the reign of Vijnu-

vardhaua III. I hope 10 deal with the question fully iu a separate

paper.



SOME RARE METRES IN SANSKRIT

BY

Dr. A. Venkatasdbbiah

Mysore

The number of metres in Sanskrit and Prakrt is, as staled

ir. the commentaries on Piiigala-Chanda$-$Ulra, PrSkr'.a -

Paingafa, Vrttartitndkara, and other similar works, well-nigh

incalculable, that of the Sama-vrtlas alone exceeding 130 million.!

The number of these actually described and named in these

works, however, is an infinitesimal fraction of the above and

does not exceed 300; and of these metres too the great majority

arc used only rarely. Wien therefore an author happens to

employ a rare metre in his composition, it is quite possible thal

the reader, copyist or editor of the work may fail to recognise the

metrical character of the passage in question and look upon it as

prose. The following passage on pp. 15-16 of VoL I of

Somadeva's Yniaslilaba-ia»ip& (Nirnayasagara ed. of 1916)

offers an instance in point:

^ifetlcitt.ui^^Wigoil: ||

II

II

S53f>ffiR^Rnggfti*RT: II

1. This figure does not take into account the subdivisions of

the G6ha (26 in number), Skandho (28), Doha (23), Rasiba

(8), Rcla (12), Kivya (45), §offadl (71), Rafti (7) and

Upajdti (14) that are defined and named in the commentary on

Prdkrta-Paihgala (Bibl. Indica eJ.) and on p. 215 of Vccarama
Sarvabhauma’s edition (Calcutta, Saqivat 1926) of Pingala-

Chandas-sitra with HaUyudha’s scholium.
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HF&: m ||

WllW* |

aw n

Though printed as prose by the editors (Pandits SimdatU

and Vasudeva bik^mana Saslri Panasikar), it is readily plain to

the ear that the passage consists of sis rhyming couplets or

twelve lines each of which is formed Of four feet of five niatias.

The writers on Sanskrit prosody have no name fee this metre,

which however ii used fairly frequently by Kannada and Tciugu

writers and is known as Lalita-ragsje and Dviradagati-ragatfu

respectively in these languages.

KaglmlS (in Kannada ragcAc and rage. 4c in Tciugu) is the

name of a class of metres whose characteristics arc: (1) each

line consists of a certain number of feet containing a certain

number of miitras; (2) each odd line, generally, rhymes with the

line that follows and forms a couplet with it; and (3) there is no

limit to the number of lines that may constitute a staiisa.

1

The Tciugu prosodist Appakavi (later than 1600 A. D.)

describes nine kinds of Ragadas—H ayapracira,
Turaga-valgana, Dvirada-gati, etc., while the

Kannada prosodist NSgavarm* (e. 1040 A.D.) mentions in his

Ckandambudhi (Kittcl’s edition, p. 76) the names of three

Ragajes. M a n d 4 n i I a
,
L a 1 i t a and U t s a h a and says that

the lines of these Ragajes contain 16, 20 and 24 moras respectively

In the examples cited by Kittel, the sixteen moras cf the

Mandanila-ragale are contained in four feet of four tnoras each

(cp. a vfleyoj ati-sambhramam esedirt
|

pb-valt piira-vlIhigcAo!

ntredire), the twenty moras of the Lalita-ragajc in four feet of

five moras each (cp. alii mdiiuiradalli <naiUkS-latcyaHi
|

yejeya-

mgcmaradeUi jalaru t:dkaradaHi ) ,
and the twenty-four moras of

the Uts5ha-raga]e in eight feel of three moras each (cp. a\\a

1. Thus stan/a 55 of the Sansa padam (a poem published

recently, in 1928) consists of 242 lines of Lalita-r agale.

2. The reading prtliu-nitamba-vasa-skkalat of the edition is

without doubt wrong. The word ’vofa' is in disaccord, not only

with the metre, but with the sense also
;
and I have no doubt

that it is due to a later interpolator.
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anna vunrta bidanu kofta stUa iila-bi<fanu
|

peffiyofUia citinad

ctfate lotfen enalu Yamanu bifanu). 1

The six couplets cited above from the YafastiloJui are,

plainly, composed in the Lalita-ragale, and constitute, in all

probability, but one stanza.

2. Another instance of a verse being regarded as prose is

met with on p. 270 ol Fleet's Gupta 1 lucriptions. The verse

jitam abhiifnam era J&inbaratUvadandravindorjjit&Iintl
|

ddnaifdhgand-mukhdmb/ioja-latpnUtusdrena I'isnuud which is

contained in lines 1, 2 of the Tusam rock inscription edited

there, was taken for prose by Dr. Fleet.* Similarly, the verse

[nrifj nartHdra-mauli-vinyasia-maiti-kiraiyt~B<fha-b'atndmbMjah

|

Frazaratenas tasya fuiro 'bh&d vikasan-navendivarekfanah

tliat occurs in a Vakataka inscription at AjapjS (Archaeological

Survey of Western India, IV, p. 125) was not at first

1. In some Kannada works however the lines of the Utsiha-

ragale consist of four feet only of three moral each (cp. kuiirva

pa-golamga!alli
|

tojtro kavanamgaJali

)

or arc formed of three such

feet and a guru (c. g. mOvinodiyoj idutu*
|
fOdan eydt teluturn).

The lines of the Mandanila-rugale too are sometimes formed of

four feet of 3, 5, 3. 5 moral reipec-.ively (cp. nandanatngalol

sufiva birayiyi-n
|
lamp* hanmaieyo fdta luroyiyiin).

2. It is less comprehensible why Fleet, on p. 9 op. cit. gives

as prose the following verse that is contained in lines 30-31 of

Inscription No. 1

:

pradina-bhuja-vikrama-prasama*sastra-vakyo<layair

upary-upari samcayocchritam aneka-marggani vasah
|

punSti bhuvana-trayaip Pasupater jalantar-guha-

uirodha-parimoksa-IIghram iva papiju Gaiigam payah |]

Not only is the metre in which the verse i* composed, namely,

P(thvi, a well-known one, but the writer of the inscription has

interposed a cf a *i <f a after the last word of the prose passage

that precedes this verse to indicate that what follows is a verse.

Dr. Fleet did net understand the purpose of this d and a, but

has said (n. 1.1. c) that 'this mark of punctuauon is unneces-

sary'.

The editors of the Divydvoddna too (Cambridge University

Press. 1886), have printed as prose a great number of verses

composed in different well-known metres. Sec for instance pages

354-59.
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recognised as verse, but was regarded as prose. It was only

after the Talgunda pillar inscription of KUkuslba-varman 1

.

which contain* 24 verses composed in the same metre, was

discovered by Mr. Rice, that the similarity of these two verse*

with them was noticed and their metrical character recognised.

This T&lgunda inscription has been edited by the late

Mr. Rice on p. 200tf. of Epigraphhi Carnatica, Vol. VII and

by the Ute Proi. Kicthorn on p. 24ff. ot Epigraplna Iudlca,

VoL VIII; and the latter scholar has reproduced on p. 27 I. c.

the observations regarding the metre of tlxr last-mentioned 24

verses which he made in German in a paper entitled ‘Ein

unbekannte* indtsches Metrum ’ (S'ii(hrkh!eu do KoaigUchen

GcstHschafl der IVissaitxhafUu tii Gottingen, 1899, p. I82ff.)

The metre :n which these verses are composed is, according to

him, a species of matrasamaka with (our padas whose

general scheme is:

padas 1 and 3: w— j w— —v (15 matras),

pidas 2 and 4: o—w—u—u—w—w—v (15 matras);

but IS o( the odd padas, out of 4S, he points out. do not conform

to this scheme, fourteen having 16 matris and four 17 matras,

instead of 15.

Now the name matrasamaka can be applied with

propriety to denote the metre of such verses only as have the

same number of matras in all the four padas. There arc only

fifteen verses in the Talgunda inscription which this description

suits; and there still remain nine verses (Nos. 2, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15

17, 21, 24) with unequal number of matras in the padas whose

metre requires explanation. In two only of these verses (Nos.

14, 15) is the number of titsarm the same in both halves; but in

both verses the sequence o< gurut and laghus in the first half

differs from that in the second half. It hence becomes obvious

that the metre in which these nine verses are composed is neither

a varya metre nor a niatra metre; and since these verses resemble

so closely the other fifteen verse* to which the description

matrJsamaka fits, it also becomes plain that these latter

verses are not in reality matrasamakas, but that they are

composed in a metre which i> neither a varna metre nor a matra-

metre. In other words, it becomes plain that the ganns or feet

1. More correctly, of Sintivarman, son of Kikustha-

varman.

IX—

7
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that make up the padas of these twenty-four verses are neither

varna-ganas r.or matra-ganas.

Now tlicre is a third class of ganas, differing from the above

two, which I shall call miira-gaijas : in these ganas, there is

constant, neither the number cf ak^aras as in the varna-ganas (raa,

y a
,
r a. s a

,
t a,

j
a, h h a, n a ), nor that of ma'.ris as in

the mStra-gaiws (fa.tha.tja.dha.na).

1

On the other

hand, however, they resemble the matra-ganas in having more

than one form, and the varna-ganas in that the number of

matras contained in them is not anywhere taken into considera-

tion.*

Such misra-garias have not, so far as 1 knew, been described

by any writer on Sanskrit prosody. They are known however

to writers on Telugu prosody who describe three classes of such

ganas under the name of Surya-gana, Ir.dra-gana and Candra-

garia. The Kannada prosodist Nagavarma too describes three

kinds cf such ganas in vv. 297-298 (pp. 95, 96), saying that they

axe peculiar to Kannada poetry. The three kinds are named by

him Brahma-gana, Vi§nu-gana and Rudra-gana and consist res-

pectively ot gaijas ol two, three and four gurus and their transfor-

mations according to the process described in v. 298. J

There are thus, according to Nagavarnm, 4 kinds of

Brahma-ganas, 8 kinds of Visnu-ganas and 16 kinds of Rudra-

ganas* as shown below:

1. Regarding the mitra-gaiias
(

a, t h a, etc., see Prikrta-

Painpolo. I, 12 ff. The \ a-gana which contains six matras has

thirteen forms; the th a-gana, containing five m3tr3s, has eight

forms, etc.

2. That is, the misra-ganas arc net rr.atrd-ganas.

The varna-ganas, it will be borne in mind, have only one

form each. The gana r a, for instance, has the form

—

j

—

and no

other, the garra na the form o w o and no other.

3. This process is the same as the proittirc-vidhi described

by writers on Sanskrit prosody ; only, in respect of the first place,

Nagavarma enjoins tha: two laghus should be substituted, and not

one laghu as is usual, fur the ?u*m.

4. Nagavarma has given different name* to each one of

these twenty-eight gar.as. in the same way as the author of the

Pr&krta-l‘a>ngo\a has given different names to the different forms

of the t a, t h a, d a, d h a and n a ganas in I. IS ff.
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Brahma-gagas Vi$gu-ganas

1.

2.

Rudra-ganas

2.

™ a

2. UJ — W 10. UJ — - -

3, u 3.

—m

V i y V IT

5. u u u 4. i i t •
|
—

•!»

4.

c

u w 12, jy J -

_ 1
1

1
i i 1

t

jt

6 11 it — » t 1
1 T U UM V

7.

8.

W V W
— - . «J •

»

•j •

7.

8.

— u o — 15. — u U

U U J’J vu vu — 16. U U V u

It will be observed th»t none of the twenty-eight

gagas mentioned above begins with an iambus (_»— ), because,

as observed by Kitlel Ip. 93 op. erf; compare also his obser-

vations on pp 24,26) such fee* arc foreign to Kannada metres.

Since such feet arc in use in Sanskrit metres, we must add to

the injunctions given in v. 293 by Nagavnrim. that a single

laghu can be substituted in the place cl the first earn tr>o, ri-Iien

such guru Is follmxd by nnclher gliiri.‘ We thus get u— as an

additionaal Brahmi foot,- — «;<-> as additional Visnu leet,

and u—— —
; y • u; v— \j v; <j •- u — as additional Rudra

feet.

There arc thus 5 B(rabm9) feet, 10 V(i?nu) led, and 20

R(udra) icet. The B feel contain 2-3 aksaras and 5—> mill a9,

the V feet, 3-4 akjaras and 4-6 nuitras, and the R feet, 4-5 aksaras

and 5-3 matrfis. That is to say, there is a slight variation in the

number oi aksaras and also in the number of nu'tras* of these

miira-ganas.

1. This proviso is necessary to prevent confusion; without

it, for instance, c/ v o (which is a Brahmi foot ;
sec above) would

have to be regarded as a Visnu foot also.

2. As observed above, the tnisia feet are not matrS-ganas,

and the number of mitras contained in then is of no account so

far as the metre is concerned. It is nevertheless useful to take

note of them since the variation of the number of mitrls,

conjoined with that of the number of akjaras, is an almost ceitain

indication of the presence of misra-ganas.

In varna feet, the number o: aksaras and of matris are both

constant; in mitrfi feet, the number of matrls alone is constant

while that of the aksaras varies; in mifira feet, both these numbers

vary.
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Now one of the characteristics that strikes the reader of the

above-mentioned verses of the TSlgtinda inscription is the

variation in the number of aksaras and of matras in their

padas. As already observed by Kielhorn, the number of matras

in these paebs varies between 15 and 17, and that of the

akjaras between 9 and 12. This variation is so similar tc that

which we have noticed above in connection with the misra-

g»na* that the question obtrudes itself on our attention, “Arc

these padas made up of uii»ra feet?"

In order to answer this, let us examine the following

typical pada« chosen from these verses

:

V. 3 a

:

*ig: (11 akjaras; 15 matras)

b: filf.t'W flifall (9 „ 15 „ )

10 c
:
sifeftnfg: (12 „ 16 „ )

14 a: «n "Vjwk 9# <9 16 ,. )

b : sBflifafe fiwfl 3*1 (10 „ 15 „ )

19 a: wto (io 16 „ )

b :
3®5IERII (9 „ 15 .. )

All these seven padas, containing 9, 10, 11 Or 12 aksaras

ar.d 15 or 16 mattfis, consist of a Rudra foot, followed by a

Visnu foot and a Brahma frot.

This is the case with the other padas also of these

twenty-four verses, with the exception of the following four:

11 c:

17 e: 5RIUR#-

21 c : H5<RtflR :q

21c:

These four padas have the scheme RRB instead of RVB.

Thus, of the above-mentioned twenty-four versea Of the

Tfilgunda inscription, all except nos. 11, 17, 21 and 24, have
padas following the scheme RVB and are therefore sama-vrttas

belonging to the class of nv.Sra-ga$a metres; r.os. 11, 17, 21 ar.d
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24, on the other hind, are upajaii 1 verses belonging to the

same class of metres, with three padas of the type RVB and one

pida (pada c in all four cases) of the type RRB.
The verses cited above from the Tusam and AJanta

inscriptions too are ujxijati verses; in both, pada a follows the

scheme RRB and the other three, the scheme RVB. The two
verses cited by Kielhorn (p. 27 I. c-} from the Bowr Manuscript,

on the other hand, arc saiua-vrllas with all padas following Ihc

type RVB.
The Rilvttnarjintfja of Bhatta-BhTma (on Bhatta-Bhauma)

contains more than seventy verses composed in a similar metre.

There are however lacunae in some of them; and in others, the

editors have, with justice, suggested emendations which have the

effect of altering, either the number of afc§ar.us or their quantity.

Excluding then all such verses, there remain sixty, 7 the number

1. The word upajati is used by Sanskrit prosodists in three

different senses. (1) It denotes stanzas in which padas of the

Indravajra-vrtta and Vpcndravajri-vrtta are mixed up. There

are fourteen varieties of this upajaii. and they are all named and

defined in the Pmkrlo-Paingata (II, I2l). (2) It denotes stanzas

in which pSdas of other different vrttos belonging to the samc

chandos (Triftubh, Jagati, etc ) are mixed up. Thus, a stanza in

which Vaip^astha and Indravaip>ia-pAd?s occur is such an

upajati. (3) It is used comprehensively to denote stanzas in

which padas of different vrtles, whether belonging to the samc
chandar or different chandasts, arc mixed up. Such .stanzas are

called viiama-vTttas or gbthas also. The following stanza at the

beginning of Sankara’s commentary on the Ma>ujukyopani}ad

is an upajaii of this type:

yo vi<vatnia vidhija-vkayin prfiiya bhogln sthavisthfln

pascac canyan jtvamali-vibhavSn jyotisfi svena sfiksmlnj
sarvan ctan punar api Sanaih svStmani sthapayitva

hitva sarvan viSe?5n vigata-guna-ganah patv asau nas
turiyah||

It is in this third sense that the word upajaii has been used

above.

In Telugu prosody, the word upajati, it is interesting to note,

is used to denote tnifira-gana verse*.

2. Namely 5,‘3S ; 16170; 19126; 21 [39; 33|23; 49J7, 8. 9
53137. 44; 55i60; 6*. 131

;
64|5: 65|I8: 68[43. 44 ; 69149:30 61

33 26; 83154; 84 55. 62; 85)63; 94!58; 97.10; 16«|7; 169(15

170|20; 22; l7l|25-?8, 30-33; 172|34-37. 39-42; 173148-53; 174|54.

58; 176168, 70; 177)80; 179|6. 8; 192)60; 203153. Of these

numbers, the first is that of the page of the KavyamSlS edition of
1930, and the second, of the verse printed on that page.
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and quantity o( who** aksarat arc certain and whose ganns can

therefore be determ ncd. In these Sixty verses too, padas of the

type RVB greatly predominate; but the number of sama-trifas is

only 22, and of ardha-wma-vrltas (RRB, RVB; RRB; RVB) ten.

The remaining verses arc upnjSUi, theie occurring in each verse,

beside padas of the type RVB, usually one pada of the type

RRB, and less frequently, one pads of the type RVR, RRV,
BVB, RR, RV or RB. Very rarely, there are two RVB p&das

in an npnjdli verse, and two padas of the other types mentioned.

I cite here from this book some examples of upajaii versos,

and one of an ardha-tama verse :

5|35 I

qif?r qif^ far-hft ||

Cp. also 16(70.

19(26 W1*L I

sn«ilf»w siwfawr u

83154 «rwu*uot«ii 3iraift>n*rc: i

3ifl4 «(<«« AS Wfl ||

172 40 rTirT tfra WT eHT tflflt Hftfl: I

Iwfttiw hi rciww faw nlw gwj?r; n

Cb. 173(52; 171 126; 27. 30, 32. 33; 172|52; 179(8,

172|39 WPfi: it *Fn :
I

qfcwq H3dP31Rqfwt WPfl: it *33 jpn: II

W|62 hr im c$ Bfead I

ft SrlSt * IlfcpHHTJL i|

The last-cited verse (84/62) i3 an ardhasama verse whose

odd and even padas are of the type RVR and RVB respectively.

The others are upajlli verses; and in the first three of those cited

above, padas abd are of the type RVB while pada c is of the type

RV, RR and RB respectively*. In 172 40, pada a is the type

RR and the rest of the type RVB, while in 172/39, (he four

p&das are respectively of the type RRB, RVB, RRV, RVB.

Pandits Sivacatta and K. P. Parab have given at the begin-

ning ol the above-mentioned edition of the Rdvandrjunlya two

pages containing what they call a Chando-nidarJana-patra, in

which they have given an explanation of the metre employed in

— i —
r

1 . These padas thus consist of two ganas only and not three.
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twenty, out o/ the sixty, verses that I have referred to above.

They make no mention o! misra-ganas, butfegard these verses

3s vifama+'rttas with padas composed in different varna-gana

metres. Thus 5/35, for instance, contains according to them
four padas composed respectively in Pailkti-931,1 Pafikti-332

Usnih-75 and P<tftkti-V3l; and 19[26, of four pidas composed
in BfhatI-232. JagatI-1320, BrhatI-299, Anu$tubh-16S. All this

is merely a description in technical language of the sequence

of laghus and gurus in the two halve* of the verse: the two
pandits seem ti> have made no effort to find out it there is any

characlcnstic common to all these verses, but regard each verse

as jim generis. Such an explanation can be given of any
verse whatsoever, of verses oi the ntSlrd metre as of the varna
and iniira-gana metres, and it hardly deserves serious con-

sideration.

Before leaving the subject of iniira-gana metres, I would
like to make an observation about their relation to the metres

known as/dii and vftln. Jdti is the name applied to the metres

in which the mnras of the syllables */e taken into consideiatton.

There are two classes of such metres, (1) gar.a-chaudas or niBIriS-

gana metres comprising AryS, GIti, etc. in which the metre-

units are milfra-gartas; and
(
2
)
matra-chandaj or matri metres in

the narrower sense, comprising VaitiBya, Aupacchnndasika,

MStra-ramaka, etc., in which the unit! are, not matia-ganas, but

single mfltrSs. Similarly, the vrtia metres too consist of two
classes,* (t) varna-g.ina metres comprising the metres in the

chandases Ukla, Atyukta, etc., and Dnnijakas whose units are

varna-ganas; and (2 )
varna metres in the narrower sense,

comprising Vafetra, Aparavnktra, etc. in which the units are, not

varna-ganas, but single varnas. The word rrUa signifies literally

'turning', i.e., the path pursued by the pada (or ardha) among
laghus and gurus, and denotes therefore a unique arrangement
or sequence of a definite number of laghus and gurus. The name
is thus apposite in connection with varna-gana metres, since
expressions like Salini-vp'.ta, Malini-vrtta, etc., can denote one
arrangement only of a definite number of laghus and gurus.
JBli, on the other hand, signifies 'class, specks, genus'; and it is

1. That is. the 931st, out of the 1024 forms of the Pankti
pada of 10 syllables; and similarly ia the other cases.

2. 3ut in practice, the word irila is laxly used in connection

with the mora metres also.
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appropriate in connection with the morn metres Arya,

Vaitaliya etc.; lor these expressions denote, not one, but many

1

arrangements oi a definite number ot laghus and gurus.*

Since, as we have seen above, the nusru-ganas R, V and B
have, like the matra-ganas (ta, tha, eta) many forms, the

combination RVB denotes in fact 20x10x5 or 1000 different

arrangements of laghus and gurus', and hence the mi$ra-gana

metres too fall under the division of jdli metres.

3. On pp. 177, 182 of the YaSastila&a (Vol. 1J arc found the

following two stanzas which Somadeva himself calls matra:—

ywtwvg 'riffle

w ii

In Srutasagart’s explanation of the first verse, his words

describing the nature of As metre are lost; on p. 182. he merely

writes mdirf-chanda idant. It is difficult to determine from the

verses themselves whether they are dvipadls with 40 (-11) and

78 (79) moras in each half, or calufpiulh containing in the four

1. As stated by Halayudha (p. 83 of above-cited edition),

there are 80 varieties of the Arya
;
that is, the term dryd can be

used ia connection with 80 different arrangements of laghus and

gurus.

2. But the inclusion of varna metres proper, that is, of

Vaktra, etc., in the vrlta class is not correct, as Vaktra, for

instance, can denote several different arrangements of laghus and
gurus. Similarly, the inclusion of the inora metres Gityarya,

Jyotis, and Saumya (regarding the description of these metres, see

Pih.jala-chandas-sdtra, 4-47, 49, 50) under jdli too, is incorrect as

these expressions can denote but one arrangement of gurus (all,

and laghus. The Arya varieties Laksrr.1, Rddhi, Huddhi, etc. that

are described in the Prakjta-Paiugala (1, 58 IT.) are ail, properly

speaking, vrttas and no: jdlis

;

for these terms can denote but one

arrangement of laghus and gums.
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pfidas 21 (22), 20 (21), 18 (19) and 9 (10) morns, or a different

number of moras. Tin's metre is not described in the Prdkrta-

Paingala; nor, so far as i know, are instances of its use met

with elsewhere.

4. On pp. 178, 183, op. cit., arc found the following two

verses which Somadeva calls Catufpadl

:

lief wsft ^ wiwift
i

wfaginfavniT aforeiM ft *ira n

?'j ••iwfer ftfaftafo g5wi%s
i

w «Ri tRwtflft II

The Catuspadi described in the Prikrta-Paiftgaja (I, 67-

69) consists of four pidas of 30 moras each or 120 moras

each, while another described on p. 112 of the above-mentioned

edition of Pingala-ekainlassUtra contains 24 raoras only in

each pida. The padaa of the above two verses, however,

consist of four feet of four moras each. The Pratrta-

Paingala (I, 126) calls this metre by the name of Pujjhaliya

(Pajjaliya) which is differently rendered into Sanskrit as

Paryafikii, Pajjhatiki and Projjhajiki {yatktndur anirtam

projjhr.ti eta'ii projjhatika-iabdo 'Pyamfiatp kfaratityarthak)

by the commentators; and this seems to show that the correct

Sanskrit term had gone out of use at the time when these com-
mentaries were written. Now, on pp. 1/8-180 and 183-188 op.

ctf., Somadeva gives 28 verses which he calls PaddhalikS and

whose padas consist of four feet of four moras each; but the last

foot is not invariably o—o . Thus, for instance, padas ab of

verse 178 end in u u — ;
and so do pidas ab of verse 2 1 1.

According to the Pidkrla-Painga{a (I, 129), the metre of these

two verses is Padakulaka and not PajjhaliyS.

Similarly Somadeva gives on pp. 181, 189 op. cit., the

following two verses which he calls Ghatta:

tflfcuiH: |

f%t vt ftgtr ll

According to the Prtlifta-Paiiigala (1, 99), the Ghatta
consists of two halves with 31 moras each. The first only of

IX—

8
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the above two vases satisfies this definition; ihe second, on the

other hand, has only 29 moia9 in each half, and is an example of

Culiyala, defined in Prdkrta-Paingala, 1
,
167.

This difference in nomenclature between Somadeva and the

author of the PrOkrta-Patfigala is indeed remarkable; and it is

perhaps to be explained by the fact that the latter lived at least

300 years later than the former. It is however difficult to

understand why Somadeva himself has called two verses Catujpadi

and twenty-six other verses, that are exactly similar to them,

Paddbatika 1
.

1. On p. 161 of the Kannada Pa&cataiitro of Durgasimha is

found the catuspadi stanza :jaya divija-ganarcita-caru-carar.a

duritogra-tamah-patalosna-kirana|tapincha-sama-cchaY!-nlla-varna

vidy3dhara-kant3glta-varna
1 1

which is followed by six similar'

stanzas on pp. 162-3 and are called Paddali by Durgasiqiha. Each
pada of these stanzas consists of four feet of four moras each ; and
since paddali seems to be a tadbhato of paddhati, the use of the

name PaddhatikS for stanzas of this type is attested by Durga-
simha also.

As we have seen above, the lines of die MandSnila-ragaje too

consist of four feet of four moras each; but while the Paddhatika

is a catuspadi, there is no limit to the number of lines that may
constitute a MandSnila stanza.

It is therefore interesting to note in this connection that the

editors of the PaHtalanlra in question have looked on the seven

Paddaji verses referred to above as forming but one stanza.

That is to say, while the author calls the verses Paddaji and

therefore regards them as catuspadTs, the editors (unconsciously?)

look on them as Matid5nii£-ragale.



THE NAMPAU GRANT OF YOVARAJA
RAJENDRA VARMA, GANGA YEAR 314.-

BY

K. A. NtLAKAMIlA SaSTRI, M.A.

Professor of Indian History and Archaeology,

University of Madras.

The plates now edited belong to the Government Oriental

Manuscripts Library; when my attention was drawn to them
some time ago, 1 found on a cursory examination, that they

contained an interesting early Gaitga record, and I at once applied

to the curator of the library fora lean of the plates; he readily

placed them at my disposal, and l edit the record from the oiiginal

plates.

The record comprises three rectangular plates F" x 31", the

first and Last plates being engraved only on the inner side; the

plates arc thick and the engraving is fairly clear though not deep.

The ring fastening the plates is cut and is about 4j" in diameter

and 4| 10" thick; the seal has disappeared.

The alphabet resembles that of other early Ganga records

and shows a slight admixture of nOgarl, and the language of Ihe

record is Sanskrit with many mistakes and perhaps an admixture

of the local dialect. The record shares the usual features of

Gartga records in its orthography as will he seen by a perusal of

the notes to the text. The bulk of the inscription is in prose;

the two usual imprecatory verses said to be cited from Vyasa
are in the anuftuM metre (11. 24-27), and verse ir. Vamntatilakd
that follows is defective in the latter half.

Opening with the usual Kaluga Ganga prafasli (II. 1-12).

the record mentions Yuvarija Sri Rljindra-Vanr.a, the son of

Ana (nta) varma. It should be noted Out this is the first record

of the Early Kalinga Gangas to mention a Yuvarija by the side of

the ruling sovereign. The object of the grant is 10 record the

•This paper formed the subject of a communication made lo

the Archaeological society of South India at its meeting held on
13-2-35.
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gift, in perpetuity, by the YuvarSja, of the village of Nampali in

the Nidijeru-vifap, freed from all taxes and impests, for the

spiritual merit of the donor and his parents. The donee is called

Samiraja, the son ot Sri GunainarSja, an ornament of the Ayana-

kula (II. 13-18). The boundaries of the village arc then described

(11. 19-23). Then follow two verses from Vyasa, the usual

imprecation (U. 23-27); a third verse, rather corrupt in the latter

half, announces the denor's wish that his successors, whether they

be kings of his Own line or another, should protect this chanty

(11. 27-30). The date follows, only the year in the Gartga era

being given in the words: Samvacluxra Sataiayc Calurdatolare.

(11. 30-31). The giant was composed by Maha-sandhivigrahi

Raha Sri Sfimanta and engraved by Sri Damacandra.(ll. 31-32).

The date ialataye talurda’ctare is in itself somewhat

confusing; because Sa Inlaye lends itself to two emendations,

ialalame and iatatrayc. The latter is, however, the correct

form; because we h3vc another grant,’ dated in the Gahga year

342 in which Rajendravarma figures as the ruling king, which

makes it probable that he was Yuvardjn twenty-eight years

earlier, 314—the date of the present record. Further in 304

(Gang* era) wc have a grant of Anar.tavarman*. Moreover 114

will be too early a date for our record judging from its

paleography. Again, a son of Simiraja, the donee of our grant,

isalso mentioned in the grant of 342 just mentioned. If these

identifications of the persons mentioned in the two sets of plates

are correct, we may correct the name of Rajendra's father given

as Anavarma (1. 13) in our record into Ana (nta) varma. The
initial year of the Gafiga era is now generally taken to be 495-6

A. D.,s and our record will therefore be of 809-10 A. D.

TEXT.
Plats I.

i. wfenkydyMftu] frffepiDfwi-

1. No. 13 of 1917-18; ARE. 1918, II 15.

2. El. iii, p. 17.

3. Indian Antiquary. 1932 p. 237.

1. Spiral at the beginning of the line.

2. Read^«4.

3. Read Suitor:.

4. Read :
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3.

4.

5.

H

8. fcRWqsaftj* -4J.afi&i3^?-

I'LATE II (fl).

10.

11. 3jmr^tJUH*q5pgR»jai nf[r]q^f.«W3-

iz. 3R[^]

13. $5R*r

14. 5’5,*4^*<'rx ti

is. *wn qfllq nre
1 *" ^:RWiiiPi-

16. '5I3lfelf?t8I U
7*!^?]

5. Read

6. ** has been engraved twice over and the ^ sign overlaps

the following "T

7. Read and

8. Read

9. Read
10. Readers?.

11. Read The letter °T has been engraved twice, the

first time in continuation of *.

12. Read ftnfgfaftuaWT:

13. Read

14. Read 5#*-

15. Read

16. Read *wii

.

16a. Read « «WS

17. Read JPH.
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Plate II (6).

17. vi

18. flRRW nfcRifecT' si-

19. h ^§f^‘'i^r w h^t %-

20. dwfd'H hhi fcfir w

21. ft flfaWlfifai Hell <tfiPICT HU-

22 SiW${y&ffaTF) Hrfl 3HT-“

23. w” Kfr aS]« am ^ sqra

24. fan Ri$Wrw wr *Rft
,a

wnfc-

Platb HI.

25. S'RqqwqHTgft'TWHWHHT^

26. W5*f TO*W! $1 5*fa” ^5*»TO
M B fita-

18. Read S^WT'T.

Read Hfii’ilftfli.

Read

Letters 1* written oxer an erasure. Road

Read

ifa and ^ written over an erasure. Read *lftwprt.

Read 3tR .

Read Wt.

Read

Read ^ftl!

Read *3^-

Read WT.

Read

Read ft*.

Read Hfti-

Read

Read *3r9^-
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2r *rt wfrjwi”W 6 m *re*iw” <rc-

28. *7^h?f^rs>?T5n^r gfa rt-

29. *” *p! ?J qiOTpei RR 3f§8fl*a

30. m
31. <ww srafft*' fe%crf^ RI*R#4-

32. ftuft" «ftarR%T 3sti4M r -raraif&RT *Rir-

vfc 4 *

35. Read

36. Read falfaw*.

37. Read W®® 1 *

38. Read^.

39. Read

40. Read somewhat like : * **^ fWWT%*$T »HI

41. Read

42. Read ’Oof-A.

»3. Read stf[«rf:i
Rftrnffc*;.

M. Read 3^.
45. Read



SEMANTIC DIVERGENCIES IN IN DO-ARYAN LOAN
WORDS IN SOUTH DRAV1D1AN.

BY

L. V. Ramaswami Iyer, m.a., b.u,

Maharaja'i College, Err.akulatn.

Continued from Vol. VIII, Pari iii, page 266.

23. danjant ‘fine’ 'punishment'.

Mai. usage show’s new meanings for the adaptation dannam.'

(ij 'pain' ‘suffering’.

—

idumt dannaiy.-illOda karmam mama mQdSv-inikiu

vidhiccadu tjanttallfi* (it was well that my mother decreed for nie

a duty so free from suffering)—ER, Ayodkyakindam.

riilri-y-il kannu kOnmdn dantyxmill-avarkalku (they have

no difficulty in exercising their power of vision at night)—PT,

III, 18.

(ii) deka datsr.ani which originally meant ‘bodily labour'

is restricted in many Mai.— speaking areas to ‘the labour of cooks

while making preparations for an extensive least*. The com-
pound is often contracted to dihannant; and the idea of 'labour'

is sometimes lost sight of, the phrase then being equated to 1 the

service of cooks in connection with a feast”.

(In) A unique development, met with only in the mass-

collcquial, is the meaning ‘disease’ ‘scourge’ (< ‘bodily suffering’)-

Cf. dlttam (discussed below) for a similar evolution of meaning.

dannavtim dlnazutu pidiecu, vaiart alugaf dpdffii

marikiun/ju (many people are dying in that land, stricken with

diseases)—colloquial.

24. JOhah ‘burning' 'feverish heat' ‘conflagration’.

* Thirst ' is a signification appearing for this word in Tam.,

Mai., Kann. and Tel. The word appeals in literary texts with

this meaning.

1. nn-of Mai. dannam is due to nasal assimilation .characteris-

tic of Mai., as in khannam (piece) adapted from OIA khonda.

2. I have used the symbol t» with a dash below to denote the

denial variety of this consonant. Dental o is an independant

phoneme in Mai. In the previous instalment of my paper, the

alveolar nasal of jonte Tam. and Mai. illustrations has been

wrongly printed with a dash mark below.
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Tain, pad tvham—Tiyumlgavar’s songs

[University Selections, p. 434.]

Mai. vcffam kori h«fic:-avr<r daImil/ ilrilu (quenched their

thirst by drinking water)—KG, Ka|„ /. 46.

Kann. delta ^((-(to become thirsty)—only in north Mysore.

Tel. ddlidtit/ti pdydtptt (he went to take liquid refreshments).

Tam. toham (sometimes appearing in tne speech of the

lowest classes as Uteam) and Mai. d&kam are indispensable words

of daily use signifying 'thirst’ in the colloquialsoi these speeches.

The adaptation does not appear to be quite *o commonly used

for 'thirst* in the other south Dravidian colioquials; Kano.

1

has

nlr-adUit, Tel. nJm val/n or dappi and Tuju has lirnja (OIA
Irsd 'thirst').

25. dina ‘wretched’ ‘distressed
1

.

This is another word for which unique meanings appear in

Mai., beside the older OIA significations.

(i) The word as used in the following citations has to be

evaluated as ‘pity’:

ilhiam-er.niyt ionr.tt (killed without pity)—EBh.
dhtaiit-ilUidavaykliu dinar il krpayundiinu (would those

who have no sense of pity feel for the lowly 3nd the wretched ?)

(ii) dinam means ‘disease
1

in the modern colloquial of Mai.

Though this meaning does not occur commonly* in the old

classical texts, I have found an instance of the use of dtnain with

the meaning ‘hodily illness or weakness
1

in the fourteenth cen-

tury (?) Kamakalha-p-pattu:

Idyntdr intivnrMum dlttam-ara ausadar.gal ceydu

wfalai lllluvaram (they tended the bodies of the three wives of

1. Kann. diwra, means 'thirst', 'desire
1

,
‘need’

;
tfavoro means

‘burning’ also besides these significations. These forms appear to

be borrowings from MIA or NIA speeches. Whether the OIA
source-form is tepa or d&ha, I cannot say. Tndo-aryanists could

probably shed light cn this point.

2. The following from eighteenth-century KuRjan’* works

would perhaps illustrate the stage of transition from ‘lowly,

wretched
1
to ‘sick, diseased’ in Mai :

—

tr.lniyum ntelMnoti'dlnan-ajidu (his body became
shrunk, and he looked wretched)—OT, p. 215.

diHonmSrum kdlinu nudaitkullOr Itannu kGnadl-y-uiidr

(weak-bodied men, the lame and the blind)—PT, III, linc9 53, 54,

IX—

9
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DaSaratha, by giving them medicines calculated to remedy their

bodily weakness or illness)—RP, B3I., 6.

This meaning, however, is essentially a colloquial one, not

usually found introduced even in late texts like PT and OT; VP,
however, has atyantam dhttt-r-um eaimajkaild (the kaimal is

stricken with dire disease)— I, p, 64.

26. dvefjam 'hatred' 'enmity'.

The adaptation difjam in modern Mai. colloquial means

only ‘anger’ without any idea of ‘enmity’ being necessarily

involved: yajanidnan tllakk&ranOtfu d/fya-p-pe!fu (the master

got angry with his servant). The older texts use the word only

in the OlA sense: cl. Bb.G, IX, 4.

Ci. colloquial Tam. 6ngiram 'anger’ from OIA ahatn-kOra.

27. nirvana ‘liberation’.

This word means • nakedness ‘ nudity ’
( < liberation from

the bonds of dress) in the coiloquials of Tam., Kann., Tel. and

Tuju. The OIA meaning is of course also current in literature.

The 16th century Tam. SN grres recognition to the meaning
' nakedness ’ in as much as it equates nirvUni to nnkkay [from

1A nagnd] ‘ a nude person ’.

Cf. Tam. ammanam 'nakedness’, ultimately traceable to IA

iramanak.

In Tamil colloquial, one also hears the form nirmdnam used

with the meaning ‘nakedness’. 1 th:nk that there is seme “ con-

fusion" here, both structural 3nd semantic, between nirvAnant

and (dishonourable, disgraceful).

28. pspam ‘ sin
’

‘ evil '.

(0 The association of the idea of ' pity ' with this word

wlicn used in contexts like ayyd pavam [Tam.] and ayyu papa

[Kann.] does not appear to be strictly sanctioned by OIA usage.

In Mai. the word piram denotes luckless '
' pitiable

’ 1 destitute

of good fortune ' in literary texts and in the colloquial. A recent

translation of Victor Hugo’s novel Les Miserable! is entitled psva-

nnaf.

Colloquial ayOi-cru pOvam dr.u would mean ‘he is a harm-

less, innocent fellow.'

(«») In Ibc MaL colloquial of the present day, pOvam has

also come to signify ‘poor in worldly possessions’ 'not rich’, as

in dhanavanmarum pSva-p-peltavarum (the rich and the poor).

29, pramSda ' intoxication
1

• carelessness
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In Tamil colloquial the word means ' excess ’, while in

Kann. colloquial it signifies ‘misfortune/ ‘distress' ‘danger’.

Marathi praiudda signifies ‘ misiertune '

' distress

30. prasadali • offering of food, etc. sanctified by being

offered to the gods’.

Tam. Sddam (boiled rice, taken as daily food)—$N, XI and

NN, S. 400.

Tel. -Adam.

„ pasCdamu (food)— Ar.dhranSrr.usu’igniham, II, 27.

These forms are adapted from a MIA representative of OlA
traidda 'sanctified offering’. Tam. Sodam is common enough

in the colloquial; Tel. fasdtlanm is literary, while iOdam (1 am

told) is used only by Vaisnavas in certain localities o! Andhra

desa, the more common and popular colloquial Tel. form for

• boiled rice, taken as daily food ' being OlA aniiam.

Cf. Tam. isppid- (to have a meal), literary TcL safad- and

passpad-, all of which I derive from original prasAda-paj- (sec

my "Dravidic 'Eating' and ‘Drinking’ ’’
in I HQ).

The use of Sddam and stidavi in the language particularly

oi Brahmins is perhaps traceable to the practice (more common
formerly than now) of sanctifying the meat important item of their

daily dietary by offering it to the household gods before being

used.

For the structural peculiarities of the adaptations in Tam.

and Teh, one may compare Kann. sSda signifying 1 clearness,

purity ’ [OlA ptasdda] and Kann. pat&da • gracious present of

clothes ’ [OIA prasttda ].

31. baddha ' bound ' < tied ’.

The Mai. compound badlka-p-pt'4-. compounded of the loan

baddha and the help-verb fxd-, means ' to hurry there is also

the noun baddha-p-pddu (hurry). EJuttaccan (!6th century) used

baddha-p-piduil - with the meaning ‘to bind as a captive' in ER;

but Kuiljan (lSlh century) has used it in several contexts with

the more modern meaning * to hurry

adi v/gam bad.dha-p-pf!!u bhramiccu naiannu (walked

perplexed in hot haste)—OT, p. 379.

baddha-p-ptti-xhiuins p6>)V^d-endu (why have you

come in such haste ?)—VP, 1, p. 1.

In the modern colloquial, baddha-p-pe4 means only ' to

hurry', and baddha-p-padu, the ncun corresponding to it, signi-

fies 1 hurry ’ or ‘ urgent business '.
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32. bauddha • a buddhist

This word has conic to mean ' a non-Hindu (who Is a bitter

antagonist of Hinduism)’ in modern Malayajam. In British

Malabar, it denotes a

1

Mopla Moslem while Gundcrt cites VD
(compiled by Portugese missionaries in the sixteenth and the

seventeenth centuries from materials gathered in the southern

part of Cochin state) as equating bauddhan to ‘ a Christian

The old work Kerajolpatti describes in the second chapter

(Mangalore edition, p. 15) the legend of a Malabar Perumal (an

early King of Kaa|a) having embraced bauddhamatam and gone

to Macca (Mecca?). This work refers to bauddhanmdr always

with extreme contempt In the 9ixth chapter it equates bauddhan -

mOr to jdnaiar (cf. OIA yavanaka), and as jbnakar in modern

Mai. means generally Moslems, the story of the Peramaj's change

of faith (recorded in the second chapter of this work) is usually

interpreted as conversion to Mahommedanism.

In modern usage, bauddhan in Mai. generally denotes (ex-

cept in British Malabar) *a non-Hindu' or ‘an opponent of

Hinduism’. There seems to be little doubt that the contempt

underlying the use of the word in Mai. primarily reflected the

animosity felt by orthodox Hindus towards Buddhism. One
may in this connection remember that the Malayajam country

was the native land of Sankara, the great Hindu philosopher,

who many a time tilted his lance against the exponents of

Buddhism. 5

The following are other illustrations of the use of the word
in the sense of • a non-Hindu ’or 1 an antagonist of Hinduism

Kf/lrasihinannalku adhikaram baudjhauu kodukkunna

mannan mahamOdhan (the king w-ho allows a Bauddha * to

be a temple dignitary is a great fool)—FT, 1. L 212.

nlcanmarSm bauddha jatiyamr.&rku (to the ‘Bauddhas’

who are tiicai)—PT, 1,1. 217.

1. These unique semantic developments illustrate the strong

influence of IA on Mai. Adaptations current in common Mai.,

like the following, arc noteworthy :

—

fuccham ’contempt’ <' what is insignificant ’ (OIA
’tail’]

mafi - sufficiency ’ [from a very early period
; cf. KR,

I, 36]—OIA ’ understanding
', etc.

basti ‘ insullicieaey ’ [OIA iaf/a ' diBcult '.]
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bauddhanmare-k-ioiidol dehant-aJuddham - adennu
bulled pdrii (he would neve* fail to lake a hath for removing the

pollution of the sight of * Bauddlus ')—Patracaritain, p. 192.

(University Inter. Selections.)

bauddhane seviceu JlvikkayekkSffil, Grdhvam valiuu

marikka tonne inbham (better lar to die then to serve a bauddha

)

—PT, II, 204, 205.

33. bhang I * bending ’ • undulation '

' wavy ’.

Modern Mai. bhanni by nasal assimilation; cf.

annant • limb ’ < 01A anga] is ‘ beauty'.

The word is used commonly in the fifteenth and sixteenth

century texts with reference to the curve-liJcc features or move-

ment* of the bodies of beautiful women: ahnana lannude-y-

annaimalcilSine blurnni-y-tl kaninenn-emu turnni (desirous of

seeing the beautiful curves of the woman's body)— KG, Rugm.,

1. 965.

ahnaud itiani-y-tifc aniia-bhimni (the wavy comeliness

of the jewel among women) KG.
anManawdrum-Sy-ahnane bhanni-y-il yinnu vllanHum-

apijdf (that day when lie was radiant with beauty with the

women standing thus by his side)—KG, Vais., I. 157.

From this association of the word with the undulalory

comeliness of feminine features, the general senset of * beauly

'

should gradually have arisen:

bhahni-yii-anhii uafaonu-bja&ni (began to walk

beautifully)—Pradosamah5tmyam, I. 1438.

ahhanamdruepe sahnUa bhar.ni-y- tint (the charm of

women's songs)—Dhruvacaritam (University Inter. Selections, p.

202 .)

bhahnt-y-il kupi-y-ilfu (put the caste mark in a fine

way)—EBH, Sambhava.

bhaiini kalarnnulla rirltakaf (nice words), Ccrusseri

Bharatam.

34. bhr&nli ‘perplexity ’.

Modern Mai. bhrdr.lu or pirantu is • madness '
1 demented

slate of mind '.

piyum pirdntum—PT, 11. I. 288.

bhrdnlu pidiccG ? (struck with madness ?)—Pradosa-

mihatmyam, 1. 467.

1. Even today, Marini in Mai. i* used by scholars only in

contexts which imply some kind of ‘symmetrical beauty1
.
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35. mSIrkS ‘ source '

'

original

Madiri in all south Dravidian speeches means 'sample 1

,

• specimen 'sort'. It appears to tc a very early loan (from

MIA?). While OIA mSIrid is the 'mother-source' m&diri is

but a * daughter specimen

36. mosah • theft ’.

Tam., Mai. tnOSain, Tel. ttitiia, mOsamu, Kann., Tulu ttiOSa

signify 'trick', ‘deceit

'

loss ’, ‘ fault ’ and even ' danger These

are very common words in the south Dravidian speeches:

Tam. mOfam pannSdi (do not thou employ thy tricks).

„ kaimSSam vandadu (there was a loss from one’s hand

or possession).

Mai. mOiam ninnudt Mryam aii'fam (your affairs are all

in a flounder)—OT, p. 227.

Mai. buddhi-tnOSallM (on account ol a mistake of judgment)

-OT, p. 258.

Kann. atana prdnatke mBsa*ihiUa (there is no danger to his

life).

Kann. Mmati sntisa hOguvadilla, mdsa hOtlarc hifuvadilla

(the idmafi is never deceived; if by chance lie is, then he keeps

silent about it)—Kann. Proverb.

TcL m6sa-puec-(\o deceive)—SN, 42.

„ tr.6sa*p0 (to be deceived).

37. rad-
' to speak ’.

vddah 1 speech

6d-, an ancient borrowing from 1A, exists in all south Dravi-
dian speeches with the following meanings:

1 to recite mantras ’, ‘to chant sacred hymns
‘ to read scriptures ’, * to read ' (in a general sense)

;

• to utter ’
' to speak \

Tam. deary ar mantram 5di, faftuvasbangafai kodutlfr (the

priest presented the silk cloths to the accompaniment of the

chanting of mantras)—Brahmins' colloquial.

kadaldgi-Jt-kasir.du kcnnlr malgi-y-dduv&r (these who
recite or repeat the word namaiiraya in love and in tears) .

.

Sambandar’s Hymns.

Tam. 'to read scriptures’—ddiyum-unara mdftiO (though I

read the Vedas, 1 fail to understand)—TirunivukkaraSu’s Songs.
Tam. * to speak ’—Odariya sugarp/jla.
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Mai. Mo recite mantras ’—ttdam bduyga ijanibUrtmdr (the

Nambudiri Brahmins who recite vetlai)—Common in this con-

text in the colloquial.

Odikkan parayuty$ad-okki dl'.cMa (all that the religious

preceptor says is not gospel truth)—Proverb.

Mai. Mo read ’—bBlagcrai pah kavinfd juillilaunil bda

vaittu (having initiated his children's education by making them

read the works of many poets in the school)—RP, Bal., VI.

odi-y-elldin unamdanarSm (they understood everything)

—RP. Bal., VI.

tn utter ’

—

vBrttagal-ivninc taiinalil-aiiyotiyaiu-ddungerain

(white engaged in this mutual exchange of words)—Cem&eri
Bharatam (University Inter. Selections, p. 295).

trip vidatfai-y-idiyal (she gave expression to her pain

by saying . .
KG, I, 1. 60.

Kann. ' to recite scriptures '—ri/u vldavan C-diJSlanu anti-

cs, itan embudu (ani'iciSnan is he who recites all Vedas)— cited by

Kittel.

Kann. ‘to read '—S pv.stake, idare, bd/a prayojana-v-ilta

(there is not much use in reading that book)—common colloquial.

6d- has gone out of use in the modem Tam. colloquial ex-

cept in two contexts: 'reciting of mantras by priests on cere-

monial occasions’ in the Brahmins’ dialect, and ‘whispering a

secret into another’s ears’.

Mai. od- is used in the colloquial only in connection with the

'recitation of scriptures, as by Nambudris'. Mai. Qttu is 'recita-

tion of Vedas' to-day, and Odikkan is a 'religious preceptor’.

In Kann. and Tu|u colloquials, 6d~ is an indispensable form

for 'to read'.

38. vyikhyar.a 'explanation' 'commentary’.’

vaikdnam adapted (though, MIA) means in Mai.

‘contentious argument’, 'quarrel'. Tam. rakkatpai 'idle talk’ also

appears to be connected. RSjendra Coja inscriptions use

vakkonippan only in the older sense "for explaining".

39. vah- 'to carry'.

Mai. uses the OlA verb-base for constructing certain forma-

tions of its own in the generalised sense of ‘ being able ’
‘ being

proper'.

Older iak-i-y-A [twA-, the 01A base; -i-, the suffix of the

denominative verb; y, the glide; and d, the negative affix of
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Dravidian] and its contraction vayyi have come to denote the

aoristic idea of 'not-able’:

avann-Oduv&n vayyd (‘to-him for-running not-able' i.e.,

he is unable to rur.-J

A relative participle vayydtta or vayy&da is current, as in

vayydda kdryakh&l ceyyarudu (things that one cannot fulfil

should rot be undertaken).

In the colloquial, tayyO also implies ‘impropriety’ 'prohibition,

as in ivtfc nadaikutin vayyO (walking is prohibited here).

A future form vayyQ [with the affix -fl] is also heard in ex-

pressions like aydlki vayyi (he alone can do it).

vaUyd, the full negative form, and vayyd, its contraction, are

both found in the literary texts of the modem period (f. e., from

the sixteenth century downwards); the modern colloquial uses

only the contracted ionns. vayydd-ulla occurs in OT, p. 372;

and VP, III, p. 75 has talakuitum paniyum kendu vahiyi enikk-

avide kifaun-ufanhin (on account of headache and fever 1 can-

not sleep there).

40. v&uir.a 'reading'.

Tam. v&Si- and Mai. ttiyi are forma which have replaced

older 6d- signifying 'to read’.

Tam. vdSitlal, padipp-ddal [parydyas for 'reading']—NN
4

672.

Mat. oru bhatfOcdryaiSlfu hilifi vannu vdyiecu (read with

a learned bhalfdcdrja) K, III, p. 20 (Mangalore edition).

The forms denote not only the 'reading of a book’ but also

the 'sounding of a musical instrument’ both in Tam. and in Ma!

Tara, vliittaiai valia pdnan (the songster who could sound

his instrument)— Naccijjflrkiriiyar’s commentary on lines 36 and

37 of Sirupanijruppatfai of PP.

Tam. ufukiai vdlippdn oruva/tutn, mattafaiH idSippdn oru-

vanum (one person for sounding uduhkai and another for playing

on the matlala)—SIJ, II, Part II, p. 253.

Mai. vdyikkuka, hdrmdniam vdyikkuka (tc play on the

rina and on the harmonium).

Mai. vlnayum vdyiecu (played on the wfa )—EBh, Sabha.

This use of the forms leads me to query whether there may

not have been some influence here of MIA vdj (OIA vOdya). I

may aho observe that Mai. has the noun vdyana which means

•reading’ or ‘playing on a musical instrument’.
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MIA appears lo have had both rGuinn ‘reading’ and v&jana

'sounding of musical instruments’.

41. sakara[i ‘a character in the Sanskrit drama Mrccha-

Icatika'.

Mai. JakGrnm (abuse) and iakGii- (to rebuke, abuse) are

very common forms in the modern colloquial. I do not know
when and in what circumstances these forms were coined and

popularised. None of the other Dravidian speeches possess cog-

nates or similar forms. These arc certainly not native.

The Mai. forms are probably connected with Sakirah, the

name of a vulgar-minded JyGia of the king in the Sanskrit drama

Wfcchakatfka.

42. SitfS ‘study’ 'instruction'.

(i) All the south Dravidian speeches show the meaning

•punishment' for the adaptations. This meaning occurs in

ancient literary texts, beside the 01A meaning; in the colloquials,

however, the adaptations mean only ‘punishment.’ It is note-

worthy that among the NIA speeches Marathi shows this seman-

tic development.

(if) In Mat., iitfa (and ikfa in Namhudiri Mai.) mean

•excellence' 'goodness’ ‘propriety ’» (< -proper instruction cr

study’):—

iikfayGd-anhn dharihka manassil (understand the thing

well)—OT, p. 261.

iikfayil ketfitfhuim (should be built properly)—Kcra|a-

varma Ramayar.am (University Selections, p. 93).

Sikfayil~anfi-ariyiccoru umayl (when it was communi-

cated in the proper way)—OT, p. 205.

bhikjahkufla p&lram-aSlsam iikfayil rajfain kufptfiifam

(the arrangements for the bhikfS should he made in the proper

way)—Patracaritam (University Selections, p. 196).

SikfaySy palhikkuga (to learn well)—VD died by Gun-

dert in his Dictionary.

in-ikfa-y-5y (the meal was an excellent one) in the

language of the Nambudrris.

1. The transition of meaning is illustrated by instances like

kuialava* mar iikfayil Ramdyanam colliydr (Kusaand Lava recited

the story of Rimiyana in a well-taught way)—EBh. Aranya.

IX—10
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43. SunfM 'dry ginger'.

From the time ol Kuujan (t8th century), Sunthi kaQU,

Sunthikk- (to tall into a temper) and Sunthi (violent temper) have

been very common forms in Mai.

Sunthi iadi- literally means Mo bite dry ginger*; by a

process of semantic Iransfercnce, the meaning Mo show violent

temper’ appears to have been evolved already in Kufijan’s time

(18th century). The same writer uses Sunfk-i-kk- as a denomi-

native verb with the developed meaning, and Sunfhi (violent

temper) as a noun.

Sunfhiuu taffftoru samayt (at the time when he came

in a fit ci temper)—OT, p. 134.

Sunthiccu purapftttu Santhakk-anr.-orui>tb<itu (Laving,

prepared for a fight in a fit of temper)—OT, 116.

sunthi katflMutn (will fall into a temper)—Prado$a-

mShfltmyam, 1. 1469.

43. Sratnar.ak 'ascetic*.

The Tamil colloquial forms amtuanam (nakedness, obscenity),

ammana~i-tor.fi, ammana-h-hattai, ammana-h-kunti (naked

fellow) arc cases of popular semantic evolution from the meaning

•Jaina ascetics (who are often nude)' which ammana-t-tSr has in

literary Tamil. The form ammana appears to have been borrow-

ed from a MIA representative of OLA Sramanah.

44. sandhih 'union* ‘joint’ ‘peace*

The adaptations of this word in the south Dravidian speeches

evidence the following chid developments of meaning:

In the colloquial? of Tam., Kann. and Tulu, the adaptations

(Tam. Sar.du and Kann., Tuju >andu'_ mean *hip3* and ‘narrow

street or lane*. The latter meaning exists for colloquial Tel.

sandu. West coast Tam. eattdi is ‘the region of the buttocks'

and Kann. sandi is used sometimes for ‘the vagina’.

Further, Tam. candu stands for 'message', ‘messenger*, and

‘reconciliation’ in the literary dialect.

45. samaya.

The following appear to be connected with this IA word.

Tam. camai- (to be prepared, made suitable, to come to

maturity, to be finished)—a literary form which

appears in Medieval Tamil with these meanings all

cf which arc evolved from the OIA significations.
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„ eawai-kk- (to make ready; perform, etc.)—This is

the transitive lorm corresponding to carnal- above;

the only meaning now current in the colloquial is

that of 'preparing food’ or ‘cooking’, as in catnayal

and (is the preparation of the daily food over /)

Mai. ctiitaU (to be made ready, etc.) and eamai-kk- (to

make ready) literary forms—RC. I. 157; KR, Ar.

37, I. 1; OT, p. 168—In literary Mai., expressions

like vaggu camaHHu (managed to join or even-

tually joined), carnal- performs the very generalised

function of a help-verb. The only context in which

the verb occurs in Mai. colloquial is in the phrase

ketli-c-camailil- (to prepare elaborately). Catm-
yaiiii the noun, means in the colloquial 'garden

produce’.

Kann. tame-, sate- (to be made ready, to make ready)

—

are purely literary forms.

46. samsdrak 'worldly life’

(i) Mai. usage evidences a unique semantic development

ir. that the adaptation sariudram and the denominative verb

samsdriki- have come to mean 'conversing, conversation' alike in

the modern literary texts and in the colloquial. The idea of

'conversing' is expressed in modern Mai. only by these fevrns:

cijijuUa samsdram fOI taij’ju Mryannaf-ell&n (things

came about as in the talk)—OT, p. 359.

poji, ninur.de samsdram wadi (get away, you hussy!

I've had enough ol your talk!)—OT, p. 360.

ordlku vendi lamidrikkuQgavan (patron who speaks for

another)—VD, II, cited byGundert.

(ii) In certain communal colloquiils of Tam., Kann. and

Tel., umis&ram means ‘family’ or even ‘wife’. For instance, in

the language of the Tamil Brahmin, avan periya samsdri would

mean 'he is a man with a large family' and ouga samsdram cixgf-

y-irutidj ? would signify ‘where is your wife t

47. vikfnia 'minute' 'subtle'.

1. Camayam in the sense of 'equipment of dress’ 'ornaments,

etc.’ occurs in the language o: the K3thaUa|i (Malabar drama)

actors. It is also used very frequently in VP with the meaning

‘ornaments and dress f*—cf. VP, Ilf, p. 14
;
VP, I, p. II, etc.
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Mai. tfi.&fi-, a denominative verb formed from the IA base

has developed the meanings ‘to look attentively to', ‘to watch

over1 and 'to guard' : KG, Put., I. 157; KG, Sila., 1. 527.

These meanings should have been evolved from contexts like

sOksma buddhi (subtle intellect), sHkfma drsfi (careful power of

vision), t*ksnui‘k-kuravu (want of carefulness), etc.

Tam. cOfeumatn occurs in certain regional colloquial* with

the meanings 'cunning', 'thrift
1

,
and even 'brevity

1

; these mean-

ings however are not common 1
.

I. The list ol IA loans (showing semantic divergencies in

Dravidian usage), adduced in the preceding pages, is not exhaus-

tive. The intensive examination of each of the south Dravidian

speeches would reveal many others of this kind showing varying

degrees of divergence in meaning. 1 give below a few further

instances:

—

L\ Dravidian.

anyonya 'mutual'

oiahja ‘unbearable’

SgraJta ‘persistence' 'favour'

ucita ‘proper’

P&jyo 'venerable
1

bhagavata 'devotee of Vi$nu’
‘the name of a purdwa’

sadhu ‘Gt’ 'strong’ 'saintly
1

'Friendship
1—Mai [V.]

; Tel.
‘Loathesome 1—Tam. ajtwoyom; Tel.

’Desire’—Mai. ‘Anger 1—I'd.
‘Free, gratis’—Tel.
'Cipher, nought

1—Mai., Tel.—In
astrologers

1

calculations in Mala-
bar, the shells representing 'cipher

1

arc worshipped (Gundcrtj ;cf.also
the use of the word bhadram in

Mai. for representing ’cipher’ in

astrological calculation.

‘Songster’—Tarn. ;—'religious men,
actors'—TeL bhagawtulu.

'Lacking riches'—Mat.

Two tilings stand out prominently from the above lists:

(a) In quite a large number of instances, the semantic

developments ate common to two or more among the Dravidian

speeches. How far this was due to the cultural intercourse

among Sanskrit scholars of the different Dravidian areas and how
far one may have to postulate the influence of the southern Pra-

krts are questions that have ye*, to be taken up for discussion. It

is quite possible that in some instances at least, the semantic

changes had already occurred in the MIA speeches once current
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:n the south o! India. The discussion of the relationships of !A

loans in Dravidian to Prakrt forms should nol be confined exclu-

sively lo Ihe structural side; the semantic aspects are equally im-

portant, and until the semantics of the southern Prakrts are fully

cleared up, it would be difficult to say how far the meaning-

changes that 1 have recorded in the above lists were developed in

Dravidian itself.

(hi Among all the Dravidian speeches cf the south, Mai.

shows certa.n unique meaning.changes: cf. t&nasapt (lesidence

stay), ilannam (disease), dhiam (disease), bhaiini (beauty) baud;

dkait (an antagonist of Hinduism), iatdram (abuse) iunthi

(violent temper), satnsHram (conversation).



A NOTE ON
THE HARAHA INSCRIPTION AND KALIDASA.

BY

Dasaratha Rarma, M.A.,

Dingar College, Bikaner.

The date of Kalidasa is even now an unsolved problem of

Indian literary history. Many Indian writers, relying on ancient

Indian tradition, argue that he flourished at the court of Vikraraa,

the ruler o! UjjayinI in 57 B. C. Keith, Macdonei! and host of

other distinguished writers assign him to the beginning ol the

5th century, A. D. Dr. Hoernlc assigned him to the first hall oi the

sixth century, and his theory alter being regarded as erroneous

for some time, has now found a stout defendant in Dr. D. R.

Bhandarkar, who makes KalidAsa a court poet ol Yasodharman.

The purpose of our note is not to discuss the pros and cons of

these theories, but merely to show by putting side by side the

parallel passages from the works of Kalidasa and the Haraha ins-

cription of 555 A. D. that the poet had bcccme fairly famous by

that elate, and that his works were intensively studied and copied

by people aspiring to poetic fame in the middle of the sixth

century. Haraha inscription may thus prove as important for

the date of KJUtdisa as the Aiholc inscription of 634 A. D. which

mentions Kalidasa and Bharavi as great poets. The parallel pas-

sages ate:_

(n) SW3. ||

(Haraha inscription, v. 6.)

II [RagkuvamSa, I, 12.)

The similarity between the two is clear enough.

(t) =jqi:

qarcifa m: n

(Haraha inscription, v. 8.)

* (Raghuvatkia, 1, 27.)
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Here too the identity of ideas and language is obvious.

(0 GTCcrsir?P»TCT: 'TClt'RSfflt sqiqfo q q*!pH:

qwnffcijmMsft k*i ^qrfq %rigqi n

(Haraha inscription, v. 1.)

fRpai«fq^ststqPlqq»H6i q; qwnocfRi^ n

(Mdlaviitlguiiiiilfa, 1, 1.)

Here the phrase wwn^HWqcWRIWOt^ Slftw: ot the ins-

cription carries the same sense as the weeds

oi the Mdlavikdgttimitra. The words iTPn«%ct%T*I^lsP) and

can bt similarly compared, anil the phrase

'tdljJMt makes merely explicit an idea suggested by the

tine Irom Kalidasa’s drama.

(
d

)
ItqflW (Haraha inscription, v. 5.)

^°3qdl <0*1H. (Raghttvamia, 1, 25.)

Here the comparison between the two is merely verbal.

The above similarities are shown even by a cursory

glance at this inscnption of 23 verses. But one studying it

carefully will find other evidences of KSlidas* being imitated

by the writer of the Haraha fraiasii. The verse 8ltq has been

probably suggested by a similar verse in the RaghuvathSa

and the phrase fefina: tJWMnHW spstrari^ has somehow a sus-

picious resemblance to V?: WPtt jqrftrat. Other
passages like these are:

—

() q AW WTFlSlqiq (Haraha inscription, v. 6.)

<1 Vqi I (RaghuvamSa, 1, 29.)

() q^Tsqtwftii qciftfr JJP^^sfesppil.

MM ••• •••• •••

anqieiT ^wiq^l ingfa

(Haraha inscription, v. 10.)

I^qqr^fq gnilflqf (RaghuvamSa, 1, 6.)

nl H qgiq ?nqra q^»r (Raghuvamia, l, 26.)

C) qRq^ «H&S*3fltl MWeMi^rn-

«F*PWHlrftarc AFStflt 5®!^: I

(Haraha inscription,. v. 23.)
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frflnw ngrg^: f^F*fRW. I (MtghaJQu,, 2
,

1 .)

In (J) Ihc words printed in thick type should he compared.

Other passages too may be given here. But these,

perhaps, would suffice to show that Ravisinti, the author of the

Harahi praSasti, had the description of the Raghu family ar.d

Dilipa before himself, and that he utilised them fully along with

some verses from the MeghadQla and MalazikSguimitra in com-

posing the panegyric of the Mukhara dynasty.



A NOTE ON MAYORA AS A WRITER ON PROSODY

BY

A. VBNKATASl'BBIAH, jj.a., ph.d.

The knowledge thal we possess about Mayura and his works

is very meagre. The current belief that he was a court-poet of

Harfavardtana of Kanauj (A.D. 606-647) and the brother-in-law

Or father-in-law of BSga is based on a commentary on Mana-
tunga's Bhaktdmara-sSotra and the verse aho prabhuvo oSgdezya

yan Udtaaga-dirtliarah
|
SrlharffltyObhaval sabhyah satuo

Bdna-Mayuraych cf the (younger) Rajaiekhara, that is, on
sources both of which seem to me So be untrustworthy. Peterson's

opinion, too (Introd. to his edition of Vallabhadcvn's SubhSfitd-

vj!I, p. $6), that Mayura is referred to by Bana in his

HarfacarUa seems to be likewise erroneous; for the Mayura who
is mentioned as Barn's contemporary and Iriend in that book was

a jdngatlka (curer of snake-hites), and to identity him with the

poet Mayura is as illegitimate as to identify the singer [gSyano)

Somila mentioned in the same connection in that book with the

poet of that name whom we know as the collaborator of RSmila.

Of the works of Mayura, two, namely, the Alayurastaka and

the Surya-Sataku are fairly well-known and are printed; a

Khanda-praSash of his is cited by Ruyyaka in hit Almnidra-

sarvana (Wintemitz, Ges. d. hid. Lilteratur, 3, 121, n. 3) and a

koia attributed to him is mentioned by Burnell in his Classified

Index to the Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Palace at Tanjure
(Wintemitz, op, cit. 3, 409, n. 1).

It is therefore of interest to note that a work on presody by

Mayura is alluded to hy the Kannada author Ndgavarma (c. 1040

A.D.) in the following stanza which occurs in his ChanJOmbudhi

and also in his Abhtdhdna-vaslu-kcia:

jita-Binain Hari-yant adbafo-krta-Mayurani Tarak&rati-

yan-

t ali-Magham iifirantyad ante surapa-pcdccanda-

kodamjad an-l

IX—11
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!e lirobh uta-Gun5<Jhyan abja-vanad ant-ivfrbhavad-

Dandi Bhs-

ratad ant atta-Dhiir.arpjajaika-Yibhav-.itp vig-

gumphadoj Nakigamfl

This stanza may be rendered in Sanskrit as: v6g-£umphe

N&gavarma Harir iva jita-Bdnah, TdraUtUir iva ailhah-hruu

Slaytirah, SiSitGntyam ivdli-Mdghak, iurapa-prcccauda-todan-

<fam iva lirobhula-Gunddhyah, abja-tanam iva SxHrbhavad-

Dantfi, Rhorahnn iva dtla-Dhanamjayaika-vibhavaS It can

be seen that Xagavarma applies to himself six epithets in this

stanza. Now there arc si* books written by NSgavarma, and

each one of these epithets alludes to one of these six hooks.

Thus the epithet jila-B&na refers to the Kannada Kadambarl

(an adaptation of Bana‘s work) written by him, the epithet

Svirbhavad-Dandi to Kdnydlokatia (which is, like Dandin's

K&vy&daria, a treatise on KcvydtamitSra), the epithet Glla-Dha-

itainjayaiia-vibhaia to his Abi;idh6uaiasiu-ko(a (which, like the

K'ighattfu of Dhanarajaya, is a collection of synonyms) and the

epithet hrobhuta-Gunwfhya (
= £arvavarman; for the story of

Sarvavarman’s vanquishing Guitaijhya, see Kath&sarilsdgara, 6-/)

to his BhiyabhOjatta (which, like Sarvavarman’s KGtantra, is a

small and simple treatise on Grammar, and by writing which

Kagavaima became known as Abhinma-Sarvavarrttan), while the

epithet ati-MSglm alludes to a tatttpQ-lidtya oi Nagavarma con-

sisting mostly of verses, that has not come down to us but was

known to and mentioned by tbc poet Janna (A. D. 1227). The

only remaining epithet adhah-krta-Mc.y&ra must, of necessity,

contain an allusion to ChandOmbudhi, the remaining work of

Nagavarma. This book, as indicated by the title, is an exhaus-

tiuc treatise on Prosody; and it hence follows that the work of

Mayfira which (in Nigavarma's opinion) it threw into the shade,

must also have been a beok on Prosody. In other words, it

becomes plain from the above stanza that Mayura was the

author oi a work on Prosody.



A NOTE ON THE FRESCO-PAINTING
AT SlTTANNAVASAL

by

S. R. BaLASUBRAHUAKIAK, M.A..UT.

Sitlannavasal, a village about 9 miles north-west of the town

oi Puriukotah, was once a flourishing centre of Jain influence.

There are, in a natural cavern, difticult of access, in the rock on

its north-eastern face, 17 bed* with stone pillows of Jain ascetics

who have starved themselves to death; and their names are

inscribed on them in Brihnil and archaic Tamil scripts

(2nd century B. C. to the early centimes of the Christian era.)

On the western side of the hill there is facing north-west,

a Jaina rock-cut cave temple after the style of Mahcndravarman's

caves. The Garbhagrhn (centra! shrine) has three TirlhaAkaras,

Miihdrira being in the centre, and its ceiling is painted with

various Jain symbols. The MnthamaiJ^npa (front pillared-hall)

has two Tirlhaiikaras on the northern and the southern sides;

the figure on the southern side is that of Pan>van5*ha, the 23id

Tirthahkara. Its pillars and the ceiling arc aJro painted in good

style. The two main pillars supporting the roof of the ni.uidapa

have on each face the figure of an 1 Apsaras' and that ol a king

(—perhaps Mahendravarman ?) and some fine scroll work.

The subject of study in this note is the scene of the

Lotus-pcol painted in the ceiling ot this mandapa which is a rare

speciman of Pallava painting. The lotus-pcol covers the whole

extent of the ceiling of the Mukhamandapa in front of the shrine-

chamber. There are a number of lotus flowers, buds and leaves.

In their midst are found some matsyas (fish), hamsas (geese),

cranes, a makara, 3 bulls (M. J. Dubrcuil calls them buffaloes)

3 elephants and three men each holding a lotus in his hand. 1

1. Mr. Longhust Kern Inst, Bilil., 1920, p. 11, says thit they

are bathing. This does not seem to be a correct description

as will presently he seen. Matsya and Srastika arc two of the

Aftamangalas (eight auspicious objects) of the Jamas. The

elephant, the bull and the lotus-pool ate three of the fourteen

dreams dreamt by Tniala, the mother of MahSvira.
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The earliest attempt to study the Jain cave at SitUnnavuSal

and its paintings was made as early as 1910 by Mr. K. Venkat-

ranga Naidn, the curator of Pudukotah museum.

At the request oi M. J. Dubreuil, the late Mr. Gopinatha Rao

paid a visit to the cave and wrote to him thus, “ These paintings

are perhaps as old as the shrine and are in fairly goed state of

preservation and need being copied fully.'' L’nioriunatcly he did

not live up to complete the work.

On the 3rd January, 1920, M.
J.

Dubreuil nude a careful

study of the cave and its paintings and published an account of

it in the state Gazette,* This was later re-issued by him as an

article in the Indian Antiquary.' He opined that the rock-cut

shrine at ^ittannavalal is identical in design with that at

Mamandur, that the cave was at one time fully painted but only

the paintings in the upper part of the edifice arc intact; that "the

principal subject that is preserved is a grand fresco which adorns

the whole extent of the ceiling of the verandah. This fresco

represents a tank covered with lotus." Further he added, " this

subject of a lotus tank was probably a scene from the religious

history of the Jain*, which I do not know."

At the request of the then Dewan of Pudukotah, -Mr. A. II.

Longhursl, (eraser superintendent of the Aicbtelogical Survey of

India, Southern circle visited the state and wrote an account of

the cave in the Annual Bibliography of Indan Archxology for

1930.

What the lotus-pool symbolises remains a mystery; and in

this connection it may be well to bear in mind that •' Jaina Art

bears a close superficial icsemblance to that ot buddhism but

maintains a more rigid uniformity."3 The figure of a lotus-pcol

with growing lotus plauts and birds standing in the water is

found in a sculptured panel of the outer railings.of the Amarivatl
stupa. 4

In spite of this ieiture in Buddhist mythology’ and art,

the SittaQnavasal cave is distinctly a Jain cave and the paintings

refer to a Jain motif.

1. Vide notification dated 13th November, 1920.

2. Vol. LII, 1923, pp. 45-47.

3. Ur. A. K. Kumaraswaray, p. 27, Sculpture—Catalogue
of the Boston Museum.

4. See figure 1, South Indian Buddhist Antiquities, Archaeo-
logical Survey, New Imperial Series, Vol. IS.
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The lotus tank is a sacred object cf the Jainas. When the

embryo ol Maharjra was transierred by Harinfigamesa, Indra's

messenger, from the womb of the Brahmin lady to that of the

Ksatriya-Rani TriSala, she saw fourteen auspicious dreams

(Sakuna). One ol them was the lotus-poo), Uviuisarcxara, which
was "a lake of lotuses resorted to by swans, cranes and ducks "

and pleasing to the eye.

But the lotus-pool depicted in the cave seems to be, in

my opinion, an attempt at the representation of the parable

of the lotus-pool giaphically described in the first lecture of

the 2nd book of SQlrakft Ar.ga, one of the eleven Angas which

comprise the chief sacred books of the Jains.* The discourse of

the venerable Mahivlra was reported by Sudharman—a disciple

of Mahavira and one to whom the world is indebted for the Jain

scriptures—to Jainbusvdmin, a dcsciple of Sudharman. The sermon
is as follows :

—

"

There is a lotus-pool containing much water and
mud, very full and complete, full of white lotuses, delightful, cons-

picuous, magnificent and splendid. And everywhere all over the
lotus-pool there grew many white louses the best ol Nympteeas,
in beautiful array tall, brilliant, of line colour, smell, taste, touch,

... splendid. And in the very middle ol this lotu»-pool, there

grew one big white lotus, the best of Nymphxas.
“ New there came a man from the eastern quarter to the

lotus-pool, and standing on the bank of if, he saw that one big

white lotus. Now this man spoke thus, "lama knowing, clever,

well-informed, discerning, wise, not foolish man, who keeps the

way, knows the way. and is acquainted with the direction and bent

of the way. I shall fetch that white lotus, the best of all

Nymphica3. Having said this the man entered the lotus-pool.

And the more he proceeded, the more the water and the mud
(seemed to) extend. He had left the shore, and he did not come
up to the white lotus, the best of Nymphxas, he could not get

back to this bank, nor to the opposite one, but in the middle of

the lotu3-poo! he stuck in the mud."
Then there came another man from the southern quarter to

the lotus-pool. The second man thought that the first man was

not a knowing man but that he alone was knowing. But when
he entered the poo], he also stuck in the mud. The same thing

happened to a third and a fourth man who came from the

western and northern quarters respectively.

I. See Jacobi Jaina Sutras, part II.
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There was a monk living on low food and desiring to get

to the shore of sam&ra. Standing on ‘.he bank of the lotus-

pool, he saw the one big white lotus. He did not enter the

lotus pool; but standing on the bank of it, he raised his voice.

" Fly upon, white lotus, best of Nymphaasl" ar.d lo!, the white

lotus flew up.

Then Mahivfra asked the Nigrantha monks and nuns to com-

prehend the meaning of the simile. They faded to understand

it; so Mahivira explained the simile thus:—"Oh long lived

Sramanas I meaning the world, 1 spoke of the lotus-pool; mean-

ing Karman I spoke of the water; meaning pleasure and amuse-

ments 1 spoke of the mud; meaning people in general I spoke ot

those many white lotuses, the best of Nymphsas; meaning

heretical teachers 1 spoke of those four men; meaning the law

I spoke of the monk; meaning the church 1 spoke of the bank;

meaning one preaching of the law I spoke of the (monk’s) voice;

meaning Nirvana I spoke of the lotus flying up; meaning these

things Oh long lived Sramanas, 1 told this simile

The story here described differs from the scene painted in

the ceiling cl the cave in some particulars: (1) If the lotus-pool

is depicted in the ceiling of the Mukhamaprlapa, the best white

lotus is found not in the centre of the pool but in the centre of

the ceiling of the shrine chamber and in front of Mahivira. (2)

Another point of difference is that instead of four men coming

from the four directions, we have only three men of whom two

arc very near the centre cf the lank. (3) The lotuses drawn in

the pool of the ceiling are red, while those described in the

parable are said to be white.

In spite of these differences it appears to me that this para-

ble is The best solution of the scene depicted in the ceiling of the

Mukbamandapa ol the Jain cave at Sittagnavaial.
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The Rgvedaxukramani of Madhavabhatta— Madras Uni-

versity Sanskrit Series No. 2—Edited by Dr.

C. Kl'NHAN Raia, U.A.,D.PHll_ (0-VON.), READER IN SANSKRIT,

University of Madras. Price Rs. 3-8-0; Foreign 7t.

Dr. C. Kunhan Raja M.A., D. Phil. (Oxon.), Reader in

Sanskrit. University of Madras has placed the Sanskrit world

under a deep deb; of gratitude by editing the Rgtcdaiitikramanl

by Aiddhavabhittlet.

As mentioned by the Doctor, the work under review throws

light on many interesting points. The author, Madhavabhatta,

clearly states that the mantras of Rgveda were revealed to Ftjis

before they were redacted into Samhita, cf:

—

^ flTdTtlf:
I

wg: Wlfclft f£»i «n*m: || v,6.2i.

He also accounts for the chronological order of the ten manqlalas

of Rgveda. The different readings in Ihe same mantra are ac-

counted for by the fact that they were revealed at different limes

to r?is who had different aims, cf.:

—

fta:
I

<0 « cWfatflW: II V, 7. 26.

‘isfa: l

k *» ZWZ ft * fere: || V. 6, 20.

rTRT S&reilSW R^«i: I V. 6, 30.

Pataiijali is referred to as the author of a work, Kudina by

name, where Vedic prosody should have been dealt with and

Vedic mantras should have been commented upon (VI, 1, 14; 6,

3; VII, 6, 10), and also as a grammarian. Mention is made of

Pingala, Skandkogrtvl, Kraufthuli and Yds):

a

as writers on Vedic

c/irt*icfo3 and they were called kavayah (VI, 5, 8). Yaska is referred

to as Yaika-kiitadbhata (VI, I, 26; VII, 5, 9). The author also
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suggests by his statement (VIII, 1,

7) that Panini commented upon Vcdic mantras and he may have

been anterior to Yaska. His regard to Panini is clear from his

discussion on his sutras on the use of (|], 3, 16-20) and he

also seems to suggest by his statement SfsrTj

^ (II, 3, 19) that the word chattdai in the sutra 5?^ refers

only to Samhita and not to P.rahmanas.

As regards upasargas, he does not seem to agree with the

author of that they are t•Ocahtt (cf. f3«f<K<l-

^FIW:J but agrees with Mahabh5?yak5ra that they are dyotakas

(III. 7. 3).

It is also worthy of notice that the introductory stanza in

each adhySya of the eight astakas in this work, except the first in

each a$laka, begins with a phrase with which the respective adhy-

aya of the Rg-veda begins.

According to him, a vdidiia is one who officiates as priest and

a iduktka is one other than he (III, 3, 9; V, 1, 13; V, 7, 25, etc.).

From the statement nswsrtld (Vll 5, introductory stanza), it

seems that the word was used in the sense cl His

treatment of accent—his assertion that there should be difference

in meaning il there is difference in accent in the same word, and

the high and the low tones depend upon the meaning and it is

hciter appreciated by liuldka-, (I, 6, 6; I, 8, 1 ), and his statement

that context decides the time of action if the tenses used do not

conform to the rules of grammar (II, 2, 9) and his emphatic pro-

test against the previous writers wilh whom he docs not agree

—

arc points to prove that he is a critical commentate)-, full of

knowledge.

Dr. Raja has taken great pains in proving that this Madhava

is different from Madhava (A), in giving reference to all Rks in

Appendix 11-A, in noting different readings in Appendix I and

in preparing the index of stanzas in Appendix III. He may have

given an index of the names of authors and works. The Sanskrit

public will be eagerly waiting foi more information regarding

Midhava and others, for his publication of Rg-vedabha$ya by

Skandasvamin and for further publications by him which will

throw new light on the history of Vcdic exegesis.

P. S. SfBRAHMANYA SASTRI
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The Ukadisctras with the Prarkiyasavasva of Narayana,

Madras University Sanskrit Series No. 7 pt. 2.

—

Edited by Dr. T. R. Chiktauaxi, n.a., ph.d.. Senior
Lecturer in Sanskrit, University of Madras. Price,

Rs. 2-8-0. Foreign 4 s.

Dr. T. R. Chintamani makes, by his publications in quick

succession, the world of Sanskrit scholars leally indebted to him.

He has shown to the world that many a scholar devoted his

energies to write commentaries on Unadisutras. One of them is

Narayana and his commentary is named Prakriyasarvasva. His

date is mentioned by the editor to be 1586 A. D.

The need for UnSdisulr-u seems to be this:—The great

grammarian Sakatayana expounded the theory that all words are

derived trom verbs and Gaigya and Nairuktas differed from him

and said that not all arc derived from them. But the latter took

into their heads that some derivation or Other should be given.

Acarya Patjini is said to agree with Gaigya. Hence it will he an
interesting study to go into the dideient kinds ol derivations of

words given by the commentators. When many scholars have

derived !*•?: from this author derives it from —
c/’ feaft efewiff g* si ft*: I

This author clearly secs that, in the derivation of certain

words, he is not satisfied: but he stale* that lie is forced to abide

by the decision of

Cf- aiwswifa m I

ft gifllsqVw: W(. II

SWKlft qiqwfi&W
I

5RPI It 3: II

He might have mentioned that the view of is the

same as that of Yaska, ihc author of Nirukta.

The derivation of certain words is worth investigation:

—

fTT§:—S3?! 33: :—staft

;
*(fa:—4Wtl lt«3

;
533^— tiafd

St ^5 —*9$ * 3
—

***» ditft sfak
;
33:—331^ wnmm. n

The author seems to have a keen critical acumen from his

statement t3H. under the sutra ^ His

IX—12
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derivation of ragt: from deserves notice and suggests that

the word also may be derived from the same root as is

done by the Western scholars.

Dr. Chintamani has taken great pains in editing the text

neatly and critically and in having carefully prepared indexes of

works and authors referred to, of Sutras and of words at the end.

He is critical and scholarly in his introduction and also promises

that 'Details regarding the text of Narayana ar.d a comparison

of this text with that of others will be set forth in the General

Introduction in Part VII. ' The get-up is nice and lhc price is

cheap. We wish that lhc University of Madras will enable the

Doctor to give the Sanskrit scholars similar intellectual treats by

his publication.

P. S. SUBRAHMANYA SVSTRI.

The UnadiSutras of Bhoia with thf. Vrtti of Dandanatha

Narayana and the Unadisutras of the Katantka

School with the Vrtti of Durgasimha, Madras Uni-

versity Sanskrit Series No. 7, pr. 6 .—Edited by Dk.

T. R. CHINTAMANI, M.A., PIl.D.i SENIOR LECTCREK IN

Sanskrit, University of Madras. Price Rs. 3. Foreign

6 s.

The UrudisGtras of Bboja and of the Katantra school have

seen the light of day through the efforts of Dr. T. If. Chinlainani,

He has explained in his introduction the reasons why Bhoja’s

work is named though it has another name

j
he li3s also dealt with the date and idenfity of the

commentator Dandanatha Narayana.

The Utfildisutras of Bhoja contain 795 sutras on the whole.

In his desire to explain the derivation of all words, he suggests

the following which deserve careful consideration :

—

««fl—

;

5fRtm— 3f:

Rsi: tort
J ti 34r<5raqi tow,

& <m:
;

Dandaniltha in his commentary takes 3FH: to be a ajfaijaift

and airiftr:, a qjTVlft,

The manuscripts for the fust part seem to have much taxed

the patience of the editor and hence some errors seem lo have
escaped his notice which need revision in the second edition.
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The Katanlra school differ from the Bhoja school in certain

derivations. The former derive fiom 7ft "h'k the

latter from The former take; the form while the

latter *5?:

Durgiisimha equates with ftlW. His vrtti is scholarly

and deserves to be studied by all Sanskrit grammarians.

The editor has taken pains to give the indices of sutras and

words in each par; and a short Introduclion. It will be a great

help to Sanskrit scholars if he kindly takes the trouble of

publishing the differences of opinion in the derivation of woids

by different scholar; and examines them in the light of

Indo-European Philology. The get-up is good and the price is

low. The Sanskrit world will feel giatdul to the University of

Madras for having enabled the Doctor to bring out his publica-

tions in quick succession.

P. S. Si BRAHMANYA S.ASTRI.

BULLETINS OK THE DEPARTMENT OF INDIAN HISTORY AND
Archaeology No. 4. Vijayanagara, origin ok the City
AND THE EMP!RK_BY N. VliNKATARAMANAYYA, M.A., PH. I).,

Header in Indian History, University or Madras.
Price Rs. 2. Foreign 3 s.

The present week of Dr. Venkalaramanayya is in many
ways a supplement to his previous work, ' Kampili and Vijaya-

nagara He lias tried to meet much of the criticism that was

levelled against him, when he first advanced his views. He has

Subjected the theory of the Kirn.ljib, origin to a searching analy-

sis and has exposed the hollowness of some of the sweeping

assumptions connected with Hint theory.

The work is more of the nature of notes on several of

the problems relating to the origin of the city and the founders

of the Empire, rather than a comprehensive study of the begin-

nings of Vijayanagara history.

One or two conclusions of Dr. Venkataramanayya are

based on very slender sources. The mosl noteworthy of these is

the .staiemen! that Hanhara I embraced Islam, and that Bukka 1

had a Muslim son. Another is the statement that there was 1 a

conscious effort to overhaul the administrative machinery of the

kingdom', on the part of the KUkatiya rulers, Rudrama and

Prataparudra.
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It is impossible in a short review like ihis to do anything

more than merely indicate a few oi the outstanding dates and

lacts that are highly controversial, which Dr. Venkataramanayya

has cone little to back up by substantial evidence. He assigns

A. D. 1330 as the last date of Prataparudia, but points out no

authority except the inscription commemorating the grant ol land

to the temple ot BhmmaratnfiSvara of ArumQrugu||a. But this

inscription has no connection with PratJparudia, and in no way

helps his argument. His last date of Kopava Nijaka, namely

A. D. 1360 is open to similar objection. The inscription cited in

support ot it does not refer to Kapaya Nilyaka at all.

A few details about Racakomja arc worth cur scrutiny,

The incident relating to Srinatha’s visit to the Court of

Racakonija is based On a ci ,'u padya, and we know what value

we have to assign to the majority of them unless corroborated by

other evidence. On chronological grounds Dr, Venkata-

ramanayya’s position in this respect is untenable. He gives A. D.

1420 as the initial date of Sirtgama’s reign but states in the next

page that Srinutha's visit to RScakont.la should have taken place

a little earlier. According to tradition the Konrjnviiju ruler who
is mentioned in this story is Pcda-Koma{!-Vcma, who had pre-

viously fcnglit with the rulers ot Kacokonda. Now, Peda-

Koma|i-Vinia's reign must have come to an end some time

before Saka 1337 expired, 1 . e., A. D. HI 3-16, long before

Singama came to the throne.

It is also doubtful whether Sirtguma had the title of Sarvajna

at all. We have inscriptions! evidence to show that Peda-

Komap-Vema had that title. According to Velugoti-viri-

variifia-caritra, Singama also had this title. But the Report

on Epigraphy for 1913 assigns this title to Sirtgama, brother

of Mummutfi Retfiji of the Korukonda branch of the Re^is.
This Sirtgsma is also assccialcd with the famous Vaijnavile

scholar and philosopher Vedanta Desika, and was also ,a

gi cat patron of Sri-vaisnavism. Tradition assigning this litle to

Singama of Racakon<Ja cites as evidence Bammera Pdtana's

BhogmT Danijikam. There are many points against making
Potana the author of this work, and the whole question needs to

be thoroughly discussed.

The identitication of Sanaba in EC V Cn 167 is wrong. It

is most probably the modern village of Sanapa in Anantapur.

Atakur is perhaps the present Atmakur in the same taluk, as
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proved by a fragment nf an inscription found at that place some

time back. Both 01 them were in the Ghanagiri kingdom.

In spite of miner inaccuracies like these, the book is

replete with interesting and original thought and is indeed a

valuable contribution to the study of the Vijayanagara history.

The sources for the early period are somewhat scanty ar.d unless

a systematic search ior sources is carried out in the country

around the ancient city of Vijayanagara, our knowledge of this

period is likely to remain scrappy and doubtful.

D. SRINIVASACKARI.
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Kal.

Or-k-kal cey.

(Land near ihe end of the village.)

Puram.

Or-k-kan maram.

iThc tree outside the village.)

Atom,

Eyir-fcat pukkan.

(He entered into the fort.)

L{.

Ir-kan i runtap.

(He was within the house.)

Ufa.

Aracan-kan iriintSn.

(He was near the king.)

h%
A alin-lat kitantatu.

(Cow lay at the foot of the banyan tree.)

Mil.

Kurafiku maiattin-kap iruntalu.

(Monkey was at the top of the tree.)

Pot.

£r-k-ka{ cenydn.

(He went behind the plough.)

Car.

Kaftin-kap ojum.

(He runs through the land adjoining the forest.)

Aval.

CirJppaj|i-k-kunni uraiyur-k-kau ujatu.

(The hill at Trichinopoly is near Upaivur.)

Pulai.

Hyif-kan ninrar.

(They stood away from the fort.)

T/ratal.
Vatakkap Vertkalam.

(Veukajam on the north.)

Hun.
Puli-k-ku( pajtarj.

(He happened to stand belore a tiger.)
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Tala,, l\ai, Ka\ai.

Ku£-kan mankalam.

(The auspicious ornaments at the beginning, middle or end.)

Volant,

Aciriyan mapikkarir.-kan ninraij.

(Teacher stood to the right of pupils.)

Ilam.

MSnakkar aciriyan-kap ninrar.

(Pupils stood to the left of the teacher.)

jVtie J.—CinSvaratyar has taken this sutra to deal with the

specialised meanings of the locative in the same way as the

sutras 72, 74, 76, 76 and 80 which respectively deal with the specia-

lised meanings of the accusative, instrumental, dative, ablative and
genitive cases. Ilampuraijar and Naccinarkkiniyar think that this

sfitra deals with the different words like tan, kal etc. which serve

as locative case-suffixes. TeyvaccilaiyUr’s opinion is that both

are dealt with here. The defects in the interpretation of IJam-

purarjar are:—(l) If this sutra deals with case-suffixes, the word
ka* which has been mentioned in the previous sfitra is unneces-

sary here;
(
2
)
the word tivakai is not used as case-suffix and

hence it should be taken to mean the meaning of the locative

suffix; (3) since Tolkappiyanlr deals with the meanings of the

different case-suffixes in the sutras 72, 74, 76, 78 and 80, it is fair

that he deals with the meaning of the locative suffix here;
(

I)

in expressions like ir-p-pural!u iruntdp, if pufattt is taken as a

locative suffix, the ciiriyai ‘alia’ cannot come after it since it is

enjoined in the sutra.

Atarruvalj maruniir cSriyai varumc. (Tol. Elut 118.)

that it comes only between the noun and the case-suffix; (5)

TolkSppiyanar has not stated the lollurufit in other cases Of these

the defects (1) and (4) have been mentioned by Ccnavaraiyar.

Naccinarkkiniyar condemns Cenavaraiyar thus—(1) If kan in

this sutra denotes place, it has already been mentioned in the

previous sutra; (2) There is no usage like ' maratlukkat kuranku'

etc.; (3)
Instead of the expression 1 kan-n-akan-Ha/atti (wide place)

one should use ‘iar.-kan aka'Qu-Miam.’ The first argument is

baseless 3ince ' kan ' in the previous sutra is the case-suffix and

* ka$ 1
in this sfitra is its meaning. The second argument falls to

the giound since Naccinarkkiniyar himself has given 1 tnaratlu-k-

kat ktiranku
1

as an example under the sutra
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Peyaruu lo{i!um piriiiioritn k-icaippa

Utaiuutiyu vt-iyuiaiyu vi-otiivayi ij-oMitut. (Tol. Elut. 132.)

In the expression tan-u-atunj idltirn, the word kai) may be

taken as a noun meaning place or centre so that the expression

may mean itam ahvjra piUni, though Cecdvamivar takes 4<ni as

an itai-c-col. Expressions where kait is used as a noun arc plenty.

c(. 'fairorra kunninn' (Kura], 521) (in places or persons deprived

of wealth). If JO the third objection also cannot stand. Hence

the interpretation given by Cenavaraiyar seems to be the correct

one. The author of the llakkana-vilakkam agrees with

Cenavaraiyar.

Note 2.—The words hiti, lain:, etc. arc all nouns denoting

place, cf. 'Parrana kaanum’ (Kura], 521); ‘Kaaan-lalai-nal-l-eyif

(Pup. 15) (the five fort with its head wide or a very wide and

fine fort). In many cases when words compounded with them

were used after the verbs, the seventh case-suffix was dropped on

the strength of the sutra

Aiyiin k.v:>iu w-a!la-p pornhuyii)

Meyynruptt loidn v-iruti y-d'ta. (Tul. Col. 105.)

Ex. alaMtalai-e- (Tol. Elut. 1, 30, 62, 72, 434). for [alnx-

kafai-k-i/vyit-B)’, Parul vayiv for porui-vayin-kan (Tol. Col. 051.)

etc. Even in the absence of the locative case-suffix, smee the

locative meaning was present and tire words kau, kol, kata x,

vaytn. etc. denoted place, they were mistook for the case-suffixes

in later period.

Note 3.—The expression a\}l}a pira in the sutra may refer to

words like latai, kayin, mukam, U, marunhu, tall, etc.

Note 4.—In Naccinarkkiniyar's commentary the follou-ing

passage is found:

—

4 Stun irantdcalu mulaliya urnpukajai mufil-

larku etuUotija kcppu-rnulaliya potulkaial-p-pula urupai-uuititlu

uillalu infu-i-turiya p7tulk.il kun-n-nuviou urupaiyt unarlli

tiinratui epralir c/navaraiyarttm i-f-porulkal.ii urupcori kuriijir

oyirra. An-naijan kuii atlu-c-carija; kotul/n utarannii ktlflari

urupin pinnannn altii-c-cariy/u varulal Idiuuni nlnilSr'Syirru.

(Since Cenavaraiyar 9ays that (his sutra deals with ihc meanings

of the suffix tan as the sutras commencing with kdppu etc. deal

with those of other cases, he too thinks these meanings as case-

suffixes. If so the catiyai 'nllu' comes after case-suffixcs.) Here

the statement 4 he too thinks these meanings as casc-suftixcs’

conveys no meaning. Hence this passage seems to me to be an
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interpolation. Another reason that may be cited in favour of it

is that his condemnation of Cen.ivaraiyar seems to have ended

before the commencement of this passage.

83. (fetjb 6tw©&r cSPmqb «tV>

fltugii fyrc«cw?> cSfiif

(tfSU Qi.'^ga'qiwr'i gtntsgta

tramui Qfrajy /yiAu Q&wru.

Vei’umai-p porufai vinkkun kalai

/ffu-nrp riyalun tokai-vayir pirintu

Palid T-Ska-p pcnil-punartt t-icaikkum

Elli-c coUu m-nriya v-enfa.

When one want9 to expatiate the meanings of tlie cases

mentioned above, it is said that all words which are synonemous

with the words found (in sutras 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, 82) have to be

added to the list of words found in each of them.

Note 1.—The meaning given above is that given by Civanfaja-

muyiivoT. I have preferred that meaning since it is the only one

that fits in here. The meaning given by cacli of the other

commentators is defective.

Ihmpuranar splits the sutra into two sutras the first two lines

forming one with the difference that pirinlt is substituted for

pirintu and the last two lines forming the second. The meaning

is that if a vlftumai-t-tohii or a tatpurusa compound is Split a

number of words may have to be inserted in addition to the case-

suffix. For instance when the word pozrofi (golden bracelet) is

split, it has to be split as pott’jdl ikiya loti, where the word dktya is

inserted and so on. The same is the meaning given by Teyvac-

cilaiyar though he takes all the four lines into one sutra with

the word pirintu at the end ot the second line.

Ccnavaraiyar and Naccinirkkiniyar, on the other hand, state

that when a v/fnnwi-l-iokai (tatpurufa compound) and an

anmolj-t-tokai (bakuvrihi compound) axe split, a number ol weeds

has to be inserted. The difference between ljampurarur and

Cenavaraiyar is that the former thinks that this sutra deals how

the vlrrinnai-t-tokai alone is split and the latter how both ctrru-

mait-tokai and anmo!i-t-tckai are split.

One important defect in these two meanings is that they arc

out of place. This iyal has been dealing with case-suffixes and

the meanings of cases and never with the splitting of compounds.

Other defects are:—(1) the word vZrrumai-p-porul is taken to
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mean virrnuiai-1-ioksti and the word irru-ithjriynlmi-fokai to mean

an-vicli-Moltai.
(2 )

The word tokni is taken to mean compound,

though i' mav be taken here to mean collection. (3) Ctnavami-

yar feeling that, according !o his interpretation, this sutra is out

o( place snvs that because Tclkappiyanir deals with toktii-riri in

the following vtrrumai-mayaiikiynl, he has written this sv.tra

here. But in the next section which contains 34 sutras, only 7

sutra* from 04ih to 100th deal with compounds; but even they do

net seem to deni with lokaMri; nor has CeQ3varaiyar brought in

other words splitting the compounds.

Civafiimaniunivar condemns Cenavaraiyar thus: (1) If the

author meant viHuniai-l-lokai he would have said so instead of

rcntnuai-^-forul. (2) The compounds ate dcr.lt with in eeca-v-iyal

and hence tii[iiutai~y~iy/il is not the proper place to deal with

fohiwuW since it has to deal only with case-suffixes and the

meanings of the cases; the tokut-viii of virruweii-t-lokai is learnt

from the word vCrrnnttti-y-iynla in the sOlra ' v8i‘i'inuai-t tokoiyi

verru tiuxt-y-iyaJa (Tol. Col. 4i3); if it is said that the tciai-viri

has to be definitely explained, there is no sutra to explain the

tclu\i~vi'i of iivama-l-totmi.

VERR Uhl/U-Y-IYA l ENDS.

collat ikAram.
Vlrru tnai-mayaxkiytil.

(Chapter on contamination etc.)

84. agu> uileeat #rsdi_«ir

aJhnou a aerrQrrrrta

Kuril inn tr.-allB-e lirfeij kifovikku

Uriuiai-y-ti m-nfr/iHe knii-n-cn vitJinnai.

The seventh case also may be used to denote close relation-

ship except direct impact.

Ex. Aracar-kal tUmian (He sided the King).

Note. 1.—This chapter deals primarily with the use of one

case-suflix for another, (/. e .) with contamination. It is called

urupai-uutyakkam from the standpoint that one case-»uffix is used

(or another and j^iif-mayukkivu from the standpoint that a casc-

suffix is used in a meaning other than it> own. Since some of

the cases are not dropped in Tamil as in Gretk and Latin, there

is no room for syncretism here.
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Note. 2.—C&rf/xi is of two kinds:

—

Karuma-c-curpu cr impact

and karumam-il-c&rpu or close relation other than impact. This

sutra sanctions the use of the seventh case in addition to the

second case sanctioned by 72nd sutra in the case of the latter

citrpu. Hence expressions like ‘iQfin-kal cCrnldn 1

(he came in

contact with the pillar) is of later date.

jVote. 3.—Tcyvaccilaiyar says ‘.hat karumam in this sutra is a

ladbhava of Skt. karma which means object of a transitive verb.

But the word karumam means, in the opinion of others, impact.

Note. 4.—The particle urn in this sutra suggests that the use

of the second case is more popular than that of the seventh ca3e.

Note. 5.—This sutra is a viitfa-vidhi to the general tidhi

denoted by cdrtal in the 72nd sutra.

85. QteeSi «e*i|n>

Gcirag GW*U)g»f 4J«a\f.

Cioat-r.ilat-k kilatt-k k-aiyuh kar.num

Vinai-nilai y-okku m-enmandr pulavar.

Learned men say that the seventh case is used in the same

way a9 the second after words denoting parts when they qualify

verbs other than appellative verbs.

Ex. kOttai-k-kuzaitt&B (He cat off the tusk).

Kitlip-kaf buraittSn (He cut off the tusk).

Note. 1.—The word vinai-nilai means tcri-nilai-vinai and

is the seventh case here with the suffix dropped; hence the above

rule cannot operate if the word denoting part qualifies an appella-

tive verb.

Note. 2 .—Since this sutra sanctions the use of the seventh

case in place of the second in the same way as the previous one,

one may think that this sutra may be made one with the previous

one. But the particle mm in the previous sutra suggests that the

use of the seventh case in the previous instance is very rare and

the use of okkum in this sutra suggests that the use of the seventh

case is as free as that of the second.

86. tdrp&tii Gn&e
)

Glaresgtur.’

Kamalutt celavu m-oQrumdr vinaiyt.

Both the seventh and the second cases are used with verbs

derived from roots iojifw- and col,

Ex. C&liQai-k-karyriQ&Q; dttmkaf kanrinin.

(He has got a mastery over playing at dice.)
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Urai-c-aUunt; Oriijhaf celluni,

(He goes to the village.)

Note. 1 .—The words gi/s are taken over to this Sutra;

they form the subject ot O'jrumBr; the words kayzahtm and celit-

viwi are taken along with vinai which is a word in the seventh

case with the case-suffix dropped.

Note. 2 .—This sutra sanctions the use ol the seventh case-

suffix also.

Note. 3.—This sutra is not made one with the previous sutra

since that deals with the case-suffix affixed to words denoting

parts irrespective of the verbs they quality and this deals with the

ease-suffixes ot the nouns which qualify the verbs derived from

the roots kanru- and cel.

Note. 4.—Since the use of the iecond casc-suffix was already

sanctioned by the 72nd sutra, it may be sufficient if the use of the

seventh case-suffix is sanctioned by this sutra. Bui the aulhor

has not done so lest one 'hnuld consider the use of the former

tc be more frequent than that of the latter.

Note. 3.—In the Saiva-siddhanta edition, the expression '

Qjcifia ’ should be corrected as • ^5 Outfit,;

87
.

(y-ijitikir* Qtrt&d dap'/tnu

Qpfitm afiQcr? ifaraeza

i/iitaf-citjcii-k tifavi-t k-alu-ven v/rrutnai

Uutarkan variijl cinai-i-k-ai varuuil.

If, in a sentence, there is mention denoting whole and pari

and Ihe sixth case-suffix is used along with the word denoting

the whole, the second case-suffix alone is used along with the

word denoting the part.

Ex. Ydnaiyatu k$tfai-k hiraiUStj.

(He cut off the tusk of the elephant.)

ljampurapar says that this sutra is a purauatm (excep-

tion) to the 85th sutra. But Ccnavaraiyar says that this sutra

is a niyama-vidhi (i. e .) it restricts the application ot the DStli

sutra. The opinion of Ihe latter is the correct one.

88. (t/fidrQf, a<Pj strpQmca Cffl/pjp«T>io

£&®;y«T a.<«p S/otetdl

Mtitay-niu g-ai-varrr tan-n-cj oirrumai

Ctpai-mun varuta [ejti t-enpu.
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if the second case-suffix is used along with the word denot-

ing the whole, the seventh case is used along with the word

denoting the part.

Ex. YOijaiyoi-i kSftiijknf kurailidn.

(He cut off the elephant at the tusk.)

S'ote. 1.—This sutra also is a itiyamavidhi.

Note. 2.—This sutra and the previous one arc taken as one

Sutra by Teyvaccilaiyar. But since it gives room to sentence-

split, it is not correct to do so.

Hole. 3.—Since sfllras 85, 87 and 88 deal with words denoting

whole and pari, the sutra 86 though it dees not deal with whole

pait is .cad in the middle so that the words cat-gpu may

follow in the 86th sutra from the 85th sutra.

Note. 4.—Since expressions like 'ySaai-k kdtfai-k kuyaittSg'

also began to lie used before the time of Ihmpuranar, he states it

as being suggested by the word teffilu. Bui it is clear that such

a usage was not current at the time of Tolkapjiiyanar.

Note. 5.—Naccinarkkin.yar takes the previous sutra as men-

tioning uiuptt-tnayakkam and this sutra as porul-mayaMntn. I

am unable to understand why a differentiation should be done.

89. Qfp&S S&wv* Qut(3*Got9
jagt*) Q**Fi»j$u tSssQa/.

Mutalu* duaiyum poru{-vtrii juiaa

Nuvaltin ka!a« eor-kurip pinavt.

An object cannot, by itself, be taken either as a whole or as

a part It should be suggested by the expression of the speaker.

For instance ySnid is a whole in the sentence y&gaiyatu

kdttai-k kugeiUMn, but it is a port in the sentence *pa/aiyatu

j&naiyai akartigQn' (he drove away the elephants of the army)-

Similarly in the former sentence kOfii is a part; but in the

sentence ‘kolfatii tmgiyai-h kuraittdn (he cut off the tip oi the

tusk), tdfu is a whole and not a part.

Note. 1 .—The expression means ‘they

cannot be differentiated by their meaning hence CL'"©* is a

third case with the case-suffix dropped. The verb t-t# is

active in form, but passive in meaning.

Note. 2.—This sutra is intended to understand correctly that

the whole and the part arc only relative terms.

90. iimn-u QiMiQ uoakj fiSur

ws>a.6*ar ie/jgj utQu.
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Piiifa-p poyarn iu-ujiy>i ririya

Ptuitiyvj uiarniilin umrliya warapi.

The word denoting collection is oi thr same nature and

should be understood as such from the ancient usage.

Ex. Kuppr.ivatu talaiyai-vcl(inSn: kuppaiyai-t talaikkap vcjti-

piin; kuppiipi-t tulaiyai vcjjinan.

(He tut oft the top of '.lie heap.)

Xotc 1.— It is worthy ol note that TolkSppiyatjar did not

consider a heap to be a whole.

Xole 2 .—The word is a taJblmn of />irr(fo.

91. fgeBiar Out?jQ*r pjjiSar =.££?}.

Oru-viijai y-ofa-c-ao l-ityarpiy taliltl.

The suftix oin (of the third case) is used with the Superior

of the two when both do the same action.

Ex. Eg marjaivi-y-otu makkaju nirampinar (Pura. 191. 3).

(My children were filled (will* wisdom) along with my
Wife.)

Note 1.—The sulras from 84 to 90 deal with the optional use

of the seventh ease in place of the stcond cas«. Then the author

has taken to speak on the third case.

XoU 2.—Ilamputaiur. Cenavaraiyar and N’accinirkkigiyar

interpret uyarpigvaliltH as ' along with the superior ’ and Toyvac-

cilaiyar as ‘along with that which adjoins the superior (r'.e.) the

inferior. In the instances where of

u

is used in ancient classics

like Puranfinuru. it is found along with the word denoting the

superior. Hence the opinion of the former three setms to be

sound. The reason why Teyvaccilaivar has differed from them

may be due to two reasons. Panini has slated • sahayuktc apra-

dhanc’ (Asjadhyiyi II, 3, 19). Besides in ^nterces like

' Vania nampiyai-t lamp langotu

Muntai nfuj-marai inuniklu-k ka((i

(Kampartmflyana ni 1, Kaiy-itai, 17.)

(Having shown to the sage well versed in the ancient

four vedas, Rima who eamc along with his brother.)

the suffix ofu is used along with the word denoting the

inferior. That he wants to follow Paiaini is evident from his

sentence ‘ I-p-porul PaniniySrkkutO okkutn

Nole 3.—This sutra should be taken along with ‘ Amno
tiyamta tifovi

'

in (he 74th sutia.

L
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Kolf 4.—I|ampiiranar explains the use of otu in live sentence

uHvotii tunnpi vantin (flic master came with the dog) by saying

that the clog deserved greater recognition for some reason or other

—(perhaps gratitude). Cenavaraiyar agrees with him in that point

and adds that, if it is not the intention of the speaker, the suffix

otu does not denote association.

Note 5.—Cqiavaraiyar raises the question why this sutra was

not stated next to the 74th sutra and answers that Vftrumaiyiyal

deals with the cases and their meaning* in a general manner and

the specialised meanings and uses arc dealt with only here.

92. CPa.rcrji +.;9ti

.fri4Gu.t3 Ljeviit Qajyi £>rrc9

Qr.jiQa.' Gs.wirjjiT 14-''

Mtl$rann m-alntaijim tC’ira-h kttrlya

Akkamotu punaruin v-iln-k kilari

N6kka r-aijaiya VrfQmajflr pnInvar.

learned men say that, on careful consideration, the use ol

the third ease-suffix and that of the fifth case-suffix to denote

cause when it qualifies a verb formed ot the root d-{meaning to

become) is ot the same nature.

Ex. (1) Vanikattag ayinan; Vanikatfin ayinun

(He became a man on account of trade.)

(2) Vanikattan aya poruj: Vanikatlin aya poru|.

(Wealth raised on account of trade.)

Note 1.—Cenavaraiyar raises the doubt that this sutra is un-

necessary since it has been said that the third case as well as the

fifth denotes cause in the sutras

A tap-vinai-p-patufal-ala>j m-Stal. (Col. 74.)

and

pulun:ai-pa[amii-y-Qkkani. (Col. 78.)

respectively and answers the same thus
1—Since this chapter deals

with »tuiyakkam (contamination), the author has mentioned the

same here and hence he cannot be charged of having repeated

the same. But it seems to me that the same may he answered

thus:—The statement ataffip-dla! in the 74th sfitra may mean

only the cause and need not mean the cause when it is followed

by I he verb ‘to become* and the statement Okkam means that the

noun in the fifth case should be followed by any word derived

from the root d-. Hence one may think that, if a word denoting

cau3C is followed by a word derived from the root <5, only the
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fifth case-suffix should be used. This sutra clears his doubl by

saying that the third case-suffix also may be used in such

instances.

A'ote 2 .— The word tiCkkii is a noun ill Ihc seventh case with

the case-suffix dropped.

9?. £j#rri_«r u<yat levins
t£sxrt—A'

Iranian nianitiii nokka gfiktaw-av

V-iraulan marituki ij-lln-r-n ui-Oknm.

The verb meaning to observe may be governed not only by

a noun in the second case, but also in the third and filth caws if

the observation is not through the physical eye, but through

the mind's eye.

Ex. Kdtag nOkki vSlufl ku|i; kohn n6kki vuluii ku{i.

(The subjects living expecting the righteous rule.)

Xote 1 .—XOkkain (olvservation) is of two kinds:—Xdkkixa

ndkkam (observation by ihe physical eye) and XOkial-uOkkain

(observation not by the physical eye, i.e., by the mind}. This

sufra deals with the use of case-suffixes in the latter case.

Xole 2 .—One may question why this suira which deals with

the optional use of the third casc-sufiix and tl»c fifth case-suffix in

the place of the second case-suffix was not placed after the 90th

sutra since it has l*>en said that all the MiIras from i4 to 90 deal

with the optional use of other ca$e-$uffixes in place of the second.

It may have been placed there. But since it dcal9 with Ihe

optional use of the third and fifth case-suflixe* meaning cause and

the 92nd sutra also deals with them, it has been placed here.

94. f'dut -

1

Qfln\£iQ\ «/<* SrmvOjt ^«r&e>
<•«£’*! uTeiG* farQ3’e-J ©w.
TatumOru lolir-fxyar-k t-tranfi/iii wfujrnn

Kalt-uilai x-ilavl faruUrayi v-Oya.

The noun (whose C3se.suffix is dropped) and about the nature

of whose action it is difficult to decide is not prevented from

being taken cither as in the second case or as in the third from

the sense.

Ex. In the sentence ‘puli kor.ra ya>jiti' it is difficult to decide

whether the act of killing rests with Ihe tiger or the elephant,

since it is the genius of the Tamil language to use active forms in

passive sense. If the act of killing rests with the tiger, the word
pull should be taken as the noun in the third case so that the ex-

pression ‘puli kotjta y6>jai‘ means the elephant killed by the tiger;
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it, on the other hand, the act of killing reals with the elephant,

the word puli should he taken as the noun in the second case so

that the same expeession means the elephant that killed the tiger.

Note.—Though there is no contamination heic, yet there

is room to lake the noun either as one case or as the other.

Hence this sutra finds a place in this chapter.

95. opjfuOuxit uujS

Qa'fiifftax Qfifu lp*-® Cifiir#/.

Irrti-p-fcyiir vnojnar wey-y-uri pa^uoalir}

Vlrrmiiai ieripa v-unaru m-Orl.

The intelligent will see the difference from what follows after

the last word.

F.x. If one says ‘puli konra ySnai vantalu' it is evident that

the elephant killed the tiger since otherwise it could not come.

If, on the other hand, one says •puli kenja ySijai iitantalu’ it is

evident that the elephant was killed by the tiger.

Noli 1 .—This sutra answers the question which will arise

from the previous sutra 'How is one to decide whether the noun

is in the second case or tliethird
?'

Note 2.—In the previous sutra, this sutra and the following

few sutras I have followed the order adopted by Teyvaccilaiyir

since il seems to be regular—contamination ol the second case,

the third case, the fourth case, the fifth case and the sixth case.

Vote 3.—The word ‘vcrpnnai' in this sutra means difference

and not one.

96. guutai_i £or«fa «MI{ WJgpS

p 'jiS.f tSc:Qa' Qfiyntog arfe.'.

Ompa{al-k kijavi-k k-ai-y-u m-iuuu

TUm-piri r-r/n-v-r tokai-raru kulai.

The noun which qualifies a verb meaning to protect may be

in the second case or the third case when the case-suffix is

dropped.

Ex. Puli pQitl vS may mean 'be protecting a tiger* or

remain protected by a tiger.

-Vote 1—Cenavaraiyai takes the word lohai to mean com-

pound; it seems it is quite sufficient if it is taken to mean elision

(of casc-suffix). According to him pulupbrri is a compound

word like nilan-iafanl&n.

Note 2.—NaccinAikkipiyar reads loka instead of tokai. In

the Damodaram Pillar edition of Naccinarkkiniyam the reading
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is 'oppa virinlu', while the manuscript in the Oriental Manus*
cripts Library Madras, reads •Oppa vlrintuli'. The latter reading

is better.

Sole 3 —Since this sutra and the sutra commencing with

TatII mSrn-tolii-pey ar deal with the same cases, Bmpafr.i-k-kifazi

may have been read along with Uifi\ni3ru-lcljf-ftynr and the two
sutras may have been read as one; but there is one difference; in

the former sutra there is the word rnflyfnni and in the latter aijtim

and it has nowhere been said that the suffix Jij belongs to the

third case.

SoU 4.—CeQhvara.yar soys that one may think that this

sutra may have been read with the sutra commencing with

•Iranlau marnnkhj' and both may have been read as 'Iranian

viarufikin ijOkka- iiBkkaii/uin—6/npatahk iilaviyu m~lluvu

in-Bhiw'; if it was so done, Binpafai-k-kifa: i may be qualified by
a noun in the filth-case also. In order to avoid it, the author has

not made them into one sutra.

Note S.—The word (Cm here is only ter euphony.

97. (xpaftri O'jja.* Cj-mJ&ufi Crref

jiLGuiq axipp &‘fg 1(3 ii.

Ku-i-Ioka rarQuti kcfai-y-ctir kifavi

A-p-poru l-Brar k-unttu m-Chim.

The word denoting the recipient of a gift which can afford

to have the suffix hi dropped may take the sixth case-suffix also.

Ex. Instead ol ‘>jSkar-pali fofuUSn' (he gave an oblation to

uBkar) one may say nBkarotu Pali io/nf/dp.

Note 1.—CegSvaraivar, NacciBSrkkigiyar and Teyvaccilaiyar

say that this sutra states tliat the compound nBkar-pali may be

split as ttekaralu pali. According to them there is no sanction

for the expression ‘n&karalu pah' in usage.

Note 2.—The word Mai-y-etiv-kifavi means the word denot-

ing the recipient of a gift. The only place where the suffix ku

may be dropped is in •tiakarkht-p pali kofutUhj. This sutra

enjoins that tiBkaraln pali kofrtttdij also may be used. It is worthy

of note that hi cannot be elided in the expression ‘pali naiark.

hi-k kotuttin'.

Note 3.—In the Namasivaya bfudaliar’s edition of Ifam-

pliratjavi the expression 'kofai c!trial eupalu viltippam-ittaiyarat

uutaUyahiBr bontuvaittu rirumpi-k-koftiitar is found. Here
kotni-etirtal should be replaced by kofai since the statement 'viftip-
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faui-utaiydrai..iolul/ai is llic meaning ol kolai and not of

kafai-y-eUrlal. Hence the first meaning of the word kolai-y-

given in the Tamil Lexicon is incorrect.

Salt 4.—Since the previous sfitra ended with the contami-

nation of the third case, this sutra deals with that of the fourth

case.

Sole 5.—The particle 'urn' in the sutra suggests that such a

usage as ndiaralu peili is rare.

98. jfif* S’traSs cta.i# uCrMr&i

s*in GuT^trc jS g
Acca-k kiJnvt'-k k-ainitt m-iran\um

Etta n-ilavi porvl-vayi ij-dija.

A verb denoting fear may be qualified by a noun either in

the fifth case or the second case.

Ex. Palivin ancum; Pajiyni anCum.

(He is afraid of calumny.)

Sole 1.—Since the use of the tilth case is sanctioned by

'actant’ in the 78th stanza, or.c may doubt that the use of the

second casc-saflix sanctioned by 72nd sutra is nullified. This

sutra remove* his doubt.

Sole 2.—Cepavaraiyar and Naccinarkkiniyar state that this

silt: a enjoins that the compound word pali-y-a fienm should be

split as paljyai alieu in also.

Sole 3.—The use of such expressions as •vafai-kalalulazhu

ailca-v/nfd' (one need not tear for the bracelets to slip down)

shows that the fourth case also began to be used in later times.

Sole 4.—This siltra deals with the contamination of the filth

case.

99. .^u.T^Sbrfl Ogscja'iSdr

nqyQiB.

Atu~i'-en vi>[uviai y-uyattmai-l Ickai-iayin

Atu-v-c i:-urup:i-be{a~k ktikaram variant.

When a word in the sixth case is followed by an uyarhnai

noun, the sufEx nfu is replaced by hi.

Ex. 1. Pafaikku-t talaivao-

(Leader ot the army.)

2. Nanipikkii-makan.

(Son of Nampi.)
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Hole 1,—Tlie meaning given above is that adopted by

Ijampuranar. According to it this sfltra enjoins that, if the noun
that is qualified by a noun in the sixth case is an uyeirtiuai, the

suflix eitn should not be used and it should be replaced by the

Suffix kit. Cigavaraiyar and Teyvaccilaiyar interpret the sutra

thus:—The uyarlhjai compound whose members have the relation

denoted by the sixth case should have, when it is analysed,

the suffix 'kid at the end of the tirst member and nol ‘aIn'. There

are three defects in this interpretation:—(1) Docs he mean by
the word tiyartinai-t-lokai a compound mace up of two words,

both ot which arc uyarhnai or only Ihc second member ? If it is

the latter, what :s the reason to interpret it in that manner ?

(2) The word «*e/a‘ in the sutra does riot suit well. Cena-
varaiyar explains that kela suggests the meaning non-appearance

instead of disappearance, (3) There will be no sutra to

sanction the use ol the suffix 'kn in such expressions as

Palaikkn-l-lalaivai)' *Yampiktu mailin', He. NaccigSrkkigtyar

interprets it thus:—The suffix 'in' is used when a nyarlinal
compound is analysed, the sixth case will be used without the

suffix ii. In the former part of the interpretation he agrees

with Cenavaraiyar and the example for the latter part is ‘iwj

inakan‘. The defects in this interpretation arc: (1) There is

sentence-split. (2) The second part is unnecessary since there is a

sutra which enjoins that the case-suffixes may be dropped when
the nouns which have them precede those which they qualify.

Besides he condemns Ijampuranar by saving that such expres-

sions as •uijakku inakaf should not he used and they should

be read *nitjakku main! akiyavaf. But there is a sentence

•pAtiijikku .

.

.pan inakan' in the 11th stanza of Purananfiru sup-

porting the ’.nterpretation of Ijampuranar. The commentator on

Purananuru also agrees with Ijampuranar.

Note 2 .—This sutra deals with the contamination of the sixth

case.

Hole 3.—-It deserves to be noted that the word ‘iokai
1

here

does not mean compound, but it means association in the same
way as the word Ictuli in the sutra

InaiUena v-arinla cinai-mular kdavikkii

Viyai-p-palii tokutiyi y-uuimai vlnlum. (Tol. Col. 33.)

100. itgotn ftvi

a lip u.T0 QCtof&alJ /r op.
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A[im marunkhj valcci-k tiiamaikht

£lu iH-uitu m-uial-nilftl l-Oija.

The seventh case also may be used instead of the sixth case

with nouns denoting the dwelling place when its relation to the

noun which it qualifies is that of the land inhabited and the

inhibitor.

Ex. Kaltinkan ySnai; batjatu yanai.

(Elephant in the forest.)

Note—This sulra also deals with the contamination of the

sixth case.

101. Qflr&G&fi

gljaitS atfbwifii GevpptDio Qw4ftini

fifiiSu oflwGai QwtrvaQs.

Anna piravuui toijneri fi[aiy(ttu

U’upinum porufinum ntey-Uifu m Sri

Iru-oayi nitniyum vtlfumai y-ell&m

Titipija n-ilave tcriju m-dr-k-U.

There is no confusion in the minds of the learned with

regard to the use of one case-suffix for another or of one case-

suflix used in the sense of another case-suffix similar to the cases

mentioned above if it is in conformity with the ancient usage.

Ex. 'Cattanotu vekuntan' for catlanai vcknnjag

(He felt angry with C5tlsn) etc.

Note 1.—This sutra suggests that it is impossible to give a

comprehensive list of all cases of contamination.

Note 2.—The word iruvayinilalyutn is taken to mean by

Hampuranar and Teyvaccilaiyfir 'in both the places wheie one

case-suflix is used for another and where one case-suffix is used

in the sense of another case-suffix’; but on the other hand Ctni-

varaijwr and NaccinSrkkiniyar take it to mean ‘in both the places

where a ease-suffix has its original meaning and that of another

case-suffix'. The former interpretation is better,

Note 3.—Thus wc see that the sutras 84 to 101 deal with

contamination.

Note 4.—From this sutra it b evident that there should have

been a vast literature in Tamil at the time of Tolkappiyagar. It

is unfortunate that we are not in possession of any of them.

102. A®-*®" Gapstam* Sea
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Urufm-tofaru t-ainkitya xcrru mtii-k kiftiii

Or it-co ij ijalaiya [-oruj-cen tnaruitie.

Words having the same casc-suftw may he treated as if they
are one if the sense allows it (i.e.) they may qualify the same
word.

Ex. Antanar nujkum njattirfcum ati (Rural. 543)

(That which preceded Vedas and Dharma).

Hole 1—Vtnumai-k-kiliiii generally means case-suffix. Here
it should be taken to denote a word-villi a case-suffix. Hence this

suggests a fanbhdsa that wherever cnx-siitfix is mentioned, the

noun uilh the cau-tuffix should be taken if it in suggested by the

context.

,\'o!c 2.—In the interpretation of this sutra the commenta-
tors disagree. Ilatnpuranar takes the word nrupu in the sense

pula urufii; but he has not explicitly slated that they should not

be the same suffix though in the examples •ydoaiy.itu kO/fai uion-

h-*al kitialUdij', 'Tiuaiyir Hffyai-k-katryviu' wltich he has given,

only different suffixes are used. Ccnavarviiyar and Teyvaccilaiyar

have slated that the same suffix should be repeated as ‘enijo/u

ningofu'. The former condemns Ijampuranar that in the exam-

ples given by him there is no alukku since nuijlkian and kifiyai

are only afai-violi (adjunct) to the verbs kujaillaij and kafiyinu

respectively. Naccinarkkinivar condemns Ccnavaraiyar that they

are not atai-moli, but dees not discuss whether they are atukkii oi

not. He states examples wherein words having ihc same suffix

are read together, as also words with different suffixes. When
we take into consideration the word ‘afukkii’, the interpretation

of Cenavaraiyar and Teyvaccilaiyar seems to be sound.

103. *£eu_q Qioim*

Qr0L/S Oo'T<3*r«»J tzPoitifii aenruri.

Iiuityu m-ilaiyu m-clld v-iimp/iiii

S'eri-palu porut-vayi {ulavtiltil varatydr.

(Learned men) do rot prevent words having different case-

suffixes at the middle and at the end of the expression from

qualifying the same (finishing) word.

Ex. (CattanatiiJ a(aiyai valiyitm k:i((ipkan paj-itliiQ.

(He took by force CattanS cloth in the forest).

Note 1.—The wacd urnfu in the sutra should be taken in

the same way as v/zrutiiai-k-k:!ai'i in the preceding sutra.

M
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Note 2.—The meaning given above is that given by Teyvac-

cilaiyar. It is only in his interpretation this sutra has a bearing

to the previous sutra and the following sutra. The interpretation

of Ijampurariat’, CcnAvaraiyar and NaccinSrkkiniyar is as

follows:—Words with case-suffixes may stand both in the middle

of sentences and at their end. Ijampuranar does r.ot seem to have

noted the difference between Slat c&ttagatu (the cloth belongs to

Cittan) and cdttanalu itui (CSlUn’s cloth). Cenavaraiyar and
Naccinirickiniyar have noted it. The former has suggested that

a word in the seventh case may be used at the end or the middle,

of a sentence only if it qualifies a verb and not if it qualifies a

noun. For instance the expression •kugralluUuul-kilha? (the owl
on the rock) cannot be optionally used as 'takai kug:aitukkan.

Civananamunivar states that this sutra speaks Of the usage in

Sanskrit that no word should have its suffix dropped. Since

TolkJppiyanar has to write sutras dealing only with Tamil

usage, Civananamunivar's view is not sound.

Note 3.—The sentence " Iru-peyarkklkum' enrotappafta

urupn-tammaiye iyutiyum ifaiyum niykum ena vakuttu-k-kurinan

copatu" found in Ceoawraiyam seems to be an interpolation. It

is not in conformity with his statements mentioned previous to

it. CivanAnamunivar condemns him for this sentence.

Note •».— If we take the interpretation of Teyvaccilaiyar here,

one may question how we get sanction for the use of words with

case-sutfixes at the end of sentences. It is suggested by the sutra.

Aiyun .hannu m-alta-p foru{-vayin

Mcy-y-urupu tokaa v-iruii y-aga. (Col. 105.)

Ncte 5.—In Nacemarkkiniyam the sentences ‘cattanatu apii

cnpuli...vir.aikkurippkyirru‘ are found. They seem to be inter-

polation since the same idea has been stated by the sentence

'Iruli-k-hatj ntgiakkdl vigalhkutippdtn oj(u unarkaJ

104. l$P£> iS/S Qjtppsi qcql)Gj7s mgpgtii,

lb_ P.ye)&ki Qeatu.

Pifitu-pizi i-iftalu m-iirupu-toka varutatum

Neri-pata va[ankiya vaU-marun k-enpa.

It is said that usage sanctions nouns with casc-suffixcs quali-

fying different words in the middle and end of sentences and

with thecase-suffixes being dropped.

Ex. KAtaliyai-k kentu kavunti-y-otu ku(i kfivulan ceypan

(Kovalar. went taking his wife and meeting with

Kavunti).
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Nila* kajantin (He crossed Ihe land).

Cirril narrun pajfi (Taking hold of Ihe well-made pillar

in the toy-house).

Mole I.—The meaning given above is that of Tcyvaccilaiyir.

Since (he previous (wo Stltras have Mated that words with case-

suffixes qualify ihe same word, Ihe termer pari of this sOtra en-

joins thal they may qualify different words. In so doing, that

the case-suffixes also may be dropped is sanctioned by the second

psut of Ihe sutra.

Mole 2.—The words irulijum, ifaiymii and clla vurupum are

taken here from Ihe previous sutra.

Mote 3.—The former part ol this sutra is interpreted by
I|ampuraoar, Cenavaraiyar and Xaccinarkkiniyar that one case

suffix maybe super-imposed to another. Though it has been said

as a general case, they say that only the sixth case-suffix will be

superimposed by another case-suffix, preferably an unlike suffix.

Examples arc cdttatjal/mai, cSUagntuiu6l, clc., cSttaijatanatH

also may he usrd. Teyviccihiyar points out two defects in their

interpretation:—(1) Catlnnatu in ctUlaijnhvjai docs not mean
Cattan’s, but means Catian’s ohject and hence it is not a noun in

the sixth case, but a noun in the nominative case. (2) If, olhcr-

wise, Cattanatanai should have the same meaning as CSltanai,

which is not the case. TeyvacciHiyar is undoubtedly correct in

his interpretation.

Mote 4.—Since the elision of the case-suffixes is aid in con-

neclion with virrntnai-l-lokai in Ecta-v-iyal, why should the same

he enjoined here ? Tevvaccilaiyar answers this question by

saying that the elision oi case-suffix mentioned in ecui-v-iyil is in

connection with a compound and its mention here is intended

where there is no compound. Foi instance in the expression

•cirri! narrun parri', cirril is a noun in the seventh case with the

case-suffix dropped and na(rBn is a noun in the second case with

the case-suffix dropped.

Mote 5.—The word fieri- pota-vahi>ikiya-va[i-maritnkin

means fin accepted usage*.

105. uioibjcu QiXT^rVoufdr

<2jrair.il eS&g ojewr.

Atyiiii in <i)iu. m-aUQ-p poruf-vajiu

Mey-y+urupu Ichaa iwrnf« y-Ona.

No case-suffix will he elided at the end of a sentence except

those of the second and the seventh.
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Ex. Yim Stlukam pnlavl (Pura. 10, 13.)

[Wc shall extol many (of your qualities)].

.Vn//(i ilia Otupa . . . abanralai nati (Pura. 7, 13.)

(Let the good become extinct in the wide land.)

Note. This sutra is important since it has given rise to

the notion that the words kal, atmu, puram, vayin, t/ifai etc. are

seventh case-suffixes. For instance in tlsc word 4 mitnralan-

bafni-y-i ’ of the first suira of Tolkappiyam, the word hilar is a

noun meaning place and (he seventh casc-snihx ka» is dropped

on the strength of this sGIra, since the root ' a

l

‘ cannot have the

seventh case-suffix with the cariyai ' tint

'

in the middle. But

later scholars take it to be a seventh case-suffix.

106 . j p (lyuSjuii

Qo'qJ’Q***- ujj.afc'oT Oojji-QMi *r0ii.

YSla u-umpir ki;ir p-iyiijuin

PoruUien innrunkbj vlitumai (Arum.

The meaning of the case-suffix can be taken in whatever

form it is given expression to.

Ex. Om-kanm ionju ma-v-cyil uforri (Pujjl 55, 2.)

(Having destroyed three forts with one arrow.)

Kale. 1.—Here the word ionhi serves the purpose of the

third case-suffix. Such words became to be called collurupu.

This the only sutra which sanctions it.

Note. 2 .— Here the word urupu does not mean case-suffix,

but form as in the sutra.

A-m-mQ v-urnpnja ttyra 1-drt (Col. 160.)

Note. 3.—The meaning given above belongs to Teyvaccilai-

ySr. The otl»er three think that tins sutra means that, whatever

be the case-suffix, it should be taken to have the meaning of such

case-suffix as suits the context. If that :s taken to be the meaning
of Ibis sutra, it may he said that it simply repeats the idea con-

tained in the 101st sutra mentioned above. Hence the interpre-

tation ol Teyvaccilalyar is sound.

107. a£rw£> ppp leeiSp

Gu»(i>aaPV Cfai Q*.ra>3a<.

Etiniiarultu moliyiijun tatta marabxr

Poruui/ai HriyA virrumai-o-colll.

Case-juffi.ves will have the same meaning even when they’

qualify a negative verb.
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Ex. Yalofin) kclld (Para. 92, 1.)

(They cannot be in harmony with the sound produced

by yd/.)

XoU I.—This sutra clcais the doubt whether case-stiffixe*

may be used along with negative verbs since the doer, object,

instnimenl etc, can be had only bv a positive verb.

108. (93 qflarsr s.>n#_ uTfilp

JtaCo.iS 5t»©i,g Gfujci tgarG*.

Km ai ap-nja varllii m-irnli

A-r-v-otu civanun ayyu
The words having suffixes kn, ai and uj: at the end of a line

may be appended by the particle ' a

'

in verse.

Ex, Alavu uiraiyu m-ennum vani-rali

X/tu-iutila! kurukaln m-iikaram varulalufi

kajiitilat y-defrt yarkka. (Tol. E]ut. 390.)

A'Jr-r i6ti<i-k kalir/tH turn-mg,

Aiyun inntiu ui-allO-p poral-vayiy

iMey-y-tirupu tokda v-rrnh y-iiija. (Tol. Col. 103.)

109. jiaonj (Sgjg **&£kzr u^aSp
gi,1 ittiiGiMtr Gioryju.

A-ena-p pi’at Ia l-axrinai nuirunkir

Kuwum ai-yu m-Ulena molipa.

1 Kn 1

and ' ai' cannot be appended by * ,i ’ it they arc

suffixed to afiriiiai names.

Sole. 1—This sutra suggests that only <?y may be appended

by ‘ a * when it is suffixed both to uyarlbrai and axriijai nouns.

110. QfiO- Qpat&s,

GeiTarQii Q_>T0«>«ia9

Orupui-p

QfmpiOartm G\-QOSfi Guur*Q*rp Barc9c^u

ciniffli u«pu9 .spasQfin

eeajfi af/Stpi G&pp-aitc* 8«*«?i/io

up&tSV GktaSifi StrtSi^i

jt&a <9®U( »rvtm foySer

Gp.-erOm£ *r£er (?®.rer® wQp.
ItaQa i-iUmr r-egtjun kifaviyum

AUpjai-k koUii’ii pornf-vayi p-dhum/

Aiay.Gr ceytir.pofar k-olla kifaviyum

Miirai-k-koit f-diinla peyar<-tcr kilnvtynui

PiUvarai ki/aviymii paypi y-iSiiowoH
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KitiatU n-ariynm verriwiai-k Ulaviyvm

Pr.rrn-viti! kifariyttit ttrnlu~tno{i-k kiltntyum

Anna piraw nSnka-n-urvpip

Tanner i marapi'ja tOnia i-arf.

The fourth case :s used from very ancient times in the

following meanings:—in place of the sixth caseintfcich sentences

as ‘this of this is oi this sort'; in place of the second case in

expressions like 'this will hold that; in the place ol the third case

in sentences like • this is lit to be done by him'; in place of sixth

case denoting relationship; in place of the fifth case denoting

the exact position ot land and comparison; in place of the

seventh case denoting time; and before the roots parru-vitu and

Hr- which generally take the fifth case.

Ex (1)
Y&naihku-k k6tu kuritu.

(The tusk of the elephant a sharp.)

(2) Ivafkn-k hHton t-s-t-mit.

(This ornament will suit her.)

(3) ,1 earin-c ceyya-t-takum i-k-kBriyam.

(This act deserves to he done by him.)

(
4
) Avnku-k kaur>-

(The calf of the cow.)

(5) KaruvOrkku-k kilakhu.

(East of Karur.)

(6) Catlarku netiym.

(He is taller than Caiian.)

(/) KSIaiiku rnrmn.

(He comes in the morning.)

(8) llanai-vdlikaikku-p parru-viffdn.

(He cxtricted himself from the attachment of a

house-holder.)

(
9) Orkku-I Hilltop.

{He removed himself from the village.)

Note 1.—Under anna pifavum examples like 'kanpani

niruttal e|it6...kuyil akavuh kural ki)p6rbku (Akananuru, 97)

(Is it easy to refrain from weeping for these who have the sweet

notes ol the cuckoo?).

Note 2.—Why should not the author have stated this sutra

after l(XHh Sutra, since this also deals with contamination ? He
may have done it. Hut Cejjavarniyar says that sutras from 84

to 100 dealt with the contamination of the case-suffixes used
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in splitting compounds and thi, sutra dote not deal with the

splitting ol compounds.

111. c&r- ugw uiv«r lesiSa

-wo- uSoOa turn*.

Enai y-timpu m-aijija marapiya

HOtja m-ilavi coij-tmtrai y-SHa.

There will be no hum il other casc-suffixcs also are used

in a similar manner.

Ex. * NfUai-k kur:a ii kOrnjdg '
in place ot • ufllaln kurrak

kuriydij. (He found fault with the work.)

Note 1.—The reading in all the hooks at the beginning of

the second line is mdtjaiu and it means harm. It seems to me
lhat wutwfliu is a tadbhara and the Sanskrit word iiniun does not

have that meaning. Hence my conjecture i% that it should be

flitoiii, the ladbhava of kChjam. One should explain the ap-

pearance of ‘m’ at the beginning. In sulras like •valltUittu mikinu

niCija tn-illtsi (Tol. Elut. 231, 247, etc.) the splitting should

have been wrongly done thus—vallelultn wikiiuwii Minam Mai.

Since TolkippiyanSr is fully conversant with Sanskrit, I am sure

he would not have committed this mistake. In later Tamil

lexicons like ' CQd&mam * the word mduam has been given the

meaning harm.

112 . <?«

aee/O agrti Qu&yy
ig«Teofp *i># Qaeagpii

LBliS Qpreasg
Gi_«ni Qf^drQff ttrUoOu.

Viy'aiyl ceyvalu ceyappafu porul-l

Niian-e kHlaii karuvi j-e)j’d

lunatar k-ilu-paya ij-dkii t-eijnum

Apr.a irniriifi g-i'rimjofim loknii

A-y-el (-typa tolnj-miittr gilaiyl.

(Learned men) say that there are eight things that should

precede an action:

—

krti (effort within the body of the doer), doer,

object, place, time, instrument, the iccipent and the purpose of

doing.

Note 1.—The word riffa* in this sutra means kjti and not

ktiyd. But C^nfivaiaiyar mistakes vriim to mean k'iyd; this is

unsound since knyd cannot precede kriyd. Naccinarkkiniyar

takes vitjai to mean the verbal roots like un, /ip etc.; this is also
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unsound since (he verbal roots are not one of the requisites for

an action to take place.

Mole. 2,—Teyvaccilaiyar takes tolin-Mulanitai to mean

kSrabam. Since vinai is not a kirabam, this interpretation is

unsound.

Note. 3.—TeyvaccilaiySr states that the fifth case meaning is

not mentioned heie perhaps with the idea that it is not a kita-

ham; but it seems to he that the word tiilaV n*»y stand both for

the seventh case meaning and as the tiith case meaning.

Note 4.—The word mutaniiai means -that which precedes'

and hence 'cause’.

Note 5.—The mention of •inijaleirku' and •itu foyatf oka

'

as

a gioup separated from 'tinas’, •eeyaalu', ,ceyo-{~-Jatu~fom\‘

,

•niton', ‘bottlin' and <kartivi' is due to the fact that the former

group is not so important a* the latter.

Note 6.—Ccnavaraiyar says that, though the case, meanings

have been mentioned in vftrunxaiyiyal, this sutra is necessary

since here the word ceyaf.fatuforui gives the meaning of the

second casJ in a comprehensive mannei, laium includes Mu,

ba'ttm includes viQateey-y-ifatn and it has newly mentioned

vinoi. But it seems to me that, had it not been for this sutra,

71sl sfitra cannot be taken to mention the ob|cct as the mean-

ing of the -cccnd case; besides this sutra serves as a sort of in-

troduction to the 114th sutra.

113. jttoaprm

(t^etjew.

Avautam

Va[anktyav warunkif bunrnpa kuprum.

Some ol them may not l>e used in actual usage.

Note 1.—This sutra is Important since, otherwise, it may be

taken that all the eight mentioned in the previous sutra should

be mentioned in a sentence.

1 14. QijeSp 9'br’iij? £ora?q0

f-H Qfftl’fS SarSt,ii

iSpipraifis uaaijQar#' OLnofjto

Qucapj) flit liicjQuio GseiLGii

tSbMTQfji *i*op*0* £»*«iGx>,.iS

jtcBtuici jitr'rGtJti* BercJ.

Mu lalir kv'ufi (iiuu-y-a[i bifaviyufi

Cituxi-y-ir *jjf“ "tu talari ktlaviyum
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Pirtmta-wli-k kB[alum pmipn-ko! pedantin

IyatjralH i/iolUalu m-impeya i-ottum

Viyai-mula I-uraikktin kihifiyotn tcknii

Aijaiya-wara piyaai r^uiiifeyar-A kifagi.

Akupeyai or metonymy 13 ol the lollowmg kind*:—whole is

put for she part, pari for Ihe whole, the place of production lor

the product, quality for the object possessing it, cause for etfecl,

irupeyar-oflu or the compound made up of two words of

which the second member denote* a pail and the first an object

similar to it or its action, the door for the object done etc.

(
1
) Tenku linrtiij.

(He ate the cccoannt.)

Tehki] generally means 'CuCOanut tree*. Here it means
coccanut fruit,

(2) Pani-svr cimaijuii 4dy<nu pOki (Maturaikkanci, 148.)

(Having traversed through the forests lull ot moun-
tains covered with »uow).

Cimatyam which generally mbans ‘peak’ denotes here

mountains having peaks.'

(3) Cil-pftn-kalinkaital (Kaliltokai. 56.)

(She wears the clolh made in Kalinga which has a

few flowers).

(4) Mnruku urula-l lalai-c-ui}'u (M.turaikkanci, 181.)

{Having gone against {'.he enemies) like Murukatj.

Here the quality iluruku is put for Murukaij.

(5) I-k-kutam pen.

(This pot is gold.)

Here the word pen is put for the object made of pon.

(6) (a) Tuti-y-itaiyanlot.

(The woman, having her waist like htli, came.)

{b) !r-6ti y.e$-z6[rjum varumH (Akunipufu 107.)

(My friend also who has her hair cool comes.)

(7) Tiruvajinvar pafi.

(Read the Kuja| written by Tiruvi||uvar).

Note 1.—Some may question the need of this sutra here.

But from the 112nd sutra the sentences like tgiiin ligrln, may
be viewed as incoriect since tenkii is not any one of the eight

mentioned above. But since such sentences have come in

vogue, their usage must receive the sanction of TolkappiyanSr,

Hence he has read this »utra here.

N
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Hole. 2—As regard* iru-peyar-oflu there is dilTcrence of

opinion among commentators. Ilampuragar and Cenavaraiyar

feel that it is identical with anmoli-l-loiai; NaccigSrkkiniyar

takes compounds like makkat-cutfu in Tel. cnl. i where the

second member denotes by metonymy aittappafuin-poruf, as

rru-peyar-ettu. Civananamunivar agrees with Naccinarkkiniyar.

Tcvvuccilaiyar, on the other hand, takes such instances like lufi-

y-itai and Mi-tufa! as are taken by others as inaina-l-lokaip-

purallu-p-pira><ta-i'-ti<! incli-t-tokai and vinai-l-tokai-p—purntlu-p-

pl[a)ila-v-aumcli-/-!otai and states two reasons for his view:—(1)

Tolkappiyar.ar has not stated in 4l8th sutra uiama-l-iohai-p-

purallu-p-pijaula-o-aiimoli-t-lokai and tfajai-t-lckai-p-puratlu-p-

piranln-v-mjinoli-Ulokai and (2) the second member of the com-

pound ftere is connected with the whole which the compound

denotes, while that of anmoli-l-tokai is not connected with it.

TeyvaccilaiyJr'i opinion seems to agree with Tolkappiyanai.

Note 3.—Since in the opinion of Ccnavaraiyar, irupcyar-olfa

and anmoli-l-lokai are identical, he raises the question that this

need not be mentioned here since aijmoli-l-lotiii is treated in

ccca-v-tyal and answers it thus:—in the section on compounds he

mentioned ant/ioli-l-lokai and in the section dealing with nouns

as iya'-peyar and oku-peyar he has mentioned tru-ptyar-oflu

here. The reason does not seem to be sound.

A'ole 4.—Under vinai-tnuiai-uraikhtin-kifaii, liampuranar has

given Tolkdppiyam, KapUam a> examples. Since they arc different

from the words Tolk&ppiyati and Kafila/j Ccnavaraiyar condemns

liampuranar. Naccigirkkiniyar cites under this Sutra the

example * 1-v-vStal kOhkan' given by Ccnavaraiyar and under the

sutra ‘kifaiila v-aJIa vfrti-ptra lOnrinum" (Tol. Col. 117) the

examples ‘Toikipp-yam’ and ‘Kapilam'. This is one of the

instances wherein Naccinirkkiniyar sides both with liampuranar

and Cenivaraiyar when both of them differ in their opinion.

A'ole 5.—In C4n4varaiyam the sentence ‘Akti-peyar eluvOy-

t^ffu>na i- niajakkaia-OJalan Infu karinSr-eiirQrfll Ijraiyuciriyar-

(Ji’h’ is found. This sentence :s not found in the Naraasivaya

Mudaliyar’s Ijampuranam edition. But Naccinarkkiniyar states at

the last sutra of this chapter 'I-v-v-Oku-pcyarkat elnvOy-vlrrumai

inayakkam-eyru unarka". If he had slated this alter meeting the

objections raised by Ccnavaraiyar against Ijampuranar, it would

have been correct.
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115. stm&fi ni

.3 -a.«5,D pj.Qux3

9^‘SiJ Oifi*irp i5j9^c/t(5* *iLl_*lu<

X '.'Xfr li«T<e\ J/:.£iS. ***x

Qn.paa,* QuipfOj Qo irr -iw.

Aznihhn

Tatlaui porul'iayir raiiimoln ciiwialnm

Oppil so/i'jdf pi[iiti-pcn\l ciiltahim

A-p-pan piijave inrvalun mini
rjrrmiiai tiinruMir pond vityinu.

They are of two kinds; one denoting those that are

connected with them and the other denoting those that are not

connected with them. If there is any deviation in the literature,

they should be taken into account.

,Vo/e.—This sutra deals with another kind of classification

of Okupeynr. I think that ‘taltaui-portit-inyinpoiiimotu cim«rt/'

and Ajahallakfaiut are identical and oppjl-inljyni’-pirllii.pcnil-

cufjal and JnhallnkfnnO are identical. The fourth line, in my
opinion should be a different su'.i.i dealing with Jalui.l-n/'nhnl-

laksavii. Ijnmpuranar and NueciiiSrkkiniyar lake it as a

separate »ul«a, but they interpret viprumai as casc-sufir instead

of deviati'Sii. Tcyvaccilaiyar takes all the four lines as one sutra

and stales that Htupcynr is of four kinds:

—

tatlnm-pornf-vayir-

civnnal, tammo'n civaunl, oppil-valiyOr-cuttnl and pirilu-porul-

ailfal and interprets ilrrumai to be the cnu-mffl.w Cenavniwyar

also takes all the four lines into one sfitra and fakes a-p

pilnpinavl to be the adjunct of rerrunmi.

116. laapSfyQ

a-*<Ga*v Gu.ryffu n**-.’i£S>
Alnrn niraiyn M-ova[rotu kol-vali

UUi-v-etjtt molipn i-unamtici nCrS.

Learned men say that words denoting measures and

weights are taken with them.

Ex. (1) Kti[ur.i kofii.

[Give me a kittnni (four measures of corn)].

(2) Orn cir kofn.

[Give me one seer (of oil, etc.)].

Note 1.—These arc cases of jahad-ogabal-lnksatu). In order

to serve as an introduction to this I think we should fake the

fourth line of the previous sutra as a separate one.
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Note 2.—Ccnavaraiyar and Naccinirkkiniyar think that the

words denoting numbers arc not Okupeyaf, they have said so

perhaps because similar words in Sanskrit denote both numbers

and numerical objects. CivaSanamunivar condemns them,

I agree with Civ.manamunivar.

117, Qa<ai6fj Qfmpfp*,
Satijai} Sumr gwv&iftoi Q^’ixQo).

Kifanta v-atta li’u-pifa tOnrinuit

Kifantaiar rtyaia n.unnrntattar kofali.

If, anything not mentioned here appears in literature, it

should be taken into account on the lines chalked above.

Ex. yd! fit!fan.

(He lislened to the notes of yd/)

(Here the instrument yd/ is put for its nolcs.)

Yattai pntitdn.

(Elephant-like person came.)

(Here the word yOtjai refers to a person resembling

it.)

Note—This sulra suggests that the kinds ot metonymy are

so varied that they have not been mentioned in an exhaustive

manner in the 114th siilra.

Vti'timai*mayankiyal ends.
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AX INSCRIBED HOT RRO.M XANDtTRiJ

BY

PROFKSOR K. A. NlUKANTA SASH*!, M.A.

l he existence of the inscribed earthenware pel which forms

the subject of this paper was first signified to me some months

ago by Pandit Yeluri Prabhakara Saslri of the Government

Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras, fie also gave me for ins-

pection two photographs oi the pot, and then, my particular

request, he arranged for the pot being brought over 1c Madias

for further examination and study. 1 took fresh photographs of

the pot and impressions of flic shat inscription on it and these

are now being published. I have often discussed with Mr. Pra-

bhidraia Sastri die questions centering round this inscribed pot and

I owe many suggestions to hint.

ProToiauct '— the pot now belongs to the Sarada-

niketana, a well-known girls' school maintained in lhe city

of Guntur by Mr. Unnava Lakshruinarayana, Bar-at-Iaw and

liia wife, Mrs. I.akshmi Bai. II was discovered at Xanijuru

some three to four years ago—more precise information

regarding the time of discovery has nc4 readied me—in the

course of a digging for what is known as pd/i-ii.iiJiiiif, lit. earth

from mins, for use in ricc-ficlds; the workmen came upon what

looked like the remains of an old brick wail, which turned out lo

be a brick encasement for the pot which forms the subject of

this paper; it is owing to this encasement that lhe pot has l>ecn

recovered entire, except for a small fracture near the mouth. I

am not in a position to give any measurements relating to the

size of the encasement or of the bricks comprising if. Nor have

I seen the platter-like lid which is said to fit lhe mouth of the pot

exactly. Some ashes are said to have been found in the pot at

the time of the discovery, they do not seem to have been preserv-

ed and no information is forthcoming about the nature of the

ash.

X.inijfu u is a village in the Bapatla Taluq of lhe Guntur dis-

trict, ten mile* to the north of Bajxitln, the Taluq centre. It is

about 20 miles S. W. of Bhattiprolu, the tind spot of the celebrat-

IX—13
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eil Bhattiprolu caskets, and about seven miles due W. of

Tsandavolu, which, under the name of Dlianadapura, was once

the capital of the Vclanatfu kings.

Measurements: In shape, the potjooks very much like one

of the big burial urns recovered irom Aljdiccanallur and 1‘erum-

beir and preserved in the Madras Museum. The height of the

pot is 55 ", its circumference is 11 " near the mouth and 10 " at

the level of the inscription, and a little more, somewhat lower, at

its widest. The bottom Is rounded and the pot canr.ct he easily

seated erect without other support. Three simple lines, lather

deeply incised, two above and one bclovr the inscription, arc the

only ornamental features on the pot, besides the repetition of the

double-line (in raised strands) a little higher up near (lie mouth,

the two lines being in either case separated by 2)10". The clay

has been well and uniformly burnt and presents a dull brown

appearance. The inscription is in clear Brahmi characters of the

second or third century A. D. Tire space between the linear bands

above and below the inscription has a mean width of about

8
/
10 t!is of an inch, but all the letters except two extend above or

below the bands, one o( the ligatures extending both ways and

measuring nearly lyt/lO". The inscription is just about 6" long

and thus occupies much less than hail the circumference ol the

pot. The letters are quite clear and must have been engraved

when the pot was still wet, before ns being lired.

The inscription'. The style of writing adopted in this short

inscription reminds us forcibly of the remarks ot liuhler on the

script of the inscriptions from Jaggayyapctia, and may now be

compared with the inscriptions from Nitgarjuni-koytfa.

1

The
sign that looks like a visarga and yet ditlers from it so much by

the insertion ol a curve between the two dots is, 1 think meant

for a stop. It occurs at the end of each oi the two words com-

prising the inscription.’ I read the inscription directly from the

pot and from mechanical reproductions of it as follows;

—

a ya ma ni
/
pru sti ka

/

In a the length is indicated by a slight stroke on the right

side of the vertical of the letter; 1 do not think that the dot

below the lefl short vertical has any significance. The letter na

1. Ind. Pal. Sec. 20 C; El. XX, p. II, XXI, pp. 61 ff.

2. The curve alone is used as a stop iu Nagarjuni-konda G II

1 1 . El. xxi plate opp. p. 62.
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(in yi), il may he noted, is intermediate in form between the two

forms ol tja illuitraied by Buhler in his tables (lit I. 20) from

Junnar and Jaggayyapetta; the letter sometimes shows a loop in

the NAgAriuni-konda inscriptions.

1

A dot over the left vertical arm of frt> falls on the lower one

ot the two lines above the inscription. I neglect this dot like

the one under <T noticed before. I may add that three or four

similar dots are found on (he uninscribcd surface of the pot, a

fact which supports the surmise that these dots do not form part

of the inscription. The ligature tfi is of rare occurrence; but

there seems to he no room for doubt about its reading. Note

that the / sign starts on the left vertical of fla.

To take up the word pruftiki first. The word in this form

is uncommon and 1 am no! aware of any other instance of its

use in literature or epigraphy. But I think it may be safely con-

nected with frusta, a word known to Amarasithhn (prtiftfi-p'tis-

tasitH dagdhe- 111. i. 99) in the sense of 'burnt'. An analogous

formation to pruf(ii6 is furnished by the word varttikO derived in

the UnOJi-tuiras from vfl with ihe addition of the teimination

tikiin. 1 PruftiM would, if what has been said so far is correct,

mean literally anything that j$ burnt. Though it may thus con-

ceivably mean a pot, I think it is meant to apply to the contents

of the pot, the relics of some person preserved in it.

If this interpretation of the second word is correct, the first

should naturally give the name Of the person whose relics were

thus preserved. The name as we read it is Ayaraani. Consider-

ing the provenance of the pot, one is tempted to say that this

word, Aryamayi, shows the pot to be the reliquary of no less a

person than the celebrated Buddhist divine Aryadeva. It is of

1. El. XX plate facing p. 16. C 3, I. 4 birana
;
also A.S.W.I.

V PI. !i. Kanheri No 2 1.2, and several examples in No. 15. See

also Burgess—Araaravati and Jaggayyapeitah Pi. Lx. ii. No. 2. 1.2.

Pandit Prabhukara Sastri is, however, inclined to read ihi*

letter as ni. He thinks that the correct reading of this end the pre-

ceding letter is muni. The u in win is by no means distinct, but

there seems to be a slight extension towards the right of the cross

stroke of ma faintly visible to the naked eye on the pot and seen

also in one of the photographs, though many carefully prepared

impressions did not get it in. He also suggest* that if it is not

mum. it may be mati.

2. Unadi-stltros—rd., Dr. T. K. Chintamani, Part ii. Sutra 419.
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some interest lo note, in this connection, that, to this day in

the Krishna and Cnntnr districts, there are said to be found

families with the significant names Ayyadevara, which, together

with other family names like Thera and Buddliaraja, indicates

that these families, nnw Hindu, might be the representatives of

the ancient Buddhist houses of the Andhra country.

Tiie family name Ayyadevara is of special significance, for it

is just another form of Aryadeva. Another fact, perhaps worth

noting, is the testimony of the NagSrjuni-konda inscriptions! to

the constant intercourse between the Andhra country and Ceylon

in the second and third centuries A. D., and Ceylon is said to

have been the original home of Aryadeva.

We should not omit to note some diflicult.es in the way of

treating the pot as the reliquary of Aryadeva’s remains. Ti e

name in oar inscription is Aryamani; Ihe Buddhist divine is

generally known as Aryadeva, and the Chinese sources call him

Deva Pusa; this means really that the name by which the Chinese

called him was Deva, because Pusa is a common term they

applied to all patriarchs,

1

On the other hand all the terms Arya,
Deva, and Nani are honorifics, and it is possible that the same

person might have been meant by diflerent combinations of these

terms. Another point is that the containers of relics are more

often of stone, crystal or steatite, often a number of vases and

caskets one within another, the whole being deposited safely

beneath a stupa. The use of earthenware pots is however, not

altogether unknown; one earthen bowl and three inscribed jars

containing iclics have been reported from Bhojpm;* and inscrib-

ed bricks containing Buddhist sultas have also been found.

4

Then the language ot our inscription seems to bo more Sanskri-

tised than is usual in such inscriptions in the mixed dialect;

the form aya for Orya is known in seme other' instances, like

Aya Karkuliaata 1 and Ava Bhadukiva;* but pruffibU is a good

Sanskrit word as we have seen. With Nagarjuna and Arya-

deva, however, begins the full tide oi Mahayana, when Sanskrit

came into use. Lastly, the inscriptions on the relic caskets more

1. El. xx, p. 23.

2. Edkins - Chinese Buddhism, p. 77 ; Watters-Fuo* Chwang,
3. Luders - List of Briiiimi inscriptions. 676-78 and 680.

4. JASB. 1896, p. 101
; El xx

\
. pp. 193 ff.

5. Luders 58.

6. Ibid. 367.
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often give only the name in the genitive case of the person whose

relics are preserved without employing any word signifying tclics

—as the word prtislikd docs in this case; but here again instances

of the mention ot relics are not unknown and the words farlrn

and ilhJIn arc found employed in some inscriptions from relic

caskets.

1

Aryadeva is well-known as the pupil of Nagarjuin and the

author ot many works. He was a native, most probably of

Ceylon,* but sectns to have spent much ol his life in the mainland

of India. Yuan Chwnng mentions his connection with several

places in India, but there is nothing so iar known, except Arya-

deva being the disciple of NagSrjnna, that brings him into any

very close relation with the Andhra country. In view of this and

in view of the difficulties already noticed, it may he doubted if

our pot can yet be accepted as the reliquary of Aryadeva’s

remains.* But the suggestion seemed worth nuking in view of

the other evidence cited above. This evidence is late and in-

conclusive; it must be left to futu'e research to confirm or dis-

prove the suggestion p it for ward here tentatively.

1. Swat Relic Vase Inscription. Jalalabad Vase Inscription

and another inscription dated 146 A.P. on a box lid—Corf its Ins-

cripiiomm Indicantm. ii p.4.52, and 152 F.l. ii pp. 326. 328

(Bhattrproln) ; A SSI. I. p. 86. No. 47 (Amarivati). Of all these,

only the inscription of 146 A. D. furnishes a close analogy to our

record, being the interment of th: relics of a Sramana. The rest

relate to the relics of the Buddha.

2. Or South India Watters, i. 321 ; Beal, v. 190. n 76.

3. For Aryadeva see Watters - Yuan-Chwang index, s. v.

Dev*, and corresponding passages in Beal - Buddhist Records, in

particular, i. 189, n, 76. A .-.hoi t metrical work on Mahlyana ethics

by Aryadeva was recovered and published by H. P. Sastri, in 1898-

J.A.S.B. ii, pp. 17S-84. Aryadeva's CatuSiatibd ed. also by H. P.

SAstri. Memoirs ASH iii (8) pp. 449-514. Again by Vidhu-

sekhara BhattacSrya, Part II only—Viavabharati Series No. 2

(1931). The SOlaiSstra, a short treatise of Aryadeva on logic, has

been recovered and published by Tuceiin his Pre~D<gw6ga Eud-
dhist Texts on Logic. Gaekwad's Oriental S.eries Vol. 49. See

also I.H.Q. 1933, pp. 978-9 for a discussion on Aryadeva's birth-

place. Kuangpai-lun in Watters, xx, i, 362.



REALISM IX INDIAN ART

BY

C. SlVARAMAMXItiTl, B.A., (HONS.),

Madras

The cry of 1 go back from nature ' has now pervaded Indian

atmosphere and created an Indian Art quite unconscious and

ignorant of and hence totally dissociated trom nature. The say

that nature is no good and that the ideal artist should rise above

her is n tacit though honourable way of admitting the inimitable-

ness of God's creation. The human hand, however much aided

by instruments, fails short of portraying the sublime spirit of God

in nature. But that does not and should not in any way dis-

courage an 'list from depicting nature as true as his ability

could allow him to do it. It is only the degree of perfection

that makes the artist felt ai great or small. Whatever people

might feel regarding the opinions of Ruskin on art—and we are

not concerned with the opinions—it cannot be gainsaid he was

a remarkably great aesthete, and it is interesting to note how very

plain he is on the point (Art). In his Pre-Raphaelitism he asks

us to ' suppose that every tree of the forest had been drawn in its

noblest aspect, every beast in the field in its savage life—that all

these gatherings were already iu our national galleries, and that

the pointers of the present day were labouring, happily and

earnestly, to multiply them, and put such means oi knowledge

more and more within reach of the common people'—, and

questions us whether • that would not be a more honourable life

for them, Ihan gaining precarious bread by "bright effects".’ He
says that the painters do not think it to be so and adds that 'they

think it easy, and therefore contemptible to be truthful.' Proceed-

ing he deplores that 'the excuse is. however, one of lips only; for

every painter knows that when he draws back from the attempt

to render Nature as she is, it is oftener in cowardice than dis-

dain.’

That this troth which Ruskin has been Idling us is confined

to England is as absurd a notion as that of Art belonging to any

particular nation or country. As the instinct of man is artistic

in seme degree or other all the world over and as fine art was no
monopoly c.f any country or clime, so also the supposition of

The pictures in this article are reproduced by courtesy of the
owner of the blocks, Mr. C. Sivaramamurti.
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Ruskin that • liie faculties which, when a man finds in himself,

he resolves to be a painter, are intenscncss ol observation and
facility of imagination; that man is created an observer and an
imitator; and his function is to convey knowledge to his fellow-

mcn, of such things as cannot be taught otherwise than ocularly'

holds good as truly in ocher parts of the world as in England,

But this supposition is merely an ideal which many artists of

to-day glory more in violating than in following. Criticizing

art instructions of his day Ruskin says ' wc begin, in all

probability, by telling the youth of fifteen or s'xteen, thal Nature

is full of faults, and that he is to improve her; but that Raphael

is perfection, and that the mare lie copies Raphael the bcllcrj that

alter much copying of Raphael, he is to Iry what lie can do him-

sclf in a Raphaclesque, but yet original manner: thal is to say, he

is to try to do something very clever all out of his own head, but

yet this clever something is to be properly subjected to Raphac-

lesq-ie rules, is to have a principal light occupying one-seventh

of its space, and a principal shadow occupying cnc-third ol the

same; that no two people's heads in the picture are to be turned

the same way, and that all the personages represented arc to

possess ideal beauty ot the highest order, which ideal beauty

consists partly in a Greek outline of nose, partly in proportions

expressible in decimal fractions between the lips and chin; but

partly also in that degree at improvement which the youth ot

sixteen is to bestow upon God's work in general. This 1 say is

the kind ol teaching which through various channels, Royal

academy lecturings, press criticisms, public enthusiasm, and not

least by solid weight of gold, we give to our young men. And

we wonder we have no painters.'

The criticism of Ruskm is as true of Indian Art to-day as it

was in England in his time. The notion that Indian Art means

depicting ol men and women with fractured bones and contorted

bodies emaciated by perhaps ail anaemia of long duration, of

trees with their branches berelt ol leaves or if depicted with

leaves at all, with only so many as could be easily counted (which

simplified method is perhaps one way ot rising above nature and

God), of animals in all fantastic tonus imaginable, lire merit of

the artist lying in his ignorance or inability to depict the real

lorni ot the object, lias so completely taken possession of our

modern artists’ brains Ihal no magician or conjurer can rid them
ot it with his most herculean of efforts, much less ordinary souls
like us.
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Now, lo go to the real state of affairs in the realm of art in

India, we have bu: to visit the various famous places of our land

that contain art-treasures o: our past, and a sight of these would
very well suffice lu dispel the illusion tha: has taken so deep a

root m the minds of people, During my recent visit to Maha-

balipuram— the scapoit of the Pallava monarcle of Kaiici

renowned for its ‘Seven Pagodas'— 1 made a few sketches being

struck by the very natural and realistic treatment of life, all on
stone. The sage just near the small shrine carved in the famous

•Aijuna’9 Penance' is one that not merely attracts attention but

arrests it. The sculptor who carved so exquisite a figure in the

round and who shows such a. high mastery of human form can have

nothing in common with that class of onr modem artists who
take a delight in flouting all notions of elementary fundamentals

of artistic thought, convention and anatomy in their frenzy to

rise above, and better, nature. It would be a good beginning to

study the picture (fig. 1) in detail. The lather emaciated body

FtS . 1,



of the sage exhioits the ribs partly. 1 The bead a( the body is

graceful and the anatomical stiuclure oi the body is exquisite.

Similarly with regard to tl»e carving of the

pair of deer beneath the sage. The attitude

of one of the deer rewinds us of the line ol

Kalidisa wherein the animal is described

as in the act ol scratching the body. Un-

fortunately the head ol the sage lower

down is missing but the silting posture that

is just the one ol Yogadaksiuamurti is

striking. It is all natural and spontaneous

wort—nothing o» the lanta&tic and ludi-

crous about it. In the carving of the
dcsciple carrying water for the daily ablu-

tions of the sage (lig. 2
)
we hnd a similar

meticulous observance ol nature’s law

in anatomy, pose etc. We have next the

beaulilul carving ol the monkey group

tlig. 3) where one ot these mischievous

creatures is engaged in removing dandruit

from the head oi anoihcr sitting with a

young one in its lap. Nothing can be

more natural than tins wondci piece of

stone work that seems to breathe and
move. Of the beauty of the elephants in

At juna's Penance’ liUle need be said since
Fi8 . 2.

the great group ot

even a word spoken on the point

would be a repetition perhaps

fot the hundredth lime. The

tortoise of the same group

appears to crawl about, so

realistic is it. Plastic art lias

nothing better to give than

the exquisitely natural elephants

in the Gajalak§mi group

FiB . 5.

w- --

I. This marvellous piece oi work reminded me ai once

of the special dielums of the VLnudharmottara for the proper

representation of various objects. The emaciated body of the

sage in stone brought home to my mind the force of the verse

IX—14
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fig. 1

)
:n the Varaha cave. The treatment of the boat’s head

The beautiful figures of the Nagas carved in the group is

reminiscent of the lines sn»ll: The
Gandharvas represented as flying all around and hovering above
in the company of their lovely wives remind us of the line

eqsfterat 3 TTr<r SRTre*TWft"I:. Similarly the beauty of the
female companions of these demigods carved in stone is a com-
mentary on the verse

tiTSHtreainn a*fa *
i

«T5T rgarertfl
||



CL**-—?!
Ris,

01 Ihe group of rats and the cat doing penance (fig. 6) which
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[alter Mrs. Fyson identifies as Dadhikarna, (it is not included in

ray sketch), little need be said; it reminds one of the s!ok:i in the

Sisupalavndha 1 where even the live cat is lakcn lor a statue—so

marvellous is the work ol the sculptors. The group here is as

realistic.

It can be safely asserted that there was never a time in India

with evidence lacking to prove Realism as the ideal of the sculp-

tor or the painter. The figurines of the paravatas (doves) are so

lifelike that the cat approaches them stealthily and the motion-

less figure of the animal makes the people in the street mistake

it for a carving like those of the birds. Again we have another

example of this type of highly realistic representation in the

RaghuvarfiSa* where the lions spring fiercely to kill the mighty

elephants painted on the walls of the bathing houses on the

banks of Sanyo only to discover that they arc mere lifeless

drawings and nothing more. The pathetic verse in the Kivya-

prakaia’ where the parrot is described as complaining to the

pictures of the king and the others of the inditTerence shown to

it by the princess and so on is but another example of this extra-

ordinary realistic treatment in painting and sculpture that makes

even beasts and birds mistake them for live ones.

In the Kundamila of DiAgnigiclrya we have the statement

that there can be no Bimba without a Pratibimba.* Even the

reflection of Situ in the walor is spoken of as Pratikfti which

L sfaHMtwfft: •wi'Tirflg fafennmi i

anawim Tqa fifflgiy nw wr: il g. v. nr, 51 .

AT. B .—Unless there was a realistic treatment of subjects there

could be no mistaking of a live cat for a carving however uiotion-

< it might be.

2 .

3 .

Rsniqi: TUWRapfr: iVjJfaSvwiWWT: I

TO(Tfsireraf5fflW^*H[: II

Ragliu. XVI. 16.

Tntgjn * mi'tfd ^rfispj qwff fcrar:

fin qi fHKtrftWwTpj l

$?n inn grusxnrt: 'J’un-

ftmmsW n k. P. X. UlHsa.

flpfcr ^ tefli | Act rv.
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term is Strictly applied to a picture; but liar reason is not lar

to seek. Every picture and especially a Viddha Cilia (£*., a

portrait) should be like the reflection in a mirror as theSthavirS-

vallcarita puts it.’ The Sloka oi the Navasahasankacarita

W ££ *igfcrai$i?R fiwra wifil
i

sratere: 3wrcrawgqft«i»n«RT ll vii

which talks of the picture resembling the original exactly like

the reflection of the moon in the water the original in the sky-

gives out percisely the tame idea.

It is evident from the Raghuvarh.4a, 1 the Tilakaroafijarl* and

other works in Sanskrit that it was customary in ancient India

for the pictures of princes and princesses to be sent all round the

land to the courts of various kings, for fixing up marriages

according to the dictum of
‘ wjdfiqcffl 5^’. This

method of choosing a princess by seeing her picture would be an

impossibility if there were no resemblanM between the drawing

and the original. We have subtle different ration in the Silpa

1. ^ Prwqrfiojt
|

dH lfeOR.TOWMK&rdfWtt l| I. 134.

Compare the 5?ilpa text

flfes 3NT; ll

AbhibfitSitbaciniimani.

cf

.

erg f'trtctwi afiun: reff<TTftwr§ ll

Navasihasafikacariia, XV. 7

gS^^UTOJl: |

wfiiftft ;
>'f{tJtWW ^t:

h xviii. 53.

rra *in<p ,t'f»-

I T. M.p. 13.

3?#rsf«t:

ftasrfa i t. M. p. 138.

2 .

3.
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lexis between Viddha and Avicdhi pictures. 1 The former re-

present that class o
<
pictures that exactly resemble the originals

being portraits ci a high order while the latter represent a class

of imaginary drawings not strictly realistic. This latter group of

pictures merely give an idea of the thing represented and nothing

more. If realistic painting cannot be conceded as having been

n existence in old India passages like the one in the Tilaka-

T. M. p. 133.

fti? faswwf-

* frai:

fifir&Sfr R5W I T. M. p. 263.

«/. ft %Ttj nf?re?res:ra?rrc:wift=r

qr^T g |

?W an nRl?HT ‘tfo *ftasrc

nffarfin ssrfaffit 3raf v?rib*tsi ii

VasantavilSsamahikavya, p. 75.

cf< Wj: nffnjTTft«trWRf<T: Stftw
|

6 tpijql: t3Tf§'JT8Kgqra II

ft; ftwl *?*%:
<f I* I' fafa fJw **t fH I

agsrat*n§aJitST*t 5f&a; anwitgn^HJTi: qs: n

‘Aq'ilr^WT
|

Pfe arqfr™ fiRW» JJT gu: *'T#TWI ||

MW: tasri »l»Taoi3g*ll f-sfag n'RAdR. |

'wrft ?pit: n

Dhari!ia>«rmabhyudaya, IX, 32-35.

A messenger is seni with a portrait of the Vidarbha prin-

cess to every court including the court of Kosala.

tViC^
I

S: ^ Ki'5-'-'. JlftWWtiqr^ ||

•EHiJrid MtoftHdl ftf^fWiltfwgut RfXq
I

Mratft'i ftpftftraftratft; ||

SahrdaySnanda, III, 17-18.

nma ^ nfeRnr^
i

'tras i% hie ISipprrw 391: 11

Abhilasitirthacintamani.
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manjarl 1 where a:i exact drawing ol the portrait from memory i9

attempted can have no meaning. At any rate sketching from
life would be absurd if there is no real portrayal ol the features

in a realistic way. In this connection ! am reminded of the two

pictures of NfirSyaija 5
’ ir. the Sarasvatimahal library in Tanjore

that were so exactly similar. The punter who could shew such

a striking similarity between the two pictures could and ought to

have brought out the likeness of the original ir. flesh and blood

whom he painted originally in both his pictures.

We need not go very far to see the truth of the above state-

ment. We have it in the Vasantavilasamahakavya3 that the

minister weeps at the sight of the statue of his mother. So

realistic is it that it moves him to tears. As against all this we

have bad pictures with their blemishes hidden by paint described

in the Padatagitaka* SilA is carried away into the torest as it

were and forgets herself when seeing the pictures illustrating

Rama's life on the walls of the royal palace at Ayodhya and takes

them all to be realistic and Kama has to remind her of the fact

she is looking at pictures;5 and this talks eloquently of the very’

1. ajr-f.ftq sfi-ijTfrerft:

I p . 319.

2 .
Nfirayaiia who belongs to the 18th century is die author of

$abdabhu§ana and Sabdamanja.-i and two portraits ot his in

miniature are painted oa the first pages of the MSS o: the two

works preserved Ln the Tanjoie library. They possess a remark-

able and striking resemblance.

3. trsrorstffo 3H«(

e^i i °r tta l
ssi

=s i s?qnn«jj?ppi, «Bts«raiPT erar «to?r: I ^ awn:

i
53 ! ft «noi r «1 fams ? ^ wfauitay.

i etc. p. 97.

The statue is a carviug in wood.

4. -dip'll 1m

H

t ft

i

h. I

*wsp3is*'7i ftwrnFJ ll p. 31.

5. ibmtoI |
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natural treatment in the paintings that serve as a contrast to the

ugly pictures loaded with paint to please the crude taste ol the lay

public that is easily carried away by colour—VnferfWt HAT:.

The extraordinary skill required of an artist to execute

pictures in such a clever way is very well given out in the pissage

in the Avantisundarilcatha ot Dapjin 1— it is a pity that it happens

to be motheaien and worn out to the utmost limit and therclorc

fragmentary in its printed term—wherein the sculptor leplaces

the broken hand ol Scjasayivijpu in Mahlbalipuram so dexter-

ously that nothing ol it could be seen as having been repaired.

That great teat ol an artist—painting one’s self—in which many

an artist of the west has delighted, and cl which we have

examples like the paintings ol Rembrandt, of Wilson, of Sir

Joshua and a host ol others, all by themselves, appears to have

been a favourite pastime with the painter even in India as wc sec

in the PadyacGflAmajji* and elsewhere. In the Avadanakalpalata

n I w'fs* I IBn% wm* i

*in:—wfa i ! faiRtR. I

tfraf—'ll! a«r ’-rag i i

*ra:—pit ! fra*?R 55 Ji wrcaraiviTJiT: nffraifft
i

Uturaramacarita, Act I.

In the las: line Rama also fecL the realism of the pictures.

it ftanftas&wr m^ngAi*: twto o*R3iR3?JT5n-

**«!«! R5ft«nn®3rafbn*iT5.ftftif*rautfl irararotnifeAT

tiiM t%®l odtenainnni «. . . .oaifi-t-

Ramr ipisnfarau cfcsfo ofta^ftsPT...3*q faa

filial (Vs e... VMWWflfiwftd gftra'lsifoffi

sifon w ftgppngjtftni row. . vcsnwHta. .

.

%=nn

etc. p. 8.

2. wnrowraH?*? wn
i

mwu-wfe^ «w <rs «nitavfor st-tS n rv. n.

Cf. SttofftlH. “TO AIT I tfdi ^
ftW w Pnra5* ’wft-'rti sir V 1

afaefcATHr—
1

l

ift na.
!’

tfa 1 a?i «r cre?=foi

sfWMv” I

Daiakuralracaritt, p. 107, N. S, cdu.
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of K$cmendra even Buddha is reported to have done his own
portrait- 1

A painting like the one described in the £lok3 of the Brhat-

kaihSmafijari

pgwi nw# i

?I fel*dn 3W IPfgd |

«I3 Btf^TWrT || IX. 1305-1306.

cannot but go recognised;* and we have instances of people recog-

nising portraits by a mere Icok as in the RalnivalP, the Srngara-

l actfawm'u o‘nV5ijf«tra. i

‘prera. mfHK <t& wrai «of<Pri <£ n

A. K. L„ Vol. I. Pallava VII. 62.

2. Recognition of the original by a look at the figure is found

in the verse—

S TOP*: |

wrrf*fftnr n

ifaftreitptr ftrfrn j|

Brha'kathama.-jari, X. 202-3.

3
- §«tiar—

m

l eaRuttoiTfh
i (niswrt-

atw R oftwT'JR ) ssi ** Rt're^t
i
f% ypn g^-ppit-

* *ri flap! I H33
|
d'tinKKi «f8io cftjni

firmPt l (&* TKtai: rmr ecj-it !

Big I ! Pig I amt, p 'Fw?r«t tra?PP5ffnitfiK«m
i

Act ri.

Cf. Later Sagarika recognises her owr. portrait drawn by

SusangatS on the same picture board.

mnfcsi—(
toM) w R5T?wAftte:

|

Cf. Later even the fool of a Vidusaka recognises the picture

as that of his friend the King.

— 4i ! «w !
ftevr *riil I -^ran |

c3ti3fqit%f%tt:
i
3ptj*tT jgwtnqtqq^ln ftKqa sfli

|

IX— 15
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lilaka* and the Viddhasalabhafijiki.* The pictures should have

been very striking for the fool ot a Vidufidta in the Viddha-

L J?qi «ts>j ’FSif fsfaff:

«R: I

•i <F«WVl

tsswreifa ft 1
? sfti tinreHTfit *jyn n p . 142,

2. ^jg

tfp: 1
o,i Jwi sh rara5ifafiftsfi srrfsf^d:

1

ramsrfi 1 ^ •Hironfrit sTHfsftst
1 071 «rav*s*i

H1H mHH«: 1 IR 3*tH'J(NlfS: hr 1

*[oTT—

1

—(
H'&'R ) HI? feftia Sim fliunfl HRlfil Hie^s?

m Hi *p»rfe <«? a?nft ^ ^ 1

U3I[—f^v^t 55*t 35ffr 1

f^ra:—

1

*rai—NRH «rani ft
I

*r 53HHHmHi nxift (msgsm ftffer^)

qth 3H: ^‘TTiq^ratTsesfra *1^13^ anfefear
1

trat—^:#'?=trra h s^sw I
«>.*?-

Hin'^'i-.dl'XTilil^rT I 5I?I Prao?CTT: !

«mW fa? Jisft

qjpn'i HHifc HRGgaai^ynq *3:
1

&ar -sift ^ 35H>rft ®f aosrfaft-

nni hhIh31 wi nft HmixraR*'iwfa
11

ra^?®:—(wan) <fT 3=rcrar ^rctori*
1
(ftfaHHj.HHg.

ajftraHRii ftamaaiira* «a»iiS't 1 i 5°i -1R HR fnifaa-

rafrirara *KHia 1
al h cgi ?w fail wfafatlfti

dimfa <ra 1 fawna aren Rpiirct:
i (

g*nm. )
ramraft-

^ hi i«iK^i vis «m chri hh*h nwh
1

Trar—H»Jnr fipmv5 :

1

****«#
S^lsfir H^iiftaiir ^ifafaai 1

?J51T—^sS« Wva fl'HHIRRara^
1
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iilabhafijiki to recognise so easily all of them painted in the

palace.

The Mrcchakatika says that imitation is the general rule

with craftsmen; 1 but it can be safely said, judging from She

frescoes and sculptures of the best period of Indian art that we

have all over India, that mere imitation of another’s work was

not attempted by good workmen, though the less skilful

ones might have resorted to such means. The land where

vtgfUtuWrNf': is an idea! can never have an exceptional dictum

in the realm of painting. If there was imitation in the case of

skilled workmen it was an imitation of nature which well

accounts for the passages that talk of light and shade 1 and the

like—matters of technique all evolved and got at in attempts at

trying to represent nature as faithfully as possible. So our pain-

ters of old could not have been grand-children* of nature but her

sturdy children; and to justify our conviction we have the exqui-

site carving at Mahabalipuram of a highly fascinating and char-

mingly realistic milking group whose very striking natural beauty

and skill in execution compelled me to take a note of it on my

*rar—( WWW.) er (frjjre nft) frret ?

—rifatR
i

fWrw)
|

Viddliasalabhanjika. Act I.

1- ft

«icn5w || Act X. 34.

BWtftWWafWTT I Tilakamanjarl, p. 135.

The use of the word* dinalaraft abheia and vyakla is signi-

ficant. It is not abstract light but real sunlight giving sharp relief

to the features and forming cast shadows that is referred to.

3. Archdeacon Fisher, in one of his letters that has not been

printed, says, "I have just met with the following observation in

Leonardo da Vinci, 'One painter ought never to imitate the manner

of any other, because in that case he cannot be the child of nature,

but the grand-child.”’—Constable sometimes called imitator*

"Poachers on other men’s grounds.’’ Life of Constable, p. 286.
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picture-pad. This representation (fig. 7) which reminds me o(

Fie- 1.

the powerful word-picture ol Mayura ot the call at milktime in

the verse

3rfW tl'few fiiMdd'inqT

f^Rt^lWRisEiiisiapwTjpi:# 'll

1. The Sanskrit Poems of Jfayura, edited by G. P.

Quackenbos, Indo-Iraoian series, p. 235.



1- *T®T I

37cTO atPit PTI«T®
l

HT^Jsfo « f^ncWpft'Rli II
A.A.Cwd S.T. R.

is really worthy o* the most realistic school of painters and

sculptors. The carving of the old cowherd (fig. 8) in the com-

pany of what appears like his daughter and grand-children,

is again a fascinating study.

Any master may be proud of y^ J
the baby boy on the shoulder / & ^
of the old man, snugly Mated

and dreaming sweet childish
\
a ,

dreams of innocence. /y>
'a
^

>

Light and shade or rather /
chiaroscuro as it is technically l . h J -i) \
called in the ai lists’ world is V \jl ir

a factor to which considerable \ 1
attention has been paid by our / V

I
J

ancients. This is an outcome
1 f

of the desire to faithfully repre-
1 /| ]

If

sent the volume or the third A W IJ1 j
dimension on a plane surface / ( J

like the board or the canvas.
| |

I

J
This was done either with a 1 i

^

' /
single colour, i.e„ monochrome \ \ '(

j| >1 J
or with different colours as wc V R / I JU / ’ /
have it given in the Abhilajitar- I (1

( /
/ Hyl I \

thacintamani and Sivataltva-
\ \| If /( / J \ }

r.itiiakara.: The oldest authority
\

II
f ( [

/ \ I

on this point is the Mahabharata
J \| Ij < ( (

J
(

where the possibility of liighly * V* J T&ZZ-J -

realistic representation by
'

means of light and shade in

pictures is referred to in the
>8 ‘

verse quoted by Ksmendra in his Kavikaplhabharana to show

VyJsa’s knowledge of various arts including painting.

Rmftnqi qqi —
'anr**FJfa ftownT: l

& towfosi 3Ri: II*

REALISM IN INDIAN ART
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Following il Hemacandra repeals the quotation in his

Kavyanusasana. Dhanap&la has a passage in the Tilakamanjari*

where he talks of light and shade in colours bringing out the

effect of relievo. The use of the word Tiinakaraprabheva pro-

Uiitavyaktanimnonnalavibh&gS is significant especially when it

shows us that the painters of old India had observed the play of

light on forms and (he effect of light and shadows thereby.

There are other passages from Sanskrit literature talking of the

directions and forms of shadows, etc. that bear testimony to the

very keen and accurate study of nature in ancient India; and

with all this mass of evidence fer it it cannot be so easily said

that chiaroscuro was a sealed book to our forefathers. A look

at the frescoes of India from any quarter, Ajanta, Bagh,

Sittannavasal or Tanjore would reveal how well the principles of

perspective and foreshortening were mastered. The talk of

Ksayavrddhi in the Silpa texts is actually shown in practice on

the walls in these places.

From the foregoing pages it is evident what was the ideal of

our ancients in the pictorial world Their attempt was at realistic

treatment. Of course there are conventions in all spheres and

certain conventions there are in painting tco. Representation of

the three worlds being the aim of the artists of our land, and the

forms of the divine ones, etc. being beyond the reach of our

medal eye, canons and descriptions regarding their form, etc.

laid down by seers had to be strictly followed. The mockery of

an independent spirit in such a holy sphere as this was dispensed

with. But individual genius could make the picture or image

felt by its striking nature and individuality in no way opposing the

conventions within whose limits it had been worked. But in re-

presenting the world around them the artists were absolutely free

and their treatment was quite realistic. The drawings of ele-

phants, ducks etc. are examples.

In conclusion it is only to be regretted that modern art in

India should so recklessly present all sorts of anaemic and asth-

matic patients if not consumptive ones, not in puses like abhahga

or atibhahga, trihhafiga, etc. but as[avakrabhai')gas—all in the

complacent belief that this is equal to or directly connected with

the noble pictures of the past. In this case nothing better can

be done than drawing the attention of the producers of this sort

of modern art to the few lines of criticism of an eminent artist ol

1. Tilakamanjarl, p. 135,
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the west levelled against some oi hn> contemporaries losing

themselves in illusory joys o( having approached the old masters

through rotten productions of theirs in a wretched imitative

style. "Those who are old enough to compare the present state

oi painting, among us, with what it was before the continent was

thrown open to Our artists, cannot but luve misgivings as to the

advantage oi lorcign travel to British students. It, as it may be

feared, we are more and more losing sight of. nature, it may be

less owing to the influence of the National Gallery, than to the

example from abroad of, 1 will not call it imitation hut mimicry

of eaily an. This is so easy a thing to succeed in, and is.so well

calculated to impose on ourselves and others a belief that we
possess the spirit of the primitive ages of art, that *c cannot too

cardally guard against its seduction. The purity of heart be-

longing to childhood is, no doubt, as desirable to the painter as

to the Christian, but we do no! acquire this by merely imitating

the lisp of infancy."'

1. Life of Constable, p. 84.

Note :—This note is added by me to remove certain misappre-

hensions that might arise regarding realism in Indian .Art. Realism

does not mean photographic fidelity. Similarly idealism cannot be

a monstrous torture of realism. Idealism is realism perfect and

graceful. A study of Pallava, Cola, Hoysala and other phases of

art would instil in one a reverence for such an idealistic realism.

The bronzes of South India of the best period arc perfectly idealis-

tic with no outrage on realism. Indian figures arc gracefully

rounded in shape, nerves, projecting bones and muscles being

avoided in reprcscntaiion according to certain Indian conventions

laid down in Silpa texts. And that creates a gulf of difference

between Indian and Western (Greek, etc.) art besides other differ-

ences too numerous for mention in this short note.

The best specimens of Indian art are not opposed to this sort

oi idealistic realism. Orissan ivories represented by such excellent

specimens as -Tortoise’ and -Krishna'(P!atc LXXIII Fig. A and B.

History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon by V. A. Smith) which

are described by Sir George Watt as ‘a wonderful creation’ and

‘an exquisite piece of work’ respectively, the work of the Silpins,

temple architects and carvers of temple cars of South India, and

some of the exquisite paintings of modern masters like Dr. A. N.

Tagore and Nandalal Bose may be said to represent modern Indian

art continuing the traditions of the past. "The Cloud Messenger*

and ‘Tear-drop on the lotus leaf’ of Dr. A. N. Tagore, the
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‘Svayathvara of Dannyanti', ’GSndhfiri’ and ‘Agni the Fire-god'

by Nandalal Bose. ’Curiosity’ of D. P. Roy Chowdhury, ’.\Iy lamp

goes out every time’ of Charuchandra Roy and ’The spider’s Web’

of Samarendranath Gupta, to mention a few, are typically Indian,

are at once realistic and decorative, and breathe the fragrance of

ancient Indian Ait. Realism must well be conceded in these

pictures when it is conceded in D. G. Rossetti's and Burne-Jones’s

pictures of the Pre-Raphaelite School. H. Majumdar has some

really charming pictures published in the albums that go in his

name Sand Indian sculpture is well represented by the works of such

eminent men as D. P. Roy Chowdhury, Karmarkar and Mhatre.

Some of the excellent pictures of Ravi Varnia and Raja Raja

Varna form South India’s contribution to modem art. But all

these are supposed to be western in spirit. For every one good

picture we have ten bad pictures in the art field ar.d they have to

be carefully weeded out.



FIVE-STAGES OF PRE-VEDIC DETERM1NATIVE-
COMPOUND-ACCENTUATION AS SURMISED BY

THE HISTORIC SURVIVALS OF THEIR
REPRESENTATIVES IN SANSKRIT.

BY

C K. Sankaran, b.a., (Hons.) Dip. in Germ\n,

Research Student in Sanskrit,

University of Madras.

(Continued Irom p. 351, Vol. VIII, Pari IV.)

A( (he next stage 1
( i.r. the fourth one) of dctcrminativc-

compound-nccentualion, the accent was further shifted to the

initial syllable of the second member as lire tollowmg sutras

coming undei tlic —
(P. VI. 2, 111.) show.

(p, vr, 2, 122.)

dvi-kamsahj trt-kamsah) dvi-manthah) tri-roanthah|

dvi-surpah dvi-payyah| dvi-k!ii.i<fa$i|

*15^ (p. vi, 2. 123.)

brihmana-sa!am|

^ (P. VI. 2. 124.)

saaiaini-k!tn tham
J
ahvara*kin tham

|

,n'iqi*L (p. vi, 2, 126.)

I. The view that the second member is more important of

the two in the determinative compounds probably came to be

entertained at this stage ;
hence was the necessity to move the

acccut to the first syllabic of the second member from the last

syllabic of the first member. Although it is convenient to speak

separately of these two stages {third and fourth), yet it should be

borne in mind that at one lime or another, during transition, the

accent should have been wavering between the two syllables,

There should have been also at least a subsidiary stage when the

composition vowel appeared and horc the accent.

IX—16
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pulra-celanij nagara-khc£ain| dadhi>ka(ukam|

prvjS>k.1n^am|

(P. VI, 2, 127.)

vaslra-cfiam| karoba!a-cirani|

(p. VI, 2, 128.)

gl)fU-pA|alan)! ghrta-supah| ghfta-8a!cam|

«3WI* (P. VI. 2, 129.)

dak§i-kulam| iaijdi-:>udaiii| dand&y:ina-slhalam|

dalcfi-kai?ah|

(Ali these are names of villages.)W (P. VI. 2, 130.)

biahmana-r&jyam
|

1

WW* (P. VI, 2. 131.)

arjuna-vaVgya^l V35udcva*p:!k$yah|

3* : {P Vi, 2 132.)

dasaki-putia^l ;nahisa-putrah|

(P. VI. 2, 134.)

mudgn-curnamp

^ (P. VI. 2, 135.)

L i i

darbha-kan^am
|

darbha-c:rarn| tila-palalam| mudga-
t i

supah| mulaka-sSkamj nadi-kulam|

*n^(P. VI. 2, 1*6.)

1. But we have ku-ccloft kt\-r4jyatn for according to Kftiya-

yana, the accent taught in VI, 2, 126 to VI, 2, 130 is superseded by

the accent of the indeclinable taught in VI, 2, 2, though that rule

stands first and these subsequent.

2. Another reading of ihe sulra i5 , the

word 3^105 being ihc old name of '(H given b
#
v ancient grammarians.
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darbha-kun<l:im| 1

The period when the composition or the thematic vowel in

the determinatives ot Lithuanian was accented, probably repre-

sent* an intermediate stage (between the third and fourth stages

of pre-Vedic-dcferminativT-compound-accentuation) the deter-

minative compounds passed through in pre-Vedic language.

But when somehow Itie composition vowel in Lithuanian

disappeared (the reason for it *.rc do not know), the original

primitive Indo-European logical accent of the determinative

compound was restored—(this restoration most have been, in all

probability quite accidental). But in Sanskrit, us later on the

second member came to be looked upon as the more important

of the two, the accent should have been moved further forward

to reach the final syllable of the determinative compound; and

slight indeed is the transition between the fourth stage and the

last one of determinative-compound-necen tuation .

'

The last stage of determinative-compnind-accentuation is

recorded by such sfifras of 1'anini as ate governed by the

Bra: (P. VI, 2. M3.)
3

!

1. This stage of detcrminaiive-compound-acccntnation is

very well represented by the following Vedic compounds.

maao-yujah (Rv. I. M. 6) ; vrira-hanam (Rv. I, IC6, 6) ;

puru-sprbam (Rv. IX, 102, 6); maria-bhojanam (Rv I,

114 , 6.);

puru-taman (Rv. I. 5,2.)

Siyana explains the accent of the Iasi compound as

follows :

—

“ag ?fct urofa
i
fawiwuwsft

fJvWTOffelWW flfaTCT “tRlfew^fe |

2. From the slight shift of the fourth stage of determinal ive-

compound-acccntuation to a distinct displacement in the fifth stage,

the way was not very long. Only at this last stage of determina-

tivc-compound-acccntuation, must the view of the speakers of the

pre-Vedic language that the second membei is more imporiant of

the two in determinative compounds have taken a very- definite

shape and formed a strong prepossession.

3. Under one of these Sutras P. VI, 2,

ICO) is read the following (^T. 169) by which a-raja
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I have already pointed out Ihc working ol analogy in the

sulra tot. (P. VI, 2, 35.) 1 through which some Dvandva com-

pounds like cka-dasa accent the 6rst member.

There are some more sutras which reveal to us the mysteri-

ous working of analogy in this direction

(P. VI, 2, 34.)

Svaphallu-cailrakAI)
|

aii:rnki-rodhakah|

4int-vasudevah!

(P VI, 2, 36.)

Paniniya rnudhiyah (Both the words ii

acute on the middle as formed by & affix) 2

ds in this compound have

(p. VI. 2, 37.)

savami-niaiidukeyau| paita-syaparneyalj| vatsa-jarantah|

kapi-syaparneyah| stri-kumSramj kur.ti-surasjral>|

avimatta-kamabaddhah
j

5

and anahali accent the la*l salable in the Vedas only. In the

vernacular, they have the accent of 'HJ , i.e., udatta on the first,

(c(. Hnntl TO: Wl <&). It is strange that the logical accent in

these compounds is preserved in the later Sanskrit, while in the

earlier Vedic language it is lost. The next sutra ordains the end-

acute of certain compounds in which the first member is a negative

particle; but this being optional, the alternative accent is that of

the indeclinable as taught by P. VI, 2, 2.

(rawn p. vi, 2, 161.)

a-kartl| a-fcarti| anannam| an-annam
|

a-tikfnam| a-tlksnam| a-sucihj a-iucihj

This shows that the logical accent did not completely lose

its hold even in these compounds.

1. Vide “Accentuation in Sanskrit Determinative Com-

pounds" J.O.R.M. Volume VIII, Part II, page 144.

2. Aufrecht, Accenlu compositorum Sanscriliconim, p. 9.

3. dlsO-vajtor (Rv. I, 1,7.) probably represents the type of

these compounds in the Rgvedic period, if we adopt Sayana's ex-

planation of the accent of this compound. Sayana says here—
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The compounds like cka-daSa, which themselves were accen-

ted on the analogy with the older determinative compounds of

the adjectivally descriptive class, more especially with Dvigus,

probably had in their turn further analogical influence ever com-

pounds like iini-vasudevih so that the latter tco came to retain

the accent of the first member.

It ought to be remembered that an ideal Dvandva compound

normally accents hoth the members (in other words, such a com-

pound is a loose one) since both the members are equally im-

portant. This principle is recognised in the following sutra of

Panini.

^15^ ^ (P. VI. 2, 141.)

indra-varugau (Rv. I. 35, 1.)

dykva-prthiv! (Rv. X, 63, 9.)
1

(Compare what M&dhavabhafta says in his ?gved5nukra-

manl Part I, i, iii, 9.)

AnnaraSiS-s awqRffi l

qreiji’pft II

[In this connection, it ought to be remembered that by the

expression 'ideal Dvandva compounds’, 1 mean these compounds

which, being the commonest and earliest type of the old Dvan-

dvas, are roughly brought under Wackernagel’6 first two stages of

the Dvandva compound formation (Vidt Altindische Grammatik

II. 1 sections 63-68. p. 150-162. &e also Macdonell’s Vedic

Grammar—Grundriss der Indo-Arischen Philologie und Alter-

tums-kunde. Sections 259-266. p. 155-158.)]

For the sake of convenience 1 give below some typical exam-

ples of the seven stages.

i

But Macdonell’s interpretation of the compound is different (Vidi

p. 8 Macdoneir*, ** A Vedic Reader for Students").

1. The compound indra-b}naifa(i (Kv. IV, 49, 5.) has three

accents for the second member, b'rhasfoti of this compound is itself

a double-accented one (see my paper on " Double-accented com-

pounds " to be published shortly in the Madras University Journal.)
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I. initrA-v-irufla (Rv. 1, 2, 9; 3, 56, 7b; 10, 64, 5b.)

II. raitri-vanmabhyam (Rv. V, 5 1, 9, MS. 1, 3, 7.)

(Barlholomae, Indogcrmaniichc Forschungen 20, 168

Anzeiger, regards these Dvandvas as abbreviations by dropping

the common ending in the first member. This retention ot the

commonest ending of the first member, that of the ncm. acc.,

unaltered in other cases and in derivatives is analogous to the

usage ol jedcr-manns for jedes-manns in German.)

1

III. indriLpuSnih (Rv. I, 162, 2.)

IV. indra-vayQ (Rv. VII, 90. 7b; I, 14, 3; 23, 2; 3; 139, I.)

V. alio-ratntgi (Rv. X, 190, 2c.)

VI. ukthn-iastripi (VS. 19, 28.)

This class of compounds is found in abundance in later

samhitas like the VSjasaneyi and the Taittiriya Saihhitas.

VII. i$0-pGrum (AV. VI, 123, 2d.) J

ijt.\.purtena (Rv. X, 14, B.)

krtj-krjam (AV. XIX, 9, 2.)]

We have so far traced the five stages ol dclcrminative.com-

pound-accentuation. Strictly speaking, there should have been

another stage also. At one time, the retention, in the compound,

ot the word-accent of the second member was probably iclt as

quite sufficient. 1 believe that the following sutras of Panini

may perhaps warrant such an assumption.

(P. VI, 2, 137.)

kurnbhi-hhag;tlam| kumbhi-kapalam! kumbhi-nadalamf

^ (P. VI. 2. 139.)

pra-karakahj pra-karar.am| pra-hatakah] pra-haranamj

idhma-vraicanah| pal55a-£atanah| smaSni-kalpana^l

ijat-karah( dus-karah| su-karah| havya-vaham (Rv. I

1. Cf . Bruginann: Studicn zur griechischen und latcinischeu

grammatik herausg, vnn Curtius 9, 264.

2. The older type in which a dual or plural has been turned
into a singular at the end. only in order to expresse a collective

meaning is represented by this compound. Sie Windisch in Fcst-

gruss an Bochtlingk, p. 115 ff.
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12, 2.) rta-vrdh;ih (Rv. I, 13, 6.) dravmo-d* (Rv. I, 15,

7.) atiigu$am (Rv. I, 62, 1.)

But this state of aflairs seems net to have been allowed to

prevail for a long time. This practice appears to have been

checked and as the second member came to be looked upon as

the more important of the two ir. determinative compounds, the

accent seems to have been compulsorily thrown to the end cf

the compound,

(P. VI, 1, 223.)

It has been already pointed out 1 that some Bahuvrihi com-

pounds in Sanskrit like tri-yugatn logically accented the last

member. Some more Bahuvrihis of this type which PAnini

takes into account, we shall sec in the following sutras,

^iflfi^IWl: JPWgont*. (P. VI, 2. 162.)
I I

idam-prathamaty idam-dvitiyali|

clat-pratha mah i tat-pratnainah

j

effqw: (P. VI, 2, 163.)

Iri-stana| catus-stana|

(P. VI, 2, 164.)

dvi-stan5|

(P. VI, 2, 165.)

deva-mitrahj brahma-mitrah| vykajinahl

kulajinah| kr?pijin*b|

(P. VI. 2. 166.)

vastrAnUraJ»|

5*3 WIffq. (p. VI, 2. 167.)

bhadra-mukhah|

<P- VI ' 2 ' 169 -)

prak^lita-mubhah| sidiha-mukhah *

C^VI^ 170.)

1. Vide J.O.R.M , Vol. VIH, Part 11. my article.

2. This rule being optional, when the final is not acute, ihen

rule P. VI, 2, 110 applies which makes the
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sSranga.jagdhah| palan<Ju-bhak$iuh|

sukha-j5tah| sariivalsara-jatah|>

qi 3TR (P. VI, 2. 171.)

dania-jaUh|

(P. VI, 2, 172.)

a-yavah| su-yavah| arykh (from a-ri) [Rv. II, 12, 4d-)j

5c.] a-yoddha (Rv. I, 32, 6.) su-$ipras(Rv. II, 12, 6c.) z

Wf|f 3^*7^ (P. VI, 2, 1 77.)

pra-pr§(hali| prodarahj pra-lalatah)

(P. Vr,2, 178.)

pra-vanam| nir-vanam|

[Compounds like these must have been originally sP^Pitwr*-

BHTFs accenting the first member, as is evidenced by the following

sutra of Panini.

Then they should have passed through the Tatpuruja stage

before they were finally transmuted into Bahuvrihis] (see my
paper on "Double-accented Compounds" to be published

shortly in the Journal of the Madras University.)

era: (P- VI. 2. 179.)

i

ar.tar-vanaj)|

first member have acute on the final optionally; and when that also

does not apply, then by P. VI, 2, 1. the first

member preserves its original accent, which is that of gati

p. VI, 2, 49). Thus there arc three forms praksSlita-

mukhahl praksalita-mukhah prak$ilhla-niukhah| representing at

least three stages of Bahuvrihi compound-accentuation.

1. That the last compound must have been once a Tatpurusa is

evidenced by the sutra (P. II, 2, 5).

2. The movement of this accent in backward direction in

those Bahuvrihi compounds whose first member is ^ or 3 is

shown by the following two siitras of Pinini.

^ (P. VI, 2. 173) a-brahntabandhSlcah|
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((P. VI, 2. 180.)

prar.taljl paryanlah|

(r. vi. 2, iez)

parMIram| pari-mandalam| pari-kulam|

[The last compound loo should have been originally an

aTcJj’ftnwrera when it cither accented the first member (pari*

kuliiin) by the sutra VI, 2, 33 of Panini {already quoted) or the

initial syllable of the second member according to (he sutra

(p. vi, 2, 121).

I

pan-kuUrr.
|

Then it should have passed into the intermediate stage of

Talpuruja and finally into Bahuvrihi.]

BfTO (P. VI, 2, 183).
I I

prakosjham pra-grham|
*

’ ' • I - J 1 If^pra-dvaram)

=3 (P. vi. 2. 284 )

nirupalaru nir-inasaknml

nir-maksikaml nis-kalakah|

nis-pcsah| nis-taripafcl nis-tarikalif

du$>taripah| nir-ajinain| ud-a|inam|

upajinnmt piiri-hastahj

pari-kar$ah[ nir-udakam|

[The last compound throws a flood ol light on the evolution

ol different classes of Sanskrit compounds'. In this connection,

compare the following illuminating remarks ol Bhairavamiira in

his Candrakala—a commentary on Nagesa's LagliuSabdendu-

iekhara under this sutra of Panin i.

fofaiSW fniiRfd m 3i i

ejqhlftssqiflJfltl 31 dWlft follft

RfcH II ]

su-kumarikahj

<P. VI, 2, 174.)

a-vrlliikah
|

su-mi$akah|

1. Vidt my article on " Double-accented Compounds."

XI— 17
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(P. VI. 2, 185.)

abhi-iuukham|

3iqra (P. VI, 2, 186.)

apa-nuikham|

^ (p, vj, 2, 187.

ap».vinam| apafijah| ap4dhvl|

apa-sirah
I
apa-halali| apa-tangalam

|

apa-nama
|

(p. vi, 2. 197.)

dvi-pil (Rv. IV, 51, 5; X, 27, 10; 117, 8.)

lri-padurdhvah (Rv. X, 90, 4.)

dvidan| tfi-muidliaiiam (Rv. 1, 146, la.)

Wti (p. vi, 2, 198.)

gaura-«kthah| ilakjna-wkthahl

The disturbance act in, in Ihc matter ol accentuation ol

epithet»ed compounds during Ibe Vcdic period, is recorded by
Parnni and the Vartikakira in the next sGtra

9$^. (P. VI, 2. 499.)

[
‘tlftwj

“ <rcr<T« ^riqiR
|

R<Fcr aif'Wl *§3 fleT: II

»»

auji-wkthiya (TS. 7, 3, 17, 1. KS. Asvamedhagrantha

,
3, 7.)

%-Sk-patih (VS. 4, 4; TS. 1, 2, 1, 2; 6, 1, 1, 9.)

a-mrtam (Rv. 1, 35, 2.)

tri-dl.iluni (Rv. I, 85, 12b.)

Ui-dhitu (Rv. 1, 154, 4c.)

su-viram (Rv. I, 85, 12d.)

uru-vyacasa (Rv. I, 160, 2a.

(Varltika). tri-cakrcna (Rv. I, 118, 2b; X, 85, 14b.

TS. 4, 7, 15, 4.)
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Iri-vrla (TS. 7, 3, 14, I.)

su-p5yana (Rv. I, 1, 9b.)

Su-parnas (Rv. I, 33, 7a.)

hiranyatsas (Rv. I, 38, 8c.)

su-nithas (Rv. I, 35, 7b; 35, 10a.)

uru-gayah (Rv. I, 154, Id.)

uru-kramasya (Rv. I. 154, 5c.)

tri-sadhastha (Rv. IV, 50, 1.)

a-sascat-a (Rv. I, 160, 2a.)

‘•This dual a-saical-a is a Bahuvrihi compound, ‘having mi

second,' while a-salcant (also an cpilhet o( Dyavaprthivi) is a

Kaimadh3raya, ‘not a sccond=uncqualled”, 13.

“Bahuvtihis formed with 'a' or W are almost invariably

accented on the final syllable as a distinction from Karmadha-

rayas (which normally accent the first syllable ii.iuJtius.ili Rv. N,

22, 8); c.g. i-milram (Rv. I, 102, 7.)” 2

Vlrttifct. marud-vrddhahj citra-bliilnuli (Rv. I, 35, 4.)

tveja-saindrfah (Rv. I, 85, Rd.)

vannka. divo-dfisam (Rv. I, 112, 14 b;

IV, 26. 3d; VI, 61, lb; VII, 13, 23c.)

dlvo-dfisaya (Rv. IX, 61, 2.)

huanya-paijih (Rv. I, 35, 9a.)

bhuri-Srftga (Rv- *> *54, 6b.)

Now 1 conclude this paper with the following inferences

deduced from what has been seen SO fin.

(1) In the pro-etlmic period, asthe determinative-compounds

which logically accented their first member were shuffled into a

new class of compounds (winch is designated as the epilhetised

class), they should then have quite logicaly accented the second

(1) A Vcdic Reader by A. A. Macdoncll, Page 3S.

(2) Vide A Vcdic Grammar forStudcots by A. A. Macdoncll,

Page 455, footnote 2,
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member (and frequency the accent in this case might have been

thrown to the final syllable of the compound).

(2) The displacement ot stress by pitch accent might have

originally tern responsible lor starting the movement of the

determinativc-corapound-accent towards the last syllable erf the

first member; by this time a corresponding backward movement

loo, might, in all probability, have come to be started in the

possessive-compound-accentuation.

(3) In the pro-ethnic period, between the stage of accenting

the final syllable of the first member and the stage of accenting

the initial syllable of the second member in determinative-com-

poands, there should have been an intermediate stage.

In a similar way, between the corresponding two stages of

accentuation ( namely that of initial accentuation of the second

member ar.d that of the end accentuation of the first member)

of the epithetiscd compounds, there should have been an inter-

mediate stage. The compounds of both the classes in

Lithuanian, in which appears the composition or thematic vowel

that bears the accent, correspond to those of this intermediate

stage (when the accents of the determinative compounds and

epithetiscd compounds coincided).

[The giccfc determinative compound Mtgafofolis meaning,

"great-town' 1
has the same accentuation as the Greek possessive

compound megalopolis* meaning, “greal-townforming" 1
.

Compare also the accentuation of the following Greek possessive

compounds

met/xn-c-komcs and

atuir-o-boulos.*

1. Vide Bopp’s Vcrglcichccde Grammatik dcs Sanskrit, Zend

usw. Volume III- Translated by B. Eastwick into English, para

981.

2. Ibid para 982. See also para 970 where Bcpp notices seme
more Greek compounds which have an accented composition

vowel. "In the development of the separate languages, the use

of -o- as the connecting link in compound-words was especially

frequent
;
honcc this ending has been called the 'Vowel of compo-

sition’ (‘Composition-vocal')" Bmgmann Grundriss der vcrglei-

chenden Grammatik der Indcgcrmanischen Spiachcn Volume II.

Section 13, page 28. English Translation.
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Then, as though repelled by each other, the two accents

were restored to their original logical positions ui Lithuanian; but

in Sanskrit, the further movement ot the two accents in the

direction towards which they originally began their move (that of

the determinative compounds moving forward and that ot the

epithclised class moving backward) was not retarded; and finally

aided by the view that the second member is more important of

the two in determinative compounds, its accent moved to the

Iasi syllabic of the compound and correspondingly the initial

syllable of the epithclised compounds came to be accented as in

divodasaro. Probably later On, it was fell quite sufficient to retain

the original accent alone of the first member in epithetised

compounds; and somehow it should have been felt unnecessary

to scrupulously accent the initial syllable o( these compounds.

ADDENDA

I

In connection with the discussion of the third stage of

determinative compound accentuation, it is useful to remember

that H. Hirt considers the accentuation of the relatively few com-

pounds of the type ViSvS Jambhuvam, Pflrvi-Pilis, etc., older than

that of the majority (Pide Der Indogennanische Akzent 319. Cp.

al«o. F. T. Wood "Accentuation of Nominal Compounds in

Lithuanian”, page 21). Some compounds of this type are men-

tioned by Whitney in his Sanskrit Grammar, Section 125-E. For

further examples, ste Wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik TI

(1) Section 17-Eand Das D„‘hnungsgesctz Gricchischcn Nominal

Komposita 15.

'‘Bezzcnberger (Bcitrage zur geschichte der litauischcn

Spradie Gmttingen 106) goes so far as to suggest the possibility

that the primary stress in Avcstan and Sanskrit compounds may
at one time have rested, universally or frequently, on the thematic

vowel of the prior constituent." Vidt F. T. Wood. I. c.page 22.

II

On page 132, I have noticed some dvandva compounds of

the older type in which a dual or plural has been turned into a

singular at the end. The following remarks of Ddbruck. whose

view now is generally accepted, maybe read with interest in regard

to the question of the origin of dvandva compounds.
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He says, "The well-known unity of two things which supple-

ment each other may be expressed by the dual of the more impor-

tant one. When to these duals is added occasionally the singular of

the complementary word, but general:)' by attraction dual, this is

due to a desire for clearness". (Syntactischc Fors chuogen

Band V 98) Dclbruck rightly believed that the elliptic dual was the

starting point, and from that was developed the double dual

dvandva. and finally all the dvandvas of classical Sanskrit.

"In mitri tins ni rathydj[ v^runo yiica iukratuh sanSt

suj&ti tflnayS dhrtfivrata (Rv. VIII, 25, 2). "MitrS, an elliptic

dual means 'M:tra and Varurta’, but to make the matter perfectly

plain the poet seems to hat'c added afterwards varuno • - * ca 'and

varuna too’ which produces a collocation that is pleonastic and

highly illogical though easily comprehensible.” Bergaigne ar.d

Wackernagel raise the question whether vocatives like MitrS-

varuna (P. P‘ varuna) Rv. I. 15.0. etc., may be long here
;
whether

in short, the form varuna of the Samh:ta text be not an old Voc.

Sg., supplementing the (elliptic) dual MitrS. But little reliance

can be placed on this, since the Voc., as well as the Nom. Acc.,

dual appears repeatedly with short a (See Lanman N. inflection)
;

yet it is possible that in one or another of the instances (they occur

repeatedly) the complementary noun may have been originally felt

as a Singular." (See Kuhn's Zeits-chrift Rand 43. p. Ill f. n. 1

and p. 112 f.n. 1.)

A* F. Edgerton says, after a double-dual dvandva, the repeti-

tion of one member, especially the first one, in the sg. is unthink-

able. The same scholar has, to my mind, conclusive!) proved that

in the primitive Indo-European there ought to have heen two

stage? of Dvandva compound formation. (1) Elliptic dual as

represented by Sanskrit Mitra. (2) Elliptic dual with the addi-

tion of the singular uf the complementary wuid as represented by

Mitrt. . . .
Varuna. Ir. Aryan the double duals of the type

raitri-varuna were formed and in the classical language the

dvandvas of the type tnitra-varunau were formed Vide Kuhn's

Zcits-chrift Band 43, Origin and Development of Elliptic Dual

and of Dvandva Compounds by F. Edgcrton. P. HO tf.

Ill

Towards the close of my paper I have alluded tc the fact of

some Lithuanian compounds having the composition vowel. In

that context it is good to remember the following physical fact

noted by scholais. "Julian Kremer (Behandlung der suflixe in der

fugc nominaler lusammensetzungen im Liiauischen, in Bczzcnber-

ger’s Beiirage zur Kundc der Indogercianischec Sprachcn, 7th
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volume, section 7. Der composition vocal, p. 42) oBers as a prin-

cipal reason for the use of d or d as a composition vowel (in

Schleicher's sense, which includes the Svarabhakti vowel) in

Lithaunian the fact that this sound represents the Tndiffercnzlagc'

the neutral position to which the organs of speech most naturally

return. Thus not only is the development explained, under certain

conditions, of a svarabhakti vowel after the thematic vowel of the

first constituent had disappeared, but the inclination of ‘a’ to

remain in many instances as a composition vowel or to substitute

itself for others receives a firm basis in physical fact" Vide, F. T,

Wood. Op. CiU, page 18.



SUCINDRAM INSCRIPTION OF RHCTALA
VIRA RAMA VARMA, A. D. 1546.

BY

S. Desikavinavakam Piixai.

The inscription edited below is Inunrl engraved on Hie north

wall near the Gopuravasal or the main entrance on the east of the

well-known Sthanimatlw temple at Sucindium. It is written

in the Tamil language and the characters employed are also

Tamil. The object of the record is to register an order of king

Venruma^konda Bhutala Vira Rama Varma alias SahkaranSra-

yanamurli Velaikkaran, the Senior Tiruvadi of Jaynsimhana<J,

for instituting a special worship on the day of Rohiiyi, the birth-

day of Ramaiaja Vitthala, the Vijayanagar Viceroy of South

India between the years 1544 and 1555 A. D. Tlse inscription is

interesting as it throws a flood ot light on the political condition

of Truvanccrc about the middle of the 16th century A. D.

That Travancore was more than once invaded by the Vijaya-

nagar army is undoubted. The first expedition was led by

Salakkam Tirumah under the orders of Achyuta Raya and the

second by Ramaraja V'i^hala uf our record during the reign of

Sadasiva R.iya.'

The reasons for the latter are said to be the following:

1. The king oi Travancoie was gradually extending his

authority over a considerable area of the Tinnevelly District

which legitimately belonged to the Pandya chieftains who held

sway under the suzerainty of the Vijayanagar emperor.

*

2. Francis Xavier, (he Portuguese missionary 5 who began

his prosclytixing activities in South India about the year 1543

A. D., converted all the Paravas of Cape Comorin, Tuticorin and

1. S. L I.. Vol. V. No. 704.

2. History of the Niyaks oi Madura, p. 14.

3. " He (the Portuguese Governor) thinks of collecting all

these native Christians who arc now scattered at great distance*

from each other, of transplanting them to a certain island, and

giving them a king to administer justice and look after their safety

and interests.”—The Hand of Xavier, pp. 5 and 6.
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other places to Christianity and consequently there arose the

danger ot these neophytes changing their allegiance from 1 the

Indian rulers to the king of Portugal

3. Some of the rich temples of the Hindus were actually

despoiled by the Portuguese Governor and his followers and the

booty divided among them or sent to their king in Portugal. 5

Circumstances such as these called for the immediate inter-

vention of the central Government at Vijayanagar. Ramaraja

Vi|{bala was appointed Viceroy* and sent to the South with a

large army at his command. His military expedition was a com-

plete success. The Portuguese Governor Alfonso de Sousa and

his men were scared away. The Paravas of the coastal regions

remained loyal subjects of the Hindu Rajas as before and the

aggressive policy of the Travancore king was effectively checked.

The present document bears eloquent testimony to the political

peace-offering which Bhutala Vira Rama Varma made lo one of

the most powerful and influential representatives of the Vijaya-

nagar Empire at that time.

An unpublished inscriplion from Cape Comorin slates that

Vifthaladeva set up a pillar of victory there alter his successful

campaign in the South.

Numerous inscriptions of Travancore king3 arc found scat-

tered all over the Tinneveliy District A study ol them and also

of the records from some of the temples in South Travancore

reveals to us that Bhutala Vira Rama V3rma and another king

Bhutala Vira Udayam&rta^a were ruling simultaneously in the

year 722 M. F-. (See appendix). Were they co-regents or indepen-

dent kings ?

What is the exact significance of the epithet r«i»T/riw 1

W'hy is it often prefixed to the names of the Travancore kings

who belonged to the latter part of the 7th or the earlier part of

the 8th century M. E. and not to any rulers of other times ?

These are interesting questions yet to be solved by research. Tlie

ruler cf Tra%*ancorc in modem days styles himself Sri Padma-

nabha Dasa in memory of the great dedication of the state to

Gcd Sri Padmanabha of Trivandrum by Martan<Ja Vurmi in 925

M. E. (1750 A. D.) Sarikaraniiayaga is the name of the presid-

ing deity in the temple at NHviykku]am («ra>nu«ge*u)
1
a village

1. The Travancore Stale Manual, VoL I, p. 297.

2. S. I.Z. VOL V, No. 704.

IX— 18
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about 8 miles to (lie north-east of Arringal Uic cradle

ol (he reigning Royal family of Travancorc.

The astronomical details found in 11. 1-2 are correct for

October 26, 15-16 A. D,

TEXT.

1. G.rawi c»rB.ua@* «9«Vjv
uisjs?

2. *&0(tpu> Qupp ftv* C3.ro lutxr

Opr ji& Qcj'texaatpm Omf^id

3. nr(>ArivL j}*rc!4»to'L0f «W£» ftigoci- Q*£cl*

tril'9 gr/i&'JfiU wdac?

4. <gp.
; P*/?.T®^5Cfiax-uj ; 2s7(P.u

(^} C^ryffoj e^{T)T

fitS.rp# y«sri_r«r ^JipcS *.«*_

6. «ci/.uiA ,g*£%r ^ccr-9 ^xir^ii0«

£tr2snL*u- £3
7. *** uifi<5 umQfW Qiv*&-ih *-pp

u*iT*r*.Ttf<r &Qa#76jj6siMC$* t/fex

8. m&djjBtjiSv* G flff**r«?ar

€riiGL'0ir*Ticr JIQ/& (2)

9. u^igi* un9fijf>i<3>* £<5 &xjfr* *.+.* *>«) £pj>0/» 9*
tSp*rajffSv

10. A'SBS*<$CD wSiLQs^fi^Qp f u> axt&i 2pewnii ilcv**js*G**t

OiTtb Grj$jrtP*Jljto ty
11 . a>puu> i9<r&<rexjj+\b *8i$ty€*L-*j *$&{*)

».rac*u u?>*,£/*2*rsrrgii

12. UQ. as^jppj^ £0U#
jfxtfaQfidj£ itUxtti*L-*»pp>

13. a?4~rif<3*jr mpiSpp jpnqi& 4p*W9mp
Q*uu$& io *<va£|piA Oai

H. ucfuu^uJ^i Qcrtrarcjw* £uKJipJ00 <fwr«® (3<ta#l_i

CllifMcir

ABSTRACT OK CONTENTS.

On Ihe 26(h of Tulam 722 M. E. VcQjumankonda

BhuUla VIra Rama Varma, (he Senior Tiruvadi ol JayasimhanSd,
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abolished certain posts, other than those of Srikaryam and Sri-

kiryakkanakku, in tlie establishment of the Suctndram temple,

and with the savings thus effected made provision for offerings

and special worship to God C^«r (van~u'i On the day

of Rohiui which was the natal star of VithalcSvara MahJrija (of

the Vijayanagar empire). The order was issued while the king

was camping at Kalkulara in Wahimanijahini. It bears the

signature of the accountant £(g/2mitai-A9C.jgmiik.

h'otes.

L 2. (a) Another inscription of the same king dated 13th

Kartikai 722 M. E. has tl»e following:

" Qjfiat »bii affr.-unr £<*, Qc.h#MM7ptr

(S. 1. 1., V, NO., 409).

• 0oifen4aini» ’—
" ga.fi.ffji Qai/Qvtir,

g«*rai?a2 utgipGAvc’ oA& gfler ^arui*.

(0#.*#^. Q^r. XVI, u. 3).

Contra S. I. I. VuL If, p. 98 Foot note.

In the text the expression means only • a staunch devotee of

God Smikaranarayanii

(i) ‘GcuitsxdbGrrAri.
’

* Who took the earth by right of conquest \ Contra, S. I. 1.

Vol. 1, pp. 77-8.

I. 4. f&titab .—Modern —the place where fndra’s

body was purified. It is situated in South Travancore.

4«rfai&.—Tlic post of the temple manager.

itf ©t C^uiu -soSi***—From this it can easily be

inferred that the po3ts maintained for the general supeivision of

the temple lands were abolished by the king's command.

I. 5. (Gawfif).

(1) Command, oral sanction. 1 tittviii • (S. 1.

1. Vol. II, p. 306).

(2) Administration of justice (Lexicon). The office of the

tax-collector in Nanjina^ corresponding to that of the village

munsiff in other parts is even now known as Gsy>tDJstG*.fl.

punishment, penalty.

ui_fliu) (t.tw_ora)) pay or remuneration given to temple

servants etc.
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Cl. OM.ttUCUUiB'tD,

1. 7.

I. 8. CfA fjCaiwL oVifruPi oil a&Gujieinfr.—the name

cl Ihc God (Visnu) In Ihc temple at Sucindram.

/. 9. #004.—special puji cc worship,

uirtgifc

—

ui’uaui.

I. 10. anAjiraS*. The members of a separate caste in S.

Travancore are known as Vairavis (Bbatragis) or Yogippuradcsis.

Many of them are hereditary watchmen or door-keepers ol the

temples at Sucir.dram, Cape Comorin and other places in

Niinjinatf. (See T. A. S. Vol. V, Fart II, pp. 168-170).

/. II. p.x&uA

a

menial servant,

gjrainuffr an interesting word.

Saero- and arc its variiuils.

See T. A. S. Vol. V, Part. 11, p. 168. Foot noic; K. S. Papers
Scries 4, pp. 219 & 220.

/. 13. acvljorA—modern Padmanibhapuram. II was the

ancient capital cf Travancore.
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TAMIL I.

hy

L. V. RAXJASWAMI AlYAK, N.A., B.L.

Maharaja's College, Ernaktilam.

The history and the phonetic relalionships of Ihe sound l

[=±pj which is characteristic of Tamil .and a few other Dravidian

tingunyes and so difticult of utterance to the uninitiated

foreigner, have so far not been clarified nr discussed with refer-

ence to all the Dravidian speeches and dialects. Caldwell made

a few summary and Categorical obse: rations regarding this sound

in his Comparative Grammar (pages 1*W, 161, 162 of the second

edition); but, since the time of this distinguished pioneer student

of Dravidian, so much new linguistic material relating to the

major and the minor speeches of this language-family has been

collected that it is essentia! now to make a revaluation of facts re-

garding the occurrence of the sound, its phonation, its distribu-

tion and its relatives and developments. The aim ot the present

paper is to make a revaluation of this kind with the help of all

available materials: the data furnished by inscriptions and literary

texts, the evidence cf the indigenous grammars of the south and

the testimony of the forms of the north.

Distribution.

The sound l
exists in old and new Tamil,- old and new

Malayakm, old Kannada (before the 13th century), in pre-literary

Tclugu inscriptions, in Baraga and in Toda. In the last-men-

tioned dialect (spoken by a few hundreds of hill-men in the

Kitgiris), the sound is met with to-day only as a development of

other sounds.

Tamil.

Generally speaking, the sound receives correct evaluation in

the Tamil country. It is true that in some areas and among
some communities, the sound charges to

f
or becomes >< corrupt-

ed ” to y; but the actual phonatior. of the sound is recognized

everywhere, any alteration in the correct evaluation being consi-

dered (sometimes even by the speakers themselves) as a departure

from the normal standard of purity. On p. 18 of his Manuel tie
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la langue Tamonle, Vinson observes: ••
1 a Pondicherry, a Karikal

ct clans le Tanj?.vur s'articulc comme le j francais, dans le

Maduri el au nord-ouest comme
/
cerebral; vers Madras il nc se

prononce pas ou s’ adoucil cn y", Picl, Vinson's observation

should not, I th.nb, lead to a wrong emphasis being laid oo the

(act that these " corruptions ” arc in any way universal or arc not

recognised as such by the large majority o( speakers.

The sound is a very common one in literalurc from the

earliest known times. The number of words with { is much
more numerous in Tamil than in any other Dravidian speech.

Later on in the course of my essay, I shall give a list of Tamil

literary words with I, the cognates of which do not evidence
j

even in Mai. or in Kannada. At least a few of these may show
a secondarily developed l, 1 would, however, mention here the

common colloquial ti[ for ke{ ‘to hear’ as containing a secondary

I derived from /. [cf. also kclvi-p-padi in a llth century inscrip-

tion published on p. 106, Part 1, Vol. II of South Indian

Inscriptions].

Meildyaj/im.

The sound exists in both the literary and the colloquial

dialects of this west coast speech. Here too, though " corrup-

tions " of the sound occur in the speech of the uneducated

masses, the pure value of the sound receives universal recognition.

A secondarily developed i is met with in Malay'tjam in the

following instances:

—

aka 'week—cf. Tam. tilrf

kdica ‘sight’— cf. „ kdtei

vilea Move’—cf. vif-

vlfr'i ‘sacrifice’—cf. „

nl/-in old literary compounds like uVrkanr,dl, cf. nil

‘long’ etc.

kiljikk- 'to knock on Ihe head’

ktl- • to weep'

The above forms are standard literary word*, and many of

them are used in common speech also; but the following words

arc “ corrupt ” colloquial variants heard in parts of Malabar:

—

1. cf., particularly, “ corrupt ” form* like i»yiccu
[
for oliccu]

in vitloyiccu ‘left off', orakkoyiccu 'cast off sleep’ of Mopla Mai.

[p. 4 of ihe texts of Grarnaphone Records published by the

Madras Govt.]
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alaykk- for ayatk- 'lo send’

kaluMu for kavuiinn [I A kramuka] ‘areca- nut-tree*.

Kannada.

The sound disappeared from Kannada by about the 13th

century from which time it changed to l wherever syncope did

not lead to the suppression of the sound.

A secondarily derived l appears in literary Kannada in the

following:

—

(i) The following words, the counterparts of which do not

show
l
in Tamil or in Mai.

eii 'scorpion'— ci. Tam. III.

pokkul 'navel'—ef. „ pokknf.

ka{al 'buttermilk'—cf. Tam. iadai- ‘lo churn'.

(ii) Word compounds in which final if changes to f [see

Sabdamanidarpana, 1V3]:

—

ka[~kiuu ‘forest fiie' ftd^u

ndl-ka<fe ‘village shop' [nOdu +ka4c]’

ertil-mSlu ‘two words’ [erndn+
(iiij In inflexional and conjugations! sandhi:—

future stem with jft:

—

tndl-p-,

tt6l-p-;

dative forms.with -g:— csaUge=csadi-ge\

optatives with -he malge—mddw*ge.

(iv) Sonic verbal and nominal bases with optional I .

—

ku(-g - czkt/ntg- ‘to be contracted’.

nu[-g- =nuru~g~ 'to be reduced to fragments'.

fe{-g- ‘to quarrel'—ct. paiag-.

ehlu ^erndu 'bull*.

Palls =paili 'cotton'.

Tehigu.

Very important for tlic student of Dravidian is the discovery

of the presence of the sound l in some of the pre-hterarv Telugu
inscriptions. Epigraphies are agreed (in spite of a few dissentient

views) in thinbmg that the sound I does occur in a number of

pre-Nannaya inscriptions. 1 give below a list cf a few 1 relevant

words containing the sound:

—

1. Inscriptions! instances of place-names (as read by M. S.

Sarma) Idluturu, palaki (which name has now changed to p,ckki)

and plOlnandu (now prOindfu).
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cOUx -coja* [Ep. Ind., Vol. VI., p. 223; VoL VIII. p. 177;

Vol. XI, IK 337J.

lit

i

'seven' [Ep. Ind., Vol. XI, pp. 337, 845].

laccina pipam ‘She sin of destroying’ [ib., p. 676.]

lassi ‘having destroyed' [r'6
]

alieina pdpam ‘the sin of having destroyed’

laccina-vtnru ‘lie who destroyed'

laccu-vdnru ‘he who destroys’ [Vikram. inscription.]

koialci 'having caused to shine' [Addanki inscr.]

From about the 10th and the 11th centuries onwards in

literary texts and inscriptions, fiu appears as if" and cdla as

edda. So far as l.acc-, lass- and all- are concerned, the sugges-

tion that the common have underlying these forms appears later

as dayy- ‘to be destroyed’ has already been made, though nobody

has proved the derivation with analogies. I suggest the following

proofs to show that a[i [corresponding tc Tamil, Kann. ait], (ayy-

[the base of the past stem lace-, last-], and later dayy- are

normally related:

—

fi) the occurrence of accent-shift accompanied by the

aph»resi3 of the initial syllable, is a phonological phenomenon in

Telugu which I have already discussed elsewhere at some length

[QJMS, 1932]. A torm tike [ajj- in which the vowel -a- represents

the aplueresized original initial a- ol alt is normally derivable from

ali-\ cl. Tel. It

-

—Tam., Kann. cl-, Tel. tff-g- =Tam., Kann. iff-,

Tel. gruyyi —Tam., Kann. inf).

(ii) The correspondence of literary Tel. 4 ~Tam., limn.

I is met witli in numerous instances (u< below).

It is therefore quite justified to postulate that f<xyy-, a[i- of

the old Telugu inscriptions are normally connected with literary

dayy- and a(fi- in aQi-y-tui 'rain hope'.

These inscnptional Telugu forms with I, and particularly the

accent-shifted laccina, (aui, etc., dc raise the presumption tliat at

a stage previous to the 11th century, the sound / occurred at

least in a few instances in Telugu also, as in Tamil and in Kan-

nada and that this f changed lo 4 in instances like dayy-, £dti.

The forms with f arc met with in inscriptions of different tracts

The existence of { in Telugu inscriptions was first pointed out

by the epigraphisc Lakjmaija Rao
;
and. later, these instances have

been discussed by others in the columns of the Journal of the

Telugu Academy and of the Telugu monthly Bharari.

IX—19
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of the Tchigu country and of different periods. Further, the

accent-shift and aphxresis (so characteristic of Telugu and con-

spicuous by its absence in Tam. and in Kannada) underlying the

sorms laccitia, Iassi rule out the suggestion that these forms may

have been boi rowed from Kannada.

Badaga.

The sound / occurs in Badaga (a dialect of Kannada with

certain marked peculiarities) in two sets ot instances:— (i) in

accent-shifted Baraga variants cl older words with / correspond-

ing to their Kannada counterparts with l; (ii) as a new develop-

ment of the older cerebral / in sonic words.

(i) old t in accent-shifted Batfaga forms 1
:

—

I’le-g. 'to speak*—cf. Kaun. pfl-, hrl-

kftii- 'to be finished'—cf. Kann. kali-

ultlu 'shade —cf.

hog (- ‘to praise’ —cf. „ pogal-

llagg- '1° he lowered’—cf. „ lalg-

yli-£- ‘to descend* —Cf. 1. m
yla - *to weep' —cf. „ al-

gluyi ‘pit’ -cf. I,
gnlt; cf. also Tel. g> uyyi.

b[u- ‘to fail' —cf. „ bil -

i/I 'below* -Cf. Ml

yU- ‘to rise’ —cL Kann. /{•

k(i- 'to tear* —cf. „ ki[l-

blSyi ‘way* —cf. „ ba[i

h\aye 'old' — cf. „ hale, pale.

The accent-shift is evidenced by the disappearance of the

original vowel of the first syllable (which leads to the consonant

groups with 1), and by the transference (with lengthening in some

instances like fi(e- 'to speak’, Ml 'below’) of the vowel of the origi-

nal first syllable to the radical position in the newly-formed words,

(ii) Badaga [ as a development of older /:

—

hengfit 'women'—cf. Kann. hengaSu, hevgasurv

obb{u 'one woman’—cf. „ obbalu

ntakklu -children'— cf. „ inakialu

jinaglji 'days' —cf. „ dlitagalu [1A dina 'day']

avia ‘her’ —cf. „ ara/a

1. All these instances are collected from the Badaga gospels

written by the Mangalore missionaries. I learn that in common

colloquial very often the sound ( is slurred over in Badaga today.
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hldla '»he went'—cf. Kann. tOdalu

linglu 'month' —cf*
,

Imgoju
ble 'corn' —c(. , btfe

b[ai 'outside' —cf.
, btli

tnlO- ‘to sprout’ —cf. "icfe-

Hi- ‘to hear’ —cf.
,

kil-

Htg- 'to send’ —cf. kajuhis-

yligu ‘inside’ —cf. „ ofagu

bitJu 'it grew ripe'— cf.
ff

btltilitdu

bljcca! ‘light’ —cf. „ befitca

Tod/i.

(i) Old i is replaced by different sounds in lliis dialed:—

bitfull- ‘having fallen’ —cl. Kann. blld-

kirk ‘below’ —cf. if ill

ftdtfj 'fowl' —cf. M iOti

HffMi ‘wept’ —cf. ft aU
boji ‘way’ —cf. tf ball

edit/- ‘liaving risen’ —cf. It 4«i-

lf/< ‘having dragged' — cf. ff n-d.

iudi ‘ditch’ — cf. tf kuii

edirri ‘having roused’ — cf. ft 4b-

/>fi/‘wbrar’ [Note syncope]—cf. ft P„tu

(ii) A new ( appears in the following words used by Miss

C. F. Ling in her gospels; in reply to a query of mine she writes

to me that the sound I in these words is exactly like Tamil I in

phonation:

—

liilint ‘glad’ —cf. Kann. tili ‘bright’

hilli ‘silver’ —cf. II belli

bdl, pal ‘sword’ —cf. »» M
puUn ‘bird’ —cf. ft pul

bib pH ‘linger’ —cf. tf btral, btrln, btllti

tmilli ‘thorn’ —cf. ft tnitflri, muf

11

Phono lion.

Doth in Tamil and in Malayilam, it is a voiced continuative

produced by the passage of air through a channel (slightly

broader than that for y) formed between the curled-up tongue-

tip and the cacuminal (or sometimes pcst-aivcoiar) region of the

month-roof. There is no contact (except foe the sides of the
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longue, with some speakers) with the mouth-roof; if a contact

occurred, the sound produced would be the plosive (f when

there explosion preceded by tension, or ( when the air is allowed

to escape sideways. There is also no "hissing" as fer the pro-

duction of the voiced variety of f ;
the passage between the

tongue-tip and the mouth-roof should be kepi slightly broader

than for the production of the voiced variant of f in order to

allow air to escape througli the passage and along ihc sides in a

continuous stream without any "hissing” whatsoever.

The notation of the Royal Asiatic society employs { to

denote the sound, while the I. P. Association (following the

suggestion of Prof. Daniel Jones) regards it as a cercbraliscd

variety of the fricative heard in the south English evaluaticnof r

in the English word form.

The description given in the old Tamil grammars about the

manner of production of the sound is not sufficiently clear.

Tol., Eh, 95 says: xunf ttd anata annam vanida ra-gdra

la-g&mm-Oy-iranfwh piraUum "r and l arc produced when the

tip of the tongue gently rubs the hard palate".

Xannul 83: nnijam nuui n& varuja ra la varum “when
the tongue-tip gently rubs the haul palate, r and fare produced".

It is difficult to see from a present-day stand point (i) why r

and / should be clubbed together with regard to their manner of

production, (ii) how there is any " gentle nibbing
"

at all in the

production of l which (as evaluated to-day in Tamil) involves no

“rubbing" of the tip.

The continuant character of the sound / is, however, recog-

nired by Tol. El. 21 which classifies it as an ifai-y-cluiiu withy,

/, f and v, by Sutra 78 which allows ( to be the absolute final in

words, and by Sutra 48 which allows the sound as ihc initial

member of consonant groups with k, e,
f>,

l, etc.

There is also little doubt that the sound
[
was a cacuminal

from a fairly early time because of the sandhi underlying word-

compounds like ia{id4u ["=id(n+ iidtfii.]

The fourteenth-century Mai. grammar Lllatilakam recognizes

| as a unique Tam.—MaL sound with a cerebral value. Its

individuality as a separate phcneir.e is specifically discussed in the

commentary on Sutra II, 7 of this work.

The Kannada grammars Sabda Smrti [Sutra 6] and Sabda-

manidarpapa
[18J point out the cerebral character of the sound
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( in Kannatfa Ixcnustd of its ekaslhdtii relationship to the nifir-

dhanya plosive <f.

The Sabdamaijidarpatja belonging to the 13th century (by

which time the sound l was far on the road to disappearance in

Kannada), devotes as many as seven sfi/rns to the discussion of

the rules relating to the [-sound. Among other things it pres-

cribes tl'.e need for the use of ! in words according to the usage

of great poets [23]: mahaiari drslamai i; uinltuUnii fllge. Sutra

48 of the same grammar rcfcis to the occurrence of the sound

1 as an absolute final in Kannada,—which is an implied recogni-

tion oi the “continuant” character of Ihc sound.

(To be continued.)



THF ASTRONOMICAL DATA OF THE PARIPADAL

BY

K. G. Sankar.

The earlier! extant Tamil works are the so-called Sangham

collections known as the EUuilokct, Pallupj>af{u and the Paliijcn-

Kllkkanakhi. The PavipSfal is one of the Eftuttokai and in-

cludes 2* poems set to music, by various authors and on various

subjects. The lltli Pariftfdal is a poem on the river Vaiyai,

composed by the poet Nallanduvanir. Apart from its consider-

able literary merits, it is ol unique interest in that it enables us

to fix the SaAgham age accurately, by a careful consideration ol

its astronomical data. But, owing to difficulties ol interpretation

and calculation, all efforts to do so, including mine, have so far

proved unsatisfactory, and scholars have therefore tacitly given it

up as a hopeless task. Failing in a frontal attack, I have recently

been trying flanking movements, and, after various trials and

failures, i believe 1 have after .ill succeeded in solving the riddle,

though the data l have now arrived at goes quite against the view

I have urged in various papers regarding the Sartgham age. The

data are contained in llie following opening lines of the poem:

—

u,£J2\o,'® t&u±>dj>*n

Sjari 2i

Qfi<y£aH-a uQjjQpm Ojou^
Ga»<rc*Rc,« Q so

5. uu uif A*/ttiiJuu QiAT(r*£i_<9

ijijS

Sitrpa* sir ud(w^iO

erdaiwp t$£Xfyuuar

aSo)c6p *««_«»** Oufi'uurti 0u**>\a*
10. t&j£dj izmpu m\c£iap

uar,r& &icg ift
cBfiwgr

Qo)$i tueojUkrrf? tfcnv.O**»*W cmp(j

p

o»suio O^srifia

The meaning ol the first three lines is not quite clear. The
commentator Panmelalafcar inteiprete them to mean that the
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heavens were divided into ihrce yithis named Mesa, R?ablia

and Mithuna Wk)U, each consisting of 9 vakfatras. The Mefa

Vttki is said lo have comprised the * tail's Rsabha, Mithuna,

Karkaprka and Simha; the Rsabha VUM the 4 rdSis, Kanyi,

Tula, Mina and Me$a; and the Mithuna I'llhi, the remaining 4
rdii's Vrlcika, Dhanns, Makara and Kumbha. The three VilUu

and their component rail's as stated here are also mentioned in

the Pingala-Nighanfii. But it is doubtful if the text can bear

this interpretation. It is not certain that the conventional divi-

sion into vilhis dates back to such an early period. Again, Me$a,

$$abha and Mithuna are not mentioned by name, but are only

said to be indicated by the words Eri, Sadai and Vllan. Eri

means fire, and therefore indicates Kfttika, whose presiding deity

i* Agni, and, thiough Krttiki, Ifoflbha which includes J Krt-

tika. The equation <vj^fire=Agni-=Krtlifci=?$;ibhii, seems

rather far-Jctchcd; and it is not clear why R$abha is not indi-

cated by Rohini, the whole oi which is in Rjabha, rather than

by Kpltiki, part oi which is in Mefa, In the same way S'afai

is said to indicate Mithuna, through ArdrS, whose deity is Rudr-i,

the god with Safai; and Vilaoi Mefa, through Bharani, whose

join' is VHflm (elephant). In a previous paper, I contended that

the passage indicates the asUrisms rather than the uaksatra

segments of Krttikii, Ardra and Rrvati or Bharani (both have for

yoni the elephant) to be located in Rsabha, Mithuna and Mesa

tiiis, and deduced therefrom sonic chronological limits for the

present poem. But now 1 am not sure that Pai imclajakar has

interpreted these three lines correctly. They seem to mean only

"in the heavens which have been spaced out into 27 mansions

named cri, iadai, vilani, etc., (whatever the naksalras they indi-

cate) for the bright moon to rest"; and it is therefore unsafe to

draw any chronological inferences from a passage of such doubt-

ful import.

Supposing, however, that Parimclajakar's interpretation is

correct, let us see to what inferences it leads us. The astcrisms

Kfttika, Ardra and Revati or Bharani would be in Rsabha (30°

to 60’), Mithuna (60° to 90=) and Mesa (0° to 30°), the YogalirH

of Revati is identified with 0 Pisciura, whose longitude in 1690

A. C. was, according to Flamsteed’s Catalog"s Britlanicus,

15°32'. If therefore by I't'Iam we mean Revati, it could not

have been in Mesa before 1690—(15+ 72)=572 A. C. as the

rate of precession is 1° for every 72 years. If on the olher hand
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by Vi[a til wc mean Bharai?i which is identified with 35 Arictis

(42°36* in 1690 A. C.) or with 41 Arictis (43° 52' in 1690 A. G),

it was in Mega from 1690—<43+*? X 72)= 1470 B. C. (o 1690-

(12+H X 72)— 773 A. C. This period of 2242 years (1470 B. C.

to 773 A. C.) is however too wide for our purpose. But Krttika

and Ardri will help us to define the limits more closely. The

ycgnlirS of Kfttika is identified with Alcyone (SS^O* in 1690

A. C.); and it could not have been in Rgabha before 1690— 25-40/

60 x 72—159 B. C. The yogaldrd of Ardri is identified with

Orionis (84-24° in 1690 A. C.) or with 135 Tauri (83-20° in 1690

A. C.); and il could not have been in Mithuna before 1690—24.25/

60 x 72=69 B. C. Combining the inferences fiom the location

of Revati or BhaianT Krttika and Ardr.i in Mesa, Rsabha and

Mithuna respectively, we may conclude that the 11th Paripadal

dates between 69 B. C. ana 773 A. C. But this docs not take us

beyond the present state of our knowledge as to the limits (C. 1

to 700 A. C.) of the Sanghaui age. For, on the one hand, the

rclerence to Gajabahu in the SilappadiMratn indicates that the

Safigham age cannot be dated before the 1st Century A. G; and,

on the other hand, it is certain that C. 700 A. C. is the later limit,

as, according to the bigger Cinnamanur plates, the Sangham was

founded and the victory at Talai-y-alankanam, famed in the San-

gharn works, was won by ancestors of Maravarman Arikcsarl. It

may also be poinled out that, according to Pariiuelalftlcar, the

naksatras were not Krttikadi, as in that case Revali or Bharani

should be in Mina, not Mega. It should also be noted that the

rate of precession has been here assumed to be 1° for every 72

years, and not, as suggested by Mr. L. D. Svamikangu PiJlni, 1°

for every 60 or 61 years, as the longitudes given by Flamsteed

are tropical, and there is no evidence to show that sidereal longi-

tudes were used in India before the time of Aryabhata (C. 500

A. C).

Wt arc then told that Venus was in Rsabha (30= to 60°)

Mars in Mega (0° to 30°), and Mcicury in Mithuna (60° to 90°)

and that the time was day-break. Then we have the phrase angi

nyar nrfa. Parimebjakar says this means that Kj-ttika was in

the Zenith. II this is correct, the Sun must have been in 90° 4-

39° (true longitude of Krttika)=129°, and Venus and Mercury,

whose maximum distances irom the Sun are 48° and 26°, cannot

have longitudes less than 81° and 103°, which arc at least 21° and

13° beyond the required positions. It has therefore been con-
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tended that uyar cannot mean “ Zenith ", but only “ visibly high

up". As sgainst this, it may be urged that in a purely astro-

nomical passage like this, it would be more reasonable to inter-

pret uyar in its technical sense of ucca, and that, if Kpttika was

not in the Zenith, there is no reason for its being mentioned in

this passage, and there would be no indication of the Sun's posi-

tion, while all the other planets arc correctly located. We have,

therefore, to accept the Sun’s longitude as 129° and find out ways

of reconciling this with the positions given for Venus and

Mercury. One alternative would be to take the positions given

in this passage for all the planets as their mean positions. But

while the mean positions of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn do not vary

greatly from (heir true ones, the true positions of Mercury and

Venus depend more on the position of the Sun rather than on

their own mean positions, which vary so considerably from their

true ones, as to give an altogether incorrect idea of their location.

Besides, 1 have made careful calculations by mean motions of

the planets, and could not get a single dale to suit the given data

between C. 1 and 700 A .C. This alternative therefore must be

given up. The only other explanation that I can think of for the

discrepancy is that in the early limes in which the Parifrtldal

was composed, the Hindus had no? yet succeeded in calculating

correctly the hue motions of the minor planets Venus and

Mercury, whose daily mean motions are 1* 6 and 1 1 respecti-

vely, and that in calculating suitable dates for the astronomical

data of the 11th Paripadol, we may practically ignore the posi-

tions of Venus and Mercury given in the text.

It may be asked whether, in view ot the discrepancy noted

here, we should not rather discard the given data as purely

fictitious or conventional 1 do not think so. For, i have not

found these same positions given in the Brhat-jalaka or other

astrological works among the conventional conjunctions for

heavy showers. Neither can they he fictitious, (or, barring Venus

and Mercury, they work out correctly, involve no astionomical

anomalies, and the poet could have no object in stating purely

fictitious data in such detail when they arc not rclevent to the

main purpose ol his poem. We have, therefore, no alternative

but to take the data as genuine and perhaps copied from an

almanac of those days, and seek for other explanations regarding

the discrepancy pointed out, if the explanation I have offered is

not deemed satisfactory.

IX—20
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Jupiter is said to be beyond the two houses of Saturn, that

is, ir. Mina (330° to 0°). In Hindu astrology, each solar sign is

said to have a plane: for its lord, and the lead of Makara and

Kumbha is Saturn. This reference to the two houses of Saturn

shows that the poet was acquainted with Hindu astrology, as the

mention of Mithuna and Makara by their Sanskrit names also

indicates. Saturn is said to be in villir Kadai Makara. Tins

may be taken to mean " In Makara, next to Dhar.us (villirku-

adai)", or " in the last quarter of Dhanus (vitlil-Kadai) and

Makara". If the former meeting is correct, Saturn was in Makara

(270° to 300°) as Pariroelalakar construes. If the tatter meaning

is preferred, Saturn was in the junction point of Dhanus and

Makara, that is, exactly 260”, or at least its longitude was not less

than 270°—7°30'=262 o
30', the beginning of the List quarter of

Dhar.us. In any case, Saturn cannot have been 13° distant from

the beginning of Makara, as it would have to be in Mr. L. D.

Svamikanpu Pijlai’s dates for the Parifddal (16th June 634 A.C.).

It may be pointed out that, according to Hindu astrology, all lh«

planets are here said to be located in their svaksrtras (own

houses), though such a grouping is not said to have any astro-

logical significance, so far as 1 have been able to find out from

the astrological works accessible to me.

Then we have fhe words pimbollai mathya inaraiyavaru

lid/ if. They naturally mean that a lunar eclipse was shortly

expected, "on a day when the serpent was quickly coming to

obscure the moon ", though it is possible to take them to mean

that the moon set in the region of Aslesa (the asteiism of

Sarpa). But the use of the weed varu and the absence of the

locative suffix in pdmbu decide us in favour o! the former inter-

pretation. Agastya (Canopus) is then said to lave reached

Mithuna (60° to 90°), breaking forth from his high place, but lie

is not said to have become visible.

The chronological significance of this reference to Agastya

has been completely missed by all scholars who have hitherto

dealt with this problem. 1 have been at some pains to study the

position and motion of Agastya, as I felt that here was a clue

which might lead to a discovery of the true date of the Part$d4a! -

Flamsteed gives us the longitude of Canopus in 1690 A. C. as

!00°46'. Us position therefore at the beginning of the Christian

era. was in 100°46'— 1690°/72=77°l8', and in 700 A. C. its longi-

tude was 77°18'+ 700 /72=87°1'. The present SHryasiddhanla
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(10th Century A. C.) gives its longitude as 90®, which it would
have attained in 700-|-(2°59’ x 72)-9l5 A. C. Thus it is clear

that from 1 A. C. to 700 A. C., Agastya was always in Mithuna.

What then does the PaiipSdal mean by saying that on a parti-

cular day Agastya reached Mithuna, breaking forth from its high

place ? The meaning can only be that the heliacal rising, not

the t tsible fixing, of Canopus occurred on that particular day.

John Bentley (Historical View of the Hiudu Astronomy, 1825,

pp. 162-3) has explained clearly how to determine the clay on
which the heliacal rising of Canopus occurs at Ujjain. It is,

therefore, worth quoting here. '• Take a celestial globe, in which
the stars are correctly laid down, and rectify it for the latitude of

Ujjain 23°11' N„ bring the star Canopus to the eastern horizon,

and mark the point on the ecliptic then in the horizon, with its

distance from some fixed star cast or west of it, lying in or near

the ecliptic; this will be ccsmical point, and its longitude in the

Hindu sphere, will be known from its distance in degrees east or

west of the star. Measure 10j° towards the cast, perpendicular

to the horizon, and mark the point where it falls on the ecliptic,

ir. respect to its distance east or west of seme fixed star whose

longitude is given in the Hindu sphere, this will be the heliacal

point, and its longitude in the Hindu sphere will be known from

its distance cast or west of the slar. Thus, the globe being recti-

fied for the latitude, and the star Canopus brought to the eastern

horizon, the point of the ecliptic then on the horizon will be found

to be about 10°56' west of Regulus (Maghi), whose longitude

in the Hindu sphere is 4*-9°; consequently the longitude of the

cosmical point in the Hindu sphere is 4*-9°—10
!>

S6'=.3*-2S
o
4';

now measuring 10a° perpendicular fo the horizon towards the

east, as directed, the point will fall on the ecliptic about 20° to

the west of Regulus; therefore the longitude of this point in the

Hindu sphere is 4*-9°—0°20'— 40*, to which the sun must

invariably come at the heliacal rising cf Canopus at Ujjain. The

Hindu sphere being sidereal, and consequently fixed, the cosmi-

cal and heliacal points thus shown, are also nearly fixed, they

wcie so in the lime of Varaha. and they are the same now. But

it is far otherwise, in the moveable or tropical sphere, in which

the variation is considerable, the longitude of the cosmical and

heliacal points increasing as the time is more modern From

(heabove.it will be seen that the heliacal rising of Canopus

takes place invariably, when the Sun's longitude is 128°40'.

We can arrive at the same result by the methods of Hindu astro-
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nomy. The rule on the subject as given by VarShamihira

(Paica-SiddhantikS, Ch. 14, st. 39-40) is:—Multiply 25 by $ the

equinoctial shadow; take the corresponding arc, add 15, multiply

by 10 and add 21 times the equinoctial shadow; the result are the

vinQdii, by which calculate the lagna from the beginning of

Karkataka; when the Sun stands at that point, Agastya becomes

visible in the south. Calculating by this method, Variha arrives

at 143° as the Sun’s longitude, when Agastya becomes j/siWe.

(<k-*nrViHn wfitaraw fam TOR^ircstai: i

freraf’p’jrancK’T vuS):
ii

Brhcil.Somhiia, ch. 12, st. 14)

From the nile given by him, it is seen that the distance of visibi-

lity is 15°; so that, according to Variha, the heliacal rising of

Canopus took place, when the sun’s longitude was 143°—150°=
128°. which is almost the same as that given by Bentley. The

sun's longitude (129°) given by the words angi vyar nrpa is thus

seen to be confirmed by the mention of the heliacal rising of

Canopus.

The closing lines slate that heavy showers fell on the high

Saliva Mountain in accordance with the custom that the rains

come after late summer. Mr. Svamikannu Pi||ai has understood

this to mean that the rainy season has just begun, and therefore

takes the time of the occurancc to be about the 90th solar day.

But that this was not the author’s meaning will he clear from the

position of the sun as stated by him, and from his reference to

the heliacal rising of Agastya. Varfiha says that the waters become

clear at the heliacal rising of Agastya (33^1 <9

gqr-ffi I
Bfhal-Sanikitd, Ch. 12, St. 7); and

Varaha’s statement is confirmed by Kalidasa (HS9l<k4i4**i:

—Raghn-vamia, iv, 21). Mallinatha, in his com-

mentary on the Raghu-vamSa, also says:
—

‘

’ *<Mi<i*c
|
The waters become clear only about one

month after the rains have begun. For this reason also, the

solar day must be long after' the 90th preferred by Mr. Sviimi-

kantju Pijjai. We may, therefore, take it as certain that the sun’s

longitude was 129u
,
and the solar day was consequently the 135th.

The required actual positions of the major planets are:— Mars

0° to 30°, Jupiter 330° to 0°, and Saturn 270° to 300c . Their

corresponding mean longitudes on the 135lh solar day are:

—

Mart 325° to 341°, Jupiter 328° to 351° and Saturn 278°’ to 308°.

The mean positions of these planets on the 135th solar day of
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I.B.C. were:—Mare 325°, Jupiter 174° and Saturn 75°. The re-

quired increases in their mean longitudes are therefore:—Mars
0° to !6°, Jupiter 154° ,to 1/7° and Saturn 203° to 233°. Calcula-

ting with the tables in Mr. Svimikannu Pijjai’s Indian Ephcmcris

(VoL 1, PI. 1) for the years between 1 A. C. and 700 A. C. these

increases are found in only one year 17 A. C, Mars 14°, Jupiter

156° and Saturn 208°. In 17 A. C. the Sravana Paurrjaitti fell on

the 27th July, and the tiihi ended 7 hours and 12 minutes after

mean sunrise, that is, about 1-12 P. 51. The solar month nf

Avani began in that year on the 18th July, and 27th July was

therefore the 10th Avani and 135th solar day. The sun’s longi-

tude was exactly 1 29°, as required by the text, and the longitude

of Rahu was 315°. The distance of the sun from the node, was

thus 174°; and a lunar eclipse was, therefore, certain to have

occurred on that day. The sun’s longitude being 129°, the

heliacal rising of Agas'.ya must have also occurred on the same

day. In fact the cicncidence of lunar eclipse and Agaslyodaya on

the same day i3 very unique, and it actually toc4c place in 17 A. C.

as required by the text. On the 27th July 17 A. C. at day-beak,

the true longitude of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn were respectively

28°, 332° and 274°, that is, they were all exactly in their required

positions. But the true longitudes of Venus and Mercury at the

time were 90° and 156°, i.e., 30° and 66° in advance of the re-

quired positions. The truth seems to be, as I have suggested,

that the poet could not get the true positions of Venus and Mer-

cury, as the Hindus at that period had not yet learned to calculate

them correctly. But, finding that the Sun, Mars, Jupiter and

Saturn were all in their own houses (Svakfctras), he apparently

supposed that Venus and Mercury were likewise in their own

houses R$abha and Miihuna. In making this supposition he

may possibly have been influenced by an astrological notion, for

which 1 cannot find any authority at present, that the location of

all the planets in their own houses is an indication of lieavy rains.

The poet was certainly aware of Snaisetras, as he says that

Jupiter was beyond the two houses of Saturn. It is thus seen

that the 27th July 17 A. C. completely satisfies all the astronomi-

cally possible data of the text; and as no other date from 1 A. C.

to 700 A. C. suits the given data even approximately, we have no

option but to conclude that the 11th Parif&fa! was actually

composed in 17 A. C-, and that all dates tor the Sangham age

later than the early centuries of the Christian era must be given

up.
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ssfilw air^|: qqqfo *raiq *4qwW
qfqmg<q ssftgRr arfonqp 1 a* aq ai«i ;

qmMai: wiRalsq^
1 *w*nt, a* an *fia(?FqqH

*rRT ftqfa qPTqq I <$ S W
HFRcIStR ; q? TSqqra afet^ $*R £\W$
'Rig^: mi • a«n3*pqar* $t*ranr qfowri
»*rar 3^: 1

^rawnwi q^fawig *ftarg qfafasRisqrcspft

q>n: qfaqra^ 1 ar*» *frar 3qftqri qrcaqi afe 1 a*}q

sff^R. qmagqSt a qqtsft $rci: saqsi fgqRRi
;
wqqa

q tosstot* q^aqr qqfifrqr ^ q^rot^ 1

‘ nRiNq'-q^fliqqi^a a waft sifaqa fa<9ag. 1

'

*Rif^K$: swa 3W5R q swrfr, qtft

qiqqapq sfl^Rqtaftmqr qq&r arc*? qfcmfta^,

qqft H 3?r qi%qi5«q ?q? Jrcqrcaqi qqfifa^,

aqift W!Raq^qrcH?K: pw 5W %q TfW
£isft I Ri c*W ? H#f ffTO: Vi

qfo ? ^ftaq f% rwi.? 3$ q*|q am# ftsfta^ l ag

qaqi wromfo «sR faqt swft pad ar fqaiqqa 1

qgRar q)q$q q« qq aaa tfa *n^ 1 qqr a jftaig

WSWIR

—

‘qra-^qqmt ^Riar- qqqRa a qfaar: r

'q« qrqqq q qiq q q: q*qfa q q?qfri r

Kgqq , a*it? qiq, §rp> afo q q*- awra, q 'rcqfa,

q qq fqqfaa. 1 qa w araqagTRqspqq^ q
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HIHHH HHfifaf ap-JHHkH^ SJHf Hl%: ^ITHT ? HTtR

HI? VRI*H»fi3R **>. *H«) :

‘*r? % »cwrafa<i : ^
fPWSW Hi nk: ll

nr nr *kg H33 i

f|RRl H*> HjWRKHRH H: II

fjHH: HRHH Hi HfftHT fH^f^H: I

% H HH: II

3T5f«im£;4 : f^krtRsrcrcH i

k aRSRaiSHkr ^mTHTHHrfHH: II

aWlHTHRHHlHiW HI RH^fc^ I

HR5T^ II

3lT?HH*r <rcRrft h: HsterckR; I

HR RTOt HHgRoiH. II

OT HT H^s ’IfTFHlH fTHTSHH. I

f% Hrs: 3H snjfi Hff*: ? HR frHTC&rPT HTHfJJT: I H

HO$ (vs* *• ^?)—
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‘anann MgjiRi mb ffagpm; r

*33 S?5 l’

sdjjTRUsq 'ifWPR; **iMai Mfci, ^ Mft i

TOi friPdw *5mj.
, ^ %qg& sr^fr

—

‘*rc&nft «cnft imtayiHM. i

W uRi) wqiftft ii’ 3. **•

^ 3«wn3&$r wrai aid&m, $m
tor;, hi™ 3prw i <*?tct «rcw ^ |qa qrcafa

fifa:, Tt tHbreiW MR: I #fig

fkMM'ftq ? MidW *nf?r i

gw* writ (it- W—
'cPs^ftfotfiifS 3®^ 3^5 ^ 1

gsrcioisstpra faSR. q^f^te ii

# • *

tsrctoMiMfawf faxm -

1

51^33 ^ wwnrsnftftf^ II

rcr ^jfieraMW sAfarodfai* i

U* « ^SWfcft f| II

q^qi^T ffc*£ ffiftr fWlwwi I

31^ «n * «rf?tf^R» II

* *r ffo sreing qr i

q^t 9"I?IW Ml^fo II

* * *

*rft mH^ s#i fttf*: Mm i

« * *

^WTPfrim^ TOM: I

ata fwt *ifa *»*5M to* II”

afa &m—
IX—21
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(RflTCTSJfirarcflT *W fafqqTCfi: II

q$WfaN> S£ afaflWP I

apftd ffaftj 3R** fwt JT^it gPr; ii

arafal *i»frac*rr »#n^ ffaJW i

m*\ «?w m- n”

*n*iwi4»l *nro ?H :

HVWroWWRiR: 1

^ift nwiRiRq n

g£tat^5forK qr q sfs q pqft i

ffanqfqifa^ qsqq. ^ % qrqqqlw n

* * *

q <M*i+frfl«nqt q*q fafa far i

qr$faffaq: s t m^ara*?: n

q q*q q faWMlflft: I

«^S|^TORT 1& % % & ffa II

q q*q w «rc # (Wmtqfi qr ffai i

gfajraq: br: a % qrqqqfoq: n’

gfwi qrqqb H- c- H-^:

‘§fq: srcnpptfrct &R*iwi) sfw i

3Rnfiid ®qfan ficiPl^K ??l^: II

tlWOTl ^Rt ^r Sfc I

qR#T q^ faftfa BTTC II’

*ftqi§ q qpnffi, qq> sfq, faiuf tfq qq qq qifa qfarft

qgpfrrt fary <$* qisqiqr* i qqr sra^r

*isfo faflqt wfermn, qq qq qTqqqq*gq5j?*«& q

fitflqqft qfaq—

“qffai, «nwfcqfaqq$ sir q* tfpfi” ?m i
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( ? ) Hlto flR to WRT tohfto
srriR^j fira«i qiretofRq snroiPiT-

qs^r, ctpt ntor Rfato fqsqrft

to 3j=riR toft tj gpigg^ig*igi!ftg =q
I

‘qWWlRl *ijiRT $*nq -q HqR ^ |*

‘arqreqrfs iWfaraarcwi: gw i

to Aw ^tfwwfwnqqr ii' ?. ?. \c.

‘aiqam srtoqi iv frafisfiN: i’ M. -A.

‘^wfifonto to ^rsff *&m> 1

fto 1

jqqtHlRqHifq q q qsftf'qg 11'

3?Rc. ?. VM*.

‘^qqr toi qqr qg$qr qf^rcr 1

$c5H*$ 5&T «5T^q^qr II' ?. q. <V2>.

fwitofq qqqgqq *r*r 1 q* ^ tofosrqqqto
to*; 1 tog ^sto—

'em qqm^ it foq<qfl: 1

totffstoqi vw\$i to^to if

^q^qq^RKHto^

‘qgfq «? sqtoR q;qifq— r
l

3T9t5R #RT«qqi<W ggRltofoR qq. I

qf-ffi *qrq%rq sqqpquqqiqqr ir

‘q^i q?i ft ’to®’ ‘toi°M aiw.0’
•opq wq'ff fcto $\ $1% WRi:’ 1

*fRRt g^Ri q3 qntoq *ito m 1
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(*) rfarprCTsww —
‘5RT«TO *WWT ^ I

^ a gwgta ir
0

‘aRT^R ^ gf^r i

*r: heir « *rrffl ?tr^ sm: ii

*f *? ?fft HTf RTST^UrT I

a c&lft srt awwiRa: ii* tf-'A. jft i

arafcnflfoprt «iro^<w™*?«i$nRr ^ i srgfaRW-

gtftfw g-fiwn fl’ftsfr <?frRrm 4M :

? mmft OTRfrgflwW i tffaN

'ftiRffi f!*PqnTfT: 34H($ ^frT—

‘spfiSPT. ‘R: SRRRT •JKIflBl^l : I' ?• \-

3j^ra^r> (*• ?.) sw Rw: i

‘SPTFTfiT^ ^ SfllsRj R^fTf^R: l’

^#w^CT[E*fswi*r »farg toot* «raa i are g

tcffaiOTRi ^ g^ff ^ serrcwr,

37ft it# str^ qrifi gsrR wr
'

*ft tfarwMWi^ #1
ffa*fRN<FTW RTO STT5^ I HHITFF^ ^

STf^Rfrfti anitfl^Ifrfr, ^ J*W ftsftfl

1 3lftfra?H 'flrTRUfa ITffK^—

-

‘wragratiNiP sTOf^rrs^r 1

#1

3

* R«ra ir (?*0

1 tost jrf?p*TPifa *ro^ —
‘*fai HftaTft^rflfoiTOta^ 1

faferasR t^tcotR cpn* ir ??. u.

1 *swm& $% flirwnR
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«K<fl4.'W liWflf5TOc11RTIir irffa^TTSfo’ClIrTi ?5Ri

<#4, y$ aiTO—

Jfwfwhn& iifTO aiT i

Pfe isframg «nf?r iff TOiifs&rfc h
’

(3)- SJR TOT

TOR 4 ITS HllUfa I TO T^i 514 TOT *TO^
s»

(TOI* *®> fflR iTfPrW^ft fTOlft l

$4 fajft: fM|: JPffSf: l7̂ : SS 5^*
Vf4#4r5T iftrTlft: ftflfc*R I *TO4 3

RjiRW 1ITOT H13P laT^^fiew:

JTOrf&WfiTTO »% ana: ate fo^ng wig
r?ri 5 TO*- $hr tohr*t *ron ; ftsro 1

BWgsWWR;
, W-1 ftlftf?:. TOW $RWfft3 SOTITO

<TTOITO jlT TO*PTf Hf 1Pfa» (RI *RTl4 *R%: TO*f-

1

5R 5 *RTTO aTOTO^ TOtaftq

$ia—fjtfri tori tot aiftsrft 1 34ft

I TORI fri ^ I ^ <R Urtfenff*

$*itNt as ; 1 ala «p 5111^ ^
gRiiTOSif^TO 1 tot frraaw ftTOTOfrfaaf

g^nai Ifa tor a*i4f4 uWri ?iif4 1 «w*r hm
TO7°T HcftlTOR STRIRT^TORi ai5TO, SRiR a I

TORit a mra?apa ;

, 11 a fraiR; 3$au ifair^a; 1

^ TgaaTiiaa wrcat jfRgiRsft 1 a £i|aR; at

<r at^a: ftTO 1 sarojsrarMa srtor fri-

5fKTtsf|fTT*T 11TOITOT SRfo^la 1 TOTO

.

«TTa*fl% & a fraifa&a ftro wata?jH stoir ?r
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rir wicft i <nfRr jtpi p,
grfcn m to&g*r arfftorttar 3«#r pn i

f$flR!<T •T'Tffl RR$3*n m‘
siftRSi^ i ’i fji^iH?T''i-'-iL-f*i ji g. *

amft ^fjTRl ^Tf%3 mqrc: p sft I

*fftwr air ^rw>?p f^r—

‘•TW^ *pff ‘J?? <R> I

angf H!^3;9R *W II' sft l

<Icr. TR ar^Rgi^^f WW ^ I ’IfR: ?PJ,

W 3*n* ^stirr I

ZUH ^ fwg<iRf mfoiw ^rsira* fpr *t%?ri
i

^ ^TRR. f^T ^ afRIRfo^T I

WIRW SR «R ftefa ftfawft SNStffa I

rir^ w^g hiirw

^rsifi: SRTCcfi: I

<*) *fargj?fp'r $r frror, s? gteRffiar

mtii h*r *rr 3^^irr—

?f?7^t -SRiRWT : I

* * ¥

srsnrisprarct i

SRfl^IRRspsstap (I

f^raRf^IW fort 5ft^*RRH I

?TRT3im *RR pfopWR: II’ ^ I

N
<*0 W^RT % ^gtSq^RTS^’

^rrjj #RR*raHf$f, frtR qifotsfa, s^rtsft, ^k»tt ^
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Misft * Rgftwg«wg ?fir m&i\^ I ‘Rtf: ?R<7fi: 8JR*fl’ ?fa 3R

^qi^i II

(?) *FTT gfT $ *fF«! «Tf^^T •li’TTS^lfm

*r#T ^T 3Rn gtqwft Wld WJP? tfmg, flfo WTP?
3«w *rc#rm qftr^nt *hrefir—

*«? 3 iffaqd qggfsfw sd r

7 5fR: 5fI*T,^S*I 7 TfcRfa II

* ^ aqfmdsqqp? i

* * *

& frz ?mw aflOT ^ra^i5?r i

<r ?| $r afft w aror 37: 11

¥ * 9

flPN^ftT ?^fi I

3T5 *RF 7t VR ^1? TW II

«*q fro* i

^pci ?ig* qft &&?r dqw 1

* ^ ft* ^ TORW II’ U-

?d 1

(?) rfRTg 77*1^717 ?? R7?l

—

‘cwr*q?*d ^ Pnis^csarcd ? 1

ap?i % ll’ ?s.

3?P7 7t7?q fqRTl HR77 ^Tigrf'ii^ Rrgqrawf'R •?

1 qg^ #i rTfniflg%, ‘aw apfror aft?:, arc;

3% I'ik ^ 8*R* il-7:’ ?d 33 c3W FZ I 3W
=7 5TTT ?R t^KS^—

‘sftSffd ^ SIFT

*<frc *r«msqrs sttrr tw? r
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3°ITO POT1
*. SIFT *T I

m'r src$: «i *n f% gs l*m qi n

W> 33ft wiiJTRqinwr i

I^T sp* 3m 1 ^ II

3 flW •tfW'q-T: Stflff 3 iff 3 3 «:
I

?PTW #T ffT rfa ll’ ^-^?-

qq q gifa: a^Stfe ^I?*IR flS^RI

?t«T W 3^ I rl« 31*^ *qfafipRKT II

foaj 5l^<T«r mz.\ a^% I—
?. jfto'jwisrniwi’

*no. ‘3Rt^: 3lR»W I

3 gp?J f| WT^SIWT trai^ If ?. H- ??•

*fi <li 3r«*Rc1^T SfofcP*. 1

ifio ‘qiftfli jf&qfrt qrc STORqfrlPta: I

qa^TOt: sn«i^Milfl qrf?q: If R- VR.

qFTOT 3ff**cT 'a,!J l*J-

—

q fl awi^s ;mct gsi 3 srgf n

'v U. R.

& qq^sg^—

‘5TRlq TT ?TK^ q qSPffrsq

?*qr faqtffcrqfitfra qiqqiaq. i

!Fri srtifaq^aal^fliqf

%llft% ROT g3'TqR: If 5. ^ W

ifio. ^ifafwqraisfa sRqqrar q f *.v«.

sffcqqqfoq 33? qqqi^ 315 —
‘q Q3m?CT*raf ‘rsWwqft f !?. R%- R°.
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v. *fto. 3 . rv.V'mw M\ ft^qr 99i&r i

9i*. 999 933*3 9r5—

‘3°n3*9i» 9RI:

&9iq%5oqqqi *w ; i'

M. *fl°. $ 0
: ^9lf9 391^19 999 *13 : |

*3o.\s.?^.v9:^qim 99Iiftft ?**59T9 3333: I

3- *fK 3- *31391 %3T9!£9: TOpW I

«3RJ: 93T9il 513 : 51313:^313^3133 II

5IM!33lrl 99T?: 99151^ *9191^99: I

9T°-n.3t?^° : 99199 99?p: 513^3 5B$3f3 I

53|fW 333W33T339^3 II

3R9f 9*33 39^331 *3lM 933. II

ft* 91® .U X \. \ ° :33: 5I3T 3^31313.

1

vs. iffo. *. <vs: ^3i«li f? Wt 9;33ISgf3'fl33 I

33*9 lift S^i 3T33T3f33P3% II

31°. ^o:?F5^33I^I%9 ^‘3133! 33: I

^391 53l 5^ : ^3*3?313^3 U

C. ifto. ?. R<S. gqi 3^ 9&9 |f3 9t3F 3 9*ff I

,, ?V- *3: ?pil 3fS9^gf^ 3i$ I

9T933 3 35139 f^T3 3«9F9 5f*?3 g3i33J3 5333

—

‘^ftfe-qflq #nft gqg 9 1

95T3I^3?f3k ftSR 3^R%3: U’

<*. iff®. 3. 3o: 9ft 99ft* 59lfa 9'^3I?3R993«r I

Rfltffl99T *^9I g*T59 fcrtfSR: II

9T°-? f3T3; 5*fifo 93$ 99%: *9*3, |

9*9f$l93f%9f 9«qfoT93R&: II

?o. iffo, 3 . R's: *fft: f%39Mll^ #: 59?ft 9^9: I

3^51^931591 53T5kra 9^33 II

qr®. \. *=9 39 9f$ 95911^919199^9 I

9tf^3rtef59T 53^1^3^9*33 II

IX—22
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??. *flo. \ a *531 *1*1 ijg: qpiW I

W*. XX- —
wa* srer *n>fi* i

**Ki wrc Jihfir **r *?*i ii

?R W«KT * 55R *R* f$3jR *T I I

H. *fto. V- ^TR KWW^m fPT*^ <T^7 I

?r?t gR*g: 5RR«ra i *i*fr faro* 3R#i
frai?* 3j-^or t& w*&—

f^r <*rf%a?ritfa tFrotart mv-

1

fift-?i **P<i frcffag^ n

\\. Jflo. tf. 3 vs: qsfarft ?TR^I3RIfl«?fl[r( I

5Rlft: #F*ift WfUfl $53 3*T II

«n°. XX. ?*. gaftsrft: 3ftR**rfa *rc*rer^ i

?wr *fs**r A^s^rtra f«5ra: ii

X * *frmg ? <i, ? ^ * «i% *pct*w *i* 3*r—
ft*nf*ta*nrra *ffipr *f% i

3jrc ** m% * #s?ir. n

*5* flf^r: s*Ti *qf *t** r*3 *pt ; i

NH ft <w w <twt^ mft a ferae ii

#n^r qg

* <ms n

*n**^ 3* <re ^Rhhi5 : sk*** s'rerct’Tt r^ra i

***533fl*r< **3Ri5—

X

X

• XI-

X

s
; *r* ?r$3 i

SfaRTf*« **T 5R*aTTR: II

fft fflftft »pfa M^.NH *5Tg^ I

3*R*3;
qsmtfl ?R %gS*mlR: ||

*ro^ s?ft* £r gjguq?
i

a?f> % turc* qfam *3: ii
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«T5J4 3«f HW<TISfaTF<t I

wtolldtWRi: WWT R?nnT f| II

TOHRR *^R csf ifiST^ I

*frarg wjpttwr—
“mi “si%Msfersi fan"

i

^ 3. R®>- **.. *Rar ^gjfons—
* s^ti * ^ *n*re; i

S**I *. U- \\: * STWlfa fan ^fasifan WTOSfo V I

^TlSfr?!'! *R»0RT II

( )



A NOTE ON AN INSCRIBED SEAL FROM PERAK.

BY

K. A. NlI.AKASTA S.ASTUI, m.a.

In the Journal of the Federated Malay Stales Museums Vol.

XV, pan 3 (1032), Mr. Ivor H. N. Evans, Ethnographer. F. M. S.

Museums, reported Ihe discovery cii an inscribed Cornelian seal

which he described as follows: ' It is a small seal of red Corne-

lian of good colour and somewhat translucent, chamfered at the

edges on the face and there engraved with an inscription running

the length ol the seal in the middle. The dimensions of the piece-

arc 1.4 CUTS. X 1 cm.%4 cm. The back is a flat.' The inscrip-

tion reads 5r3 I'lfiutvarinuiasya and the script is clearly of the

class to which the cailiest Sanskrit inscriptions ol Campa, Borneo

and W. Java belong. The letters arc 'box-headed', and remark-

ably like these in the inscriptions of Bhadravarman of Campa.

This script is usually called Palfava script after Vogel’s well-

known paper on the Vupa inscriptions of King Mulavarman. In

spite of Professor R. C. Majumdai's attempt to fix a northern or

central Indian origin for the early Campa script 1

,
I think the case

is still strong lor our continuing to use the designation brought

into vogue by Vogel’s careful examination of the whole question.

But while calling the Script Pallnvn, we should be on our

guard against postulating any direct connection, particularly ot a

political nature, between the areas where the script was in vogue

and the line of South Indian rulers after whom the script is

named. Mr. Evans writes " Dr. Callcnfels remarks, in answer to

a letter of mine it: which I had pointed out that this iiamc was

borne by several Pallava kings. ' It is not necessity that the

Vi jmivinr.an is a Pallava king. Kings and nobles in that time

liked to have names ending in Vanna, /.<., Ihe kings of Indo-China,

Borneo. Java and Sri-Vijaya. I think, however, that the Sn
certainly points to a king or a prir.ee.’ I had wondered, too,

whether it might not be the ring of some commoner hearing an

inscription with a tahsmanic significance". There is no one

among the known kings of South India or die Malay Archipelago

1. BEFEO. xxxii, pp. 135 ff.
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and Indo-China with ihe name Visnu-Varma. And the faulty

grammatical form of lhe name, Visijuvarmmasya in the place of

Visnuvarmtnanah, may be taken to support the last surmise of

Mr. Evans that it -s the seal of a commoner, possibly a merchant.

There is no lack of evidence to show that the artisans and traders

of ancienl times often affected the Sanskrit idiom and were not

very mindful «;i classical grammar in the dialect they employed.

One wonders why Mr. Evans suggests a talismanic significance

for the inscription on the stone ? Is it because of the Sri al the

commencement ? But Sri is at once an honorific prefix and a

symbol of prosperity and is generally employed as a prefix to

personal names, 1 am ir.clinrd to suggest that the ring which

bore this inscribed Cornelian was jus: the signet ring of a merchant

called Vi$yuvarmma. The bei.t opinion regarding flic age oi the

seal puts it nearer ihe sixth century A. D. than the fourth, though

the earlier date is not an impossibility!.

1 have had occasion elsewhere to dmw attention to olher

evidence on trade relations between South India and die opposite

coast of the Bay of Bengal 5
. But such relations were by no

means the monopoly of South India, and it may be doubled if a

South Indian merchant would have used a signet engraved in

these characters as vve have so far not come across another

instance of this kind. It is perhaps worth noting in this connec-

tion that among some r.ucienl gems and seals noticed by

Cunningham in lS-rl, we find a Chaccldonic agate from Ujjain

inscribed in characters very similar to those of our seal’.

The inscription was read by Prinscp as Sri V/iti-KhtidJasya, Seal

Of Sri Vati-Khudd. That reading is open to doubt at more than

one point; 1 am inclined to read Sii Va (tithit) pp'njyn. But the

forms of the letters Sri, Va, and tya bear the closest possible

resemblances to those of the same letters in our seal. Vi$nu-

varmma then, if as we suppose lie was a merchant, might have

come from Central India, oi he might have been one of the

colonists belonging to the Hindu settlement of Kuala Selingsing

in Perak whose long history from about 600 A. D., if not earlier,

is attested by the remains brought to light by Mr. Evans.

1. JFMS. ibid, p.90.

2. JOR vi. pp. 299 ff.

3. JASB. 1841, pla:c opp. p. 148, No. 19.



REVIEWS AMD NOTICES OF BOOKS.

BRHATI OK PRABHAKARA MlSRA WITH THE RlL'-VlMALA-PAKC I KA

OF Salikanatha: (Tarua-pada). Edjted by S. K. Rana-

katha Sastri, Junior Lecturer in Sanskrit, Univer-

sity of Madras. Published by the University ok

Madras, 1934. Price Rs. 5. Foreign 8s.

The aphorisms of Jaimini are in 12 Chapters, which are

divided into 60 sub-sections or podas as they are called. The

whole work, excepting the first pOda alone, deals with the princi-

ples of Vedic interpretation or with the details of sacrificial ritual;

and its philosophic significance, where it has any, is quite indirect.

The first sub-scction, which is known as the Tarka-pida, is solely

devoted to a consideration of MimSmsS epistemology; and it

necessarily contains, by implication, a view of Mimariisa ontology

also. The practice of paiufitai ho?, for long, been to give much

less attention to this section than its subject-matter seems to us to

demand, and to be content with a study of Only the remaining

portions of the work. Even later commentators, as a rule, omit

to explain it. This attitude of orthodox scholars towards the

MimamsS as a philosophic doctrine is, however, far from unintel-

ligible. They arc staunch adherents of a different school of philo-

sophy, viz., the Vedanta which has its own definite world-view;

and they naturally do not like to waste their time and energy in

learning a system which, though claiming to be based on the

Veda like the Vedanta, diverges from it in more than one essen-

tial respect. Their point of view only furnishes another proof of

the well-known fact that the interest of the Indians in philosophy

has never been merely theoretic. The sacrificial teaching of the

Mimams5 has not been disregarded in the same manner, because

the performance of Vedic ritual is considered to be a necessary’

part of the training of a Vedlntin. Though this may explain the

attitude of pandiias towards MimamsS as a dariana, the neglect

into which llie study of the Tarka-pdda has, as a consequence,

fallen for so long a time is unfortunate from the standpoint of

the modern student who is interested in philosophic views as such

or in the history oi Indian thought as a whole. Fcr it has led

not only to a break in the traditional interpretation of the philo*
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sophic side of the system but also to the loss or disappearance of

much of the literature bearing upon it The loss is far greater in

the case of the Prabhakara school of MicnSriisS than in that of the

Bhitja school, as will be seen from the (act that not more than

•wo or three works belonging to it were hitherto familiarly known.

It is the primary source ol authority in regard to this school, viz.,

Prabhakara'* commentary on the bhosya ol Sahara relating to

the neglected poda that is now published; and students ol Indian

philosophy cannot feel sulficicr.tly giateful to the editor ior

having undei taken this important work and lor having accompli-

shed it so successlully.

The present volume includes, in addition to this commen-
tary which is known as the Brhali. the Rjn-vimt/ld-pafioW, a

gloss on it by Salikanalha "ho is reputed to have been Prabha-

kara’s direct disciple. It also contains a reprint of the tttlrm of

Jaimini as well as the bhayya of Sahara; and the several lexis and

commentaries are given here concurrently so that reference to

them is rendered quite easy. Prabhakara’* style resembles that

ol old masters like I’afanjali and Sabam, and is conversational in

its form. Though the language is simple, it is often difficult to

follow the argument couched in it; but Salikanatba’s gloss, to-

gether with the carelul punctuation introduced by the editor,

greatly assists the understanding Ol the work. The amount of

resolute labour required for editing such difficult works from old

manuscripts is always great; and it should have been consulerably

greater in the present case, because only one manuscript ol the

Brhali could be procured. The editor was, however, fortunate

in securing four copies of the commentary on it; and they should

have been ol immense service to him in determining the correct

iorm of the text where its manuscript was impeded. In this

difficult task the editor has received, as he giacclully acknowledges

in the Preface, much help from Mahamahopadhyaya Prof.

Kuppuswami Sastriyar of the Presidency College, Madras, whose

unrivalled scholarship in the daricnm in general and Mimariisa

in particular, is a sufficient guarantee that the textual problems,

which aruse in the course of editing the work, have been satis-

factorily solved.

The Pr^bhikara school has several characteristic doctrines,

like the one, for example, which is known as akhy&li-vSda. The

most important of them, which is also perhaps the least under-

steed now, is the doctrine of nijoga or ‘Vcdic mandate"; and it
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is treated ol at length in the present publication. The work also

contains side references to other points of historical or doctrinal

importance like the Sabda- braInna-vOda of the grammarians

fp. 160) and the views of Buddistic thinkers like Diftnaga and

Dharmakirti (c.g. pp. 87, 53). The editor does not propose

to continue the printing of the remaining portions of the Rfhali;

but ho promises that a supplementary volume will be issued

containing the Bh&fya-pariSifta of Salikanatha, which is a

direct commentary on the bhOsya of Sahara, and an introductory

essay in English by Prof. Kuppuswami Sastriyar. We eagerly

look forward to its publication and expect that it will not only

elucidate several points in the Pribhikara doctrine which are

now only vaguely understood but will also incidentally light up

some at least of the many dark comers in the history of Indian

philosophy.

U. H.

The Matsya Purana: A Study. by V. R. Ranachaxdra
DlKSHITAR, M.A., LECTURER IN INDIAN HISTORY, UNIVER-

SITY of Madras. Bulletins of the Department of

Indian History and Archaeolooy, No. 5 Re. 1, S. 1/6.

V. K. Ramachandra Dikshitar opened his study of the

Puranas, a legitimate source of information for the historian of

ancient India, with a general survey of the Puranas in Vol. VIII

of the IHQ. He followed it up with his "Some Aspects ol the

Vayu Purina" and has given us now his study of the Matsya

Purana. The study runs to about 140 pages and discusses in its

first four chapters Ihe flood legends, the origin of the Purina,

theory of incarnation, the date of the Purina and the Polity and

Architecture described in Ihe Purina. It finishes with two useful

chapters, the filth and the sixth, On the indebtedness of the

Matsya Purina to the Vayu Purina and on ihe Tamil Matsya

Purina.

1. The author says on p. 17 that South India was Ihe place

of flood; the arguments are few and naive. Details of the flood-

story which contradict this conclusion are conveniently over-

looked. Here he gives R. V. Ill, 24.3 mentioning “four tribes

sprung from Manu" as additional proof ! The probable identity

between the Vedic “Pancajana” and “Paacak$iti" and the five-

fold division ol Hie country in Tamil literature has been sug-

ge.tcd by P. T. Srinivasa Ayyangar and R. Ragliava Ayyangar;
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but Dikfhitiir neither cites the text, nor collects the several texts

mentioning “Pxfienjana" and “ Panes kjiti*'; lie dees not discuss

the question at all. Above all, his reference to leg Veda 111. 24.3

is wrong; it should lie Atharva Veda III. 24.3; and, it might be

added for Dikshitar's information that the Rg Veda itseli refers to

the “five peoples" at least ax times in Mandalas I, 7 & 10.

2. Discussing the origin of the Purana, the author digresses

into an account of the Matsva tribe and the Matsyadeia and

opines that the fish -flood- legends were ** cultivated "
(p. 23) by

the Matsyas 1 Comment is needless.

3. The author thinks that on pp. 23-4, he has proved the

South Indian nativity of the Matsya Purflna. Its South Indian

origin is not as plain as that of the Bhigavata. Or. p. 24, the

author makes the convenient remark that the Parana is full of

references to South India, which remark he has r.r.| substantiated;

nor can the texi of the PuiSna Justify it. Leaving other evidence*

to the contrary in ‘he Purfina, we would like to draw Dikshitar’s

attention to Matsya XVI. 16. where, ns a contrast to the Bhaga-
vata, which expressly glorifies the DravidadeSa and its people,

the Matsya brings the Dravidas, CJdras, Andliras and Kcrtkans

under Mlecchaa, whose sight must he avoided during Sriddhn

time. Krom other ports of the author’s study also, it is plain that

the author, easily and naturally, ignores texts of importance.

4. Ch. I, section 3 of Ihc study is mostly a digression; it

explains or tries to explain ‘Dasavatara’ in the light of the Evolu-

tion theory and proclaims Vfimana as ihe missing link 1 Accord-

ing to the author’s study, Kr$na. the Buddha and Kalki mean
nothing. In this connection again, the digressing author has

little time and space for the contribution of the Matsya to the

idea ol Avatara. Noteworthy matter on the subject in Matsya

47 is almost ignored, except for a casual remark on p. 25 which

again betrays insufiicient understanding of the text.

5. On pp» 42-44, Dikshitar says that Bharata’s Natyri Sfistra

is referred to in the Matsva Purana and devotes a section of his

study to Bharata’s Natya Sistra. The Purfliu does nut refer to

Bharata’s Natya Sastra. Nor does it contain anything relating

tu the Vaikhana-a Sastra. Sukra Niti and Ihe Lirtgayat sect. It

is impossible to uodeistar.d how the author is led to see referen-

ces to these three where they do not exist at all.

IX—23
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6. The author fails to notice what has been plainly said

in the PnrSpa. The following aic some instances of the

serious omissions: Matsya II, 13-14 which mention the

Narmadi as I
lie only river which lasts even through the

deluge; ch. VIII echoes the Vibhfiti-adhySya of the Gitii; ch. II,

22-24, Malaya's expansion of (he • Patlcalak«ana ' definition of

Purina; ch. XXIV. 2-3, the statement that Budha is the epony-

mous author of Elephaotology and that the text called

•• Rajaputriya '* quoted in Inter texts is his work; ch. X, 24-25,

mention of Vararuci as a mastir ofNatya; ch. XIII, 38 which

mentions RiidhS, who does not occur even in the Bhagavata; ch.

IV, 17-20 and 23 which presuppose the Dphatkatha; ch. CCXXIX
2 which mentions a Vrddrut Garga and his astrological work.

7. it is regrettable that the author should still persist in

taking “ Viikovakya ’’ as speech of birds and beasts. Wrong
understanding of the text is seen in the two main sections on

Polity and Architecture—Eg. the interpretation of Matsya

ch. 215, 58-59 cn p. 75 of the study, the paragraph on tltc

crown prince on p. 93, and the whole of the matter on the types

of Prusidiut on pp. 109-110. Regarding ancient Indian Polity,

the author makes contradictory statements on pp. 76 and 86.

The section on Architecture is scrappy.

8. Important statements arc made without references heing

given to the texts. The study, as a whole, is neither exhaustive

nor critical, as carelessly written as it is printed. Not a single

Sanskrit text quoted is free from errors. Proof-icading seems

to have been done more to observe a custom and the Errata at

the end containing only three corrections must he taken by Hie

readers as Upolak?ana.

" SAUTI

"

IllUrrAClNTAmtfl—A COMM ESI ary ox the Hhattadipika, by

'ANCIIESVARA. EDITED BY MaHA.UAIIOPADHYAYA SASTKA-

katnakara Miuamsaratna Brakmaski Vexkatas!.' brah -

MANYA SASTRI, PRINCIPAL, MADRAS SANSKRIT COLLEGE,

Mylai'ORH, Madras. R;. 6/-. Printed at the Madras Law
Journal Press, Mylaporc Madras, 1934.

The Hhattadipika of Khanrladcva is the most authoritative

treatise of recent limes in the sphere of the Mimaihsa c4 the

Bhat|.t School. Khindarlcva lived in the early hall of the 1 7th

century in Benares and wrote most of his woiks from there. His
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pupil, the famous S-mbhu Bhalts wrote the first commentary

on the B'natpidipika; it was followed by the Candrika of Bhas-

karaiiya. The work under review is the last of the commen-
taries on Ihe Bhaftadipifea.

Khaijtfrdev.i is reputed to have omitted the TarkapiWla Irom

his work. On the other hand we find Vftncheivara commenting

on the portion of Ihc Bhritt.idipiki relating to the TarkapjiU.

Wherefrom he got that text is not clear. Vanchesvara :$ an

erudite scholar; he shows a complete mastery of £rauta and other

sastras in this scholarly commentary. The portion from the

beginning up to the end of the third pad* in the third adhydya

is published in the volume under rceie.v. The late Mnh.imabo-

pddhydya Brahmasri Venkatasubrahmanya Sastriar, who edited

!he work was an authority in Mimimsi. A short account of

the life history of the author i* found in the introduction. The
detailed table of comcnls, the index of adhikaranas, the index of

Sutras-, the list of adftikarana nyayas, and the index ol quotations

will be found very useful. The list of corrections is pretty

long, bul exhaustive. The book has been neatly prinlerl and

attractively got up. We heartily welcome this publication.

T. R. C.



THE GITIKA METRE IN SANSKRIT

BY

A. Venkatasubbiah,

Mysore.

Three metres, bearing the name GilikS, are mentioned in

the index at the end of KiUel's edition of Nigavarma’s Canarese

Prosody (or Chanddmbndki). One is a varna-gnsux metre

with four padas following the scheme na ra rn l,i ga (the name
of the metre is given as NItike in the MS, and emended by

Kittel into Gitike); the second is a mora metre with padas con-

taining 12. 18, 12 and 18 ruatras and is the same as the C.iti

(sub-division ot the Arya) of Sanskrit prosodisls, while the third

is a miira-gana metre. It is the third-mentioned metre that

concerns us here in this paper.

This metre is defined thus in Mgavarma's Chandombndhi

(V. 312; p. 114 of Kittel’s edition):

eradaroj aremba samkhyeyoj

hare padma-bhavan ulidavu mcccuvn feradim-

dirc balik inneracju munnin ante

karam esed oppa Gita.g*patp|J

“ The Brahma foot in the second, in the number six, the other

(feel) being what one likes; the two (judas) that follow (are) like

the preceding (two); thus is formed the class of metres known as

Gitika

The number of feet that constitute padas 1, 2 (or the first

half) is not specified; but as it is said that it is the same as that

contained in padas 3, 4 (or 9ccond half), an analysis ot the verse

which is itself composed in the Gitikfi metre shows that this

number must be either six or seven.

The expression eradarol (• in the second ^ in the first piida

is regarded by Kittel as referring to the pada; and the Gitika,

therefore, according to him, consists of two halves containing

seven and six feet respectively, the sixth foot in each half being

a BrahmS. The editor of the Karnataka-kavya-kalanidhi

edition of the book, however, interprets that expression as *in the

second place and says that the Gitika consists of two halves

with seven feet each, and that, in both halves, the second and
sixth feet are Brahma-ganas.

IX—24
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These interpretations arc both wrong. The KatirajamSrga,

written In the reign ol the Ras{rakuta Amoghavarsa I (A. D.

815-877) contains twenty-two stanzas composed in this mitre;

and an elimination ol these stanzas (see pai lieu larly I, 45, 112,

137 on pp. 10, 23 and 28 of the edition published by the Madras

University) shows clearly that the editor ol the K. K. edition is

wrong in interpreting agadarof as ' in the second place and

that Kittcl is wrong in holding that the second half contains six

feet only and not seven. And these stanzas, as well as N'iiga-

vartna’s definition given above, make it plain tbit the Gitika

consists ol two halves each containing seven tniSra feet, the

sixth loot in botli halves being a Brahir.2 foot while the others

may be Brahma, Vijpu or Rudra

1

feet.

It is my object in this paper to point out seme instances of

Sanskrit verses that are composed in this Gitika metre.

1,

In the course ot the article published in pp. 46 fl. above

r.l this Journal, ! have had occasion to point out that the first

twenty-four verses of the TSIgunda inscription of Sintivarman

arc not mdiruuimakas as believed by Kielhorn (F.pig. tudica,

8, 27) but are composed in what i have there called miira-

garni* metres, that all but five’ of the ninety-six padas contained

in these verses consist of a R(udia) foot, followed by a V(isnu)

foot and a B(rabmS) foot, and that hence twenty of these are

samarfllat belonging to the tn i i r a-g ana class of metres

and four, upajdiis, In other words, since m i S r a-g ana

1. Regarding these feet, sec p. 51 above in this Journal.

2. Kittcl calls them dfvcksara-ganas, because NSgavarma
himself has, according to him, made use ol that term in V.

340 (p. 127) : Layasida dtvakfarodo prayogatarav ildudetiavioai

plldem. In the K. K. edition, however, this verse (V. 260) reads

as Joyadiitfkforadhavoio-pray&ga-la'am aduv-eUomam fetdem

and one cannnt therefore feel certain that Nagavarma really used

the term dtvekpora in connection with these gar.a*.

The term triptirusa, used in this connection by the

editor of the K. K. edition, is equally dubious. According to him,

the term is used by Nagavarma in the phrase (p. 77) 1 iri-

puru^arind ada ganada ntraviyoft

;

but in Kind's edition (p. 58)

this phrase reads as pinle p.'lda ganada nrrawypl, and there is no

mention of Irifuruta in it.

3. In reality all but four; 17a follows the regular scheme

RVB and not RRB as I have erroneously said there.
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metres with four padas of the type RVB are unknown 1
,

I have

in effect agreed with Kiellrorn in thinking that the metre of these

verses is 'unbekannt' (unknown), though dissenting from his

opinion that it is a mcra metre.

This substitution of one unknown metre lor another is not

very satisfactory, and I now propose therefore to abandon the

division into ganas adopted in that article in favour ol another

which would make these stanzas conform to the definition of the

Gitikii given above.

This is quite feasible; for, as readeis may haw noticed,

a given sequence of gurus and laghus, while it can be divided

into varna-ganas in Only ccic way, can be divided into misra-

gaiuu in many different ways. Thus, for instance, padas ab of

stanza 1 of the Talgunda inscription:

jayati vidva-veda'-samghata-

nicitaika-murtis sanatanah

1. The oaly metres of this class, besides GitikS, that are

mentioned and described by Nlgavanna in his ChandSmbudhi
(vv. 299. fl.; pp. 96 B. in KitteKs edition) are:—Tripadl (4+ 4 + 3

ganas)
;
Pinyokkara (4 padas of the type BWWVR). Dany-

akka’o (4 padas of the type VY8VVB), NaluvaK-akkaro

(4 padas of the type RVVVR), Edey-okkara (4 padas of the type

BVVR),E!e (Nagavarma's description of this metre is obscure

and no examples arc known of verses composed in this metre).

Akbarikc (4 padas of the type VBVBVR), Caupodl (4 padas of

the type RR), Chondfivatomio (4 padas of the type VVVB)
and Modanavotl (4 padas of the type VVVVR or RRRV or

VVWV-gu).

2. I do not agree with Kielhom (£/» Indict. 8, 31, si. 7)

that the reading is -devo-. In the collotype opposite to p. 32, one

can see how similar the formation of this letter ve is to that of vi

in viftra. For the rest, there can be no doubt that the Sthanu or

Siva praised in this verse is the Siva-lifsga known as Pranavcsvara

before whose temple the pillar containing the inscription stands

(see Kielhorn’s description on p. 24 L c.). The epithet viiva-vcda-

sotiighata-nicilaiio-marli refers to this Pranavcsvara, and is quite

apposite since the pranava is regarded as the quintessence or

embodiment of the Vedas. Compare for instance, the passage

am i/y etad aksaram braJtmdsya padis catvaro vtdas caluspsd idem
aksaram parous brahma punasja tuOlrO prthivy a kOroh so

rglhir rg-vedo brahma vasavo ffdyelrt gdrhapalyoh . . . that

occurs in the Alhorvaiikhopanipad.
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can each be divided into miSra-ganas in eight different ways as

BBBV, BBVB, BVBB, VBBB, VRB, VBK, RVB and RBV;

and the ardha formed of these padas can thus be divided into

misra feci in 8x8 or 6- different ways. Further, if we disregard

the division into pJda* and consider the ardha itself (with its

twenty akyaras) as a unit, we can divide it into miiia-gagas in

still other different ways). 1 Similarly, the ether ardha* too in

the verses of this inscription, and also in the other misra-gana

verses rclcrrcd to in the above-mentioned article, can all be

divided into feet in many different ways.

Now, in connection with these verses, there arc no extrane-

ous considerations present that indicate* the particular way in

which the piida or ardha should be scanned
;

in fact, there is

nothing to even indicate that the versts in question belong

1. e.g. RRRRB, VRRRR, BRRRVB, etc.

2. It is usual for Kannada poets to mention the name of the
metre in connection with all stanzas composed by them. Misra-

gana stanzas however are rare even in Kannada works. Thus, for

instance, in Ponna’s Stall-purfo\a (c. 950 A. D.), out of a total of

1637 stan/as, only nine (5 Akkaras, 4 Tripadis: see App, 4 at

the end of the printed edition) belong to this class; in Pampa’s
Adlpurana (942 A. D.),out of a total of 1623 stanzas. only six

(4 Akkaras, 2 Tripadis) belong to this class (see p. 6 of Introd. to

Siatipurdna) and in the Vikram&rjunmnjojo (c. 943 A. D.) of
the same author, out of a total of 1609 stanzas, ten only(l alckara

and 9 piriy-akkaras)bclong to this class (sec p. 525 of the Sahitya
Pari^ad edition of this book). In Kanna’s Ajitapurffra (993 A.D.)

which has 791 stanzas (see p. 6 of Introd. to Ponna's Sdnii-

parana)

,

there is none belonging to this class
;
nor is there any

in that author’s S&hasabhimavijaya (c. 1CCOA. D.).

Kannada poets of the 14th and later centuries employed for

the most part -.he metres Sangatya and Satoadi in their writings,

so that it is difficult to find in their works stanzas composed in the

Aryi and other well-known metres even, let alone miira-gaiia

metres.

Examples of the Gitiba are met with in the Kovirdjomdrga
and NSgavarma's KtvytvMana, and, so far as I know, in no

other Kannada work. Examples of F.|c are, as observed alove,

unknown; and so likewise are examples of the Chandovatamsa,
Madanavatl, CaupadI, Naduvar.-akkar.i, Edcy-akkara, and Dorcy-
akkara.
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lo Ihe misra-gana class, and we are therefore free fo adopt any-

way of scansion that we like.

Of the sixty-four ways of feet-division mentioned in Ihe

above connection, sixteen furnish us with an ardha of 8 feet,

and sixteen, with one of 6 feet; the remaining thirty-two furnish

us with an ardha of 7 fed. By scanning the above Iwo
padas therefore as BBVBRBV, we gef an ardha of 7 feet the

sixth of which is a Brahma foot. Similarly, the second half too

of stanza 1: ithGnnr mdit-raimi-riethiirila-dyuthitaj-jatl-bhSra-

waiufanah can be scanned as BBVBRBV, and Ihe stanza is thus

found fo be a Gitikd. In regard to the 46 halves of the remain-

ing 23 stanzas too, we get, by scanning padas bd as RBV and

padas ac as BBVB (and BVVB in the case of 11c, 17c, 21c and

24c), halves of 7 feet with B as the 6th foot; and we thus find

that all the twenty-four stanzas at the beginning of the Talgunda

inscription of Sanlivarman are Gitikas.

The two verses cited on p. 43 above from the Tus5m and

Ajanja inscriptions too are likewise Gitikas; both halves of the

first verse, and the second half of the second, can be scanned as

BBVBRBV, while the first half of the second can be scanned as

BBVBRBR.

2. On p. 53 of the above-mentioned article, I have referred

to sixty stanzas of Bhatfa-Bhima’s Uavayartunlya that are

composed in a misra-g.uia metre. These stanzas are all Gitikas:

of the 120 ardluii contained in them, sixty-five

1

contain the

ganas BBVBRBV, twenty-three* the ganas BRVVRRV, nine 1

1. Namely, both halves of 21/39: 65/18; 68/44; 69/49

30/61; 33/26; 97/10; 168/7; 170/20, 171/25, 28; 172/36,49, 50

51, 53. 54; 192/60; 174/58; first halves of 5/35 ; 16/70; 19/26

33/23; 49/7. 8. 9; 55/60; 60/31; 64/5; 68/43; 174/54; 177/80

179/6; 203/53; and the second halve* of 84/62 ; 85/63 ;
94/58

169/15; 171/27, 30. 31. 32; 172/34, 40. 41, 48. Regarding the

mode of citation, see u. 2 on p. 53 above.

Z Namely, both halves of 84/65; 172/37, 39; 176/68; first

halves of 94/58; 169/15; 170/22: 172/35,41 ;
176/70 and second

halves of 49/8; 53/44; 55/60; 60/31 ;
170/22; 171/26, 33; 173/52

and 177/80.

3. Namely, first halves of 83/54; 171/26, 31; 172/42;

173/48 and second halves of 33/23
;
49/7, 9; 179/8.
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Ihc ganas BBVBRRB, Icn

1

the gapas BBBBRBV, live* the

ganas BBVRRBV, three1 the ganas BBVBRBR. two* each llie

ganab BBBBRBB and BBBBBBV, while one ardha 1 contains

the ganas BBBBRBV. That is to say, each ardha contains

7 gapas the sixth of which is a BrahmS.

Similarly the two verses:

ili lureyarp pafica-pancAhad

rasa-varna-gandhaih »manviti|

bhavati lailam namatai cedam
undiram aty-artha-karnuikamj|

tailain ctad yah suram api va

punijah prayunjita yatnat»h|

pariharanti tarn gadanikany

fljau krtistran ivctarc||

quoted by Kicthorn (pi. 27 L c.) Irosn ihc Botur Manuscript are

also Gitikas: every one of the four ardhas contains the ganas

BBVBRBV.

3.

In a note published in the JRAS, 1906, Mr. Thomas
pointed out (p. 453) that the Kharosthi inscription engraved on
a steatite vase kept in the Peshawar museum (it is now in the

Central Museum, Lahore) is a verse composed in an unknown
metre; and he read this verse as

Gihilena Siharacchitcna ca

bhatarehi Takkasilae,

ayam thuvo pratitthavito

savva-buddhana puy3e||

Prof. Lueders has however shown in his article in Ep. Indica,

8, 296 If., that the readings Gihilena and bhatarehi are wrong,

and that the proper reading ol the inscription (with the long

vowels and double consonants expressed in wi iting) is

—

1 . Narr.ely, first halves of 53/37; 171/27. 30. 32, 33 ; 1 72/40

;

173/52 and second halves of 5/35 ; 19/26 and 179/6.

2. Namely, first half of 84/62 and second halves of 64/5;
68/43; 172/42 and 176/70.

3. Namely, first halves of 53/44
; 85/63 and second half of

179/8.

4. Vis., first half of 172/34 and second of 16/70; and first

half of 179/8 and second of 83/54 respectively.

5. Vis., second half of 172/35.
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Sihilena Siharacchitena ca

bhratarchi Takkhasi<ae|

ayaip thuvo pralillhfivito

sawa-buddhana puyac||

And he observes in continuation: “ It appears at once that the

regularity ot the metre is less great than supposed by Mr. Thomas.

. . . Mr. Thomas's suggestion, ingenious as it is, cannot be

called certain, and until the metre assumed by him should turn

up elsewhere, I should prefer to treat the recced as written in

prcee."

It can be seen that the above passage can be divided into

halves (as has been done by Lueders) which contain the ganas

RRV13BBV and BBBVVBV respectively. The passage thus is a

Gitika, and Mr. Thomas was quite justified in looking on it as a

verse.

(b) In the note referred to above (JRAS. 1906, p. 452),

Mr. Thomas has also pointed out that the inscription found

on the Piprahwa vase is likewise a verse, and that it begins with

the words iyton salila-nidhanc. The late Dr. Fleet, in another

note published in the same journal (1907, p. 106), agreed with

Mr. Thomas that the inscription was a verse, but said that iyam

salila-ntdhaue wa* the beginning of the second half, 3nd that the

verse began with the words suiili-bhatinam. Thus, according

to him, the stanza, after restoration of the long vowels and double

consonants, would read as

—

u • u - - <J yj ju
sukili-bhatinam sabhagi
• •ww-w--*
nikanarp saputta-dalanam|

• • 0-0 o - -

iyam salila-nidhanc

• — u u uv-/ u u v; • -

() buddhassa bhagavate sakiySnam||
• • • 000*0

() buddhassa bhagavate sakly5nam||;

and the metre was Udgiti when (a) te in bhagavate was regarded

a9 short, and Upagitijwhen (6) it was regarded as long, and when,

in addition, one read saki (with long I) in the word satiyanam

and regarded ssa in buddhassa as long.

I am unable to follow Fleet in regarding the syllables te in

Bhagavate and nau i in sabhaginUduam as light; nor do the

arguments urged by him to show that ssa in buddhassa is heavy,

carry conviction to my mind; the reading srMySnam too (with
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Jong i) seems to me to be erroneous. It is therefore my opinion

that this verse can be neither an Upagiti nor an Udgiti. On the

other hand, since its two halves contain the ganas VBBVBBV
and B8BBVBV respectively, it seems to me preferable to look

on the vase as a Gitika.

(c) Lines 1, 2 of Fragment I published by Prof. I-ueders

in his Brtuhslueicic imddlnslischcr Drumai contain the passage,

bkava-nharllakefu ktcSefu na kifxcid ns !
i
ppmhaiaryam yasya

tiilymn amlyatu v3 na kincid asli Ixhidliavyam, immediately after

which follow the letters t. m. y. n. ks. pt. which have to be read

as tamo yena kfiptam. This passage is not mentioned on pp. 27-

29 where Lucdcrs has collected together all the metrical passages

that occur in the fragments, which makes it plain that he looks

upon it as prose. And yet, the words yasya tiilyam anilyatfi vS

ua iiiicid asli boddhm<yam have a metrical ring about them; and

examination shows that the passage is really a verse whose first

half ends with frahOlavyant. The two halves contain the ganas

UUVURBV and UBBBVBV respectively, and the verse is thus,

like the verses in the above-mentioned two inscriptions, plainly a

Gitika with end-rhyme. It is, so far as the scheme of gapas in

the two halves is concerned, the exact counterpart of Ravanar-

juniya 16/70: tohitdyamdna-sarvdngaih sindflra-sangOn tuatart-

gajaih
]

tolilt&yalisHuh sandliyeva prlhvi viedrint.

The fragment referred to above belongs to a drama which

was, according to Lueders (p. 65), written in the first century A.

D., while the vase inscriptions referred to above hclong to the

third or fourth century B. C. The Talgund3 inscription of Sinti-

varman is assigned by Kiclhorn (Ep, hidica, 8, 31) to about the

first half of the sixth century A. D., and the Tusam and AjanjA

inscriptions arc, in all probability, both earlier. As regards the

RSvanurjurdya, there is nothing in it to indicate when it was

written; but it is evident from the work that the author, Bhima,

was a good grammarian. Now, wc know of a grammarian

Bhima or Bhimasena who wrote a commentary on Panini’s

DhOlup/Uha and lived before Candragomin in the 5th century

A. D. or earlier (Liebich: Zur Einfuehrung in die iitdische

emheimisehe Spraekmsstnschafl, III, Der DkBtupStha, p. 5). If

this Bhima be the same as the author of the RQtaudrjuniya, that

work wculd have to l>e assigned to the early centuries of tlic

Christian eta.

As already observed on p. 50 above ot this Journal, it is the

opinion of Nagavarma that the misra-gana metres are peculiar to
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the Kannada language and arc not in use in Sanskrit and Prakrt

compositions. The question therefore arises: how can this

opinion o( Nagavanna be reconciled with the (act that more than

eighty Sanskrit verses composed in the Gitika metre have come
down to us ? To this question, I am unable, in the present state

of our knowledge, to attempt an answer.

The Gitika is not, perhaps, the only miin-gana metre that

is employed in Prakrt. The Jogimara cave inscription:

sutanuka namaj devada£ikkyi|

taip kamayitha balanascyci

devadine nr.ma| lupadaklie|

that is incised in Brahnii characters of Aiolca's time (see the

account of D:. Bloch in the Annual Report of the Archaeological

Survey of India for 1903-4, Part II, p. 128 IT.) is, as pointed out

by Proi. Lueders (op. at., p. 42) and as, indeed is evident from

the division into lines, a verse containing three lines or aTripadi.

Alter restoration of the long vowels and double consonants that

are not shown in the writing, these lines read as—
Sutanuka nSina devadAsilckyij

tarn kamayittha B5Ianu4eye|

Devadinne nama lupadakkhc|t

and form, according to Lueders, a morn hipad f with three lines

containing 17 mitris each. Now, Tripudis arc unknown to

writers on Sanskrit prosody; and even the PrOtrta-Paihgata,

which describes three such, the Sihini (32+ 12+ >8 moias),

Gihini (12+18 + 32 rooms) and Mall (45+12 + 15 moras),

knows nothing of cue with 17 inatris in each pada.

The mi£ia-gana metre Tripadi is described by Nagavarma in

VV. 299-301 of the CliandOmbudhlfyp. 98-101 cf Kittcl's edition)

and consists of three lines containing 4, 4 and 3 gaijas respecti-

vely, of which the 6th and 10th are required to be Brahtna-gapaS.

The others, according to Nagavarma’s definition, mu3t be Visnu

or Rudra feet; but examples are met in inscriptions where they

also arc Brahma-ganasj see, for instance, the Taftukoji inscription

of about the seventh century A. D. published in Indian Antiquary

10, p. 61, lines 5-8. The lines of the above verse can be divided

into the ganas VBVB; VBVB and RBR respectively, and we can

lock upon it as a Tripadi of the mifira-gana class.

1 would add, in conclusion, that si careful search in ancient

inscriptions and books will, in all probability, bring to light

other examples of verses composed in milra-guria metres.

IX—25
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N. VENRATARAMAJfAYYA, M.A., PH.D.,

Reader in Indian History, University of Madras.

These plain, which belong to a hitherto unknown ruling

family of the Telugu country, were kindly Jcnt to me by Mr. M.

Ramakrishna Kavi. As Mr. Kavi does not remember how he

obtained them, it is not possible to know the region in which

they were found. The plates are three in number, each oi them

is O. 1" in thickness and measures 6.2" by 2.1". Their total

weight is 26> tolas. There is a hole O. 35" in diameter near the

left edge lot inserting the ring. The plates, excepting the first,

arc inscribed on both the sides. There are four lines of writing

on the first, and five lines on each side of the other two plates.

Neither the ring to which the inscription was originally fastened,

no: the seal has come into my hands.

The inscription contained in there plales is incomplete. It

appears that there were four plates belonging to it, securely

fastened to a ring, in the possession of Mr. Kavi. The Superin-

tendent of Epigraphy, who secured a kian of this set of plates,

noticed it briefly tn the Madras Epigraphic.il Report for 1 9 1
6-

17.' Only three of the four plates are now available, Mr. Kavi

having lest the fourth pkite.

Though the inscription is incomplete, it dees rot impair our

knowledge of its contents; for the lost plate contained only the

imprecatory verses which are usually found in inscriptions. This

is shown by the line of the verse * bahubkir-vasudhd datta',

inscribed at the end of Ihe fifth line on the second side of the

third plate.

The characters used in this inscription belong to the Vefigi

alphabet of the 6th and 7th centuries. They present no difficul-

ties. There is one point, however, that deserves notice here.

The Epigraphist reads the name of the djftaph (3 pi. 2 side 11.4-

5) as Rimabioru rSjah.* Now the first letter of 1. 5 of 3 pJ. 2nd

1. No. 6, App. A & Part ii, Para. 52.

2. M.E.R. 1917, II p. 132.
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side is not 'bi' but •la') a comparison with '/«’ in • Slliuah ' (pi. 2

side 2 1.5) makes it clear. Moreover, 1 ba

’

did not assume its

present shape, which the letter under consideration very closely

resembles, until the 9th and the 10th centuries. Therefore, the

name o( the AjbtipU must be read as Rumalanru rfljah and not as

Ramabnjru rijah*. The letters arc deeply engraved; and this has

made the task of reading the inscription, even in places where the

plates are worn out, easy. The engraver cannot be said to have

exercised proper care in executing his task. Consequently,

several mistakes have crept into the text of the inscription as

shown below:

Plate

No.
Side. Line. Mistake. Correction.

1 2
;
Somudyotita lawuddydttta

PadSnudkydtah2 i
:

4 PadanuddhyMoli
it

RAM PritkuA Pfthivi

tt HjS grama - vicdhivaso
sotasarvo tos-san.a

II »
r Bjl . * ~ * Kutumbixali

M ••
1

2
Samdjiidfaya
Srutismrti

M *• iQmj agiiGtftona ngnistOma

3 1 {Upo) nisadytgova- {Upa) nitodyOgCva
bddho

3 1 KoKf/onuiuci
.3 2 \raragyo rfirbgyo

Besides these, there arc a few words in which letters are

nmitted. He inscribes 'Priyc taiiaya" (pi. 1, 1.4) tor 'fiiya

lauayah’, and ‘Ojftap'S (pi. 5, s.dc 2, 1.4) for ‘Ajftaplih', omitting

the eisarga in both the cases. Again, he inscribes 'prardbamAna

'

(pi. 3, side 2, 1.3) for •pravardhamAna' leaving cut the letter 'va.

The language of the inscription is Sanskrit; the whole of it

excepting the line •bahtibhtr-vasxd/iS datin' (pi. 3, side 2, 1.5) is

in prose. The language is not faulty; but in PI. 2 side 2, 1. 3

there occurs an ungrammatical form, ’PiarAyaiuOna'. This may

be corrected into •pral&yaiiulna'.

The present inscription is assigned to the beginning of the

8th century A. D. on paleographies! ground*. 1 There are reasons

* The name of the ijfiapti is a little intriguing. I thank Mr.

V. Prabh5kiira Sastri for suggesting a correct explanation. The
name of the AjSapti is Ramala, oru (or ndu) being the Telugu
suffix of the third person nominative singular.

1. M.E.R. 1917, II, p.132.
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lor believing that it hclongs to an earlier epoch. (I) II is evident

Iron* ‘Pistapural’i the opening sentence ol the record, that the

capital ot Prthivi Maharaja, the donor ol the grant, was Pisu-

puram. This town, together with the neighbouring country, fell

into the hands of the Cajukyas in 630 A. D., who remained its

masters ever since. Inscriptions make it abundantly dear that

I’ifppuram and its neighbourhood were included in the Cajuk-

yan dominions at 'the beginning ol the 8th century.' Therelore,

it could not have been possible lor a king who was not a

Cajukya to rule at Pi${apuram as an independent monarch.

The donor nl the present grant is not a Cajukya; nor is there

any evidence to show that he was n subordinate of another king.

Therefore, this grant must have been issued at some time before

the Calukyan conquest.

(2 )
It is not possible to assign this grant, even on paleo-

graphical considerations, to • the beginning ol the Sth century”.

The characters ol this inscription closely resemble the alphabet

of the Tiiumapuram plates ol Kubja-Visnuvardhuna. On account

of these considerations, I hcliere that the inscription under con-

sideration belongs to the 7th century and that 630 A. D. is a very

good date for it.

The inscription records a grant made by Prthivi Maharaja

of RamakasyapasagOIra, son of Vikramendra, and grandson of

MahSraja Ranadurjaya of the village ol T'mdivada in the Pagu-

nara Vifaya as '.an agrahara to the CchaiidogatabrahmacSrin,

Bhavafarman ol Kon^amanci, a son of Ppthvisarnian and a

grandson ol Vijnusarman, having freed the village from all en-

cumbrances. The grant was issued from PijJapuiam on KSrilita

su. 15 in the 46th regnal year of the king.

The dynasty to which the doner belonged is not known. He
is, however, said to be a scion of the Rama-KSSyapasagolra. The

name of the gotra is, no doubt, unusual; but, on that account, it

is not reasonable to declare that it is 'evidently a mistake for

KSAyapa gdlra Ranadurjaya, the grandlather ol the donor was

a 'MahSraja', and he is said to have brightened (he quarters by

his moonlight-like glory, which he acquired by protecting the

whole world It :s not possible to estimate the real achievements

ol this king from such laudatory epithets. The name Ranadur-

jaya occurs in the inscriptions of llth and 12th centuries. The

1. M.E.R. 1917, II, p. 132.
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Wlan&dti chiefs oi Vcogi claim a Ranadurjaya as their ancestor .
1

It is not known whether the Ranadurjaya of the prisent inscrip-

tion h id any connection with the ancestors of the Vclanidu

chiefs. As Vikramendra, the father oi the donor, is mentioned

without any titles, it is very doubtful whether he ever ascended

the throne. P:ol>ably lie predeceased his father. Prthivi Mahar&p,

the donor of the grant, appears to have been a powerful prince.

It is said that his glory increased by the prowess of the Siimnula-

which he had subdued.

Vikramcndra, the name of the father of Pplhivi Maharaja,

recalls to mind the names of the Vi?mikinidiii kings. Of all the

dynasties that ruled over VeOgi, the Vi$nukundins alone bore the

name Of Vikramendm. It is not unlikely that they were some-

how connected with the family of Prthivi Maharaja. Following

the ancient p^ctice of naming one's children after one’s overlord,

Ranadurjaya might have given the name of Vikramcndra to his

son as a mark of his loyally to his master. In that case, we have

to suppose that Rarudurjaya was Originally a subordinate of

Vikramcndra II of the Visnukur.din family; and that h« asserted

his independence, having risen up against his sovereign in rebel-

lion. The hi'tcey of the Yisnukuiidin kings, so far as it is

known, lends some support to this surmise. The authority

of the VijflukunilinS extended up to Pajih rdf/ra in Ioilihga

during the reign of JndrnbhaHSrakn Varman, the father of

Vikramendra Varman II. Theie is reason tor believing that

Indrabhaftaraka's reign ended disastrously .

1

The V131
.
1ukunt.lins

seem to have lost their hold on the territory to tiic north of the

Godavari. This loss of territory might be due to the rebellion of

Ranadurjaya who seems to have established himself at Pij(ap\ira.

Vikramcndra II and his successor were not able to reside the

fallen fortunes of their family. And therefore, Ranadurjaya was

able to bequeath his authority to his grandson. It tvas probably

to reconquer the lest dominion that Vi$nukuydin Miidhava

Varman III crossed the Godavari in the 4Slh year of this reign .
5

The recipient of the gilt registered in this charier is, as

already noticed, Ihe Ctluii<>tog<Mbrali»t/icarw, Bhavaiarrnan; he

was learned in the Vedas, the Vld/thgas and the S&itras. He per-

1. E.ClV,p.34.

2. J.B.B.R A.S. XII, p. 10; Dubreuil : The History of Ancient

Deccan.

0 . The Bharali.
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formed several sacrifices, offered worship lo Gods, pilfs and men

day and night, acquired the trliahasra ridyS and commented r.n

twenty works. His father, Prthviiarman spenl most oi his time

in performing sacrifices. He pleased the rl^as bY offering

largesses liberally. He was skilled in the study, teaching, and

exposrtion of the Insahnsra cidyd. Vi jnusarman, his grandfather,

mastered the irutii and iwir/fs thoroughly and he purified his

body by performing the agmstbum and other sacrifices.

The passage describing the donee ami his ancestors give us

an idea of the kind of education which was imported to the

Brahmans of the 7th century. Besides the Vedas and the

Fiddngas. they studied the Sbslras. Of the six dariaHOS, nybya,

tifiiimfad (vedduta) and yoga are mentioned in the record. It ;s

said that the donee and his lather were both proficient in the

Irisahatra vidyb, the nature of which is not known. The Brali-

manas of the age spent their lives in study and teaching. They

constantly performed Vedic -aerihees such as the agnislbm/t.

Of the places mentioned in the inscription, Pisjapura is

identical with Pi{hapuiam in the East Godavari district Taridi-

vj$a, the subject of this grant, is said to have been included in

the Piguqira vlfaya. Though the place, Pagunara, cannot at

present be identified, it is not impossible to locate the territory

within its jurisdiction roughly. This district is mentioned in some

of the Eastern Cajukya grants: one of Ihc inscriptions of

Cajukya Uhimn II records a grant of the village of Digumbarru

in the Pagunavara viftiya. It was bounded by KrSfica in the

cast, Kranuru in the south, and Palukonu on the west and the

north.' Another inscription of Visnuv.udh.ma V records a grant

of the village of Permajili in the PagunavSra visaya to AgniCar-

man of Po^egu. 1
I believe that the names Pagunara, Paguna-

vara and PSgunavara refer to the same village. Now the area in

which the villages, Diguir.barru, Krafica, Kranuru, Palakonu,

Permajili and Podegu mentioned in these two records arc found,

may be taken to indicate roughly the situation of* the Pagunan*

visaya. All the villages excepting Kranuru arc found in the

Nanapur taluka of the East Gddivari district. Liiguiubarru*

Krafica, Palakonu, Permajili and Pocjcgu arc evidently identical

with Digumarru, Ka*a, l’alakollu, Penumanchili and P6(Juru

respectively in l he Narasapuram taluka. Therefore it may lie

1. I.A. XIII, p.215.

2. M.E.R. 1913-14, II, p. 85.
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Fit's! Plate, First Side

Second Plate, Second Side



Third Plate. First Side

3 8

wr-w rJ¥^x’JX^\

J. O. X. M.

[By the kind courtesy of the Editor of the BMv&tl.]
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held with reason that Pagurian pifayit corresponds <0 the

Narasapur taluka in the East Godavari district. Now, a search

must be made for Kon<Jam.inci and the Tan^iva^a mentioned in

the present inscription in the Narasapur taluka. The former is

no doubt identical with Koijdamanchili on the western bank of

the God&vtri. Tlie latter cannot be identified at present. There

are two villages called Tatfipami and Tamarada in the Tar.ulcu

taluka. It is not known whether they have any connection with

TandivSd.iof the jresent grant.

FIRST PLATE

First Side

>• wfa 1

[II «] ^;Ri^53'i^

2- R-

3> ffRIWRft-

4
- [:*]

SECOND PLATE

First side

2 «fRR-

3 - RTC'TOflnfr: q?RH5ra$t RRTl^5l-

4- Slg^RTrT:’ ifnawtl' RgrtfST: RlgOlRpfa^P Rlftfe-

5 - ;f(zf^RWRlIR 3 *

1. The word *q(*g is inscribed in the margin opposite I. 3.

2. Read

3. Read qr^iguRM:

4. Read jfli/fi

5. The horizontal stroke connecting the right with the left

arm of 1 is very indistinct.

6. Read arf'rawnW'i-

7 , KeadjjffcR-

8. Read gRp^-
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SECOND PLATE
Second Side

>• aft aar aft*# 1 arrow: aaw^gfgflifiir’-

2
- Rtferaaijmc# ft<g*p4a?: gaia 3fG$f#n-

3
- Halaariaaiq 3

4
- 5WP?«:

5 - sfif&i: Wfr*&R sna ^[^ff'-aratal-

THIRD PLATE
First Side.

i- fta«V4#ft***if*r$sq ftftqrww-

3 - flaiiftdrrftf^aTa

4 .
ftsssftqia fijiftsaisawra *m'F,i'R«-

5 - «faiq 3'#Fiasr5ift*j host^oi wr?t3-

Second Side

1
nrijq

s
a^?iif&iaa fl^qtfqRefaiiwsrfl-

2 f«a qtftsa^rr: [i*] q arar qtfofiqi [i-J h-

3
- [*q]i*rRftsrarpa«q^

4
- qrfct3^<#iw#5Wqfaq. [|*J ar# aflpq-

Sj. s=(“ra: [ * i ] 3R sqiR'riai^iqn: [n] sm

1. Read

2. Read fnit

3. Read SKTROR

4. The Letter is indistinctly inscriticd over 3. Perhaps it

has been inserted after engraving the line completely.

5. Originally fq was engraved
;
the letter was then corrected

as S

6. Read farotJirriw.

7. Read •£|»s«!'*t

8. Read jRt’fl-

9. The letter is inscribed with an additional seriph on the

left aim.
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COGNATES IN CENTRAL INDIAN AND NORTH
INDIAN DRAVI DIAX.

(Conld. Irom page M/ of pi. ii, Vol. IX.)

korbti,

tallow

ki-bbit.

suet’



Tamil.

Mai.

Katin.

Tel.

Tula.

Kui.

Gondi.

Knr.it/..

MMIo.

Brahui.
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REPRESENTATIVES OF L IN CENTRAL INDIAN
AND NORTHERN DIALECTS.

kui-Kuvi.

In nine instances [r« table above], l or r represents
[
of the

south, in Iwo d or d appears, and in one a syncopated form stands

lor its southern correspondent.

Kuvi, a sub-dialect of Kui, lias ’ in at least three instances

in which Kui shows f.

Many representatives are accent-shifted and nphaeresised

modifications of the forms of the south.

/ of the south- Kui-Kuvi f (»), d (</) nr I (of Kuvi).

Goniji.

R represents f
of the south in at least four instances; pa'tf-

to ripen ’
is a verb corresponding to Tel. pantfu ' fruit kohk- 'to

pound into a paste’ owes its h to the Gonijt change of an original

/, r~i; kerr 'fowl’ has the trilled r [Trench, Cr., p.]; add] 'heat

of the sun’ [cf. Kann. a[le, arU, Ttdu arte, hased on al 'to burn']

shows syncope.

KuruM- Malta.

(i) pace- 'old’ [cf. southern pala];

poc-gO ‘worm’ [cf. south, pain];

Ic 'to pull’ [cf. s:h. i/ii-J; and perlaps .race- with its

meanings as an auxiliary verb [as tor kali 'to he over’] 'to

finish
'

‘ to be done with these reveal c or cc in forms corres-

ponding to those in the south with

It is possible that c, cc of Kur-Malto are the palatalised

resultants of an cider affix (
I ?

) which was embodied in these

forms.

(ii) In olox 'to weep' [cf. southern o/u], for the initial

vowel of which one may compare csgo 'rat'=sth. ell, Go alU; in

ol -to burn' [cf. sth. a(u 'to burn']; in nulug- [cf. stli. n«iund-];

and in inulug- ‘to be immersed’ [cf. sth. mtijug- 'to be immer-

sed’], / stands for ( of the south.

(ii) Kur. uy- ‘to plough’ [cf. sth. u(u- <to pkmgh'] and
iiya ‘beneath’ [cf. southern ki[ ‘below’] showy corresponding to

{*

(iv) In i It- ‘to descend’ [cf. sth. ili ‘to descend’], put- • to

boil’ [cf. sth. pulji»g- 'to boil"] and perhaps in the instances with

c, cc given under (i) above, there lias been syncope.
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(v) lavvf ‘fowl’ [cl. »ih. tC(i; fo r ,r-, see 1A, 1933] and
perhaps in Mallo pOCru •worm* [sth. fulit], r or r Blands (or

southern [.

(vi) Kur /«iin- 'to ripen' shows developments similar to

Kann. pani

m

'ripe fruit*. Tel. faudit 'ripe fruit'. Gfliirli p>and- ' to

ripen’ [cl. Tam. -Mai. palnm 'ripe fruit’ and Tu]u par-udu which
latter show, the affix (it), I which has been embodied (with sandhi

changes) in the Tel., Kann., G5. and Kujufrfr forms].

The sound- corresjmndence series fer Kur. would therefore

be the following:—i=/, y, r, (») [and syncope].

BrShffi.

Not many cognates arc available from this dialect; but the

following arc interesting:—

(i) ker-agh ‘beneath* [cf. sth. tl[ 'below'] shows r.

he-f- ‘to raise’ [cf. sth. efb-'to •“li-.e'J in which -/ is the

causative afhx [=ni, the causative affix of the south] is perhaps a

syncopated representative.

A similar syncope peshaps underlies l3r. pil ‘worm’ [cf. sth.

pi/fn] and Br. latum- *to fall' [cf. sth. taU 'to fall*].

( of the south—-r, and an older sound suffering syncope.

IV

COGNATES EXCLUSIVE TO SOUTH DRAVIDIAN.

Tamil. Mai. Kannada. lelugu. Tu!u.

1

aga( *to dig :lg0l- agadu,agad-ta agartt, aga-

out*

a{und • ‘to in-

sert’

agal

’ditch’

aid

ditch’

add-

J

/'*•

afukku

a[agu ‘beauty’

alnkku

alctgii

aihi

°l

adusu 'mud,,

quagmire’

flfi ‘to destroy’ ali mscriptional

lay-, later

dayy- cf. also

tufi ‘vain, use-

less in alfi-

cf. arp- 'to

destroy'.
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Tamil. Mai. Kannada. Telugu.
|

Tuju.

dsa ‘vain

hope': adava
•damaged'

<1lai-kk-

d/ 'lo go down’ al 6{

ajug-
at, at

i\ai ilai !#
'toddy- t[urai i

•

drawer’

u(ai 'lo labour ulai c f. iilgi

hird’ 'penance'

'hard

work’

0# 'to be left * »l>

iidigavi

behind'

olug- 'to Sow’ °l£
m oluk- ori-

kafat- kalal irOl-

kali iaji

kafix

kalug-

kali
dal*

iada-c kart; kaji-

kala i

talng 'to wash' kaifiig-

Hctra

katc-,

kacc-

kalutlti 'neck' kntutlu ktillu,

kaltu

ie-avankH-a-wj 'old tilavan

man’
1

kulal ‘tube’ fulal kclal trdvi; kodah
‘hollow cylin-

der’

*«/« 'pit' kuli ku[i, gun, gniyyi kuri, kiifi

kiln 'boiled min min kudu hSni, mis,

rice,' 'food’,

•paste’

kulal iu(ai

sudi turi, sitliSulJ cull »,li

titlai- talai- init- cf. lalir-c-

til- ’tO go /di- ial cl. lOjtka, tufi- !<Sr-

down' mi ‘endur-

ance’

lttla~kk- tuli 'to Irokk - *
t o

trample,
lor-p- * to

irtsiu kick, trend

tread’

lti[a-v- tuln- tolal- 'to IrOy. ‘to be

pushed aside’move
round,.
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loin ‘lo wor- \uiji-

ship'

lolit «wurk’ Iclil

'profession' I

k{itltai 'ser-

vant' 'slave’

ii ilal, uVal nitaf

•shade'

pa[ • tuin ’ pal
‘waste*

pnga[ • lo pitgal

praise
1

piling" 'civet' pulitgu

pulal 'chan- pula

nel’

pclj ‘to be *c{i

showered'

poll

I

'country, pt'lil

etc.'

p5l 'to be split' pt>l

maial 'rain' nuxia

inahing- 'to mnlnhii’

become dim’

mtlug- 'to be- nieltig-

smear’

melugu 'shine' mclugn

lustre'

mn(ai ‘prota- nnila

berance’

muffing- ' lo iiHifdiin-

be sounded'

v/tf-uU- ' to ral-utk-

idip*

vatcu 'plantain vGia

tree’

vilung- Mo uiVdini-

Rulp'

Vltll-

meriigii

Tamil. 1

Mai. I
Kannada. I Tclugu Tnlu.

lurh 'wor-

ship'

KANNADA.

fi) L was a common sound in old Kannada til) about the

middle of the 13lli century; but already in the inscriptions! forms

of 1000 A. D. <0 1200 A. D. it had begun to be altered to f or
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lo r (m syncopated forms):—f/u ’seven' and elgc ’may lie ascend'

[1019 A. D.]. halt ’path’, gafe ‘staff* [1048 A. D.j, all ’to

destroy" [foi ali in 1070 A. D.J, pcgal- *to praise', uegaite ‘fame’

[1123 A. D.J and ifigiwt ‘will descend' [for litgum in 1187 A.

D.J show I for !,—a cluinge which must have commenced early.

The inscription-al arddidudu 'was immersed' [tor a[ddidu]

and birddu ‘having (alien' [for bitoti] in 1019 A. D., uegarte

•fame' [for rlegate in 1084 A. D. show r for I in forms show-

ing syncope of intermediate syllables.

Literary forms with a similar r far / are the following; some

of these are met with in the most ancient extant texts beside

their originals with l

erb- ‘to rouse' for elb.

6rdu ‘having been lowered’ for dUln.

tarfr ‘to be lowered' for latg-.

cniu ‘having risen’ for cUlu.

torbu ‘fat' (or kc[bu.

kirg- Mo become low' for

arln ‘mud, clay, mire’ for al(<i)/u.

arli 'love for aiji.

iirkc ‘weeping’ for aIke.

finrlu Mime,' 'the Sun' for po[(n),ltt.

All these ocr:nr only in forms where the vowel following

original [ has been syncopated; ncr tilit which is a comparatively

late form lor nclal ’shade', is perhaps the only modern form in

which the r corresponding to older f is retained to-day, the r in

others having been "absorbed" completely in modern forms like

Mime’, biddu ‘having fallen', tiddii ’having risen’, addit

‘having wept’, etc.

(ii) Middle and modern Kann. forms like eln ‘seven’, ali-

‘to destroy", M/i ‘fowl’, bufu ‘worm', bd(e ’plantain tree' show the

change of / to I, occurring also in certain regional and com-

munal colloquials of Tamil and in Mai. afiffd, ippff, etc.

TELUGU.

The chief sound-oorrcspondcnccs are (i) prc-literary inscrip-

lional / (ii) literary d (Hi) literary r in accent-shifted forms

where r forms a consonant group with the initial consonant, (iv)

/ in one instance showing accent-shift and aphacresis.

(i) Even if it is disputed that the inscriptionnl idla -cola,’

Hu ‘seven’ and a few others may have been due to the influence
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o! Kannada vocabulary during the period of the Ci|uky*J when

seme of these inscriptions were composed, the form [ayy- 'to be

destroyed' [corresponding to ali of Tamil and Kann.j, showing

as it does the aphaeresis consequent on accent-shitt so peculiar to

Telugu (and not at ail common in Tamil or Kann.j. raises the

presumption that the sound ( may have existed in pre-literary

Telugu at least in some forms if not in all those corresponding to

Tam. and Kann. words with i

(ii) Tel. d corresponding to I appears mostly in words

which have not suffered accent-shift; but in debbadi •seventy'

[Tam. e{ubadn], tfi-g- 'to descend’ [Tam. Ut], d appears in accent-

shifted forms also.

The correspondence of Tel. </«rTam., Kann. I is regular in

as many as twelve instances in the table above.

(iii) Tel. r for ( is mostly found in accent-shifted forms

where r and the initial consonant become juxtaposed (on account

of the suppression of the vowel of the first syllables) so as to con-

stitute consonant-groups.

All the forms of this set are derivative, as shown by the pre-

sence of suffixal morphemes and by accent-shift and suppression

of syllables.

(iv) In at least two Tel. forms, t corresponds to (:—

le-c 'to riseWfu

Idlimi ‘endurance’—ld[mai.

The equation therefore for Tel. is the following:—

(—inscriptional I, literary 4, I

TULU.

The folk-dialect of Tu(u employs r corresponding to /, while

the Brahmins’ sub-dialect uses / (as in Kannada). The former

perhaps is connected with the change of (to r in old Kannada

(see above) which change was not only preserved in Tu|n forms

like parndt, 'ripe fruit*, ariu 'grief, er-p- -to raise’, r.rti 'love*.

pi«rg- ‘to boil’ fur/u 'obeisance’ [Kann. laid], Urdu ‘inferior’ but

also extended to forms in which syncope lias failed to occur, as in

folk-Tulu kdri ‘fowl’, iri ‘to drop' [Tam., Kann. U*],puri 'worm',

ofir- ‘to fall’ [Kann. Mi-], *"ri- ‘to be finished' [Kann. tn/f-],

ori-f> ‘to be left over’ [Kann. o(i-, «/«-].

The latter viz. I for [ occurs in both the sub-dialects in a

few words like tin ‘seven’ [but folk-speech crp<r ‘seventy'], h6ht

IX—27
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waste* [cf. modem Kann. and in Ihc Brahmins' sub-

dialect in many forms, lor which the folk-TuJu shows r

[„], as in Mli 'fowl', inl>- *lo be finished*, pafdu •time', Ml-
•plantain Iree', 63/- 'to fall', though even the Brahmins employ

only forms with r in farudu ‘ripe fruit', tiirelu ‘iliade* Tel. modem

Kann. ucrain, older ueta J].

It is interesting to note that Tu|n korudu 'tender stalk of

coconut* [Tam., Mai. tafwmfii], caret, 16m-, lofir ‘coconut tree’

[cf. old Tam. talai 'ccconut tree’ in Puyananuru, verse 17],

Uirtdln ‘key* [cf. Tam. tOlakkdl, lAitkoI], mitrhi 'completely*

[cf. Tam. mnlnka] have (so far as I can see) counterparts witli

l only in Tun.-Mai and not in Kannada.

V.

1 N' TEH-DIALECTAL SOU N D-CORRESPON DENCES.
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VI.

UNIQUE J. IN TAMIL.

I give below a list of words which show / only in Tamil or

in Tam. and in Mai. For unique ( in other speeches, «e I above.

elnd~ 'to paint', 'to write'.—M.

e/iii 'cloud*

f III 'beauty*

a/a

l

'loot', etc.—M.

kalum- ‘to increase’, etc.

kilakitt 'east*.—M. The base is W -below* [cf. my Dra-

\-idic paper on the cardinal directions in QJMS].

It is interesting to note that in Mn Hi means

•below' and 'cast* white kui is both ‘top’ and ‘west*.

ktlamai ‘claim, right’, ‘day of the week'.—old M. 'day

of the week*

kilavafj 'owner', connected with the above.

kulandai 'child'

kulflvt ‘child’
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kit hi, kit[dm 'heap'

kn[al ‘to be called'.—cf. turn I-

lotiiui/ii Mender sprout Mai.—cl. aiso Tu|n karuthi

and Gondi ton • ‘to sprout out’

koluiMU ‘husband’.—cl. ioj*

iSlal 'jumping'

iij ‘pus'.—cf. M. Si

fatal 'fire'

loin -cattle pen’.—M. tahtlln

toln4i 'multitude’

uahtfig; ualtit-

palutlu ‘defect’.—M.

ptlai- ‘to do wrong', ‘to be emancipated' > 'to get on in

life’, ‘to live'— M.

pa! 'owl'.—cf. put •bird'

metf 'word, statement’.—M.
in}! -day’ foi ndl

pff-vdy for feru-vdj ‘big nwuth'

M.—cf. also Tuju iiwtjn and Gdndi mars

pah'- 'to be showered'.—M—cf. Kann. peyy ‘to pour',

Tel. puy-, and Tam.— Slab pty- 'to pour, as rain'

mili ‘ploughtail’—M.—cf. Kunn. mini, Tel. mill,

nuilii-kk- ‘to grow rij'-e’.— M.—cf. Kann., Tuju, Tel.

'»)‘£S-

uiuIh ‘whole'.— M.

vi[d 'festival'.—old Mai.

viln mat 'prosperity'

u[i 'place', also a locative ending.—cf. ul

r«/uTvtin 'ant'

u[uvo9 'tiger'

Q(- 'to grow mature'

kcliim- -in be full, ripe'

veil 'friendship'.—cf. ktfai

roJari- 'to be loose'

mff 'fault', ‘pride’, etc.

ualil 'slaughter'.—cf. tiaru-k •

pifal 'to be irregular
1

The / of some of these words may be quite ancient, being

connected w ith ! of primaries, while in others the sound may have

been derivative. The possibility cl some instances of / having
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teen a derivative from other sounds is suggested not only by

the Occurrence ol instances in each of the dialects with unique

l not met with in other dialects but aLso by the adaptation

of certain IA sounds as { in Tamil and Kannada latlbhavas. A
few among the Tamil words with unique [ (in the above list)

may have been even "disguised" adaptations of Sanskrit

laitbhavas. It should, however, be clearly borne in mind that

the possibility of some instances of / having had a secondary

origin sepaiately in Tamil, Mai. and Kar.n. need not militate

against the conceivable postulate that ( may have existed origin-

ally ns a common Dr. sound in at least a few other words, even

in those speeches which do not now show /.

VII

THE SOUND L IN ADAPTATIONS FROM INDO-ARYAN.

Tamil.

I A d:—i\6[i 'a period of 24 minutes’

f>u[i ‘sacred ashes- ‘dust’ < IA Wifi/i—cf. Tel.

buff

IA s:—ulai ‘dawn’- IA uj<J

sitlulli ‘sleep’- IA sufufll

kaltil ‘to be stirred in mind'— IA kalrsa

ii[am 'se$a’— I A Ufa
turnlaw ‘an a&lerisui'— I A mmfa

tiyultun ‘decoction’— I A tafdya

I A I [through MIA/]:—

Selagam ‘leech’.— IA jalUka

t it(By ‘basil plant’.—IA luUui

Siiai—IA Said

IA r [mostly of consonant groups]:—

ttttiilJitm ‘nectar’.— I A nutria

Ml ‘seed’.—IA karsa

kd[ ‘blackness’ has been compared to IA kola; but this

word along with its cognates Kann. kSJ, kal’tule

‘darkness’ may be directly related to the base-group

karu, kar- ‘black’ represented in most Dravidian

dialects [1MU]

Malaysjam.

Many of the Tamil adaptations with ( are met with in Mal-j

in addition, the following may also be noted:—
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lartki [TAS, III, p. 75]— IA sikfi

ira[ce [VAS, III, p. 165j— IA raif-

Idicam "evil* [TAS, III, p. 216 inscription*!]— IA .Iota

ilakkaualj 'Laksmaiu'

kirili,— I A krgi

fo[u III 'work'.— I A pravflli

mail 'blackness’ ‘ink’— I A KUifi

trmdOlam 'gladness'—IA sail16fa

kaUljam ‘decoction’— IA kefSya

Kannada.

Sutras 21, 257 and 281 ol the 1 3th century g-ammar Sabda-

inani-darpau* deal with I in adaptation* frt»m IA.

IA /, (It, 4’—gtilige ‘a period of 21 minutes' [IA gba/iia]

dali ‘assault’ [IA lUiafl]

Idinm [IA fil/nnr]

happa\a [IA farpula]

altfd[a

fUigc ‘scat’, 'preface' [I A pifhika)

imilake 'small religious abode*
[
IA malhikaJ

tidli ‘period of 24 minutes' [IA ndtfi]

I A I:—aguli 'bolt', 'bar' [IA argala]

iiuvmaU [IA mnuyd/i]

ga[af- 'to chatter'
[

IA £<i/^n]

IA r:—palihatlain <fralu/lastatn ‘rach band’

fatifamige < prati-p/tilnka ‘each shoe'

(trail- appears also as futdi- in Kami., as in MIA, and so

l ol Kann. adaptations was perhaps directly evolved

from d

ba[dinii , barduhk-, baduk ‘to increase’, 'to prosper' *lo

live’ [cf. Tel. baduk-1, ultimately connected with

‘to prosper
1
of Tam., Mai. and Kann. [bwf-],

seem to be very ancient adaptations of I A rardh 1

1. Kannada fH ‘to speak* and Tam. pf*- arc certainly related ;

but the inter connection is not clear. It may be suggested that

the forms arc ancient adaptations of IA bhdf with l in Kannada

for s and s in Tamil [cf. the Tam. adaptations fdiai. pdloi and

podai for IA bhOfd\

;

but the vowel -e- cannot be explained with

reference to S of the IA word.
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Generally speaking, it may I« said that in south Dravidian

adaptations with / of IA words, ( stands for the cerebral conson-

ants of IA, though in instances like Tam. lutani for IA dlmmi
and Mai. variant cu[a for euva [IA irdcf], IA cerebrals are nol

involved.

VIII.

L AND ITS RELATIVES.
•

The question ol the history of the sound and its relationships

to the cognate sounds particularly of central Indian and north

Indian Dravidian dialects docs not admit of a ready or easy

answer in view of the compfcte absence of materials illustrative

of the past stages of the non-southern dialects and of the past

history of the southern literary speeches beyond a certain limit.

One treads or. delicate ground in dealing with the problem even

while outlining perspectives; but the different aspects have to be

stated:

—

(
fl
)

The following features may po :
nt lo the existence, in pre-

liiemry TelugU, of at least some instances of /- words; one has,

however, In remember the caution that not all Tel. cognates of

/- words need necessarily have had an original / and that seme
instances nf unique l may have been independent developments

in the dialects concerned.

(i) The inscriptional instances of Tel., showing ! in words

with the characteristic Tel. accent-shift, do raise the presumption

that l occurred in Tel. at a prc-litcrary period.

(ii) The literary cognates in Tel. of Tamil and Kann.

words with / arc, many of them, derivative, as indicated by the

presence of the suffixes and by the accent shift.

I*)

d in Telugu appears to have occurred mostly in words

which did not suffei accent-shift; but dayj- =[ayy-; di-g - ‘to

descend' =i[i; Qebbadi ‘seventy’ =llbadu arc instances of this

change in accent-shifted forms.

r occurs mostly in accent-shifted forms in which Hie r

forms a consonant group with the initial consonant.

If Srimin Sarma's reading of the inscriptional plBhidndu

[later prOluGtfii] is correct, this is an instance in which original

{
itself is involved in the accent-shift.
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In a fen Tel. forms without acctnl-shifl, > represents l
:

—

Td. icrrn •ploughshare'— lam. tofu; f>nru£u ‘.vcrm'=Tam. jW«;
Tel. ko[al ‘lo shine' -insciiptional Tel. kolitl- [Addanki m=crip-

tmnl (if Surma's suggestion of Ihe meaning is accepted).

in Tel. ti-c- may have cropped up through the inter-

mediate stage /; but for this we h.-.vc nu proof yet.

Whether r in old Kannada variants like ad- beside eld-

‘having risen', bird- beside hiU- ‘having fallen', korbtt beside

ko{bu ‘fat' was connected in some nay with the Tel. r or

whether it was only a parallel sound in Kannada (note, how-
ever, that there is no conspicuous accent-shift in the Kannada
forms as in Telugu) cinnot now be determined.

The Tuju r is probably connected with the Kannada, as

in instances like Tu|u erf- 'to raise' [Kann. erl- Iseside e[b-],

arltr [Kann. arte, alte], elc., but it seems to have been ex-

tended in folk Tuju to instances like kuri 'pit’ [Kann. knli],

karl- 'to be finished' [Kann. in which no ‘ynccpe of

syllables was active.

The change of / > { in the Brahmins' sub-dialect of Tuju

is perhaps pualiel to the Middle Kannada change of older / to /.

«
As for the central Indian and northern dialects, nothing

absolutely definite C3n he laid down.

The- divergence of the sounds in Kui, Gonili, KuruM ami

Mai to corresponding to [ is striking.

The result* of my inquiry may be summed up thus:— (a)

The sound / occurs in Tamil and Mai. frem the earliest known

stages down to the present day, in old Kannada, in prt-lttcrary

inscriptior.al Tciugu and in Baraga (as an old sound and as a

new development). Some of these speeches reveal a few unique

instances of l which ate derivative from other sounds.

(ii) In phonution, the sound is a "continuant” cercbi-I, as

recognized expressly by the old indigenous grammars of Mai. and

Kannada and impliedly by seme of the rules ol Tamil grammars.

(c) The inter-dialectal sound-correspondences would stand

thus:—Tam /=communal coll. Tam. f=Mal. /=o!d Kann. ( (and
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r)»\Iiddle and Modern Kami, /mincriptional Tel. ^literary

Telugu 4, r, /,—.Tu|u r (and Brahmins' sub-dialict i)— Kui r, d,

I - Gofltfi r, n-Kur. !, y (and crJr-Brahui r.

(<i) Even while recognizing thal on the one hand some

instances ol in Tamil, Mai. and Kann. may have been seconda-

rily derived separately in the e speeches from other sounds (cf.

the treatment of IA sounds), and on the other hand that not all

Telugu cognates of {- words of Tainil-Kannada need have had

an original I, one has to admit that at least a few words with [

may have been common in south Dravidian.



PpTHIYlf'ATl I, VARAGUNA AND APARAJITA.

BY

M. SOMASEKHARA SARUA,

Madras.

[In spite ol ail that has been written so tar, the date of the

battle of Sripurambiyam still remains an unsolved problem.

Scholars have assigned A. D. 880 lo lhat event, basing on the

last date of the Gahga prince, PfthivijWti I, But unlortunately

this basis is shaky, since it is purely conjectural. Ar. impartial

scrutiny of all the relevant facts is therefore necessary, especially

in the light of recent additions to our material.]

It was Dr. Jouvcau Dubreuil who, first stated that the latest

known date of Pjthivipati 1 is A. D. 879. As early as 1917, he

wrote in his " Pallavas" that the latest inscription of the reign of

Prthivipati 1 is dated A. D. 879, without citing the inscription

itself or any other authority.* He naturally concludes lhat the

battle of Sripurambiyam must have beer, fought some lime after

that date. Ail the scholars, who have written about the history

of the Pallavas and the battle of Sripujambiyam merely

followed the doctor, without questioning the authority for his

statement, and have accepted the date given by him. In their

opinion, the battle of Sripupmbiyam took place sometime about

879-880 A. D.»

The fad that a battle was fought at Sripurambiyam is men-

tioned in the Udaycndirasn plates* of Pfthivipali II Hastimalla,

issued in the 15th year, U., A D. 921 ol Maduraikopda Parakcsari-

1. G. J. Dubreuil—'The Pallavas’, pp. 65 and 82.

2. Ibid, p. 82.

R. Gopalan—'The Pallavas', p. 142.

Prof. K. A. Nilakantha Sastri—'The Culai’, p. 130.

3. S. I. I., Vol. II, p. 380 ft.

XI—28
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varman Parantaka I. These plates stale that Prthivipati 1, the

ally of the Pallava king Apai.ijita, defeated the Pandya king

Varaguna anti lost his life in the course of that fight, "having

made his friend’s title Aparajita significant". Hence, it is con-

cluded that I’fthivipali, who was the son of the Gahga king

Sivamara, died in A. D. 880.

Prthivipati 1, according to the same authority, was the

son oi Sivamara of the Gdhga family, which is "said to have had

for its ancestor the Sage Kayva". Hence, Sivamara is identical

with Sivamara II, son of the Western Gaftga king Sripuru$a

Muttaraia, who, according to his regnal and Salta year mention-

ed in his own grants

1

,
should be taken to have ascended the throne

in A. D. 726*. The donor of ihe Udayendiiaui plates is Pfthivi-

pati II, son of Mdrasiriiha and grandson of Prthivipati I. Curious-

ly enough none of the Western GSrtga records mention this

Prthivipati or his descendants. They on the other hand, make

Marasimha, the son of Sivamiru 11. Tlic Alur grant

3

of A. D.

799;md the Manpc plates' of 797 record gifts made by Marasimha,

while lie was yet a Ynvaraja. Even this prince is not heard of

in any other copper plate, or stone record of the Western

Gailgas, the reason being perhap9 his early death, even while yet

a crown prince or Yuvarija. Prthivipati I also appears m a

Ba«a inscription* at Tiruvallam, where he was mentioned as the

father of Vanamahadevi, wife of Vinavidyddhara. Thus, the

existence of Pfthivipnti 1* and Marasimha, alleged to be the sons

1. Ep. Carn., Vol. VI. Mg. 36.

Ep. Carn.. Vol. IV, Ng. 85.

2. In my paprr on 'The Chronology of the later Pallavas’ I

have given the date A. D. 725, by counting his regnal years as

expired ones; but it is wrong. They have to be taken as current.

3. Mys. Arch. Rep. for 1924, p. 72.

4. Ep. Cam., Vol. IX, Nl. 60.

5. S. I. I„ Vol. Ill, p. 92.

6. S. I. I.. Vol. II, p.248. The Udaycndiram plates state

that Prthivipati I rendered assistance to two chiefs, named
Iriga and Nigadanta, the sons of king Dindi, and defended

the former of these two against king Am6ghavar?a (A. D.

814-15 to 876-77). Now, in an epitaph of Ar:??an£mi at

Sravana Bc|go]a, occurs one Dindika, whom Mr. R. Narasimha-

chariar identified with king Dir.di of the Udayencitam plates.
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ol SivamSra II, is revealed by ihe Udayendiram plates, the

Tiruvallain inscription, Marine plates and the Alfir giant.

Sripurusa's rule ends with A. D. 775, it 50, tne latest regnat

year supplied by liis own grants, is taken as the last year oi his

rule. On the other hand it Sripurusa Muttarasa of the litliic

record 1 dated Saka 710 from Halkur, Sira taluq, is identical with

the Western G3Aga king Srlpuiua Muttarasa, as is contended by

some scholars, then A. D. 738 would lie the last year ol his rule.

Oi the two, whichever date is accepted, there ss a difference ot

nearly a century between the last years ot Silpurusa and PrthivI*

pati, the grandfather and grandson respectively, which seems to

be quite extraordinary. Could there be generally such an abnor-

mal diticrc.nce between grandfather and grandson, i.c., only for

two generations ? I ant aware of a lew such instances. As a

matter tact, the history cl the later PalLiras provides us with an

example of this kind. The iithic and copper plate records ot

three consecutive generations cl Pallava kings from Nnndivarman

II to Nandivaiman III show that the interval between the last

regnal years ol these iwo monarchs is more than a century. But

one must admit that such cases arc very rare. In this case

no such evidence exists. The Udayendiram pUtcs — our only

authority on the subject— mention three generations of the Ganga

kings, without giving any indication of the length of each king’s

reign or the total duration oi their rule. Until seme fresh evi-

dence is forthcoming to indicate the probable length ol the inter-

vening period between Sripuru§a and Pfthivipati, the date 880

cannot be assigned with certainty to the battle ol Sripupmbiyam,

and cannot be accepted as the last date of Pfthivipati I, son of

Sivamara II.

He writes in the Mysore, Archaeological Report for 1909-10 as

follows! "My identification has since been approved by l>r.

Hultisch, who now takes Dindika as the acual name oi the son of

Sivaraira II and Pfthivipati as an epithet". Really it is beyond

my comprehension how Dr. HulUsch identifies Dindika (or Dindi)

with Pfthivipati I, son of Sivamara II. The Udaycndiram plates,

as I understand them, do not allow or support such an identifica-

tion.

1. My*. Arch. Rep. for 1918, p. 44.
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The same kind ol abnormality will become evident, if this

question is reviewed from another point of view with the help of

Ihe Takkolam inscription of RSjakesarivarman, dated in h;s 24th

regnal year. No scholar entertains any doubt regarding the

identity of Rajakcsarivarman of this record with Adilya 1. With

the help of this record, Mr. K. V. Subrahmanya Aiyar fixes A. D.

R70-71 as the year of Aditya’s accession to the throne, having

selected one of the two date3 894 and 895, both of which satisfy

Ihe astronomical details mentioned in the record. There being

no solar eclipse in the month of Ani foe srveral years running,

no date satisfies the astronomical details mentioned in that re-

cord between 895 and 907, the latter being the date of

Parantaka's accession to the Ihronc. Although the date A. D.

S85 also answers the details satisfactorily, Mr. Subrahmanya

Aiyar rejects it as it would give Aditya a long reign of 45 years

(from 862 to 907), assuaging that his rule came to an end bclorc

the commencement of his son’s reign in 907 A. D. On the same

assumption, he cculd not select a suitable date after 907.

Pritipatiyar. the son of M4rarnar4yar, whose gift is iegister-

ed in Ihe TakkSlam record 1
,
has been identified with Prlhivipati

II, son of MJmiiblw. This identification has been approved of by

all scholars. So then, the interval between Ppthivipati I and his

grandson PrthivipaU 11, is only fourteen or fifteen years, if the

years 880 and 894 or 895 are accepted as the dates of Ppthivlpati

I’s death and of the Takkolam record respectively. The latter

date cannot be rejected, since it satisfies Ihe astronomical details

mentioned therein. So the mistake can only be with the date

880. The acceptance of this date (A. D. 880) involves the pro-

longation to an abnormal length, of the intervening period bet-

ween Srlpuru$a and Prlhivipati I and reduction to its narrowest

limits of the intervening period between Ppthivipati I and Pjthi-

vipati II, These apparent abnormality are the outcome of the

acceptance of A. D. 880 as the correct date of the battle of Srl-

purambivam in which Prlhivipati 1 lost his life. Therefore, A. D.

880 cannot be accepted without fresh confirmatory evidence, as

the correct dale of the battle of Sripupmbiyam, or of the death

of Pfthivipat! I.

1. Ep. Ind.. Vol. XIX, p. 81.
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II

How wits this date 880 assigned to Pflhivipati I ? As has

been noted already, Dr. Dnbrcail did not cite any authority for

his statement

1

. Mr. Gopalan, Ihe author of "the Pallavas", ain

takes it for granted that Prlhtvipati I lived until 880, the date

assigned by him to Ute battle of Srlpurainbiyam.1 But he cites

two undated inscriptions* ot the last year of rule {i.c., 26th regnal

yfcar) of Nrpahmga from AmbQr, to show that Prthivipati I was

alive until the last year of Nfpatuiiga’s rule There inscriptions

record the death of a servant of Pirudigahgaiayar when the ruier

of Nulamhappitji attacked Anmaiyur. Mr. Gcpnlan accepts the

view of Dr. Hultach, the editor of these inscriptions, that

Pirii<figartgar5yar, mentioned therein is no other than Pfthivipati

I. But until and unless the accession date cf Nandivarraaii II

Pallavaraalla is determined, there is no possibility of ascertaining

the English date equivalent of the 26th year of rule of Nrpa-

tuhga. If seems that Dr. Dubreuil has arrived at the date 879

by accepting Dr. Hultzsch’s identification and by taking “17 A. D.

as the initial year of rule of Nandfrarman If.

But let us see if the date of the Ambur record* of Nfpa-

tuAga could be determined in any other way. An inscription 4

from Mallim, Nellore District, of the 15th regnal year of

Nandivarman II records a gift oi gold for the maintenance of a

lamp, made by the people oi PeyyOrbfittam, the headmen of the

villages and the members of the assemblies acting as the Anatis

1. I do not know if Dr. Dubreuil followed Gopinatha Kao,

who tentatively took A. D. 878 as the last dale for Prthivipati I in

his paper on 'Six PalJava Inscriptions’, published in the Journal

of the South Indian Association, 1910, (Oct.). Gopinatha Rao
cited as his authority, the table given on page 59 of Ep. Ind..

Vol. VI. This table, to which he refers, was given by Dr. Fleet,

while editing "Three Western Gihga Records in the Mysore

Government Museum at Bangalore"—(Ep. Ind., Vol. IV, p.40 ff.).

Dr. Fleet, according to his own crucial tests, examined the

Western G3nga records and formulated a gcneoiogical tabic

(given on page 59), wherein be roughly noted the period of rule

of each king. He placed "Aoarajita Pithhipati”, son of Sivamara

II ("about 805-810") "in the period 814-1S to 878-9".

2. R. Gopalan—"The Pallavas", p. 142.

3. Ep. Ind.. Vol. IV. pp. 182-83.

4. NeL Ins., Vol. I, Gudur. 54, p. 429,
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or the executors of Ci|ufci;»raiir, on tin- petition ol an AJuparalar.

I agree with Dr. N. Venkalaramanayya* in identifying tlje Ci|uki-

arasar with VikramJditya II, and of AJuparasar with his A|upa

subordinate. On the strength ol Ihese identifications, it is easy to

conclude that the invasion of VikramJditya II had taken place in

the 1 5th year of rule ol Nandi vat man II. A. D. 733 and 746

being the initial and the last years of the rule of Vikrama-

ditva I], the 15th regnal year of Nandivarman II should fall

within that period. Thus Nandivarman's initial year of rule must

(all between the year 719. if his 1 5th year coincides with 733 and

732, if that year coincides with 746, reckoning the regnal years

as current If they arc taken to be expired years, it falls between

7lS and 731. So, the date of Arnbur records would be either

S80 or 883 as the regnal year* are reckoned as current or expired.

Thus the dates 8S0 and SS3 arc the lowest limits to which Nfpa-

luAga's reign could go, it we calculate from 719 or 718. Thus

it has to be recognised that it is impossible to take the end of

Nrpatufigp’s reign earlier than A. D. 880. Perhaps it has to he

placed even later. It tallows irom this that the 26th year of

Nppntunga coincides with at least A. D. 880 or more probably

with a dale still later. Since Prthivipali mentioned in the Ambur

records oi NrpatoAga’s 26lh regnal year t.r., A. D. 880 (possibly

Inter), and Prthivipati II, son of MJramurayar mentioned in the

Takkolam record (assigned to 594 or 895 A. D.) are separated

from each other only by a shot! interval oi about 15 years, it is

not unreasonable to hold that they are identical. If this identifi-

cation be accepted, it is impossible that the battle of Sripurnm.

biyam could have been fought in A. D. 8b0. Therefore, this

d3:c has to be rejected.

Asa matter of fact, I have taken into account the Sana ins-

cription* from Tiruvallam. As ibis inscription which is dated Saka

810, contains no reference to the Pallava over-lord of Kaiici, I

believe with Dr. Hultzsch and olhers, that the Danas ruled inde-

pendently, perhaps from the time of Vijaylditya II Prabhumcru,

son of Viknmaditya 1 Hanavidyadhara Jayamcru, who remained

a subordinate d Nandivarman 111 and his son NppatuAga.*

1. Ante. Vol. VIII, p. 3.

2. S. 1. 1., Vol. m. No. 44, p. 95.

3. This is indicated by the Tiruvallam inscription of the

17th year of Nandivarman III (S. I. I., Vol. Ilf, p. 92, No. 43)
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111 my scheme 01 'the later Pallava Chronology' I have taken

into account figures, indicating the latest regnal years of the

Pallava kings that are mentioned in Ihtrii inscriptions. As the

latest regnal year of NrpatuAgn, found in his inscriptions is 26,

his date of accession to the throne was fixed in A. D. 862 by

subtracting 26 from A. D. 688. But strictly the number that lias

to be subtracted is 25 and not 26, tor, if tlir latter figure is taken

into account, it implies that those regnal years are expired ones,

i.e., they arc counted from the expiry of the fust year ol rule.

This does not seem to have been the usual Indian practice even

ir. ancient times, tl was and is customery to count the first year

of the reign nf any king from the first day of his accession to the

throne ami not from the date ol its. expiry. This is well illus-

trated by the chronology cf the Eastern Cajukyas of Vengi. 1

Therefore it is proper to reckon the regnal years as current in

settling the chronology of the later Pallavas. 1, therefore,

revise my scheme of thcii chronology, as shown below*:

—

and by the Gudimallam inscription of the 23r<2 year of Nfpatunga

(Ep. Ind., Vol Xr, p. 224 rf). Thus I proved that A. D. 868 must

be the Iasi year of the rule of Nfpatunga in my paper, on "The

Chronology of the later Pallavas”.

1. Ante. Vol., IX, pp. 17-45.

2. This revised scheme makes it evident that 1 do not

adhere any more to the evidence of the Kulidikki inscription of

the 52nd regnal year of Nandivarman II, w hich was the basis of

my former scheme, worked out from the point of view nf the

history of the Western Gaiigas of Talakad. I recognise now that

that inscription does not yield the interpretation, which I have

forced or. it.

But yet, I adhere to the date A. D. 775 as the last year of the

rule of Sripuruja Muttaraia. the Western Gunga king. Dr. N.

Venlcataramanayya accepts A. D. 788 as the last date of that king

but yet identifies Govinda, who anointed Sivarr.ara II to the

throne, with Govinda III, son of Dhruva Dbaravarsa. Let us see

if this identification is tenabie.

Akalavarja Kfjna I uled till A. D. 772, if not longer (Ep.

Ind., Vol. XIV, p. i21 ff). Govinda II, his eldest son, succeeded

him on the throne. This fact is proved by the two undated lithic

records from Challakerc (Ep. Cam., Vol XI, 0.33 and 34),
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Nandivarman II

Dantivarnun

Nandivarman III

Nrpatufig*

... A. D. 727— 791

... „ 791 — 841

... „ 841 — 863

... ,, 863 - 838

11 this scheme is accepted, then the difference between A. D.

888, the date ol the A mbur records of Nrpaturtga, and 894 or 895

the date of llie Takkolam inscription ol Adilya I, diminishes to

six or seven years, Therefore, the identity proposed in a former

context, of Prthivipati mentioned in the former records with

which mention Go vinda II with all his royal titles. He was the

ruler of the Rastrakiita kingdom even in A. D. 779. The Dhulia

plates of Karka, dated 779 A. D. (Ep. IntL, Vol. VIII, p. 182 ff.)

definitely state that the then-reigning king was G6vinda II. Al-

though Dhruva. h«s younger brother was issuing charters in his

own name much earlier than A. D. 779(Ep. Ind., Vol. X, p. 85 ff.),

it has to be supposed that the entire Raj^rakuta kingdom did not

come into his possession till after A. D. 779. Dhruva was still

the ruling sovereign, when the Daulatabad plates were issued in

A. D. 793 by Satnaravaloka Sankaragana, son of Manna, with the

express consent of his over-lord Kalivallabha Karendradiva or

Dhruva Nirupama. The earliest charter of Govinda HI, namely

his Paithan grant, is dated Saka 716 or A. D. 794. As a matter of

fact his Manne plates (Jour. Myth. Soc„ Vol. XIV, p. 88 fi.) give

the Sa!<a year together with his regnal year. They were issued in

Saka 732 in the 18th year of his reign. So, it is beyond doubt

that he came to the throne in A. D. 792-3. It is thus clear that

Dhruva, the father of Gflvinda III was ruling till that dale.

The date A. D. 788 of £rlpuru$a Multaraia falls during the

reign of Dhruva but not of his son.GSvinda III. During the reign

of Dhruva, Sivamdra II was in prison. If he was anointed to the

throne, it should have been immediately after the death of Sri-

purusa Muttaraia. If his death is taken to have occured in A. D.

788, theie is no Gdvinda, who could have acted as the crowned

king of the Rijjrakvlta line who anointed Sivamara II. Therefore,

GSvinda of the Alur and the Manne grants of Marasimha has to

be identified with G6vinda II, and not with Govinda III. Thus,

if it is admitted that the anointment was done by Gflvinda II, then

the date A. D. 788 as Sripuruja's last year has to be rejected

(Vide, My paperon—'The Chronology of the later Pallavas’ in the

Commemoration Volume of Rao Sahcb G. V. Ramamurti

Pantulu’s 70th birth day celebration).
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Pjlhivipzti II ol tiie latter record, becomes a certainty. I-itnce

880 cannot be the last date ol Pfthivipati I Or ot the date ot the

battle ot Srlpurambiyam. This event should necessarily have

taken place earlier still, since Pflhivipati 1 must have lived long

before his grandson Pflhivipati 11, the vassal ot Nrpaturtg*. In

that case, who could be the Varaguna mentioned in the Udaycn-

diram plates ol 1'rthivipati 11 as being the vanquished Papaya

opponent ot Apartji la ?

Ill

The early history ot the Pandyas is being reconsliucted

mainly with the help o< four copper-plate grants, namely ( 1
)
the

Vclvikkudi grant*, (2) the Bigger SinrurnaQur plate**, (3) the

Madras Museum plates', (4) and the Smaller Sinnatnanur plates*.

Thus, the present scheme does not contradict or disturb what
I have written from "the Rastrakuta point oi view". The Dhulia

plates escaped my notice when I was writing my previous paper.

These plates extend the reign ot Gdvinda II t'rom A. D. 772 to at

leas: A. D. 779. Dhruva must have been in possession of his

paternal kingdom about 779 or 780 A. D., instead of in 775. as has

been slated in my previous paper. So the change in the chronology

docs not affect in any way the points, which I have brought to

bear on this question while dealing with it from “the Rastrakuta

point of view”.

Even though she consideration of the chronology of the later

Pallavas “from the point of view of the history of the Gaiigas” is

thus set aside, yet I have the satisfaction that that section helps

the reader much in the elucidation of the G5ngi, Pallava and

Ri-virakuia relations, during the reign of Sripurusa Muttaraia.

The tentative chronology of the Banas also, given in the sec-

tion, entitled 'the Buna point of view’ in my previous paper,

requires a little modification as shown below :

—

Nandivarman .. .. A. D. 788 — 802

VijaySditya .. .. .. 802 ~ 839

Malladfva .. .. ,.839-857
Banavidyadhara Jayaincru

VikraraJditya I .. .. ,,857— 888

Vijayiditya II Prabhumeru .. „ 883— 910

1. Ep. Ind., Vol. XVII, p. 291 ff.

2. S. 1. 1., Vol. Ill, p. 441 if.

3. Ind. Ant., Vol. XXII, p. 57 ff

.

4. S. 1 . 1 ., Vol. Ill, p.441 IT.

IX—29
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besides a few lithic records of the Paydya king*. The Smaller

Sinyamanur inscription is incomplete, since some of the plates

tire missing. The language of these grants is partly Sanskrit and

partly Tamil. Both the Sanskrit and the Tamil portions describe

the pedigree of the donors.

The Smaller Sinnamanur plates contain only Uvo verses in

Sanskrit, of which one is an invocation to gnd Purujottama and

the other a benediction an Candravariisa, in which the Pandya
kings were bom. The Tamil portion of the extant plates furnishes

only three generations of kings, viz., jayanla, M&ravamian who had

the titles Arikesari. Asamasaman etc., and his son, who was the

victor in the battles at Murudui and Kuvajaimalai, whose name is

not known owing to the loss of plates. Though the Sanskrit

portion of the Madras Museum plates gives two genciations of

kings, Manivarman the Pallavabhaniana, and his son Jatilavarman

without describing their achievements, the Tamil portion mentions

only the donor of the plates, Nedunjadaiyag (who is identical with

Jatihof the Sanskrit portion;, and recounts all his titles, the battles

he had won, and the kings he had defeated. This grant was

issued in the 1 7th year of his rule. Thus the importance of the

lirst two of the above mentioned grants, namely the Vcjvikkudi

and the Bigger SigQamanur plates, which give a more complete

peidigrce, extending over larger number of generations than the

Madras Museum nr the Smaller Sinnatnanur plates, cannot be

over estimatated for purposes oi the early history of the Pandyas.

While the Tamil portion of the Vcjvikkudi grant describes fully

seven generations of kings, the Sanskrit portion mentions but

four generations; and these are identical with the last four of the

Tamil portion. Though the number of generations, described
both in the Sanskrit and the Tamil portions of the Bigger Sinna-

majjur plates is the same, the latter gives a fuller account than
the former, of the first generation and of three out of the last four

generations. The pedigree supplied by the Tamil and the Sans-
krit portions of these two sets of plates arc given below in a

tabular form, for convenience of study.
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VULVIKKUpi PLATES. BIGGER SINNAMANOR
PLATES.

‘

Tamil portion Sanskrit portion,
j

Sanskrit portion. Tamil portion.
L4 Kad u fs g 6 n (l)t !

1

II. Avam c u i a-

mani (2)
Majavarmaij

III. 5 c l i y a y
Vi' a,1S

(3,
Sendao

IV. Arikc sari VI. Arikcsari VI. Para ii-

Asam asa- <«) ku*a (4)
mao (4)
Maravarmac IV. MSravar-

nian (-1)
(won a battle

at Nelvcli)

(won a battle

\ at Nclvdli)

V. £adaiyan (2) V. Ranadhira

(won a vict-

o r > at
Marti d u r

;

deteated the
Maharathis
at Manga-
la^iura.)

VII Janla (5) VII. X (5)

VI. lia'raij (6) VI. Maja v a r- VIII. Rajasimha VIII. RSja-
(won a vjel- man (6) (6) •simlia (6)
ory at Kod- Rdjasimha
umbilur; (Defeated
crushed the Pallava-
Pailava at rnalla)

Kulumb u r

1
1

and at
Periyaliir

;

conquer e d
Mala- Koh-
gaci and
contracted
re!a t i o n -

ship with

GangarSja.)

i

The Roman figures indicate the geneological scheme adapted
by V. Venkayya and H. Krishna Sastri.

tThe Arabic numerals indicate the geneolcgical scheme as

reconstructed by Prof. K. A. Nilakantha Sastri.
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VII. ParSntaka VIII. ParJn-
taka

Ncdunjadai- Jatiia (7)
yap (7)

(Defeated
the Kiulx-

va king at

P c n n i g a-

S.
Donor:
ed the

charter in

his third

regnal
year.)

IX. Vara puna IX. Varaguna
(7)

' (7)
•

X. Srlmara
(conquered Maya Pandya,
King ol Simhaja, the

Pallava and the Vallabha)

X. Paracakrak6lSha!a (8)

(Fought successful

battles at K u n n fl r,

Siftgajam and Vilin-

am ; defeated the Gan-
ga. Pallava, C6|a etc.

at KadamukkH)

XI. Varaguna. XII. Parintaka XI. Varaguna. (10)— • - •
• XII. Parantaka(9) ( 10 )

(won a battle

at Kharagiri)

I

(9)

XIII. Rijasimha (11)

Vlranarayapa
Sadaiyan.

(Destroyed Pen-
n t g a d a m,

fought at Kha-
ragiri, Scn-

tiifam etc.)

XIII. Rliasiaiia (11)
(Defeated the lord

of Tanjai)
{Donor; Issued the

charter in his 16th

regnal year.
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MADRAS MUSEUM PLATES SMALLER £ INNAMANOR
Sanskrit portion. Tamil Portion PLATES.

Maravannan Neduiijadoiyan Tamil Portion.

(Pallavabhan- (Won vie- Jayantavarman
jana) tories at

|

V in n am. Ajikcsari Asama Sanaa
Jaulavarmao £e 1 i y a k

I

Icurli and x
Vollore (Won battles at ilarudflr and
d e f caced Kuva[aima!ai).
Adiyay and
his enemy's
ally® Pall-

ava and Ke
rala .captu-

red the king
of western
Kongu, con

q u e r e d
Ayirav 4 1 i

on the
northe r n

bank of the
river Kav-
eri. Donor

;

Issued the
charter in

h i s 17tl«

regnal year)

Considerable difference of opinion exists among scholar®

about the correct method of combining the pedigrees, furnished

by the Vejvikkudi and the Bigger £iijn»in,inur plates, into a single

continuous geneology. The absence of any account of the first

four kings of the Bigger Sigrjainanur plates and of the name of

Varaguna in the VcK'ikkudi plates, makes it difficult to identify

the kings of one set with those of the other. This difficulty is

further enhanced partly by the dearth of lithic records of

these early kings to help us in verifying the results, and partly

by the findings of the late V. Vcnkayya in his comparitive

study of the paleography of the grants. But the test of

paleography is not infallible. The late H. Krishna Sastri,

while editing the Ve|vikkudi and the fiinnatnanur plates (Bigger

and Smaller) differed from Vcnkayya as to the date of these

records on the same grounds of paleography, but he

adhered to the provisional gencology of 13 generations given by

him in the annual report on Epigraphy for 1908. No reconsider-

ation was urged, nor any reconstruction attempted of the early
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Pandyan grneology, until Prof. K. A. Kilakaotha Saalri came

forth with a new scheme, reducing the old geneology (o eleven

generations, in Iris history of “The Piijdyas’’. II is unnecessary

for me to reiterate heie his reasons for adopting such a scheme, or

the criticism he levelled against Krishna Sastri's arguments in

support of his scheme. He reviewed again the whole position

iegarding this question ;it greater length, in a paper recently con-

tributed to the Journal of Indian History. 1

The adoption of the old scheme of thirteen generations in-

volves an unnecessary duplication of Ar:kt**ris, and triplication

of Rljasiihhas and Varagur.as, including a Varaguija, who is a

Marnfijadaiyan; and we have also to assume two battles of

Nelvfli, lor which there is no warrant at all. This seems on the

face of it incongruous. Of the four grants, so fur discovered, the

Smaller Sinnaraanur plates being incomplete, should be left Cut

of consideration. Of the remaining three, two grants, the Vcjvik-

kudi grant and the Madras Museum plates, which mention

Maran, alias Maravarman Kajasimha, a contemporary of Pallava-

maila, are Silent about his title Ankesan. In this connection it

has to be borne in mind that many lithic records of the early

Faniyas bring to light a Varaguna, who is a Maranja^aiyan

(Sadaiyaii son of Maran). It, on the strength of this evidence,

Parantaka, ]a{ila or Nerjunjadaiyan, sou of Maran, alias

Rajasiihha, the seventh king of the V£|vikku^i plates, is dentified

with Varaguna (1), son of Rajasiihha, the fourth king of the

Bigger Sinnamunur plates, then it is evident that boih the sets

agree well with each other and a combination of the pedigrees

mentioned therein gives a complete geneology of the early

Pandyas, from Kariurtgon to RSjasuiiha II, the last king ot the

dynasty, who was defeated and siain by the Cola king Parantaka

1. These considerations urge me to accept the Professor's

scheme, since it seems to be the only sound genealogical frame

work, into which the pedigrees given by the four giants could be

conveniently and correctly fitted in.

Now, let us turn to chronology. The early Pandya lithic

records so far discovered, are not many in number. They

belong to Parantaka, Maraniatjaiyan alias Paijtfyakuladhipali

Varaguna, Avanipaicgaran Srivailuvan (/.?., §iruvallabha),§ac|a>ya-

ndran Srivalluvag (i.e., Srivailabha and Sud-iiyaniajap). Paran-

1. Vol. XI. part I.
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taka : has been accepted to be identical with Maranjatjaiyaii,

whose latest year of rule, known from hi* records is forty-three 1'.

Even though an inscription' of a Pandya king Avanipaicgarap,

called Siruvalluvan (i.t., Srivallabha) was discovered as early as

1904 at Sittanpavi&l, his identity with any nf the known Pandya

kings, mentioned either in the Vejvikkudi or the Bigger imna-

manvir plates could not be established until 1930, when he was

rightly identified by the Epigraphy depaitment with Srlvaltabha

Srimara ParacakrakoiiihalaL In that year, an inscription' of

Sadaiyan Maran Srlvalhbha, dated in his eighteenth regnal year

was copied by the Madras Epigraphy Department at Erukkadgu^i

(Sattur taluq, Ramanad District). This inscription states that the

king won victories in several battles from Kunnur to Sirtgalam,

both of which, SrimayA Paracakrakfilalula, son of Mayagjadaiyan

(Varaguna I) is said to have conquered in the Bigger Sinnama-

gur plates. The same Erukkaftgwji record recounts several acts

of public good,done by E\\s Saltan, on whom Ihc king conferred

the title Iruppaikku^ikilavan. Since Iruppaikkudikilavan is

mentioned as the renewer oi an embankment with a stone base-

ment and the constructor of a sluice to a tank, thcreaiter

known as Kilavanen, in a grant* of Sadaiyamayan of the

Sixteenth year of his rule, the latter is taken to he identical with

Sadaiyauiaran Srivallabha. On the strength of thcaiorc-said facts

1 identify Sa^aiyantaran, whose records bear evidence to his 46lh

year of rule T
,
with Srimaya Paracakrak6!5haln, otherwise known

as AvanTpaicgaran Siruvalluvap and $adaiyam£ran Srivallabha.

Tliu* Sadaiyamiran (Maran son of Sadaiyan) becomes the son

of Maranjadaiyan (Sadaiyan son of Miran),

There arc some lithic records* of Varaguna. which do not

mention the name Maranjatfaiyag at all. Since Maranjadaiyag is

also known to be Varaguna, all these records arc generally attri-

buted to the former. 1 believe that this is wrong, because a

1. Ep. Coll., No. 4S4-1906; Ep. Ind., VoL VIII. p. 317 ff.

2. Ep. ColL, No. 601-1915.

3. Ep. ColL, No. 368-1904.

4. Ep. Rep. tor 1930. p. 74.

5. Ep. Coll., No. 334-1930

6. Ep. Coll., No. 335-1930.

7. Ep. Coll., No. 440-1507.

8. Ep. ColL, Nos. 17 1907 ;
705-1-05; 1S5-1903: 105-1905;

185-1926.
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glance at the eaily Pandyan gcncological scheme makes it clear

that a M3raiija^aiyan may be a Varaguru; but all Varagupas arc

nut Mura5ja<Jaiyans. Since most of the recoids o( Warafija^aiyan

1

mention him by that name, and only a lew give him in addition,

his other name Varaguna, it sec ins plausible to suggest that lie

prided mere in calling himself Sadaiyan, son of his worthy father

Mapag ur MSpavarmag Rajasiifaha. the hero of many battles and

the conqueror of many forts. Hence I attribute all these records,

which do not mention the name Miyafija^Jaiyan at all, to Vara-

guna II, son of SiimAya Paracakiakotthula, whose latest regnal

year is known to be eighteen from his records.*

Thus the inscriptions, that have been brought to light so far

represent three generations of the early Pandya xings, namely

(I) Majafijadaiyan, alias Varaguna 1 (2) his son Srimara Sri-

vallablia Paracakrakdlahnla and (3) his grandson Varaguna 11.

With these preliminary observations about the records of the

early Faniyas let us proceed to consider thcii chronology.

Of the early P.lndyan records, the Anamalai inscription* of

Parantaka, dated in the Kaliynga year 3S71 (A. D. 770) and the

Aivartnalai inscription* of Varaguna II of his eighth regnal year,

dated Safci 192 (A. D. S70), which ycild' A. I). 863 as the initial

1. It is possible to attribute some of the inscriptions of

MSranjada yao to Parintaka Viraniriyana Sadaiyan, provided it

is not stated that Mflrar.jadaiyag also bore the title Varaguna.

But no record with a regnal year later than 25 or 30 can he

attributed to him for the following reasons. We definitely know

that Varaguna Il'a rule ended in A. D F80. We also know that

Parantaka Viranariyana's son Rajasimha II’s reign must have

come to an end at least by A. D. 920. Since the Bigger Sinna-

tnarjur plates are isrued in his 15th (24+2) regnal year it follows

even assuming that Rijasimha II ruled for only 16 years ending

with A. D. 920, that Viranflriyana his father and brother of

Varaguna II could not have ruled longer lhan 23 years commen-

cing from A. D. 880. So it is clear that we cannot possibly attri-

bute to him any record, dated in any regnal year higher than 25.

2. Ep. Coll., No. 185-1926.

The regnal year 32 (17-1907) given in Mr. V. Rangachari’s

topographical list of inscriptions of the Madras Presidency (VoL

II, Tanjorc Dt., p. 128 No. 381) is wrong. It should be either 4

([31 + 1) or 14 ([131+1).

3. Ep. Ind., Vol. Ill, p. 317, ff.

4. Ep. Coll., No. 705-190S.
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year of his rule, are very important in as much as they form the

bedrock oi the foundation, over which the cdilice of the early

PSirfya chionologv has to be raised. If the date A. D. 863 is

taken to be the basis of our calculation, then, with the help of the

latest regnal years known horn the records of each king calculating

backwards, we arrive at the dates A. D. 818 and A. D. 776 as the

initial yean of rule of Sadaiya Maran Srlvallabha and his father

MArafijadaiyan, alias Varaguna I respectively; and consequently

A. D. 880 becomes the last year of the rule of Varaguna II. But

since the date of ParSntafca's inscription is A. D. 770, this year

should cither coincide with the initial year of hi* rule or fall

within his reign. We shall make an attempt to fix the initial

year of his reign more definitely.

Fortunately we have two inscriptions with the name Mirafi-

jsdiiyap, dated in hi* 13th regnal year; cneof them from TiruvcJ-

jaraii and the other from Lalgudi*. They furnish us with some

details for calculation. The inscription from Tiruve||arai records

a gift of gold to the temple of Tiruvageilul Perumiiudigaj at

TiruveJIarai by the king on Monday, ASvati, in the month of

Vficika, and the one from Lalguiji registers another gift, by the

same king, oo Tuesday, Satayam, in the month of Dhanua. Now
the latest time limit, within which the English date-equivalent

for the details mentioned in these two records, has to be found is

A. D. 818, supposed to be the initial year of rule of Srimapa Sri-

valLtbha, son of Maranjadaiyan. The earliest time-limit is A. D.

770, if it were to be taken as Miranjacjaiyan’s initial year. Bet-

ween these two dates, a date corresponding to the thirteenth year

of Maranjadaiyan should be found satisfying the details mentioned

in the records of Tiruvel|arai and I.&lgugi. The dates that

satisfy the required conditions within this period are given

below’:

Date op

Tiruvejlurai inscription. Lilgutfi inscription.

A.D. 780, Nov., 13th, Monday 780, Dec., 5th. Tuesday.

„ 787, Oct., 29th, Monday 7S7, Dec., 18th, Tuesday.

„ 790, Oct., 25th, Monday 790, Dec., 14th, Tuesday.

1. Ep. Coll., No. 84-1910.

2. Ep. Coll., No. 121-1928-29; Ep. Inti., Vol. XX, p. 47.

3. According to L. D. Swamikannu Pillai’s ‘Indian

Ephemeri*'.

IX—30
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„ 797, Nov., 6th, Monday 797, Nov., 28th, Tuesday.

„ 807, Nov., 1 511, Monday 807, Dec., 7th, Tuesday.

„ $14, Oct., 30tli, Monday 814, Dec., 19th, Tuesday.

„ 817, Oct., 2611,. Monday 817, Dec., 15th, Tuesday.

Out of these calcs the second date must be left oul of con-

sideration; for if we accept it, it yields 775 as the initial year of

rule of Marafijadaiyan. Since he is known tc have been ruling

in A. D. 770, he could not have commenced his rule five years

later. If however we recede a little front 787, the first cate 780

satisfies all the conditions. So the dates of the Tiruvejjarai and

th- Lalgudi inscriptions arc November 13th Monday, and

December 5th, Tuesday ol A. D. 780'.

If A. D. 780 is selected as the date ol Tiruve||arai and Lal-

gu'.li records, A. D. 768 becomes the initial year of rule of MAcan-
jadaiyan. thus giving him altogether a rule oi 51 years, lill 818

A. D. This dots not seem to be improbable, since his inscrip-

tions range till his 43rd regnal year. If the identity of l’arhnlaka

with Maranja^aiyan, alias Varaguna I and of SadaiyamAran with

Srimara Srlvallabha is approved, (hen there is no other alterna-

tive except lo admit that the accession ot Varaguna 1 took place

in A. D. 768. Thus, the chronological scheme of the early

Pir.dyas from Mirafijadaiyag may lie pul forth as shown below 3
.

MAp.injir.aiyaii or Varaguna I ... A. D. 768- 818

Srimara Srlvallabha ParacakrakQlahala „ 818 - $63

Varaguttall ... ... „ 863 -880

Parantaka VjranarAyana and his sen

MAravarmarj Kijasiihha .. „ 880- 920

Who then, is the Pindya king Varaguna, who figures as

the donor in the Tiruvadi inscription* ol the eighteenth year of

1. Rut it must be acted here that oa the 13th of November

the civil day begins with ASvati, hut not so on the 5th of December.

On this day. Satayam, not being current at sunrise, was f. d. n.

(following day’s naksatra). It comes during the course of

Tuesday at the end of Dhar.isthi at ’48 ot the day, i.e. after gh.

28. p. 4» after mesn sunrise.

2. It is very interesting to note that Prof. K. A. Nilakantha

Sastri's chronological scheme almost tallies with my scheme, with

a difference of only a few years (Vide, his paper on 'The Early

Pindyan Chronology’). published in the Journal of Indian His-

tory, Vol. XI, parti).

3. Ep. Coll., No. 360-1921.
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the rule ol Nrpaturtga, equivalent to A. D. 872, assuming, icr the

nonce, that 880 A. D. is his final year ? It is not difficult to

identify him with Varaguna 11, a contemporary of Ppthivlpati,

mentioned ;n the Ambfir records of Nrpaturtga. If Varaguna,

who was the opponent of Ppthivipati and his over-lord Aparajita,

in the battle of Sripurambiyara is identified with Varagupa II,

then a later date than A. D. 880 has to be assigned to that battle,

which would bring it still nearer to Prthivipat: II, rather than to

his grandfather Ppthivipati I, II NppatungaS vassal Pjthivipati

is identical with Pphivipiti II, who was a contemporary of Vara-

guna II, then the Pinijya king Varaguna, with whom Prthivlpati

1 fell fighting in the battle ot Sripujanibiyani, must necessarily

have teer. Varagupa I (MSjanjadaiyan). Without any necessity

tor such suppositions and deductions, the records of Varaguna II

clearly suggest that his rule came to an end eighteen years after

he had ascended the throne, i.e., in A. D. 8S0, in which case lie

should have been a contemporary ol Prthivlpati II ralher than ot

Prthivlpati I. Therefore, the conclusion is inevitable lhat Vara-

guna ot the Srlpurambiyam b3lile should have beer. Varagupa I

and that the buttle should have taken place, long before A. D.

880, the date lhat is generally assigned to it.

IV

Now let us come to Apmajita. He is a knotty puzzle in the

history of the Pallavas, baffling all attempts to identify him.

Nearly a dozen of his inscriptions, giving him the latest regnal

year 18, have come to fight 1
. These are found in the taluks of

Ponncri, Saidapel, Sriperumbucur and Conjeevaram ol the

Chingleput District and the Tiruttani taluk of the Chittoor distiict.

Thus he was the ruler of the core oi the Pallava dominions, hold-

ing sway over the Conjeevaram taluk and its neighbouring country.

Being almost in the immediate neighbourhood of the Pailava

capital it is reasonable to suppose that he should have been a re-

lation of the Pallava kings either ot Nandivarman III or of

Nrpaturtga. But his inscriptions do not give u* any clue regard-

ing his connection with them. Since POttaraiyar is a common

title of the Pallava kings of KSfici, Aparajita who is mentioned

l. Dr. Jcvcau Duorcui! says that an inscription of Tribhu-

vanaviradeva from Uttaramallur, refers to the 19th year of the

reign of Aparajita— (The Pallavjs, p. 82).
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in two inscriptions

1

as Kovijaya Aparajitavarma Pdttaraiyar ar. cl

Kovijaya Aparajita Vikrama Pcttaraiy.ir most be recognised as

a Pallava king. His records do not furnish us with any material

useful lor reconstructing his history. It is, therefore, necessary

to examine other sources that are likely So throw light upon the

problem.

As has been stated in a previous context, the Udayendiiam

plates* of Prthivipati 1 1 bring to our notice an Aparajita, who won
a victory in the battle o( Sripujambiyam. But no mention is

made of the dynasty to which he belonged. There is another re-

ference to an Aparajita, in the Tiruvalangatfu plates1 of Rajcndra

Cotfa, which state that Aditya 1 took possession of the country of

the Pa!lava king Aparajita, having conquered him in battle.

Tlti* fact is further confirmed by the Kanyakumari inscription* oi

VlrarAjfindra, It says that "in a battle be (Aditya) pounced upon
and slew the Pallava king, who was seated on the back of a tall

elephant." Hence the Pallava king referred to in the Kanya-
kumaii inscription can be no other flinn Apar.'ijita, mentioned in

the Tiruvalangatlu plates, who may be taken to be identical with

Aparajita-Vikrama P&ttaraiyar or Aparajitavarma PGttnraiyar of

the inscriptions. These arc the only sources for ihe study of the

history of Apcrijita. Aparajita of the Udayendiram plates was,

on the evidence adduced in the previous section*, a contemporary

of Varaguna I. It is lor future research to decide who this Aparfi-

jita was. But for the present, in spite of the lack of evidence he

nny, be identified tentatively, if he were a Pallava king at all, with

cither NarKltvarm.n II, or his son Dantivarman, because both of

them happen to be the contemporaries of Varaguna I. The term

•ApurAjita’ in the ilfika in the Udayendiram plates that refers to

Ihe death of Prthivipati I in the battle of Srtpurambiyara, may
be interpreted as a title, tather than as Ihe personal name of the

king. But in the Tiruvalangadu plates, on the contrary, it is

distinctly mentioned as the personal name of the Pallava king,

who was defeated by Aditya 1.

The Pallava king Aparajita, who was ruling the country

around Conjtevaram was, according to the Tiruv.iUrtgatfu plates

and the Kanvlkumirl inscription defeated and perhaps slair. in

1. Ep. Coll.. Nos. 159 and 190-1912.

2. S. I. I , Vol. TI, p. 380.

3. S. 1. 1. Vol. Ill, p. 235.

4. Kp. Ind ,
Vol. XVIII, p. 42 fl.
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Ihe battle by Adilya I, who thereafter occupied Tondaimandalam.

So Ihe last year of rule, i.e., the l8lh regnal year of Aparajita

should naturally coincide with the tint year of Ibe occupation of

Tonqlaimandataro by Aditya I. The exact dale of this event is

not known. But a record from TirumalpnraraJ in the Arkorram

taluk, of the North Arcot District, refers to the confirmation of

a grant, made in the 21st regnal year of TondaitnSnarri'i’ TuBjina

Utfaiyhr, who has been identified, wilh Aditya I. This is the

earliest year [equivalent to [870-71 + 20) 890-91], known from

epigraphical evidence for Adilya’s occupation of Tondaimantfalam.

It this year represents the dale of the C6ja conquest of Tondai-

mamjalam and the end of the Pallava rule, (lx., the last year of

the rule of Aparajita) then lie should have come to the throne in

(890-91 —17=) 873-74. It is obvious tliat this is six years earlier

than A. D. 880 (not to speak of A. D. 888), which may provi-

sionally be taken as the last year of the rule of Nrpatunga.

This date is derived as noted already, from the synchronistic re-

ferences to Ca(uld arasar VikramJoitya 11) and Namlivar-

man 11 PulUvamalia, furnished by the Mallam inscription. Thus,

it is clear that Apurijita's reign was coeval wilh that oi Nrpa-

tuflga, the early years of the rule of the former coinciding with

the last years of (he rule of the latter#.

1. Ep. Coll, No. 286-1906.

2. The late T. A. Gopinatba Rao, in his paper entitled "Six
Pallava Inscription*" (Jour. Ind. Ass., 1910 Oct.), expressed the

view that Nipaturiga and Aparajita were identical. To under-
stand his arguments clearly, the following facts should be
remembered. The history of the Pallavas of KAilrf, was not as
clear then, as it is to-day. Dr. HulUsch and V. Venkayya, ihe
premier epigraphists of South India, were holding the opinion
that Nandivarman Pailavaraalla, Dantivarman and Nrpatunga
were "Ganga Pallavas," who were “considered to have
immediately succeeded ihe Pallavas, on the downfall of the
ancient dynasty, by the defeat of Nandivarman Pallavamalla about
A. D. 760" and "to have ruled up to ihe beginning of the 10th

century A. D.*’ It was not clear then that there were two kings by
name Nandivarman among the later Pallavas. About 1910, the
accepted order of succession among the so called "Ganga-Pallavas"

was Dantivarman (Si years), his son Nandivarman (62 year*)-—

(Nandivarman’s inscription of his 65th regnal year had not yet
been brought to light)—and his son, Nrpatunga (26 years)

—

miking altogether a total of (51+62+26=) 139 years of rule.
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Let us for the site of argument, as scholars at present gene-

rally do, accept the identifications suggested by Dr. Hultzsch, of

Varaguna, Aparajita and PrthivTpati J, the heroes of the Sri-

purambiyam battle with Varagntu II, Aparajita, the last Pallava

king defeated by Adilya ], and PrthivTpati I of the Ambur records

of the 26th year of Nrpatufiga’s rule respectively. Then, as Prof.

Nilakantha Sastn remarks “It seems strange that tae victor of

Siipurambiyam appears to have left no inscriptions to the south

of KSflctpuratn”. Moreover, how can it be contended that

Aparajita fought a battle at Sripiijambiyam, which is identified

w.th the village Tiruppirambiyara, near Kumbakonam, a place

which could not have been included within the limits ol his

kingdom ? It is strange that not even a single record, cither of

Aparajita or of his friend Pi-thivipati, is found in South Arcot—
the intervening district between the Chingleput and the Tanjcie

districts — to prove that their dominion extended as far as Kumba-

kor.ain.

I-caving out these considerations altogether, let us examine

the subject from another stand point. The Pandya king Varaguna

II must be regarded as an ally or a subordinate of Nrpatufiga.

Having the?* facts

nolog ical scheme as

in view Gopinatha Rao

follows:—

framed his chro-

Danuvarman .. .. A D. 760 — 811

Nandivarman .. . • „ 811 — 873

Nrpatunga .. .. „ 873 — 899

Gopinatha Sao held that "it could not be that a Pallava king

Aparajita, different from Nrpatunga was present at the battle of

Sripurambiyam with PrthivTpati’’. He identified Varaguna,

whose accession to the throne took place In A.D. 862 with the

Plndya king of the same name, who was killed in the battle or

Sripuiambiyam by Aparajita. Varaguna's victorious inarch to

TondaimandaUm wa3 described in the Ambasamudram inscription

Of his 17th regnal year. The battle of Sripurambiyam must, there-

fore. have been fought either in or after the !7th year of the rule

of Varaguna. Gcpinatha Rao, as has already been stated, took

A. D. 878 as the last date of PrthivTpati I (Ep. Ind., Vol. VI,

p. 59. able). “Hence’ he concluded “the Pallava friend Apari-

jita of PrthivTpati, who was present at the battle field at Sripu-

lambiyatn, must be only Nrpatunga’’

It is evident from what is stated above, that he wrote that

article when the history of the Pallava* was still shrouded in

mystery, and speculation was rampant So we need not take
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This Ls Ihe implication of his being the donor ir, a record' of the

18th regnal year of that Pallava king, corresponding to (855 +
17*=) A. D. 872. Then it seems reasonable to conclude that

Aparajita, who probably ascended the throne in A. D. 873-4 was

au enemy of Nfpatuftga, the latter bemg his enemy's friend. How
could these two rivals rule the same tract ol country simultane-

ously, as is indicated by their inscriptions ? If Aparijita is taken

to have defeated Varagutja II, even before his accession to the

throne ir. A D. 573-4, how could Pnhivlpati of the Ambur re-

cords, who has been identified with Prthivlpati I, be alive, when
it is clearly stated in the Udayendiram plates, that he had lost his

life in Ilia*, battle T If it is argued On the other hand, that the

battle cf Sripurambiyam had taker, place after the 26th year of

rule oi Nrpalurtga, which cannot be earlier than A. D. 880, then

where is the room for the generation of Marasittaha, son of Pfthi-

vipati I and father of Prlluvipati II and wha? evidence is there to

suppose, even for the sake of argument, that he was short-lived ?

As a matter of fact, it has been concluded that Varaguna II died

in 88C, if his recoids, so far discovered, are taken into account.

A. D. 880 being the provisional date given lo the end of Nfpa-

tunga’s reign by counting the regnal years of the later Pallavas as

current Ones, the actual date of the laat year of his rule must be

later than 880. As a matter of fact, according to my scheme, he

ruled until 888 A. D. It follows from this that Varaguna 11 died

even while Nrpatunga was ruling. Even if the identifications of

Dr. Hultasch arc rejected, some explanation must be offered for

the incongruity of the over-lapping of the reigns of NppatuAga

and Aparajita.

How could it be possible for two different kings to rule over

the same tract of country simultaneously ? The inscriptions of

Nppatungi and Aparajita are both abundant in the Chingleput and

the Chittoor districts, till the last year of the former's rule. Three

what Gopinaiha Ran has written very seriously and criticise him.

All honour to those, who have worked strenuously before us and

laid the foundations of South Indian History. We have to

admire Gopinatha Rao’s critical acumen and boldness in conclud-

ing then that Dantivarman and his descendants were also of the

same dynasty as the PaUavas of Kauri and not different from

them, and that the appellation, the Gar.ga PaUavas was wrongly-

founded.

1. Ep. Coll., No. MO-1921.
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alternatives suggest themselves to explain this anainolarv. (1)

Aparajita must be identical with NfpotuAga, in which case, reasons

are to be adduced lor the difference in the personal names and

lor the disappearance of Apuajita’s records with Ihe eighteenth

year of his rule'; (2) or Aparajita, Ibough he was related to

N'rpatuhga, must have set up an independent rule in defiance

of his authority; (3J or Nrpatudga assigned some tract of

country to AparfijiU, perhaps his dear and near relative, if not his

actual son, recognising him as his future heir to the throne. Of

these though the last alternative seems plausible yet it does not

answer all the difficulties satisfactorily.

V

The simultaneous rule of two kings over the same dominion

is thus forced on us by accepting the date 894-95 A.D., suggested

by Mr. K. V. Subrahmanya Aiyar fee the TakkOlam record. He
pitched upon this date 894-95, as it is nearest to 907, the date of

Parantaiui's accession to the throne, assuming that Parftr,taka’s

rule began only after the death of his father Adilya.

The above complication may be avoided if the date of that

record is pushed a little forward. The only date' that satisfies the

details mentioned in it, next to 895 13 A. D. 913, which falls in

the reign of Parintaka I, non of Aditya. If 913 is accepted as

the date of the TakkAlain record then there is no need to extend

his reign arbitrarily beyond his 28th regnal year.* But then, we
have to postulate the conjoint rule of the early Coja kings, Aditya

I- Even though T. A. Gepicatha Rao held Nrpaiut'.ga and
Aparajita to be identical, he did no: explain why some epigraphs

should be in the name of Nrpaumga and others in the name of
Aparfijita. and why AparSjita’s regnal years should stop with 18

only.

2. According t*> L. D. Swamikannu Pillai’s ‘Indian
Ephimeris’.

3. The highest regnal year, given in the records of Raja-
ttsarivarrr.ans, who are unidentified is only 30 {Vide, Prof. K. A.
Nilakautha Saitri'a "Colas,” Appendix, page 385). There are
innumerable number of records of the Cola kings, mentioning their

regnal years consecutively from the first year of their rule. In
such a case, it seems questionable to assign A. D. 894-895 to the
TakkOlam record, iii the absence of any definitely-known record of

Aditya I Rajakesarivsrman after his 28t’n regnal year.
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I and ParSntaka l. This is net unknown lo the Cola kings.

Their records bear testimony to the conjoint rule of father and

son from Par&ntala I down to Virarajendra. But no such

evidence is found for the conjoint rule in the history of the

Pallavas. Hence joint rule may be accepted, as not only possi-

ble but even probable, in the caw of Adilya and Parantaka but

not in the case of Nrpatunga and Apar&jita.

If A. D. 913 were accepted as the date of the Takkfibtu
record, the initial and the 21st year ol Aditya's rule Income A. D.

890 and 910 respectively. Adilya should have taken two or

three years lor consolidating his power in the newly-conquered

territory before he could make fresh grants or confirm old ones;

the real date of the Cola conquest of Tondaimandalam would

then be A. D. 906-07. Aparajita would have come lo Ihe

throne, according to the new arrangement of dates in (906-07

—

18=
)
888-89 A. D. after the death of Xjputunga; he must have

been defeated and slam by Adilya 1, in 906-07. Aditya anointed

his son to the throne in 907, perhaps at the beginning of the

great campaign against ilic chiefs of Ton^imandnlam. It appears

that the conquest of Tondaimandalam was achieved by Aditya,

not single-handed, but with the help cf hb son Paianlaka also.

After Ihe death of Nypatunga, Aparijila, a scion of the Pallava

family cam- to power; the about Tiruvallam and Gmli-

mallam began to rule independently in their ancestral dominion,

there being no powerful over-lord lo check them Aditya, with

the help of Sthaiiu Ravi, Par&ntaka 1, and Prthivipati II overcame

these independent chieftains and brought Tondaimandalam under

tlie Cola flag. It is not unlikely that Adityw died in one of his

wars, perhaps with the BSnas, at Arrur near Tondauwnatj, in Ihe

territory ol 11k B5nas in 917. The battle of VallSIa (Tiruvallam?)

mentioned in the Sholinger record' ol the 9th regnal year (A. D.

9«5) of I’arSntaki, in which Prthivipati II was the victor, should

have been one ol the many remarkable events of the campaign

against Tondaimandalam. Prthivipati II was raised to the dignity

ol Hanadhiraja and made the lord of the conquered Buna terri-

tory in or 3ome time before the 9tb year of Parintaka. The

record, above quoted, gives Prthivipati II the titles Hastimalla,

Vir.ic6|a and B5nadhir5ja.

1. Ep. Ind., Vol. IV, p. 221 ff,

IX—31
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11 this chronological arrangement is accepted, it should

be admitted that Aditya, while cOnqueringTog^mantfalatn, sent

his son Parantnka against the Paijdyns of Madura (even as early

ns 910) because, from the time of .Maravarman RSjasirhha I they

were trying their best to extend their territory to the north of the

KSvcri. Even after the death of Varaguna II, his younger

brother Paruntaka, alias ViranSravana Sa^aiyag also destroyed

Pennagadani ("somewhere near Tanjcre") and fought in the

Kortgu country. His son Miravarman Riljasiriilu II seems to

h ive faithl ally adhered to the policy adopted by his father and

carried his arms to the north of the KAveri. The Bigger Sinna-

nunur plates, issued in the 16th regnal year of this icing, mention

the battles he fought at L'lappiniinatSgalain, Korjumbai, VaBjiand

with the king of TaBjai. With such Pitjdyan rivals in the

south in the rear, it seems impossible for Adilya to extend his

conquests over Topdaimapijalam, had he not simultaneously

attacked the Pilndya* also, checking their north-ward progress.

II this fact is conceded, then not only the conjoint rule of Adilya

and Parantaka should be postulated, but 913 A. D. as the date

of the Takkolam record should also be approved. This suggested

date for the Takkolam record will remove the complication of

the conjoint rule of Nypafunga 1 nnd Aparajita.

1. The Report on Epigraphy for 1901 states (p. 6) that

Adiga| Karajan Mararnbavi, the queen of Nandipfittaraiyar of the

Pallava-tilakaracc is named in two of Nrpatuhgavarman’s inscrip-

tions (300 and 303 of 1901), copied at Tiruchchennamputidi,

during chat year. I examined the texts of the inscriptions

published in the South Indian Inscriptions Vol. VII. Besides Ep.

Coll., No. 303, foar more new inscriptions, numbered as 3Q3A to

393D were also given in the volume. Similarly, besides No. 301,

another new inscription, numbered as 303 A, was also copied at the

same place. Their numbers in the volume range from 521 to 529.

Inscriptions denoted by the numbers 521 (Ep, Coll., No. 3C0), 522

(Ep. Coll., No. 301), 5?6(Ep. Coll., No.303A) and 528 (Ep. Coll.,

No. 303 C) belong to Nrpaturiga. In none of these inscriptions

Adiga! Kandan MSraniMvi is mentioned. But at the same
place, there arc two inscriptions denoted by the numbers 523 and
525 (Ep. Co!!., Nos. 301A and 303 of 1901 respectively) in the

volume. The beginnings of these are lost. In the extan: portion

these do not mention the Pallava king Nrpatuhga at all, but

register a gift of the queen Adigai Kandan MSrambiv:.
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Prof. K. A. Nilakantha Sastri in hi* recent work "The

Cojaa", notices an inscription or the ]8rh year of Rajakesarivanna,

which also mentions the same quern. I have gone through the

text of this inscription also. It is true that it mentions a woman

MirambSvi. But no lilies are given to her as we find in the ins-

criptions of the Pallava queen, Acjigaj Kamian illrambavi. There

is nothing to show in this particular inscription that this

Marambivi was identical with the Pallava queen Marambivi.
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WftSRS 3R153T*RSf%-

5*1
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\c. vrWirfin sw i *®.

Rtarowatef* ^RT^Tf^r i ? ®.

w*ii ^ sMsw i
?°- ^°-

U. ffafaf «ITOT*TWT SfoTOfa 5TT^T i \K-
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*°-
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?°. *<*•

*»• ftjrai vigqjfira. n*r- i t*- M.
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\$. TOHfrrowar: stow 8%mr* i \ ®. *5-

*». «?^»5i g*TO*n* frrrfftws &*-•
i
?®- 3*-

^•q*Rr«nro sajrcT wSrefer i t®. w
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—». w.
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#i<r i
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vk. «rrai^i RrWtifss* ?ft*n ?°- *H-
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i t®. v».
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»h. s^Tf^n^ ^rearaisfcr i ?®- 3̂ -
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$R: TO *3*<ri *fai ?5 I 'S' ^ <

^i's. tt.
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*?rwi —h*rr fR^r 5i^i f^’Tri *nr i

•I cPTT ^ faiiifffl $jRtSU5lfa II

tfifrrg—»r iJnsr *rcr i

fo5* ^ *fta?5

—

*RTf^*jf?t*R sffa^Rifa ^r i

tRT'IFRF^ R *R cRTTSSR*!^ II

<Rp ’tff: $1f$»TC ^*1 TO I

-ftf ftfaaf frfR <R TO—« fcg*: II (»o)

«p vfastanri *ffarg srfaqrera s

*il«!4d RRPJ? iR«R RR'R

—

3TFRT TOT ^PR giR I

ato siito sr jt ij^iffi faR>R<KRt H

TO ^li f*PTTTOTP TO «5fa5cR :
I

ft IRKhRHIW ?fcTfTl! 7^ II

\. ^

3OT %TO *PPTPTRT5

—

TOlft^foi: TO«q: «

^fpW53RR*TWRR»n TOPffc*. II

* * *

ftfrT 'W TOTCR*^ I

^ (8FqT»^H*^) snfaW® *IR^ TORS

‘ 5fR WIT ^

—

TOT ft 3TOT **W RfcST I

3 R^TO 9 STPRt TOT Rcrf^Rl: II

*tal*M : 5(fft?R : ?llt $*T I

TO SlfTOfaTO RJT ?RTO 11

IX—33
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3^ a jJFTCR:, ^aqjjjR g,

awa^w^ ?aia 35a jwrc 3arcwa 1 fa?g aar aro

<rt fawaarc?: anrc rcarafa aar aw frwrw arc aa

a=arc $^fa asWwft5a^arc(®8TOfaa^ farca—

‘•faatawnadiaw

mw ft 3 afowra. 1
" h- ?• ?^. 1

?^q^fl^r«I?cfraP7l2rcrTR: arcaTCF q^TCcIF

vnaaa aa aa warcaNa -3?&a a ftswa ( are-n

arftWTClfo a afawa , *Tf ffofa a?fwWW[*ta ,

<rw aaafa swRa , aw aaaawaa^aaar asaa

awa i ™a arca ^ fi ^ ^ wrgsaftfa

aaaraa awia s5raft 1 a <w arcatff aaa. awr? ara^iaa^

awnsgaa;, ‘55W’ awftfteft 1 aw^iaw<
fraaaftsfwa. sarca* jiftaaiwra aiaa, , ‘atarcfo’

^(4*+>k atfgirc
,
aw a*aa ftftaaia na^ aw *F*t ai*ff

astft*; §4*j aarsnla^fa 1 aar rciwFarca^faa

jwaraa wrf, aar aiaaa^M g^agwa warn

sE«wiaarc—

‘aaai^aaaaP °n<adw : wa ftcafafrnaaarc^

^awa^raaa: i*x <rc fcraaaa arc^arwam: aasa

agaa aaara^a safsteaa aTafsfra, aa;, saaRr,

fo: ,
$reFt$: aaMa^aaia^^iafrca % m

faaaaa—

aa^Rwwfta atRa^a Wfi: 1
” (H- v.)

jfiaig— ‘ awa?fit *)8wa^aa<l aa:
' #1

aa a aaaiaa a %as aaw a?a » aaa a, f%aj

arar ftsaftai , fosfrfaai a 1 artwmw; aaawarahw

arcar fawaara 1 aaafcjj ftfarc aars

—

*«i1m ?<;. v^?; ?*. \ k-\ r .
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w* iw atfr a^gmfcar

'
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nsr# a, hph& $saa,
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jfltanM* asarsfoRKP*

W WMd«HIM4l4H^a«$Pr «m*RR>n* ^alaa-

i f^R^i wr^t *rowyma *alfa—

atera ft{?$a 5* talra <j$n«w^foi* i

jj* ftrepR ftjRafarcaa ^ 5rras%swiR^i n

^ ^ fe*THISft pWlsR JTT^RW

jraaia. ; a a*a q^raar aai%i i a a atffa $i ar “aftaft ?

q?m «ftq aranaa aa *R$afa anft sa*r*fa 3*rc*fea-

afajna i a?'? *aaaT fWi«^ *a?ami

imm i aa: s^iarc waarens—

" aaRran ai^: aaaraift ?ftwaa" ?fa i

5v». a a

‘‘ " aft tfaig aaan aTfaa a>fafa i t£
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aas%ar i a^r & qRfT »ifra i »qq?n

ar^sq saa i
“ aa aiq*4araai: ” ?ra afar- U- a. 1

^ si^at i #»rg <i^s^ —
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ttj) »^-
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forfisftq*l fq^ q%, ftfea ft a ii

q#I ffpfl ^C?T%^ ; I
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”

?o. 3^ <S°. WS®.

aRa^fara aaw %i^ ;
—

a3?: fiafaaaT +$ as^r

<zm aafaft aagarca?# i

f^Rpna. *qRrcara?at jnar-

aafa maw m\ ii

(*r^nj.)

a?flW3 aiatoaait

ftaafsaal wfcww i

TOg^amrcqq; aanak
paa^ata &*m aarsRa n <*aaqq ? ?

JJSS fl^—

aa qiaw f^rr aa aiaf qs'fc 1

aa 3f#aqf sEffar tfftSMa ii (tf° U- «*.)

»raqaita<* afa^a? pigwifa a ass "as—
am §ft:> !taq*>ft$at*mr ii (a. U* *°-)



CONVENTIONS IN THE ART OF PAINTING.

BY

C. SlYARAMAMURTr, >1 . A.,

Madras.

The world is full of limitations; and everywhere in every

field human agency fails to gel the upper hand of Nature and is

reduced to the st.de of, and humiliated ta such an extent as to

meekly acquiese in, subserving the powerful laws of the Omnipo-

tent Spirit. Thus when man attempts at building a house in sand

or to chisel out a statue from snow his action is frustrated and he

has to accept defeat amt turn to other materials provided with

greater adhesiveness or pe: manency as the case may be suited for

building-construction and figure-carving. When man employs

materials he cannot do everything in his own way. His liberties

are not so uncurtailed; and the so-called discoveries of means,

methods and materials arc merely understanding and obeying of

Nature's commands. Convention is a process that takes its birth

from man's realisation of the limitations that Nature ihrusts on

him in his means and methods of different executions. Conven-

tion has a very wide sphere of activity and is found in every

department of life. It is proposed in this note 10 deal with some

of the conventions that obtain in the Art of Painting and its

kindred science, Sculpture.

To have a good idea of what conventionalism is it would do

well for us to look up Ruskin who argues it at length in the

section on modern manufacture and design in his ' The two

Paths ’ and also in his Addenda to his lecture on Architecture

and Painting Speaking of conventionalism by cause of ineffi-

ciency of material he says— 11 If for instance wc arc required to

represent a human figure with stone only, we cannot represent its

colour; we reduce its colour to whiteness. That is not elevating

the human body, but degrading it; only it would be a much
greater degradation to give its colour falsely. Diminish beauty as

much as you will, but do not misinterpret it. So again, when wc
are sculpturing a face we can't carve its eyelashes. The face is

none the better for wanting its eyelashes— it is injured by the
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want; but would be much more injured by a clumsy representa-

tion of them.

•* Neither can we carve the hair. We must be content with

the conventionalism of vile solid knots and lumps of marble,

instead of the golden cloud ilut encompasses the fair human face

with its waving mystery. The lumps of marble are not an

elevated representation of hair—they are a degraded one; yet

better than any attempt to imitate hair with the incapable material.

" In all cases in which such imitation is attempted, instant

degradation to a still lower level is the result. For the effort to

imitate shows that the workman has only a base and poor concep-

tion of the beauty of the reality—rise he would know his task to

be hopeless, and give it up at once: so that all endeavours to

avoid conventionalism, when tiie material demands it, result from

insensibility to truth, and are among the worst forms of vulgarity.

Hence, in the greatest Greek statues, the hair is very slightly indi-

cated, not because the sculptor disdained hair, but because he

knew what it was too well to touch it insolently. 1 do not doubt

but that the Greek painters drew hair exactly as Titian does.

Modern attempts to produce finished pictures on glass result from

the same base vulgarism. No man who knows what painting

means, can endure a painted glass window which emulates

painter's work. But he rejoices in a glowing mosaic of broken

colour: for that is what the glass has the special gift and right of

producing." 1

But the above quolalion from Raskin has 3 bearing only on

the limitations imposed on work by the material used for the

purpose. We have just like the impossibility of working of hair

beyond an indication of if and a total inability to represent eye-

lashes and colour in sculpture the icnpcssibilics of representation

of volume—the the three dimensions—in painting; and thus here

come in such conventions as light and shade, perspective and
foreshortening. All these have reference to the manner of exe-

cution as suited to the material on which the workman operates.

And we have other conventions pertaining to the contents or the

idea of the representation, the subject as it U called. It is this

convention regarding represenlalion of a theme that is to be

dealt with at some length in this paper.

In such cases conventions rise very high and become noble

and sublime. They then assume the proportions of suggestive

1. The Two Paths—Modern manufacture and design.
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forces and convey, 1o the mind of the witness of the execution,

ideas more beautiful as suggested ones than matter of fact ones

specifically stated. There are pictures and pictures. The most

detailed delineation in a picture where nothing is left to sugges-

•ion and where finish goes to a point of vulgarity is never so

desirable as a suggestive sketch full of idea and thought pro-

voking. Abhinavagupta speaks of pictures rather contemptu-

ously as on a par with Citrakavya—producing mere wonder and

nothing more. But his reference appears to be only to non-

suggestive pictures. Convention is that particular suggestion that

softens a picture and at the same time gets recognised being

understood to connote a certain meaning by a large number of

spectators. Just as in AJartkara we talk of Vyaktavyaktakaminl-

kucak3lasa as very beautiful and suggestive and bring it in as an
illustration of Vyartgyakavya we have the VyaktSvyakta suggestive

picture with healthy conventions as the real force in art.

We have a lot of references in Sanskrit literature where

particular conventions denote particular stales and emotions. The
mudras and sthanas etc. of Nafya are other methods of expres-

sing the same states and emotions. And as the method of sug-

gestion in Citraiastra is not very different from that in the Nifya-

Sastra as stated in the verses

—

«WT 3% !WT fa* Vt'WljJipG: (|

cTVT »[3t afjfalfflft |

q *w(*nr?)3* II

CT 9? fa^ fqfal faa <K qaq. || Vianudhannoltara.

we have to take into consideration both the arts.

Now to take actual cases: in the representation of a Virahini

the accepted convention is the painting of ekaveni, malinavnstra,

plndukajxil* etc. We hare it given in the graphic description of

Siti in the Sundarakipija of Valmiki Ramayana, and in many
other kavyas. We may just quote Kalidasa as an example. In

the verse

—

erarlii* foffcwffo gfR* ngff: |

Raghu. XVI, 4.

we are fold that the dress of women separated from their hus-

bands is distincl and easily distinguishable. In another verse
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Raghu. VI, 23.

this dress is explained further. Elaborate explanation is found in

the verse—

qtrfi^5m3Rf33TgMcfraw fag:

TO5Jn5«Rlw4uh8t:
I

#*n»$ ci ft<swwn wmqRSl

3ft e^srfet flfan g ^flqqre: II Megha. I, 29.

An unmarried girl is easily suggested by a particular arrange-

ment of dress and we have this given in the passage from the

ViddhasSlabhanjika of Rijaiekhara.

ft^RR—(wi?r*)*T 3*fcn ! (BRfw) *ng

Mi arftJFircfl (^ifRig^srcra <i<ii£«»ifa «r m R(9wflH®iW

wwfft I
at ^ s*^57 araiaqgi^fya^: Rr^ anf^faftfr

ag fisrcg msfaww; i ( reran)

fiRlfavl <35 <?TWI ©T<Ift I

?M—reiS fforew:
|

n^jqfd Mfctn? <ft

qifonnp^ g n«?raw

JttftftSWgre: qfaiWb ii Act I.

Sparse ornamentation and a plain apparel suggest a simple

life in the woods and the famous example of this is that of ?akun-

tala and her companions Priyaihvada and AnasGya in (he famous

play of Kalidasa.' Profuse ornamentation and and an eagar

*• *rar—

1

3T?*ra faft<r-

flOTifa: i

flUJw:—fci*5 ?

iIT*£Wft—4dAitt« ^ ^ 'lE-l fftwift I

<i*t
I— fiti r i

0^1 wiRft II

Act VI.

0 51
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flutter in the of a maiden for meeting her lord would

suggest her to be a Vasakasajjikil.

All the above named are bul a lew titbits from literature.

We have a separate section in the Visnudharmottara titled Rupu-

nirmfina dealing elaborately with conventions; and it is an inte-

resting and pleasant study to see how particular features and

special characteristics suggest particular situations etc. It is most

profitable to consider this chapter in detail. In the representa-

tion of D<utyas* Danavas, Yak«as, Kinnaras, Drvas, Gandharvas,

lists, kings, ministers, Brahmanas etc. separate pramanas of each

clas* based on the different calculations like Bhndra, Rticaka etc.

and the special distinguishing characteristics arc given.

The sages, Gandharvas, Daityas, Dinavas, ministers, astrolo-

gers, Purohitas and Brahmanas in general arc to be of the

Bhadrapramana. 1 The sages are to be represented as lustrous

but weak ;uid emaciated, with matted hair, and the Krfnfijina

(skin of the black deer) as the uttirija or upper garment. 2 The

Dtvatas andGandharvas arc to be shown as (not?) devoid of crowns

and having a sikhara? 3 Brahmanas arc to be shown as full of

splendour (Brahmavarcas) and wearing white garments. 1 Minis-

ters, astrologers and royal priests are to be adorned fully and in

a gaudy fashion with all sorts of ornaments but they are to be

Thus Sakuntala and other maidens in the wood deck

themselves with flowers. That they wear no golden ornaments is

given in ihe line aft 1
<1

fftft I Act IV.

’K'PTa* W't*il |

iht H30HPH arsnns
i

Dr. Stella Kramrisch translate* the word —
as Siva. The correct reading a* found later on in the text itself

is SWW and it means an astrologer.

2. vn-ti nii^ilisiinrar: n

f.iqii^rTRisffT gat: i

3. *1^ gft? ftafSfn: n

ffaiift njirin
i

4 - fasr: n

1X-3-1
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shown as wearing turbans and no*, crowns.* Daityas and Dina-

vas arc 10 be of a terrible aspect ir. feaiful face, with globular

eves, frowning eyebrows and with a gaudy apparel. 1 Gar.ahaivus

arc lo be of the Bhadrapramann, and should be represented as

fully beautified with garlands and ornaments, having swords in

their hands and flying in the sky or moving on the earth with

their wives.’ KinnarM, Niigas and Riicsasas to be of the Mala*

vya parimana.* Yaksas are to be of the Rueaka pramana.* An

important man (a great man) is to be painted according to Saiaka

pramaiya. 6 Ptsxcas, dwarfs, hunchbacks, Pramathagana3 and

kings are to be done according to their individual natural measure-

ments and forms. T The wives of every one of these arc to be

painted appropriately to '.he measurements of their husbands.*

l. qF’3<n« ssrcnt ahRSijddal i

*w»t l< ||

5i^r Mtalq ffPt I

The epithets in the line 3^*f etc. which are in the

accusative and go with are so translated as logo with

etc. No such construction is possible since accusative epithets

qualify only accusative nouns and nominative epithets nominative

nouns.

*4oraTa«iT srar aA*wu«<iwr ^ l

dMW*giOT “Ml II

(iratttmn:
?) 's^’TRfi’ir firopin yr

|

OTftwn ^ 11

<szn<«T^ a «srer mi5t gfa i

ftwOwraer: li

HHI«H 0>3T: ^151 |

Tffrect fluff’d Sfmd *twf II

PHtRI 3T»RI: IHWIW «^»)St:
|

HR(iR I) P-WM: vfitf r) w (<n IJftmirerar II

The construction here is practically impossible. There is no
connection between the former line of the sloka and the latter.

Hence the suggested readings.

& wi'jvwti'JiiM e^ii qtfoci: I

There is no word in the text for ’traditional’

Dr. Stella Kramrisch in her translation.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

used by
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Kinnara* arc of two kinds. Tlioee with the f:ice of a horse and

a human body and Ihosc with a horse's body and a human face.J

Those with the face of a horse arc to be completely decked with

jewels and represented as lustrous and carrying musical instru-

ments. 1 Rflkjaws are to be painted as terrible and with fierce

eyes with the loirs all flying up dishevelled. 1 Nagas arc to be

represented just like gods with an addition of hoods on their

heads-* Yaksas tire to he fully ornamented.* The Pramathas of

gods, and the Piiicaa are to be of no Bpecat pramJna.* The

garus of Devat&l should I* shown as having the faces of various

creatures, should wear different kinds of dresses and carry differ-

ent weapons; they should also be engaged in multifarious sports

and activities. J But all Vaifiiav.iganas arc to be of one type

except for four differences, one class, Vasudevagana, resembling

Vasudeva, Sahkarjarugana resembling Sahkar$ana and the

gagas of Pradyumna and Aniruddha resembling then: both.' All

these possess the valour oi their lord, wear ornaments similar to

his, arc clear like the moon, and dark like the blue-lotus or like

1.

3.

4.

5..

6.

7.

ftWTT ^44WT Ftteur. II

ail^ tjfjfifSwi:
|

II

3i*6^r ntgfli: flnfrwi: II

i^(4i ?)«ro« hpti: i.viffl-ifltdT:

wwjri: **jnr: *raretefrf?(n nai 1

1

grrci w®i: «r*n: n*n*to fSai:
t

ftsiraiw a*ir tro: li

dwwrtdwi: «raV. Snarci a«*T *mi: i

Jtraa HTCRl'reusaT n

drai*fi«nravw«r 3t:ii<nte?rwn
|

u.w^4i«d TvTn; li

31§^rar. *5T3T 5>U: II

wniwstiw a*1! Pjm: I

trg$Rtf-f3iR djon: <Jt*»i«*tf II
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the marakata gem with the lustre ol skidOra. 1 Ve$y5ftganis

(prostitutes) arc to be of the Rucaka prr-mSru and their apparel

should be gaudy in accordance with the laws oi Sptgara (love). 1

Kulastriyah (House wives) are to be of the MSIavyarnSna and

full o! modesty. They should wear ornaments but their apparel

ought not to be over gaudy.1 The wives of Daityas, Danavas

and Yak$as arc to be represented very beautiful.* The Matarah

(mothers or can it be Saptamatarah?) arc to be done according to

their form. 1 The wives of Piiicas are to be drawn according to

the ran of the PiSSca.* Widows are to be drawn as grey-

haired, wearing white clothes and devoid of all ornaments.’

Dwarfs, hunchbacks, Old Indies and beautiful damsels should be

in the retinue ol princesses; The Katicuki amongst them should

be represented old.* The Vaisyas are to be drawn according to

L tratnwr: pjut: i

am i

In the above two lines there is no description of the VeAyah-

ganasas supposed by Dr. Kramrisch. They arc the descriptions

of the Vaisnavagana*.

2. wwi 5 npra *<9V. fam il

Vi
i

The translation ’calculated to excite erotic feeling’ of

Dr. Kramrisch is somewhat strained Wd means gaudy, net

unrestrained’.

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

The

ETfiscrarea: CRT Jrifw: |

mgHVd *
I

tTOTR’ eI»J*T =r ll

ttrat: ‘CT5T TOfVl II

M&tarah may be Saptamitarah.

Rrarmm ‘a qsmsfa ^lyftcdwiydi:
i

||

f*ST «MM«I T3T Hm Fmraf rraf. |

tr^si'it vfj’tii WPL 3s *

rendering of Dr. Kramrisch # A hunchbacked, a
dwarfish and an old woman also shouJd be (represented) in (their)

natural condition' is not correct. KubjS etc. are given in the
feminine specially because they form the retinue of royal women.
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lo the h’ucaka pramana.' The Sudeas are to be of the Safiaka

pramana.' In both cases their dress is to be according to their

particular caste. 5 The women ol Daityas arc to be painted in the

company oi their maids.' The artist should take care to paint

the commander-in-chief of the army as very proud and mighty,

with a ponderous head, broad chest, prominent nose and chin,

lusty shoulders, brawny arms and a thick neck, gigantic in his

proportions, with three distinct wavy wrinkles on his brow, a

bread waist, and with hia look directed upwards. 5 Warriors in

general are to be depicted with knitted brows.' With an over-

bearing look, gaudy dress, and haughty bearing arc to be painted

armed foot-soldiers.’ They arc to be of the Karnataka type and

should arm themselves with sword and shield.* The bowmen

are to be sketched with bare knees having excellent bows in their

hands.* Their dress should not be very gaudy and they should

wear slippers on their feet.10 Horses and elephants etc. arc to

*• TOW 3 *$*3313 II

2- SI5H33 3 3133 5JCT13 *1
I

3' WMMgvfa agiw n

4. Wfttfife-Ti tn>n: qfwnfteM: i

flfifirei «i?rdrel 35153: 11

qfiwpfa 3if=35: 1

11

«r4: «hwi: 1

6 - tfrsi: Wr ntrera mq^f II

'• f%P*^(c?)?»iStt*I *iqi«t5d<!rdl: I

3?*g4C*[H wrg'frai: Tjra«j: 11

It should not be TJct but since gaudy and simple

apparel alone is referred to over and over 3gain. It is not

'short uniform’ as Dr. Krarnrisch would have it.

8
. qrnn:

1

Swordsmen and men with shields are not different as Dr.

Krararisch translates. It is the same foot-soldier that holds both

sword and shield.

9. 3PJTWI: f.nii 333'tfTH sfJ33:
11

10- rpgS&T VTT % I

No ‘short dress’ is referred to here as Dr. Kramrisch trans-

lates.
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be painted in the manner described previously. 1 Warriors on

elephants are to be generally dark in colour, should wear orna-

ments and have their hair in the jutatasara fashion.* The horse-

riders are to dress in the northern fashion.* Bards are to wear

gaudy apparel.* Veins should be visible on their necks and their

iglit is lo be upwards.* Heralds arc to be tawny and should

look sidewards.' Warriors with dubs are to be almost like the

DBnavas (in their form, might etc.).’ Two opposing warriors in

battle should not be depicted as swarthy and looking sidewise.*

The Pratihara (door keeper) should have a demeanour neither too

proud nor too calm, is to hold a stall and have a sword hanging

by his side.- The merchants should have high turbans on their

heads.** Musician?, dancers and critics of instruments are to wear

gaudy dres*- l! The most respectable people in town and country

are to be depicted with their hair all slowly silvering over with

•• qtll'fiBBin: «FU: II

2 . seqKtug 35 : wmrgj 3«fa:
1

3czn(a ?)^: tnafHirafo 3 11

3. 3#®ton: «»t|KSS!Wli 3 1

4. 33rR 3 4PWW*lf II

5. fmrrf?mwTia 1

6- -rri'-.i: <fcflwi: ««w*n: 11

need not be ‘squint eyed’ as Dr. Kramrisch

translates. ‘Side look’ seems to be a happier rendering.

7. 31TOT tpwilij:
|

It is warrior* with clubs that are described as like DAuavas

and not heralds as Dr. Kramrisch holds.

10.

11 .

8. q 4iT><iw 5*3H. II

3 ^ CP33 ywet l

QTVrjR UI1I5I«3 'J-en-l. II

*i»*n 3fopt«i«n
1

*TPRT(«T ?) 3H3T 3 31 3TWTr3TJ3?: ? II

333a 3 3T3TH Hi jita- I

is vague and unintclligibic. It might be

The suggested text can also mean 'those who can

correctly regulate the sound of musical instruments
1

as Dr.

Kramrisch interprets.
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age, a? decked with auspicious ornaments and dressed in clean

raiment, as courteously disposed, affable (net haughty) and

sweet tempered (gcod looking) by nature. 1 The workman is to

be represented as engaged in h«$ duty; while the wrestlers are to

be depicted as haughty, terrible and tall, with a body of large

proportions, a thick neck and a clo^cly-cropped heavy head. 1

Bulls, lions, and other animals are to be painted with suitable

back-grounds us we see them in nature it., the bulls in the

meadows, the lions in the forest and so forth. 3 These descrip-

tions given arc for those not generally seen (U, for knowing

those things of these which by chance one has not seen. If one

has seen actually the things described he has to paint them from
nature). 4 A thing seen should be painted as it is without any

diffcjence since sadrsyakarana i.c., faithful delineation is the most

important factor in a picture. * People born in different countries

arc to be painted according to the form of their features, colour

and apparel and the artist lias !o carefully itse his discretion in

discriminating and pointing prope rly after ascertaining their land,

occupation, position and work, their seals, their couches, their

vehicles and their dress. 6 River* should be painted as having

bodies. They are to bo with vdhanas, should hold Purnakumbhas

l- amr^rffesr. qwr: 11

$31: BUHWtojrn:
i

stgasOTn *1*: sraiifttrcfSra: II

Dr. Kramrisch translates as 'stooping forward 'and' ready to

help.'; but this doe* not seem to be warranted by the text.

2. VI#: v#vtl stf: |

nisra: h
rw«iiHi« rffanrqfcnl'KT: n

3rt« *ai: *P#w#t*cir:
|

3 . yu: vimfvt: spnrnni: (I

Bts e^jn TnfSra
i

5- SB VI# I

9rs"ji«<l|
i n 4?!# u

6. 5*;'ut v# ’in#*! ^ «33ran
i

^i to: vr#i n

f##1# '.’IH ^ V# 3^91 ^ W: I

Slfl# VI# ^ VI# SRlft# II
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(is., poti full of water) in their hands and have their knees hent. 1

In drawing mountains the pcak(itkhara) is to be shown at the lop

of the head. 2 The earth is to be shown with the islands for its

hands ?!’ The oceans arc to be painted as bearing jewelled jars

and having the sikhara niudra on their hand.* Ir. the halo o:

the ocean (personified) there should be water depicted.’ A sign

of water (wavy lines) is to be depicted about the tip of their

weapons. 1 Kumbha (pot) is to he drawn for representing nidhi

{treasure) in general. Sahkha is to be drawn for Sahkhanidhi,

Padma for Padmanidhi and so forth for other varieties i.e.,

MahSpadma, Makara, Kr.cchaja, Mukunda, Kunda, Nila and

Vara.’ Every detail of an activity should conform to the murti

(body of figure) drawn.' Thus the divine ones should be speci-

ally marked off by an akjamSIS (rosary) and bock. 6 Hereafter

we pfiss on to the form of things as we see them actually. 10 The

1- flfcri « srfraTf 'n?-nfd |

^cTfnp67;: tu'ilpiMt dtdtd'JWt: II

2 . ffrat# i

3. tftqra? ^ I| ?

This line is unintelligible. But Dr. Kramrisch somehow sug-

gests some meaning.

*• *I*W*U RTWWIVPJ:
|

wsumkI: «HT: ||

5. «55ioii trerwA a nssrcci
i

6- sngvjFii ^ <rf»rar
II

Here Dr. Ktararisch's translation of *1?^ as the head

of the ocean is not appropriate. It it the tip of the weapon
meant. The personified ocean holds rhe weapon in the hand and

it can never be on the head.

7. ftvfrri j»r irff *ijjt>i
i

TO qowW 4tTTOIR3S'ra: II

There it no question of 'tank’ here, fafa is treasure.

Treasure in general is represented by a pot. The other special

types of treasures (navanidhi) are also given later. Dr. Kram-
risch does not correctly translate the Nidhi portion.

8 tot-. wzwau: 2*^ i

9- ft=4wi ztti H5«efnirfi g gstiq li

10. a»a: <rt STO'nfo w tow |
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sky is to be colourless and full of birds.* The heaven* arc fo be

full of stars. 2 The earth is to be wild and arid or marshy and

full of water according to its sal.* The mountain is to be drawn

with chains of rocks, peaks, mountain colours, trees, waterfalls

(mountain streams) and snakes.' The forest is to be shown as

pc«ses3ir.g different frees, birds and beasts. 2 Water is to be

depicted in picture by a number of fish, tortoises, swans and

other aquatic animals.' By means of picturesque temples,

palaces and bazaar streets and beautiful royal highways is to be

depicted a town in picture,’ A village is to be shown by drawing

roadways with some gardens and groves on either side.* All

fortresses are !o be shown as having a suitable background, a

rampart wall, battlements and mountains.® The bazaars arc to

be painted as having all wares; the SdhSnabhumi (SpJr.abhumi?)

is to be full o; men busy drinkmg wine.'-' Gamblers are to be

shown without an upper cloth; the losers arc to be painted sor-

rowful and the winners full of joy.’* The battlefield is to be

Dr. Kramrijch's translation here does not take into

iccount the two words ®lflM and ^PP.

«pfci a I

II

S* TT •fPTTfa’liSjflSfcd: I

6- rihi ^ II

7.
|

*TOTT»f« I

8-
II

The word Wffll has no meaning. It might be 3i»far.

9. aSvnit 5*fpii 3tR fTOT I

10. •PT^’Ercs I

an«r(iT IFmPr. itf®n l)-ui$^i 11

ii- ysSiiflnfrris i

IX—35
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suggested by drawing the cahiraftgabaU (cars, elephants, horses

and footmen), warriors furiously fighting, and blood flowing about

the corpses of dead soldiers.
1 The burial ground is to be sug-

gested through (funeral) piles of logs and dead bodies.' A way

is to be shown by drawing caravans fully loaded .
3 Night is to

be suggested by painting the moon and stars, thieves stealthily

approaching and people fast asleep.* In the first half of the

night is to be shewn the Abhisarika; and the dawn is to be shown

by the red streak and the cock’s crow .

1 The day is to be shown

by men being drawn as actively at work.
5 The evening Sandhya

is to be shown by painting the dvijas (Brahinanas) engaged in

contemplation .
7 Darkness is to be suggested by thieves moving

about the house .

3 Moonlight is to be shown by the bloom of

the blue water lily.
8

( ?J.
The heat of the sun is to be

shown by depicting fatigued people .
18 The spring reason :s to be

1 .

2.

3.

4.

STTrirctrcmwf
ii

5JJ5TFT r aqr =ri
l

gg: gqftf'ii&aW ai«i( $ ? n

STT«*ae*ti Tift II

The translation of ^t^PLby those engaged in wordly

pleasures as given by Dr. Kramrisch is, though doubtful, the best

possible explanation under the circumstances.

5. arms ni'lik a*tr l

erWi 'aw sn^Tt ii

6. 54i*ontflara: arg(s I'tsto i

‘Or a man should be drawn as if ready for work’ given

by Dr. Kramrisch shows that this is an alternative to suggest

dawn. It is not so. The text means differently. Active work
suggests day time (midday)

.

8. mat fra am tra'ratf**:
|

9
- f^Rt ?) g n

The next two lines are unintelligible here. How Dr.

Kramrisch translated them into ‘petals of the lotus flower should

be dosed’ etc., is not clear.
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shown by drawing trees full of blossoms) cuckoos and bees, and

men and women gay and happy.* Summer is to be shown by

sketching animals under the shade of trees, buffaloes bathed in

mud and dried-up lakes. 1 Overhanging clouds (lull of water), the

rainbow, the lightning, and birds biding in the trees and lions

and tigers in their dens are suggestive of the rainy season.* The
Sarat season is shown by trees lull of fruits, fields of ripe corn

and sheets of water full of swans and lotuses. 1 Hctr.anta

(winter) is depicted by a misty atmosphere, and barren earth

with a dcw-bespcinkled surface.* Sifira (cold season) is to be

shown by drawing joyous crows and elephants, shivering men
and a dewy atmosphere.* 3y a look at the fruits of blossoms of

trees, the mirth and joy of people, in short by a look at the world

around one has lo know the seasons.’

1.
||

siCSTOTtf* ^ i

2. j&jfoi «i?war-tnnh«T*tr n

y'4-a^rsj'R. (3: l) |

3. il

(?) I

httV il

4. TfiRJHB'FFT CtfWCT*
1

HteroeRrat a asr II

OTT I

f3T*Tt 3W*3a: SUlfoRT WpTM*JI
i

6.
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C. R. SANKARAN, B.A., (HONS.) DlP. in GERMAN,

Research Student in Sanskrit,

University cj Madras.

As the antecedent ot Sanskrit gacchUmi (whose root syllable

must have been originally unaccented)

1

,
Barlholoma* set up

Indo-European * gin-Skd—(See Handbuch der. altiran. Dial,

section 146 and Kuhn’s zcitschrift XXVII, 366 8.).

Drugmann did not regard this reconstruction to be satis-

factory, but held si and not skh as the original form (See

Grundriss. English Translation. Volume I, sections 400, 475,

552, 557). His conjecture was as follows ;—sk was converted into

sf in the primitive Aryan period which passed into t& (the change

ol Is from si being not an uncommon phenomenon), and this

became in its turn cck and he instances pacchal ' pada by pada
'

from * pal-ias (See ibid, section 351) by way of illustration.

Kuhn subscribed to this view as early as 1854 [$« tlber

das alte j and cinige damit Verbuodune hutwicklung, Kuhn's

zeitschrift 3, p. 328 8. Also compare Ascoli, Die entstchung

dcr Sanskrit tenuis palatalaspirata Kuhn's zeitschrift 16 (18-57),

pages 442-449.]

Hirt also agrees with this standpoint. For he says, “ Indo-

germanic si ist zweifdlos untcr gewissen Umstundcn im Ind.

durch cch Veitreten." [H. Hirt, Indogermanischc Grammatik.

Teil I. Heidelberg 1927. Section 222, page 245. Compare

also Wackernagd Altindische Grammatik 1, (1896), section, 134,

page 157.]*

H. B. Darbishirc (See Relliquia: Philological : or essays in

Comparative Philology Cambridge 1895, edited by R.S. Conway.

I. See J. 0. R. M„ Volume VIII, Part IV, p. 348. f. n.

flartholmae. IF. Anz. 20. 162. H. Hirt. Idg. Gr. Teil V. p. 188.

2. .SVe also H. Hirt. Idg. Gr. Teil IV. Heidelberg. 1928.

Section 102, p. 232.
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'•The Sanskrit liquids ", Chapter II, p. 215) observed that Indo-

European palatal T became s, the dental sibilant, both in

Armenian and in Zend, while in Sanskrit it became the palatal

sibilant i and proceeded to observe that the prclo-Indo-European

reconstructed form fer the Sanskrit crA is only * si which in

Iranian became s and in Armenian S. for Zend s is only a pis alter

for sk as shown by the variant p in the Avesta. (Brugmann.
Grundriss. I, section 307.)

Leonard Bloomfield also (cf. “The Indo-European Palatals

in Sanskrit" Volume 32. The American Journal of Philology,

p. 45) says to the same effect that Sanskrit cch in gacchali comes

from tiic primitive Aryan * li <• • IE. sk.

But Brugmann and others (See Grundriss. Engish transla-

tion Volume 1, section 553, page 406) are of opinion that the

antecedent of Sanskrit ehinad-mi, "I cut off, tear" Latin,

Sciudo ; Gothic, Skaidan, • to divide, separate 0. H. G.

Stin/an is the Indo-European * skhail—skhaid.

Why do these scholars here alone assume skis instead

ofrA? The answer is obvious. It is Grimm’s law of Germanic
sound-shift that necessitates such an assumption here. But
in the previous case, one seems to be at liberty to assume

even sk without in any way coming into direct conflict with any
established law in Indo-European linguistics.

Brugmann and others seem to have set up IE. • sT as the

antecedent of cch owing perhaps to the belief that the change of

IS into cch had taken place in the primitive Aryan. [This change

peculiarly belongs no doubt to the separate history of Indian.

Panini describes it under the sutras ?pi 5^: (P. 8, 4, 40).

(P. 8, 4, 63) and 9 (p. 8, 4, 55) so that ^ fare:

is converted into Hi*®*:]

But the evidence of such a change in primitive Aryan is not

conclusive. Therefore the more serviceable IE reconstruction

would be simply * gw-skhO— *, for the purpose of reconstruction

is not to furnish a picture of the parent language, for its cwn
sake, but a background of the historical relations. In short,

1. I owe this suggestion to my revered Professor Mm.
Kuppujwami S5slrigal.
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•• the rfconslruchons are only weighed formulas of correspon-

dence plus as much interpretation as the evidence permits."*

Uhlcnbeck (See A manual for Sanskrit Phonetics) adopts the

form • gm-sChd but dees not indicate how this reconstruction is

more satisfactory than m gm-sU—
;
so does Thumb (See Hand-

buch dcs Sanskrit. 1 Teil Grammatik, section 151, page 113.)

Comment is needless on the more satisfactory nature of the

reconstruction »gmsTkO—
,

It easily dispenses with the postula-

tion of the change of Is into cc/i in primitive Aryan (which

is questionable) and it also more easily and conveniently

explains the presence Ol palatal voiceless aspirate ch in Sanskrit

gacchah.

Fick no doubt seems to be inclined to adopt the

hypothesis put forward here although he does not say it in so

many wosds (S« Verglcichendes W'brturbuch der Indogermanis-

chen Spracheu 1 Teil. Gottingen 1890, pge 34).

In this connection, we have to remember the well known

difficulty of the verb-formations :n Greek tkidttimi, pitnlmi,

kirnimi, ptluanuti (G. Meyer Gr. Gr. ? section 497'; Brugmann

Gr. Or.* page 156).

The only plausible explanation as H. B. Darbisfcirc says

(&d The Sanskrit liquids Chapter II. The second period page

218, op. cit.J is that offered by Moulton (Class. Rev. Volume III,

p. 45 b. ef. also Brugmann I. c. p. 236, Per Persson, Zur

Wurielcrwcilerang etc. page 176) is that sildnlmi belongs to

a rooi sq[li\ai<f, sqhul', whence comes the Latin scindo Greek.

tchitB,* but the Greek stldaanumi to a y/sqhtd, and that Ihe

other verbs were formed analogically (Per Persson analyses the

root differently but agrees in principle).

1. Cf. Carl D. Buck, "Tire Notation of reconstructed

IE forms.” Language Volume II. 1926, page 102.

2. Vide H. Hirt. Idg. Gr. Teil IV. Section 131, p. 343.

Aiso see Fick, Vergleicbcndcs Wortcrbuch der Icdogcrmanis*

chen Spracben. 1 Teil. p. 567.
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Evolution of Hindi' Moral Ideals: ey Sir P. S. Sivaswami

AtYAR, K.C.S.J., C.I.E., LL D.
;
IvAMALA LECTURES, PUBLISHED

by the Calcutta University; pp. xix, 242; Price

Re. 2-8-0. Printed at the Madias Law Journal Pres*,

Mylaporc, Madras. 1935.

It rarely falls to the lot of men ol affairs, especially in this

country, to have the time or inclination for philosophic specula-

tion, even where they do not lack the training for it. Though
it a true in a sense that every man is willy-nilly a philosopher,

such stray philosophising as one inevitably finds indulged in by

our public men is remarkable only for its dangerous fragmentary

ness. It is therefore very refreshing to come across a volume

like this, bearing on a subject of great interest to the man in the

street as well as the philosopher, and containing such closely

knit, carefully balanced reasoning, as one has learned long

to associate with the author, both as lawyer and as statesman.

The subject, we are told, was deliberately chosen by the

author in preference to a constitutional topic suggested to him
by the representative of the founder of the Kanula Lectures.

The task set himself by the lecturer was thus in a sense a labour

of love. Besides the Preface and an Introductory Chapter, the

book comprises twelve chapters. The second, tenth, e!cventh
|

twelfth and thirteenth chapters relate to general topics such as

changes in ethico-legal conceptions, charges against Hindu

Ethics, moral progress and sa on. The remaining chapters deal

with changing moral ideals under particular heads, such as

woman, caste etc. The range of literature, Eastern and Western,

laid under contribution is extensive. The bulk of traditional

learning in India comprising Sruti, Smrti, Itihasa and Purapa has

been fully utilised and the material considered in the light of

ideas derived from Lccky, Hobhousc, Westermarck and others.

The mair. thesis is that Hindu moral ideas have not been static,

but have changed with the times, adapting themselves to new

circumstances, yet without any break of continuity. This conclu-
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sion is clearly and unassailably established in the course ol the

book. With characteristic caution, while he admits the need for

legislation in social matters, he yet recognises the possibility of

some legislation being unsuitable, as far in advance ol public

opinion; while noting the continuity in the development of

Hindu moral ideals, he cannot but condemn the claim of

eternality for the Sanltanadharma. All this is very much as it

should be. And so in the main is the reply to foreign critics,

who err grievously in comparing the teaching of one religion

with the practice of another, lack hi»torical perspective, and fail

to note that many of the alleged merits of Western morals arc

due not to religion a$ such, but to scientific progress, the spread

of education or such other causes.

Sir Sivaswami Aiyar is fully alive to the difficulty, if not

impossibility of making a dogmatic pronouncement about moral

progress. It is difficult, he admits, to compare the moral perlcc-

tion ol one epoch with another or that oi one country with

another. The operation of the principle oi relativity has to be

admitted. Even in the change from the belief in the external

sanctions of morality, to that in internal sanctions, one cannot

he absolutely certain that the change has been for the better.

Heaver, and hell seem to be "superstitions" that “often become

essential elements of happiness.” In all this uncertainty, one

would expect the almost inevitable conclusion that moral

progress is itself a superstition. Yet our author nowhere draws

this conclusion. He still seems to pin his faith to the growth of

rationalism and the replacement of authoritarian morality

by rational morality.

The summary of the principles peculiar to Hinduism is in

some ways telling. Most notable are the first and the last in his

list, the doctrine of karma and the doctrine cf adhikaribheda.

But sandwiched in between are some other principles, like

ahimsi and toleration, which are hardly likely to pass

unchallenged. Again, the statement that the teaching of identity

between the Jiva and Brahman " affords a valuable hypothesis of

the origin of the notion of obligation ", though quite correct,

is not self-evident, as seems to have been assumed.

We arc grateful to Sir Sivaswami Aiyar for this clear and

dispassionate account of Hindu moral development.

S. S. S.
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The Sankhyakariiu ok Isvarakrsna: Edited by S. S. Surya-

NARAYANA SaSTM, WITH INTRODICTION, TbXT IN SANSKRIT

and Transliteration, Translation and Notes. Publi-

cations ok the Department ok Indian Philosophy,

No. 3, University of Madras. Rs. 2. 4 sh.

The first edition ot the book under review was published in

1930 lor the benefit of the philosophy students appearing for the

B.A. degree examination of the Madras University. The useful-

ness of the book is proved by the appearance of its second edition

so soon. As indicated in the Preface, the earlier edition has bccii

improved by revision and addition. Under the latter come
the extracts from an unpublished commentary in the Adyar

Mss. Library, of late date, wliose author, like Vijnanabhik$u,

interprets Samkhv* in the light ot Vedanta. Mr. Saatri ha3

pointed out where this new commentary differs in its interpieU-

tion from the earlier commentaries.

The translation and Notes arc reliable and lucid; they

follow the exposition of Vuc.ispati. In the Notes however are

incorporated some interesting points found in the exposition

of other commentators also. The translation seems to admit of

slight improvement in certain instances: 1 SnUi/ah praijilei ca'

in Karika 15 (p. 43) is rendered " from its functioning through

energy." Evidently, • Sakti ’ here is the same as that used in

Karika 9,

—

1 Saklasyn Sakyeknran&l' In the rendering of the

first line of Karika 25, the word Sattvika in the Nominative

should have been taken as an attribute to 1 EkdJniaitih ’ and not

as qualifying * ' in the Ablative, as is done.

The Appendix giving the verses of the Samkhya-Karika

quoted in Bhattagopala's commentary on the Brhat&ohhita

and the four Tables at the beginning, on Evolution and

Pratyayasarga will be found useful and interesting.

The Introduction forms a substantial part of the hook and

conlains a critical account oi certain aspects of the Saritkhya.

Though the Samkliy-d is an early system, the works dealing with

that system are of late date. Besides Isvarakrsna's karikas, the

only early source for reconstructing parts at least of the S3itikhya

thought, seems to be the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali; hut this

harnessing of the Yoga sutras for an account of Simkhya is yet

to be made. The agnosticism, pessimism, etc. of the Sarhkhya

have been dealt with everywhere. Every Dariana has its ethics,

IX—36
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lliough Keith speak? in his Sariikhya (Heritage of India, p. 99)

of “flic lack of any ethical side to the SSrilkhya system."

The ethical arid practical aspects of the Siihkhya is contained

in the Prntyayasarga and it should be properly investigated.

The Introduction refutes in the opening section the theory of

the Siihkhya being a rebol against the Upanisadic thought.

Sections VI, VII and VIII of the Introduction form a critique

of the SSrftbhya view o! evolution, plurality of Spirits, etc., based

on the criticisms of the Sarhkhya in the Vedanta sutras. One of

the chief points in any study of the Saihkhya is its name and

this, Mr. Sastri discusses, though briefly, in section V.

In the opening section of the Introduction, the author says

fp. ii) that in the Sarhkhya, "the vision ot oneness was being

.•ought after "rather than •'rebelled against” and at the end of the

foot-note on this page, he adds: —"one has to hesitate before

subscribing to the view that Kapiia sought not to tind unity in

everything, but var.cty." But on p. v, the Introduction speaks of

the akinness of the Siihkhya to Buddhism in its denial of the

absolute and on p. vi, of the Sarirkhya unci Buddhism being two

different kinds of icaction against absolutism. The Siihkhya is

famous fc* its plurality in respect of Spirit, ‘Purusabahutvnm

siddham’. It is hopcc! that this interesting idea o: oneness and

unity in Samkhva will be developed in extenso by the author

sometime.

We lieailily congratulate the author on this interesting

and useful publication.

V. R.

The Sahiivaratnakab* of Yainanarayana diksita and the

Ragiicnathabhyudaya ok Ramabhadramba. Bulletins

of the Sanskrit Department, University ok Madras.

Edited ky Dr. T. R. Chintamani, M.A.

When the Prince of Wales programmed to visit South

America, he thought of picking up some Spanish. The Reuter

flashed the news all over the globe that he had mastered

that language in the impossible lime of a few weeks. This,

loyal ladies and gentlemen read with a thrill; but a western

savant reviewing one of lire above peems on king Raghunatha

of Tanjore contemptuously dismissed the description of the

hero’s scholarship as absurd and suggested the diversion of the

energies of the editor.
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King Kiighunalha was no amateur litterateur or dilettante.

A ciicle of most fastidious critics who peopled his court

acclaimed his scholarship in art and letters. The authors of the

very foundation oi modem Carnatic music judged 3nd praised

his mastery of the Viga when he gave his maiden performance.

If Tanjorc has become the by—word for music, if Sastraic

scholarship flourished as richly as the <k:ilaina' and the 'kadali' in

the Agrahiras on the banks of the Cauvciy and its branches, it is

all due to the true love oi knowledge of the princes of Tanjorc.

And on the field of battle, Raghunatha might not have fcccn as

great as other heroes ol Indian History, but certainly he was a

greater warrior than the modern general who fights’ from a

snug room with a map On his table or, if on the field, from a

gun-proof distance.

Dr. Chintamani lus done well in issuing in print these

valuables in the Sarasvati Mahal Library at Tanjorc. That these

two pCcms belong to the small but important class of Historical

Poem* in Sanskrit adds to their value; ar.d all the more is the

interest attaching to the second poem which is the work of a

poetess, one of the many that adorned king Raghunatha's court,

as Ramabhadrambi hcrscll describes towards the close of her

poem. That these ladies were great scholars, masters of the arts

of music and dancing and gifted poets and were more truly

cultured than the modern blue-stocking is hardly any exaggera-

tion.

The energy spent On the publication ol original texts in MSS.
is hardly ill-spent, less ill-spent than that spent in publishing

instead one's researches. And to judge the importance ot a

thing, it must not be forgotten that proximity is often times as

necessary as distance.

V. R.
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S. S. StiRYANARAYAVA StoTPl, M.A., K.SC., Bar-at-I^W,

Reader in Indian Philosophy, University of Madias.

Nilakantha Diksita, the famous litterateur, and minister cl

Tirumula Kayak, refers in his Nata-caritva-udtaka 1 to one of his

ancestors, Rang* Raja, as the author of several works, such

as the Advailavtdydvtuknra and the Vivaranadarfana. This

Rartga Raja a none other than the son of AcAn Diksita and the

lather of the celebrated Appayya Diksita. From the latter's

acknowledgment of indebtedness to his father's instruction, it is

evident that Ranga R3ja was a scholar of no mean order; but the

only reference to his works seems to be in the na|aka above-

mentioned, and there is little direct knowledge of the works

themselves. The Oriental Manuscripts Library at Mysore has the

proud distinction of owning a fragmentary copy of the Mukura,

under the title Advaitawukura*; and this shorter name would

seem to have been applied to the same work as is evident from

some manuscripts of the Naia-carilra-ittifaka, The Vivarana-

datpana of which there is a single manuscript in Nandinagari

script—again fragmentary— in the Tanjore Palace Library,1 is

probably the woik of Ras'iga Raja. It is here sought to give an

account of the contents of the manuscript of the AdvaiUmutura

as now available to us in the Mysore Library.

1

The manuscript extends only to the end of the first

pariccheda.* The first pages arc wanting. In spite of what is

* A paper presented to the All-India Oriental Conference,

Mysore, December, 1935.

1. See edition in the Balaoianorama Series, p. 3.

2. No. 3353.

3. No. 7064, in the Descriptive Catalogue by P. P. S. Sastri.

The present paper owes much to the information supplied by this

scholar and by Mr. M. Hirlyauiia.

4. Jt is called “ pramana-(bh5va)-pratiphalaua.”

IX—37
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thus missed, what is left forms a fairly self-contained whole.

Like the Advaitasuklhi of MadhusOdana, it is an attempt to re-

establish advaita by answering dualist attacks. The topics

covered arc almost the sime as those treated in the Stddhi, in the

first hundred pages (of the Kumlnkonam edition). The argu-

ments met are the same; and the similarity very often extends to

the replies too. Such differences as there are belong to the

order of treatment. The refutation of the superiority oi percep-

tion, the application ol the apacclieda-nySya etc., thus occur at

the very end of Rafiga RSja's exposition, while Madhusfidana

finds a place for them early in his discussion. The piirvapak-

?in’s position is stated in one lot by Rang* Raja, while Madliu-

sfidana lets it develop gradually in answer to various replies of

the SiddhSntin. But the nerve of the argument is the same in

both writers. It is impossible to judge conclusively on the

material before US, which of these is indebted to the other; while
the agreement nut merely in the pfirvapaksa but also in the

siddhanla precludes the position that each was absolutely inde-

pendent of the other. It would appear necessary to postulate at

least a common source of inspiration for hoth writers, a source
wc have so far not discovered.

Another tantalising problem sel by the manuscript is that of

Raftga RAja's identity with the Adva-.tavidyacarya mentioned so

frequently by App.yya in the SlddhdnlaftiasaAgraha. The name
might have been applied to Ranga Raja, cither because of his

authorship of ihe Advaiiavidyamukura or because Appayya got
his AdvaiU-vidyA from his father. 1 The matter could I* seltied

if one could trace to the Mukura any of the doctrines attributed

distinctively to the Advaitavidyacirya. But the fragment wc
have o! the Uukura does not treat any such topic and wc arc

still left in the region of conjecture. The view ot reflection pro-

pounded by the Advaitavidyacarya, as expounded in the second
panccheda of the SiddhantalcSa, is said to conform to the posi-

tion of Vidyiranya; it is that the reflection is a siipcrimposition

ar.d not identical with the prototype, as the author of the Viva-
ratta holds. The position of Ranga Raja on this topic would be
conclusive; but unfortunately all that wc have is an exposition
and adoption of the PaHcadaSl view of Ifivara and the Jlva as

1. The former alternative is more likely because of rhe use
of the appellation "advaiiavidyi-k?tah” in some places; see

Stddkanlalesa (Kumbakonam edition), p. 272.
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both reflections. 1 This amount of concurrence with BhSralitlrlhi

may be significant of the further concurrence needed for the

AdvaitavidyScarya’s doctrine of reflection. What we have may
be treated as upalaksana; but it is hazardous to guess the nature

of the upalabjita.

Among the authors and works mentioned arc Anandabodha,

the Brahmatiddhi, Citsukh.i and his TaUvapradtfikG, the Dakfind-

rniirllslfiva (of Saiikar3, referred to as the Acarya), the Drgdriya-

viveka, the the K!ia$4ana~khan(}a- khadya, the

MiindCdyn-kJriiS^, the PratjaMattvavivcka, Raminanda,

Vacaspati,* and the Vivaranapraidia .» There is no reference to

any writer who could have been closely related in time to both

Madhusfldana and Raftga R&ja. RfimSnanda 6 is probably

identical with the preceptor ol AdvaiUnanda, the author of the

BrahmavidySbfutraHa. Readers of the Kalpalarn will have

noticed several remarkable verbal similarities to the Brahma-
vidjaMiaratia. If Ramananda was old enough for Ranga Raja

1. See pp. 152. 153 of the ms. (copy supplied to die Depart-

ment of Indian Philosophy, University of Madras).

2. The tag "yivauti jhinlni tivauty ajr.anani" is attributed

to the Utasicdhikara by both Madhusudana and Range Raja.

Though this doctrine is expounded in that work, it does not find

expression in than paiticular form; see Iffaiiddhi, p. 63.

3. Curiously enough, the Karikas cited, beginning with

"prapafico yadi vidycta" are referred to as Sruti: " 'prapaiico yadi

vidycta nivarteta na saspsayah, m5ya-matram idam dvaitam advai-

tam pannirthatah,’ 'Indro mflyibhih puru-rdpa lyate’ ityadeh

spastam eva prapanca-mithyitva-bodhikayah srutcb" (p. 58).

Being a statement of aiddhanta there is little likelihood of this

being a mere anuvada of the Madhva view that the agamapraka-

rana of the Karibd is Sruti. The point is intriguing and requires

explanation.

4. The reference to Vicaspati is made by both Madhusudana

and Ranga Kaja in the same context and to the same statement

about advaita texts being non-subsidiary and hence purportful.

5. This appears to be another work of Ranga RSja's,

presumably identical with the Vnnranadarpona. The references

to it are to be found on p. 74 and p. 135 of the manuscript,

6. The following quotation occurs on p. 140 o: the manuscript.

“satyc vastuni sarve’yam dosa-’dosanirupana

na'tmS-'srayididosah syuh mitbyi-bhute’tra vastuni
(|

”
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(o cite, it is likely that Ratnananda's pupil’s work was old enough

lo be taken over here and then by Ranga Raja's von Appayya.

An interesting reference is to what is called bn-ivadvaita. As
Frol. Hiriyanna has pointed out,

1

this view is attributed to

Manflana by Brahmananda. It appears to consist in holding

that the absoluteness of abhfiva is not inconsistent with non-

dualism, since this is interested in maintaining the unity only of

positive entities. The available portion of the Mukura contains

no ascription of the view to any particular writer. It dees nuke

it clear, however, that the view is different from that which would

look upon abhilva as ndhikarana-svarupa. The former is good

enough as a preliminary answer to the objector, but the final

position is sarva-'dvaita, according to which the true being of

everything—positive or negative—is the Absolute Spirit, Brah-

man.' The second position is just what is expounded by .V:m<jana

in the Rrahtnaslddht. It is so recognised by Appayya in the

Xiddh&itltiliiiiJ It would be very interesting to know why and

by whom (he ether doctrine was ascribed to Manduna in the

first instance. Brahmflnanda, who is known to make the ascrip-

tion*, cites no authority.

11

What we have of the first pariccheda is roughly divided into

eleven sections. The first of Ihese deals with the interpretation

of scripture as favouring non-dualism. The well-known six

marks of purport are mentioned and their consilience shown in

respect of non-dualism. Duality though perceived is not ultimate.

Scriptural affirmation of what is in the scope of perception would

1. Journal of tke Kojol Asialic Socioty, 1923, p. 261.

2. Cp. the following passage from p. 75:'nahi trilcala-

nisedhasya pfiiamSrthikatva-svJkarc advaita-hinili, brahma-
Tirekena tattvika-bhavi-'nangikarit. rastutas ir asya trikala-nife-

dhasya, tarkikamatc piigabhivii-’bhavasya pratiyogi-svarflpa-

'vyatirekavat, gurumate artha-’bhavasya adhikarana-svarupH-

’vyaktirckavac ca, brahma-svarupad avyatixekah. tad uktam
’nivrltir atmS mohasya’ iti."

3. ‘‘atha kc’yam avidyfi-nivfttih? atmai vc 'ti brahmasiddhi-

karah'' 4th pariccheda, p. 434.

4. See p. 112, Lagkucandriko (Kumbakonam edition).

Even the reference to bhavidvaita in the Siddhi, p. 81, dis-

tinguishes it from sarvadvaita which goes with the doctrine of
avidya-nivrtti as brahma-rfipa.
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be repetitive and purposeless. It is not as though a new duality

is affirmed; for there is no novelty about this duality; and the

cognition of duality is fraught with evil besides, as made clear

in more than one unambiguous scriptural text. Non-dualist

texts may be distorted by the opponents as in the notorious case

of " Tat tvam asi ” rendered as *• Atat tvam asi But there is

no point in reiterating this perceptually established difference;

and if this difference be ultimate, how could the knowledge

of ihal alone (tain eva) lead to release ? Surely the consis-

tent dualist must insist on full knowledge of both terms in

the relation of difference, not of one term alone. And the

dvaitin's lour Je force of construction can be easily paralleled

by us too; the text " salyam bhidS salyam bhidi salyam

bhida" which according to him « scriptural authority for

the absoluteness of difference, really teaches non-dualism;

for it says that satyam, i.e., the world of sat and tyat, which is

the world of difference, is unreal (on the construction bhidS +
asatyam); the subsequent words " Uiida 'satyam bhidi “ empha-
sise this leaching by repetition; the word "asatyam" in this

relates both forwards and backwards. While the dvaitin's clever-

ness is thus not unparalleled there is little to be said in favour

of the interpretation he seeks to put on scriptural texts. Atmyam
(in aitadStmyam idain sarvam) he would take tu mean " belong-

ing to that self;" but atmyam in the text is really analogous to

traividyam, trailokyam etc., where no possessive sense is intended

or conveyed. To say that » secondlcss ” means without a

superior is unnecessarily to restrict the sense of that term; should

it mean " not second " why should that be taken as equivalent to

first " and not " third ”? To say that the words like " this
’’

and " in the beginning " should be taken to imply the reality ol

time and the unity of C.cd, not of the svorld, is to stress certain

words unduly; when it is said " This man has no horns" it is not

implied that other men have horns. And the denial of a Superior

or equal does by no means involve the reality of the inferior for

an only son has neither elder nor younger.

Nor has the dvaitin's explanation of the vacararabhapa text

anything to he said in its favour. It is not true that all other

languages are derivatives ol Sanskrit. Even if they were, they

I. For the discussion of this topic by Madhusddana, see

Advoitasiddhi (hereafter referred to as AS), pp. 292-299 (Kumba-
konam edition).
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loo would be illusory; for on the opponent's admission, Sanskrit

alone is true, eternal. The MUndikya-KdriMs are quilc clear in

slating the illusorincss of the world. The form of the verse

•• prapftuco yadi vidyela “
etc. has misled the opponent into taking

it for a tarka; but in truth it i3 no more a tarku than words like

"VecSI,! pramanam yadi”. If it were a tarka, then the consequent

» nivarteta na supiayalj ” should be capable of being denied. But

there is no justification for denying it, inasmuch as even the

opponent has to admit sublation, though not its implications.

Nor may it be said that, if ‘.lie illusoriness taught be real,

there would be failuic ol non-dualism, while if it be illusory,

scripture would have illusory content and so be non-authorilative.

For illusorinef* i> equivalent to absolute non-existence and the

absoluteness of non-existencc does not conflict with or detract

from the absoluteness of Brahman. Should the opponent, how-

ever, say that scripture teaches Brahman to be the self of all,

whether positive or negative, with that he should give up his

case that scripture has an illusory ccntent; for Brahman is in that

case the content. 1

Ill

The pluralist seeks to establish the reality of the world on

the ground of its being known, on the analogy of Brahman.

The difficulty in all such arguments is that the probans " being

known by a pramina that apprehends absolute reality” is not

established. Perception which appndiends the here and now

cannot apprehend such reality as is unsublatable in all three

times. That inference can apprehend it is yet to be proved.

Sciipturc dees apprehend it, but not as belonging to the world;

further, it subfotes any inferred absoluteness of the world. It is

not as though 14vara’s immediate cognition of the world guaran-

tees its reality; for His immediacy need be no more than that

experienced by the juggler in respect of his tricks; knowing the

1. This section coven almost the same ground as AS, p. 10

and pp. 36-'i5. Remarkable similariiies arc found in several

places, especially on pp. 60 and 61. The former says that apparent

repetitiveness, a3 in chfba-vabika-jfiana, dees not make for invali-

dity; the latter deals with the contention that when there is re-

statement for the sake of refutation there should be such marks as

"yat tan na.” What is attempted in this paper is the bares! outline

of the main argument.
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illusory as illusory, He is not deluded.

1

Nor does practical

efficiency imply paramfirtliikalva. On the contrary it implies

indetenulnability; lor the absolutely real has nothing to realise

and cannot be efficient, while the absolutely unreal cannot he

efficient even because of not existing at all; arthakriya-karilva is

unintelligible apart from anirvacuiiyatva. It is true that Brahman
as witness cognises the world; but since the witness is nescience-

conditioned, his cognition dees not involve the absolute reality

of the cognised. This world again is cognised even when there

is immediate presentation of the underlying intelligence, which is

mid to be the sole reality; but the presentation of the real subs-

trate a not inconsistent with the illusorincss of the world-mani-
festation; ratlier dues the latter demand the former, just as dark-

ness ar.d its colour have to be manifested by light. What removes

the darkness of primal nescience is vrtti-jilana, not svarupa-

jniina.

IV

The next task attempted is the establish ment of illusorincss

by inference grounded on coguisabihty, inertness and fir.itudc.

The five definitions of illutorinets are mentioned ar.d explained

in much the same way as in the Advaitasiddhi.* The discussion

owes much to the Taltvr.pt/tiHpika ar.d is much in the same style

as the Stddhi. The following points are of some interest.

() In treating the definition •‘pcatipanno-'padhau traika-

lika-nisedha-pratiyogitvam", reference ts made to the bhavidvaita

view, since the definition seems to imply the absolute reality of

negation. This, however, is not the final position, since in truth

the negation is not real as different from the locus of negation,

Brahman.

() The difference of the non-real from the unreal is

sought to be explained in this way: in nacre-silver etc. (which
arc noil-real), because of similarity to the substrate and relation

to it, the ignorance which is located in the substrate and has

taken a visual form is transformed into the form of silver; and

Simultaneously the cogniscr's nescience is transformed into the

cognition of that silver; but there is no reality other than that of

the substrate. In kha-pufpa &c., however, there are only the

delect, via., Ihe proximity of the two words, and a mediate

1. Cp. AS.p. 101.

2. AS. pp. 2-9.
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psychosis of (he intellect in the form of the two words taken to-

gether; there i9 no objective content and hence no immediacy.

(c) The advaitin, so far as intellectual inquiry goes, is a

sceptic, not a dogmatist. It is not our business to demonstrate

illusorincss or anything else. When we have demonstrated that

every other position is untenable, we are left with the witness of

the condemnation. The mention of definitions and proofs is

only in order to conform to this intellect of our opponents. We
do not base our final conclusion on the intellect, since non-dualist

realisation can come only through the grace of the Lord. In

this position our author closely follows the Khagganakara.*

V

The illusoriness of illusorincss is treated at some length.

The sublater need not always be real, as, in the case of a rope,

the snake-delusion is subtatable by a stick-delusion. The self too

is the substrate ol illusory illusorincss inasmuch as the Bauddhas

and others have the delusion that it is illusory. But with this the

self is not reduced to the same level as the world, since the reality

of the former is due to self-hood and sell-manifestation, not to

sufclated illusoriness. Illusoriness is oo a par with knowability

etc., in its capacity to cover both itself and that of which it is

predicated, lilusorinett is part of the world; when the world is

1 . "na hy asmabhir mithyatvam anyad va kincin niriipanlyam

asti. param nirupyamlna-prapaiica-khandancnaiva vayam iha cari-

lartbih. tatra tatra laksana-' bhidhlnam tu para-buddhy-anuranja-

naya. . sat* caivam sarva-lchandane asmad-abhimata-cid-adraita*

siddhiii. na ca 'tra'pi khaw.lara-yukty-avakasah, antatas tatsak$i-

tayi’pi tatsiddhy-upapatteh advaita-siddliau ca'smakam na'tiva

laVcsana-pramana-’darah, TivarS’-nugrahai-'ka-labhyatvat tasya”

(p. 78 oi the ms.).

Such a position must be labelled scepticism, but ii is scepticism

of an even more rational type than what Bradley subscribes to.

“1 mean by scepticism the mere denial of any known satisfactory

doctrine, together with the personal despair of any future attain-

ment. .Such a scepticism, .may serve at leas: as a deliverance from

spiritual oppression. .For such a scepticism all our truths without

exception are mere working ideas" (Bradley: Essays in Truth and

Reality, p. 4-15). Where the advaitin docs better is in re-affirming

“asmad-abhinuta-cid-advaita-siddhih."

2. See Khairfatta, para 163, verse 251.
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shown to be illusory because of cognisabihty etc., illusoriness

which is a part ot the world is also shown to be illusory. The
principle of excluded middle :s of no service, since we do not
seek to maintain that the illusoriness of iiiusorincss is real. Nor
does the other alternative involve an infinite regress of mithyatva,

since mithyatva, vie have said, is analogous to prainryatva.

VI

The three probans— ccgnisabihly, inertness and fmilude—are

examined in some detail. The discussion is no: very different

from that of the Sidilhi. A point of some interest relates to yogic
perception. The pOrvapaltfin says that cognisabilily cannot
mean pervasion by fruit, since this cannot apply to the past or to

nilvanutncyns, like merit etc. The reply to this is that there may
be pervasion by fruit even in these cases when there is yogic

perception. The dualist is fond of exploiting this type of percep-
tion to cover cases of impossibility like the perception of the

luccha; our author is willing to concede this; yogins may perceive

the tuccha, but they would perceive it as tuccha, i.e., as not
practically efficient, unlike nacre-silver etc.; in this there is no
detriment to advaita. it is true Citsukacaiya stems to deny yogic

perception, but that is only an abhvupetya-vada; for we must

admit an omniscient Isvara to whom everything is immediate.

His omniscience as the author oi the Veda does not necessarily

involve its pauniseyatva; for, as in our case, when we have learnt

it, knowledge of the sense mar co-exist with utterance, without

preceding and determining the Utter. Even paurujeyatva is not

unacceptable; it does not follow cither that validity is extrinsic,

since it is known through the same causal aggregate that appre-

hends the cognition. Nor is there reciprocal dependence in that

the validity ot the Vedas depends on lsvara’s trustworthiness

while the latlcr has to he known from the Veda; for, the bitter

is known even from outside the Veda, from the words of well-

wishers like one's parents.

VII

The next section relates to the refutation of the allegation

dial the advaitin’s probans is affected by an adjunct. The matter
covered is the fame as dial treated by the Stdd/ii, in the two sec-

tions on sopadhikatva-bhangah and abhasa-samya-bhangah.' The

1. AS. pp. 19-20.

_
IX—38
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arguments are almost identical, the only notable distinction being

that the $Ltdhi mentions the drstt-srsfi-vada, which finds no

mention in the available fragment of the Mukura. Further in

refuting the twu upidhis suggested,

1

the Siddhi urges two objee-

Dons— tli.it in the case ol dchitmaikya, sublatahlc by Brahman*

knowledge alone, the upadhi* is not pervasive ot the probatulum
l

and that the qualification, as tending to exclude only sapaksa, is

on a par with poksetara; the Mukura mentions the latter objection

in some detail, but not the fomcr.

3

VIII

Arc these probaui themselves illusory or nut ? If not, there

is failure of non-dualism. If they too are illusory, how can they

establish anything ? Tin's discussion covers the same ground as

two sections of the Siddhi* and employs nearly the same argu-

ments. The similarity is very great indeed in the statement of

the purvupak$a, especially in the mention of instances to show

that the practical efficiency of delusive cognition is due to the

element of cognition which is red, not to the content which i9

unreal, and that though the latter defines the former, it is intelli-

gible that it is passive and does not contribute to the causality of

the cognition; to exhibit this passivity of the defining element,

the pOivapaksin in the Siddhi cites eleven instances; the ilnkura

mentions only six of these: " 'Now, it would be an undue extension

to say that the came is what is undefined by a content; and if the

cause is what is so defined, the content too would be a cause.' If

this be said, no; for though there is causality (lj for the prior

non-existence of the pot in respect of the pot,
(
2

)
the non-exis-

tence of specific cognition in respect ol delusion, (3) the non-

observance of wliat is obligatorily enjoined in respect of sin, (4)

the desire for heaven in respect of sacrifice, (5) the knowledge of

the past etc. in respect of misery etc., and (6) the mediate know-

ledge of the unreal content in respect o: the empirical usage about

1. In the Siddhi; in the Mukura enumeration there are five

upadhis; this is because its treatment includes matter that appears

in the immediately subsequent section of the Siddhi.

2. .SvabSdhaku-’ bbimata-’ badhya-dosa-prayukta-bbanatvani.

i. Can this be taken along with others as an indication of the

Mukuro being anterior to the Siddhi ?

4. AS, pp. 65-73; the sections are on asatas sidhakatvo-

’papattih and asatas sadhakatvS-’ bbfiva-bidhakam.
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that, yet that which defines ir each case—the pet, the cognition

of difference, the observance of what is enjoined, heaven, the pas!

etc., or the unreal— is not so (the cause). In all these cases it is

intelligible that the tinny which defines is indifferent and non-

causal, like (he qualifications 'of the Kurus' in the land of the

Kurus is real'."

IX

The advaitin seeks to strengthen his position by filing forth

indirect arguments (farkas) in fav<ur of the illusorincss of the

world. One such argument is lhat if the world were indepen-

dently real there would Ire no possibility of the coyniticn thereof,

since no real relation is intelligible between knowledge on the

one side and an inert reality standing over against it on (he oilier.

This criticism of a real relation between dfk and drsya occurs as

a separate section in the Suldhi but is treated with perhaps more
justification as part of Use nnukiila-tarka-prati-plialxna in the

Hututo. The purvapak$in attempts every lime to derive reality

for the world on the analogy of Brahman, and per centra the un-

reality of the latter on tire analogy of the world. Our author is

never lired ol pointing out that Brahman's reality is self-manifest;

it does not depend on the illusorinevs or non-illusonness cl rela-

tion to anything else; and the illusoiiness of the world follows-

not because its relation Ip knowledge is illusory, but because it is

cognisable, inert and so on. This is the basic ground. Hence
it is that no parity can be made out between Brahman and the

world even on the ground of indclerminability. It is true that

we cannot define Brahman as thus or thus, yet it is real, since it

is self-luminous and is not cognisable, inert or finite; the world,

however is not thus. The res: of the treatment isalmcst identical

with that of the SiddhL

X

The manifestation of particular objecis at stated limes ar.d

through specific means is held by the opponent to be a difficulty

the advaitin cannot lightly get over. The advaitin replies that

Since self-uiiuiiies*. intelligence is beginninglcssly obscured hv

nescience, whose existence is not inconsistent with svarupa-jfiana,

it is necessary for defined intelligence to go forth through sense-

1. dS, pp. 73-77
;
anukula-tarka-nirisparu in this work covers,

pp. 77-86.
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channels in the form of a long lay of light AS it were, in order

to pervade and take on the form of each object so that the ignor-

ance enveloping it may he destroyed. Since the generation,

going forth and pervasion of the psychosis is spatially and tempor-

arily determined, there may be pratik.nma-vyavaslhE. But the

position is not free irom difficulties. The i elation between

knowledge and the known is said to be one of super-imposition;

blit the Object is not super-imposed on the psychosis-defined

intelligence; and in any C3se if this destroys ignorance, why

postulate an cbjcct-dc6r,ed ntelhgence ? And is the ignorance

destroyed one or many ? If the former, why does not every one

sec the pot, when Caitra sees il ? If the latter, bow can even

Caitra see the pot at any time since the other ignorances will

always obscure '! In the statement and refutation of these objec-

tions, there is great similarity between the Sidiflh 1 and the

Mnliim. The treatment in the former is a trifle more elaborate,

discussing in some detail the nature of the psychosis, the analo-

gues to the removal of ignorance etc. The Mukura undertakes

a justification in some detail of the position that darkness is

positive and not the mere absence of light. Inc discussion

comes in appropriately since the advaitin has to use the analogies

of physical light dispelling daikness by reaching up to the object,

and of physical darkness re- ob: curing when a lamp etc. is with-

drawn. The argument proceeds On the possession of colour by

darkness; it is not even that it docs not possess touch, since as in

the case of smoke, touch may exist without being perceptible

(the eve alone can sense the touch in smoke). The reasoning is

reminiscent of the Talliafrtulipikd; for a luller discussion the

authoi refers us to his VivaranapiaUh.

XI

The pluralist too has recourse to tarka to disprove non-

dualism. What he considers to be reduclio ad abturdum is not

really so. The consideration of these pratikula-tarkas1 constitutes

the next section. The objections mainly relate to (1) the non-

existence cf similarity between Brahman and the world, while

similarity is a cause of super-imposition, (2) the partlcssness of

Brahman, making it impossible for it to function as a substrate,

which has to be partially manifest, (3) the non-existence of

memory impressions as a cause of the super-imposition, there

1. AS, pp. 86-94. 2. Cp. .45. pp. 94-102.
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being no other real world to prcducc such impressions, (4) the

negation of the world relating to an absolutely real world, on the

analogy of the Vivarana statement that the negation of silver

relates to the absolutely real silver, (5) the need for the reality of

cogniscr, body, organs, defects, etc., (6) the reality of the subla-

ting cognition, as otherwise there would he infinite regress,

(7) the absolute non-existence of bandage calling for no efTort

for its removal, (8) the impossibility of what is removed by

Brahman-intuition being super-imposed thereon, on the analogy

of sin removable by Sctudarlana net being super-imposed on the

Setu, and so on. The reply consists in showing that all that the

objector requires as real may he assumptive and yet discharge

the functions required. Brahman has no parts; hut nescience

presents it as having parts. Nescience is itself a super-imposition;

the how of it is unintelligible and the uniatelligihility is constitu-

tive of its vei y nature; seli-dependmce etc., arc not defects in

the case of what is illusory. Nor is it th.il when Brahman is

manifest ignorance is impossible; there may be presentation of

illusory ignorance just as for owl etc., there is presentation of

intense darkness even in the mid-day sun. It is not possible to

argue that on the analogy of the unreality of causes like memory-

impression, the substrate too may be unreal; for Brahman's reality

(to repeat) is established by scripture, net by inference or pre-

sumption. The rest of the discussion is identical with that in the

Siddhi.' The reply of the Mukura to the analogy of sin and

Setudariana is interesting. It is apparently conceded that the

world is removable by Brahman-knowledge, obtained through

contemplation. But this removability by knowledge itself

constitutes illusoriness. How Ihen can there be established

reality which is its opposite ? And if the prttbans itself be not

conceded, the probandum would still be rion-cstablished.

The pflrvapaksin also mentions conflict with scriptural texts

about creation of the world etc., by Iivara. Th ;s is met, in the

same way as in the SUdhi, by the analogy of the juggler, who

resolves on and creates his magic world in a certain order and so

on. The author c( the Mukura brings in here a discussion of

the relation of Uvara and Jiva, adopting the view of the first

section of the PaKcadaii, which treats both as reflections. This

is consistent with the possibility of Ranga RJja and the Advaita-

1. AS, pp. 94-102.
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vidyScarya being identical; for we arc fold in the Suldhantaleia

that the Advaitavidyacarya set forth the view of reflection con-

sistent with the position of Vidyiranya. 5

XII

The final section of the first pariccheda is concerned with

the refutation of the validity of perception etc., in regard to

absolute reality. Where there is perception ol finites as real, it is

the reality of Brahman that is manifest therein. Unsublatability

in all three times cannot be known by perception which can tell

US at best that sublation has not arisen so far, not that it docs not

exist. Practical efficiency, as has been often said, is no warrant

for absolute reality, as even the rope-snake causes fear and trem-

bling. The difference between the empirically real and the

merely apparent consists in sublatability by Brahman-knowledge

alone or anything short of that, It cannot be made out that

perception as a class is a superior pramana; for if perception

alone is effective in certain ways as in removing confusion of

directions (dinmoha), inference alone can apprehend primal

atoms. Nor can perception claim superiority oil the ground of

being first in the field; for the upakramanySya would apply Only

where there is conflict; but since perception and scripture have

different contents, the former relating to empirical and the latter

to absolute reality there is no conflict at all. For the same

reason there is no upajivya-virodha either. Even if conflict be

admitted, it is the earlier that should be subfalcd on the apac-

Clieda-nyaya.* Wc do not subscribe to the view that all scripture

is superior to perception, but only that purportful scripture is so

1 . advaitavidya-krtas tu pratibimbasya mithyatvam abhyu-

pagacchatam trividha-jiva-vidinlm vidyaranya-gum-prabhrtinani

abhiprSyam evam ahuh (Siddha>italeiasar.groha, pp. 272-273).

2. In this connection both the Siddhi and the Mukura cite

Anandabodha's verse

"tatparatvfit paratrac ca nirdosatvac ea vaidikam

purvasya badhakam na’yam sarpa ityfidivikyavat
|
j”

and the Ny&ydmrto criticism thereof

:

"tatparatvam asiddhatv.1 t paratvam vyabhiciratah
|

nirdosata-’ nyathii-siddhch prSbalvam r.ai'va sadhayet ||"

But while the Siddhi gives them in this, the chronological

order, the Mukura citc3 them in what is for the advaitin the logical

order, the latter appearing first as the pflrvapak*a.
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superior; purportfulness i» determined by noivsubs'diarinesa to

any other purpose.' The realist cannot but admit that certam

perceptions are delusive. This lit- set.-, down not to their subla-

tability, but to Ihr ascertainment oi delect. Put the presence of

defect is by no means patent; its existence has to be ascertained

from the fact ol sublation. Ether is really colourless, though

perceived as blue; the perception is net to be set aside on the

ground that the defect of distance accounts for it; for it may well

1* that proximity too is a defect and that this accounls for the

non-pcrciption of blueness near by.* The invalidity of the per-

ception has therefore to be ascertained through its sublation by
revelation which teaches that ether is colourless. It is on the

ground of this sublation that the perception is understood to be

tainted by the defect of distance. Further his argument is not

really helpful to the realist; "in your unholy anxiety to see that

its gublalability by verbal testimony is remedied, you fall into the

jaws of the sublatabilify of perception by inference; this conforms

to the maxim of fearing the scorpion and tailing into the mouth
of the snake.’’*

XII!

Though the manuscript is fragmentary and the present

account is but a meagre outline, enough has been said, it is

hoped, to show the great interest of the work both from the

1. The treatment of the injunction to took the golden grains

(krsrtalam Srspayet) is interesting. It is usual to say dial the

primary sense of cooking is abandoned here, because of the im-

possibility of performance (Sec Siddhaxtalein, pp. 246). But

according to our author, there is no such abandonment since the

word "cook” has different senses in different contexts; if it

means mere heating in the case of golden grains, that is no

other than its legitimate sense ; see p. 161 of the ms: na kbalu

vikjttih srapana-iabdi-’ rthah, aikarupyS-’ bhAvSL na hi xyinifika-

tandulSdau tlvat-kala-srapyamlLne ’pi tatha vikjttih tivata kilena

yathfi viibi-tan<lulinaorapit&n Arapayaii. krsnalc tu tavatv api

yadi viklttir na syld ausnyam eva tu param tiivata irapana-

oabda-' rtlio 'nu$thila eve ‘ti na tatparyavad-vcda-bodbiia-svartha-

tyaga-sanki.”

2. Cp. /fS.p.43.

3. On the whole topic of this section, cp. .IS. pp. 27-36,

and 39-43.
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historic*! and the doctrinal sides. It is not improbable that other

fragments at least exist elsewheie. Though much of the dialectic

survives in the monumental work of Madhnsudana, Kaliga Raja’s

treatment has a directness and charm which make it worthy of

being resuscitated and made better known. On the assumption

that both derived from a common source of inspiration,

1

the

Mubtra is likely to throw light on points that are obscure in the

Sid/lhl despite Brahrainanda'a voluminous comment. For this

and other reasons, it is hoped that experts in the collection of

manuscripts will bestir themselves to find a complete version of

the Atkaitavidy&nukura.

1. Tradition and the Catalog*! Cataloyorum assign to

Madhusiidana a commentary on Appayya's SiddhiHloJeio. This

would make him a junior contemporary of Appayya's in which

case he probably was familiar with and drew on the Advaila-

tidyOmukura. For this view of Madhusfidana's date, see JORM.
II, pp. 97-104 The learned editor of the Siddhintabiudu in Gaek-

wad’s Oriental Series holds Madhusfidana's date to have been

roughly 1540*1633 A.D.; he arrives at this conclusion by a review

of the evidence so far adduced, confirmed by Mr. Chintabaran

Chakravarti, a lineal descendant of an elder brother of Madhu-
sudana. The period of Appayya is variously fixed at 72 years

from 1522 or 1552 ot 1558 (sec P. P.5. Sastri's Introduction to

the Vani Vilas edition of the SiddMntaleia). None of these data is

inconsistent with Madhusfidana having been indebted to Ranga
kija's work. Mr. Divanji's opinion, that the Siddlujmaleio pro*

bably mentions some of Madhusfidana's views, though not by

name, is nut very convincing; for there is no clear evidence of

Appayya having been so much Madhusfidana's junior, it he was
the latter's junior at all; and the Siddhantalria must be taken to

have been a very early work of Appayya's.
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It is a facl that the Vedas in the main have come down to

us in the condition of redactions wherein they were arranged

by generation after generation from the earliest times of which

we know. We know the Rg Veda (the Rk saihhiti) only as

divided into ten books, as dOilayya rcah. The description, * of

ten existing clearly referring to the above-mentioned division,

occurs not only in the brahmanas and sutras belonging to the

Rg Veda (Kaus. br., Sankh. Srs.), but also in the siitras of the

Sftmavcda (La|y., Nidanastitra) and of the Yajur Veda (Baudh.,

Apast.). Again the division o! the Sima Veda and the Yajur

Veda known to us is also known to the brahraanas and the

oldest sfilrakaras. Latyayana-Drahyayana, e.g., cite a sanian

from the ' dvandvas and it is known how one of the divisions

(parvans) oi the irapyagina bore the name drandvaparvan,

because the s&raans were here given in pairs. From the Sama-

vidhanabrahmapa (II. 6. 2.) it even appears that not only was

the division in three parvans known at the lime of the redaction

of this text, but also that the slmanr. therein were arranged in

the manner that obtains in the gi\na known to us. In the sutras

belonging to the Yajur Veda, we find quite a number of refer-

ences to chapters (anuvakas); so the prescription often occurs

that in this or that operation this or that mantra must be

spoken beginning with such and such wards from the sarfihitl

and going ‘to the end cf the anuvaka." Yes, from Baudhayana

(Srs. X. 48) it is clear that even the numbering oi the anuvikas

was precisely the same as is known to us. Yet another proof

1. Verslagen en Medededingcn Dcr Koninklijke Akadcmie
van Weteiischappen. Afdceling Letter Kunde. Vierdc Reeks,

Ncgccde Deel. Amsterdam. Johannes Muller, (1905) pp. 1-15.

XI—39
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that the Vedas have in course o( time remained remaikably the

same. In the tradition in which they have come down to us,

the Vedas are properly speaking ditjeda membra o! one great

whole. A Vcdic sacrifice cannot be performed singlehanded

by a follower of the Rg Veda or of the Yajur Veda or of the

Sima Veda. Foe that all the three Vedas arc indispensable.

Though each of the Vedas, spread over the whole extent of

Hindustan, has had a more or less independent existence, it is

yet the most remarkable thing to perceive how, if we join

together the disjecta membra, a completely rounded off whole is

obtained. This is clear from the reconstruction of the soma

sacrifice in its simplest form, the jyotistoma. The texts of the

Rg, Yajur and Sima Veda related to this ht into each other like

the pieces of a jig-saw puxzle. We are only very rarely in

uncertainly as to where this or that operation must be inserted

in the whole.

As new the Veda forms, from the time that it is known to

us, a fairly closed and rounded whole, it is difficult to follow its

earlier history and development. My studies of the texts belong-

ing to the SSma Veda will, I flatter myself, throw some light on

the development of this Veda and clear up seme points in its

history that have so far remained obscure or unintelligible not

only to me but to all students of this Veda. A summary of

these researches, which will appear in another form elsewhere,

p 3. may now follow.

The texts of the Sama Veda, taken in the narrower sense,

are:

1. The Sariihita, which contains a collection of verses

mostly from the present Rg Veda, though at many points it

presents variant readings. This Sarr.hita falls into three parts:

() a the purvareika

P the aranyakasamhita.

() the utlaiarcika.

2. The ganas or song-books, of which four have come

down to us:

(*j) the gramageyagana

(4>) the aranyagana

(c) the uhagina

(d) the uhyagana.

To the songs preserved in the ganas, the verses collected

in the Sariihita serve as the foundation. Thus from a rk
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(strophe) a saman (song) is made by the introduction of the

musical notation, by certain alterations (drawing out, repetition)

of the words and finally by *U sorts of insertions, sometimes of

more or less meaningless sounds and syllables, sometimes of

entire sentences or lays (stobhas). If a Vedic student destined

for a S3ma-singcr wants to master his material, then he must, in

addition to the songs set to music, naturally also memorise the

strophes, which arc as it were the ‘mother's lap' (yoni) of the

Samans.

Now the drift of the purvareika (with aranvakz sariihitJ)

and the uttarSreika and of the first two song-bcok3 has so far

been understood, though not on some points {cf. '.Vinternitz,

Gesch. dcr Ind. Liter, p. 143 f?.). Next to each strophe of the

purvareika (and the aianyakasamhita) stands a song consisting

of one part; each SSman carries a particular name, mostly

derived from the name of the who had ‘ seen' it; the Samans
are preserved for us in the first two gfLnas. The arrangement of

the yonis in the purvareika is systematic; first come those

dedicated to Agni, then to Indra and thirdly to Soma pavatnana;

all are again grouped according to metre. The division and
purport ot the ultarareika is on the other hand quite otherwise.

In this part of the SaihhiUt we come across a great many stanzas

of three verses (treas), a fairly large number of stanzas of two

verses (pcagilhas), though also of more (four, six, seven, nine,

ten and also of one). The purport of this collection of verses is

purely practical: it is employed for singing in the many sorna-

saci ifices and in the melodies ttughl in the first two song-books.

It has beer, observed that ol most stanzas from the ultarareika

the first verse is also found in the purvkrcika, and it is thence

directly concluded that thereby it refers not only to the verse

from this areika but also to the melody belonging to it as given

in the first two song-books. To give one example: the first

verse of the pragatha sv. 11. 1.1.13 reads: lani vo dasmam
rtlfahum

;

with this agrees a strophe (1.3. 1.5.4) from the

purvareika; on this strophe are given in the grSmagevagana

five Samans, of which the last is called the Naudhasa S4ma
(gramageya VI. 1. 37). Now, on the melody of this Naudkasam
Same, must the ihiee ! verses, indicated in the uttararcilu as

third pr$thastotra, be sung* in the jyotijlotna.

1. By partial repetition two verses have been made three.

2. C/. Caland-Hcnry. iagwloma sec. 207, and cf. the
Samans in the Calcutta edition, pt. I, p. 487 with pt. Ill, p. 93.
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If if is thus meant that the purviircika contains some verses

after whose satnans (in giamagcyagana and aranyagana) some

verse stanzas (contained in the uttarareika) must be sung in the

holy service, then we must expect: (i) that of all the stanzas

(pragMhaa, tpcas, suktas, etc.) set forth in the uttararciba, the

first verse must also occur in the purviircika (or aranyaka-

satiihiiA), so that by this indication will be decided by what

melody that verse in question should be sung in the holy service,

and (if) tlial all song-modes, mentioned in the purviircika

griimageya and aranyakasarhhita-aranyagana shall also find

application in the great soma-sacrifices, This, however, is

decidedly not the case, Winternitz expresses himself about this

as follows: "We usually assume that the uttarareika is of later

origin than the Arcika. In favour ot thi9 supposition is the circum-

stance that the Arcika knows Of many < yonis ' as well as many
song-modes, which do not occur in the songs cf the uttarareika,

and that the uttarireika contains many a song for which the

Arcika does not teach any song-mode. On the other hand the

uttarireika is yet a necessary complement of Arcika: this is as it

•
• were the first, that the second course in the education of the

Udgatar.” The facts as stated by Winternitz being correct, the

conclusion which we should draw therefrom according to him
and others, vis., that for the reasons stated the uttarareika is

later then the purvareika, is altogether wrong as will appear

presently. When I worked on the agttt?Joma along with Victor

Henry, now alas I no more, and came across the songs of the

Saroa-Vcda, 1 saw that the satnans of the morning service (the

pratahsavana) were found only in very late texts, the so-called

prayogas, while all the songs of the midday and afternoon

service
(
madhyantdinasavana, Irtlytlsavana), except one, were

found in the third song-book, the uhagana, and that one in the

fourth song-book, the uhyagSna. What may be the reason for

this ? Why was it unnecessary to gather up the sjmans of the

morning service in the uhagana, which yet seems to contain the

songs as they were applied in practice ? Simply because, as it

seems to me after prolonged research, all the samans of the

morning service were to be sung in the gayatra-melody, and this

melody might be supposed to be well-known. The Vcdic

student begins with this melody, composed in the savitri metre

(tnt svilur vtirenyavi etc.), and it is impaited in the Devati-

dhyiyaladiimana, while it is found as appendix to the edition of

the gramageyagana (among the Jaiminiyas after the aranyagana).
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Everywhere then where in the uttarareika stanzas or groups of

strophes occur, of which the first is not mentioned in the

purvdrcikn, the stanzas belong to the morning service, and no
further indication of melody was necessary. Consequently, that

'the uttarareika contains many songs (surely yonis is meant),

for which the Arciku (p;a. the purvareika) teaches no song-

mode' is no ground for presuming a discord between the two
p #

texts.* That on the other side in the purvareika-gramngeya

(and Sranyakasamhita-aranyaganaj many yonis and melodies

occur which have no connection with any in the uttarareika is

entirely correct. This is how matters stand. Besides the songs

which arc sung on the yonis of the uttarareika, there were sung
on numerous occasions,

—

viz., in the placing oi the sacred fire

(the agnyadheya), in ihe pravargya ceremonial, in the muhavrata

and on other occasions—by the udgatar aione or by some of his

acolytes some s&mans, and these (i.e. the yonis thereof) need not

naturally be included in the uttaiarcika, because they were all

cut and dried and ready for the musical recitalion. So also the

mahanamnis which often as sung do service in the prfthastolras.

The evidence is thus lacking for out supposing that the uttarir-

c:ka is later than the purvireika. And a priori wc must expect

that the uttarareika is older than the purvireika. Certainly the

collected stanzas which contain the yonis of the songs which ate

employed as a matter of fact in the rite, must be older than the

collection which only serves to register the melodies, according

to which the abovementioned songs were sung.

In the considerations urged so far, the last two song-books,

the uha and fihyagana, were only mentioned incidentally.

Whoever desires to know something more of these turns in vain

to the histories of literature. Weber alone states that they are

connected with the second part oi the Sathhita, but says: ' their

reciprocal connection needs a still closer study ' (Vorlcs. Zur. p. 7 .

Ind. Litt. gssch .,
2

p. 70). Winteinitz does not even mention the

1. If Wintemitx himself might have expressed himself

inaccurately and meant that uhagSna and uhyagana contain

different songs which, according to their denomination, do not

occur in the first two giUia9. even then lie is wrong. Superficially

judged he seems to be right, yet the denomination of the Samans
of the uha—and GhyagSna, as given in the Calcutta edition,

is sometimes wrong, sometimes jumbled.
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names in his abovementioned work. Weber's remark that they

are connected with the uttararcik3 is partly correct. Belorc

however proceeding to consider the nature ol these ganas and

their relation to the other Sama Veda texts, I must say something

on the sutras of this Veda.

The Srautasutra of Lajyavana is known and published,

and now also a part of the Diahyiiyana 1 which almost agrees

with the first. The Sima-Vedins possess yet a number of sutras;

for us only the Masakakalpasutra, the Ksudrasutra and the

Puspasutra arc important. The Masala- kalpasfitra or Arseya-

kalpa lias not been so far studied: we are indebted to Weber

for a detailed summary of its contents (Vera, der Berl. Hss.

decl 1 under No. 297). A thorough study has taught me
that this text deals with the Soma-sacrifices which are partly

described in the Paficaviriisabrahmana and the §advimsa-

brahraana, partly only mentioned, dealing in succession with the

gavamayana, the ckahas, the ahinas and the saltras. Now it is

known that the different parts (parvans) into which the uha as

p. 8. well as uhyagana arc divided bear in succession, according to its

contents, the names: daiaratra, samvatsara, ekaha. ahtna, satlia,

prUyaicitts and ksudra. Now the Maiakakalpasulra is the driest

sort of reading imaginable: it gives nearly exclusively, almost

without any digression, the initial words of the couplets, on

which this or that sSman is to I* sung. All the samans

mentioned in this sfitra occur precisely in the same order in the

uha- and uhyag&na, now some from the first, and here and

there some from the second gana. As the sitnans mentioned in

the Majakakalpasulra do not seem to contain each of the parvans

ol the two last ganas (but only reaching up to the Sattra), and

thus do not comprise the so-called prllyaicitta and ksudraparvans,

I began to suspect whether the so-called K$udrasutra of which

Weber in his Vorlesungcn zur indischen Literaturgeschichte

(2nd cd. p. 92) only mentions the name and which he considers

one of the latest offshoots of the Sama-Veda, cannot perhaps be a

text of the same kind as the Masakakalpasutra, and whether thus

in this text should not be expected the p.-aclicc of the Samans

contained in the priyaicitta and ksudra bcoks of the two last

ganas. From the ms. of Colebrookc preserved in the India

1. This refers to Paulas 1-10 and 4 sutras of 11 published

by Dr. J. N. Reuter of Helsinfors in 1904. Patalas 11-15 have

since been edided by Raghuvira in the Journal of Vedic Studies.

VoL I. i. Jan. 1934. pp. 13-80.—Tr.
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office it appeared that my surmise was correct, though 1 found at

the same time that the style of this text differed in a remarkable

manner from that of the Ma&kalalpasfltra. Yet this text the

old Hindu commentators held, as the citations show, to be an

Aijeyakalpa.

As now the Masakafcalpasutra and the K$udrasutra,

mutually connected, teach the application of the samans of the

ulia- and uhyagana, pretty nearly in the order in which they are

given in the two ginas, the conclusion is easily reached that

these two song-books must have been known to the authors of

these old sutras, and that these ginas, wherein the sSmans were

preserved which of old were applied in the rite, must be held to

be the oldest, at least as older than the first two. which may be

considered as a sort of index of melodies. In this opinion I am
strengthened by the observation that in two places in the

Masakakalpasutra the citations were of a peculiar style; thus all

the simans mentioned were not indicated by their names, but by
1 the saiupa-song and the three following 1 the isubhargava-song

and the five following. ‘ This manner of indication was possible

only when the author had this song-book before him. Yet now

there arises another question: when the grirosgeya- and aranya-

gana aim at being a register of melodies arranged with the object

that the samans therefrom were to be so sung in the holy service

that the first verse of a stanza in the uttarareika agreed with a

verse of the piirvarcika and a corresponding melody in the

gracnageya or aranyagana, where was the necessity for the uha-
**

and the uhyagana being put together? And on the other side:

If of old the ulia- and the uhyagana had existed, preserving the

songs for the holy service in a cut and dried manner, why then

this fuss of the puvarcika-aranyakasamhit3 with grimageya- and

Iranyagana ? These las; named texts were then to some extent

superfluous. A solution of this difficulty, satisfactory in every

way, has been found by a detailed study of the manner in

which the samans arc indicated in the Arseyakalpa. In most

cases the initial words of one or other stanza or of a verse from

the uttarareika are given, after which the name of the melody

follows; without fail one finds the saman on all verses of (he

stanza in question in the uha- or the uhyagina. On some

occasions a detailed specification is given, as i.g. Mas. K. S. IX.

9: ousiitiasjartsu vaiJtafyotisam ya! pra gSyatcli. The Saman

here mentioned is naturally found in oar uhagana (XIX, 1.7, see
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Sama Veda Cal.,Edn. Pail III. p. 82). The words of the Sutra

mean clearly: '* (he sings) on the verses of the auSana saman the

melody Vaisvajyoti$a, indicated by the initial words pra gOyala."

The verse indicated by these initial words is found only in the

purvarcika (I. 6. 1. 5. 3), and the melody belonging to it is really

the vaisvaiyoli*a, to be found in gritnageyagana XV. 2.20

(B. I. part II, p. 132). The addition • indicated by the first words:

pra g&yaUi

'

was here necessary, because there arc two other

Kama ns called vaiivajyotisa, belonging to other yonis. If one

compares the SAman from the uhagana with that from the

gramageyagSna, one finds that
,
excepting for some trifles, there

is complete agreement between the two.

And Kfudrasutra I. 6 supplies a slill clearer indication:

' whoever wishes to find abundant means of subsistence, must

sing the KSleya Simaii on the middle verse of the three existing

verses, the stanza beginning with tndrd ythi dhiyefilah being

taken as first.’ The prescription leaves nothing to be desired by

way of claiity, and one finds the song also with the prescribed

order oi verses in the uhagana: XXI. 2. 4. But, if this snng-book

had been known to the authors of the Arseyakalpa, they would

surely have given the prescriptions whereby they indicate the

SSmans in another and shorter manner, and particularly would

they have omitted from the last prescription the definition of the

transposition cf the verses. These are only two indications out

of many on the l»$j of which we should conclude that the last

two ganas are of a later time than the sutras considered here.

Also the names (prayaicitla and kjudra) of the last two parvans

in the. uha- and uhyagana can be only explained on the supposi-

tion that the Ksudrasu’.ra is older; the Kfudrasutra may have

received its name in contrast with the more extensive MaSaka-

kaljasutra, and in the Ksudra&utra are also considered the

priyaicittas.

Decidedly the last two ganas arc also iatcr than the Srauta-

sutras. That is self-evident. First these names do not occur in

them even once. This nevertheless is no proof. Let us proceed.

In the PancaviriiSabriihmana (V. 4. 5,6) it is prescribed that the

anger in the MahSvrata mast sing the SSman called Vasifjbasya

nihava on the Catavila, and that he must sing this on a verse

directed to the Visvc devah. Which verse is meant here does

not appear from the words ol the brahmiuia. The sutra of

Lajyayana-Drahyayana therefore fills this gap (Laty. III. 9. 12=
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Dr&hy. x, 1. II) by the provision: tiSve devil ili vmitlluiiya

nihmatn Qhcf, i.e., " he must change the vasi$thasya nihava to

(make ready to fit in, ithel) the vt^e that begins with rUve

detah". The melody Vasi?Jhasya nihava is composed on the

verse nsdsi daatp gor ffikam (Sv. I. -*.1.3.1) and is found in p
grlmageyagSna VIII. 1.36 (Sv. BibL Ind. Part I, p.629); the

melody fitted on the vgrse tiire devdh etc. <ar. Sain. III. 9)

is given in Ohagana I.V. 3.12. (Part V p. o02). Between the two

sHmans there is lull agreement except in the words. This

passage alone is enough—one can mention still clearer proofs—lo

prove that the author of the Sraulasutia did not know of the

fihagana. The commentary at this point reads : " the words * he

must adapt (uhet)‘ is aimless, because the reading (o! this sauian,

is known (Dhanvin naturally knew the uhagana
!J.

That is indeed

true, they Sty, but the uha (gana) is of a later age than this pres-

cription. " The text of the commentary, which surely has not

been handed down quite correctly, must have had soineiliing

like this sentence.

Over the question whether the uha (by which lerm appa-

rently was meant the song hook known as uh(arahas)vagan.t as

well as the uhagana known to us) was made by men or ‘seen’ by

Rais, the old Hindus were already divided. The first chapter of

the second prapSjbaia in the Nuttoasutra, a text which from its

style must be counted among the older works, is devoted to a

discussion of this question. Alter the introductory words:

(fikrUik svid ufid 3 aursiirla ili vai kfialu akuii, reasons are first

set forth for the view that uha does not have its origin from the

seers, and then, apparently, all the grounds arc refuted. From

a metrical discourse on the Samavcda the following sloka is cited

in the idtroduction to the Bibliotheca Indies edit. (Part I, p. 18):

uhagranlho' pauruseyah paurufeyo' th/ivSgrimak
|

vtdasllmaiaminalwid ridhisSrlhatvalo' vtimah
||

If I ant not mistaken, the meaning of these words is:

« Is the ului(gana) (and the uhyaguna) not of human origin or

is it ? It is the fir9t, in so tar as it is in a similar case with the

Sima-Veda (the first two ganas, seen by the Ryis and thus of

divine origin); the second, in so lar as it is meant for the rite

(and the Kalpasutras arc made by men)”. P.

With the remark made above, that uha- and uhyagana date

from later times, agrees the finding of Konow on the Sima-

XI-40
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vidhana-brahniapa. He lias pointed out that in this old text no

songs from the last two song-books .ire quoted.

But one may, with propriety ask, how now with this

argument (above p. 8) which just now seemed to have such

conclusive force exactly for the greater antiquity of the Aha ?

This ground need not be abandoned as against the conclusive

evidence that the hut two glnas as such were unknown to the

older authors, because there may be found an explanation by

which the contradiction may be cleared away. Thus it is

probable that originally the text of the Masakakalpasutra

enumerated successively all the Sumatra (which should be sung

on one melody), but that later authors
,
who knew the uhagana

have curtailed these passages.

Yet another question awaits an answer. Why (have) two

song-books, uha and uhya, with precisely the same divisions next

to each other ? Their songs were in practice employed next to

and by each other. Careful reflection has furnished the solution

of this problem also. AH the melodies which occur in the

P. 13. flhyagilna as also their names one finds in the aranyagana, while

the melodies and names of the uhagana correspond with those

of the grAmageyagima. Besides uhyagSna, the last song-book is

also called rahasyag.ina. In his day Burnell maintained that the

designation uhya(gana) was an abridgement of uhaiahasya(gana);

Konow, on the other hand (S&tnavidhana Intro, p. 14) thought

that the name rahasya only applied to the iiranyagana and not

to the uhya as well. Now it seems that the opinions of Burnell

and of Konow are reconcileable; for rahasya is the same as

Sranya(gSna), and what we understand by uhyagiina is simply

the coltectiun of songs changed and adapted to the melodics of

She aranyagana: rahasyagana and uliyagana are really one and

the same: the words differ, not the melodies.

To turn finally to the name: the term uha is clear; it means
1 shifting, adaptation ', and postulates a model lo which the

adaptation takes place. Well then, the prakfti of uha and fill-

(aiahas)ya ar.\ as we saw, the gramageya- and the aranyagana.

As regards the names of these last books, there is riot a single

reason to adduce in favour of the modern theory (of v.

Schroeder, Wintcrnitz and others), that they are so called

because ihe first named g5nn contains songs sung in the sacrifices

in the village, the second in sacrifices performed in the forest or

the wilderness. That is a mere play ol words with no single
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reason given. For we have seen that the melodies of both the

g5nus are used by each other in all soma-sacrifice*. Rather may
the ginns be so called because one of them was studied in

the village by the Sfuua Veda student while the oilier (the aranya-

gana) was studied in the wood, outside the parish. The

introduction to this study was also a particularly severe

observance.* The reason why this giina should be studied

outside the parish lies certainly ir. the greater holiness or danger

of its melodies. I recall only the highly sacred MahinlmnTs and

the rudiasukia employed in imprecations.

For all the reasons stated above one might visualise the

origin of the Samaveda texts thus:

The holy service, the Soma sacrifice in its many form?, P. 14.

existed from cl old. Since the beginning of human memory
different songs were sung by the anger with his acolytes at

particular moments in such sacrifices (in the gayatra melody in

the morning service), mostly based on stanzas of three verses.

The words on which the song* used to be sung (Ibeii yonis) were

collected early and compiled into one whole (Satkhil3): the

ultaiircika. In order that the study and memorising of the

melodics may be rendered easy, likewise at a very early period,

a double register was made up, the first one oi the melodics;

this was so arranged that one had only to take the first verse of

a stanza and this became the carrier of the melody; then they

added the S3mans, which should be recited by some singers in

some song-verses (stotriyas) in other ceremonies. So began the

gr&mr.geyagana and aranyagana, which were so divided that the

more sacred and dangerous melodies were pul together in a

separate register (ar. gana). Also the yonis of the song-books

were brought together and so began the purvarcika and iranvuka-

saiiihita. Thereupon the traditional rite was fixed in the Arseya-

kalpa, in connection with the brah maria, of which it is difficult

to indicate the time of origin in this scries. The Srautasutras

began in connection, with the extant literature (of the Sanaveils).

It now a chandoga knows his two ganas hy heart and also knows

which yonis he must use a? one or other ceremony, it should be

easy ior him to make all the changes, to apply the uha in all the

1. The Mahanamnlkaviata of the Chandogas (c/. Jaim. Gr.

Su. I. 17), that is almost the same as the Sukriyavrata of the

other Vedic schools.
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cases as prescribed in the sulias. But perhaps all k.nds of

finesse were quickly rcscrled lo ir. order to prolong the ritual or

make it more complicated, and so the chandoga needed to have

in his head a great many rules in order lo apply the ulia. All

these rules were, if I am not mistaken, collected in one text

ascribed to Puspu. the socalled Phullasuira. I say 'perhaps'.

For though indeed there is in existence an edition of the text of

th:s sutra, yet this work is $o truly algebraical in arrangement

and so lull of all sorts of abbreviations and technical terms, that

only a thorough study with a commentary at hand could give u*

the certainty whether my surmise regarding the purport of the

Pu&pasutrn is correct. 1 Again, they have later on combined ail

the rules of the Fuspasutra with the prescriptions of the sutras

and applied them, and produced two song-books, which may

now be directly consulted by the chandoga in the holy service.

The content of the uba- and fihynginas forms thus the oldest
P

‘ part of the SamSveda, according to their form these two books

belong lo the youngest.

I. By the researches of Prof. R. Simon at Munchen, who is

preparing an edition and elucidation of the Puspasutra, it will

become dear later if my hypothesis on the purpose of this text is

correct. Questioned about this by me. Prof. R. Simon cannot give

me a conclusive answer though he considers ‘the basic idea

thoroughly sound.' (Simon s edition has appeared in Abhand-
lungen der K. Bayer Akademie dcr Win. 1. Kl. XXIII Band. Ill

Abt.—Tr.).



ACCENTUAL VARIATION IN RELATION TO
SEMANTIC VARIATION

BY

C. R. SueKaran, iv.a. (Hons.), Dir in German,

Madras.

[In a paper published in Volume VIII Part IV o! this

Journal, I pointed out how a semantic differentiation is involved

in the shift of accent or to put it in other words, the same soiuid

combination rcferentially differs in accordance with the shift of

accent. This is exemplified by I'upini's sfitrn

(p, vi. i, 37.)

which reminds us that in the stem VrfUapdy to which is tacked

on the feminine suffix -T, in strict conformity to the import-

ance associated with the semantic content ot the suftml element,

there is also an accentual shift to the very last syllable of the

whole word. 1 In this paper I propose to examine this principle

in greater detail with special reference to a study oi Mridhava-

bhajta's R^vedanukraniani ']

Madhavabhajta opens his first section (Rgvedanukramani

Part I. i. i. 1) with the statement

cTCIPRH. ||

I
Cf. BWfol: Nirukla II. 1, cf. also

ft fwjs
|

!. However the word I'rfatapayl— (Rv.) ‘wife of Vrfokapi’

occurring in the vocative only, is unaccented Vide A. A. Macdo-

nell. Vedic Grammar, Grundriss der Indo-Arischen Pbilologic

und Altertumskundc 1. Band. 4. Heft. 1910, p. 87.

Z Madras University Sanskrit Series, No. 2, Pl I.
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Brhaddcvata 1 1. 99.

See also

ygfik: g I

aft & ??R 3Tt7155q or {T7R6K II

B^vcdaaulcramani i. v. 7.

ol fon&Ft. (Rv. v. 64, I.)2]

Jn n volume ot the Indo-gcrmanis che jabtbuch (VI. 1918),

Karl Buhkr brought together several definitions ot sentence and

subjected them all to a critical examination. One thing that

clearly strikes us in these definitions is that language should be

looked upon it its setting ot real life, fot sentences are obviously

social tacts, being tamiliar trom daily intercourse.

Therefore the right method ot approach is not to investigate

speech as we find in books Or grammars, but a3 the most vital

social phenomena, the indispensable instrument of social

existence, since sentences arc used at every moment to give or

to ask information, to express wishes or give orders, or in some

way to exert influence upon the minds ot our fellows.?

Doubtless most writers on language, have been more or

less alive to this stand point. But Marty seems to be entirely

saturated with it. His statement o I the purpose ot language’

very closely agrees with the definition given by A. H. Gardiner'

that runs thus:

—

"Language is the name given to any sy&tcrm of articulate

symbols having reference to the tacts of experience, whereby

speakers seek to influence the minds ol listeners in question ".

The above definition brings a new dimension to language as

usually viewed, namely the relation of the speaker to the listener.

1. Sayana's comment on the compound fell^Wt.is as follows:

ftstfh fi{<t*ftt<T felt: *144 :
I

2. Cf. (TO|
|

£jiaftq#r ;wiril q flra<i u

crorra fsq tg: n

RgvcdanukramanI i. i. 24 and 25.

3. A. Marty, Untersuchungen Zur Grundlcgung der allge-

racincu Graminatik und Sprach philosophic 1908. 1, 22.

4. The British Journal of Psychology Volume XII. 1921-22.

pp. 353-354.
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il should not however be understood that nearly three decades

ago, the relation of the speaker to the listener (with its converse

relation) was entirely ignored by linguists. Undoubtedly it

crept up, now and then, in Paul, in von der Gabelcntx, in

Jespersen and in many other writers. But only it was not

brought to the iorefront.

In this connection it has to be clearly borne in mind that

linguistic development follows not one tendency, but two

opposing ones, and they are distinctness and economy. Each

one of these poles is alternately preponderant. The fundamental

dualism speaker-hearer is at the basis of this polarity, which

producing a tension, constitutes the principle of life in language.

Language is looked at from these two poles by formal and

functional grammar.

1

This hypothesis provides two bases on

which can be safely built a bridge between tire violently antago-

nistic views of Wundt (Volkcr psychologic 1
,

Die Sprache) and

Warty.

Marty's teleological explanation of lingiuslic creation* opens

the way for Ihc return of the iwx> tendencies—distinctness and

economy in the interpretation of the linguistic development.'

" It is the basic dualism speaker- hearer which causes the

existence of a polarity between subjectivity and objectivity.

The tendency towards economy is the subjective factor as it

serve* the inclination of the speaker. Distinctness is usually the

objective factor, enforced by the reaction of Ihe hearer.”*

1 . Cf. "1 firmly believe iliat a grammar built on function, its

proper realm, with leanings towards meaning rather than towards

form, but of course without disregarding the latter, must be more

life-like and fascinating than one built on form. The closer wc

stay to the human mind, the more vital will be our result*. Form
is remotest from the ever young activity of the mind. It shows

its reflections only in dim outlines and is most subject to fossiliza-

tion. Function is much more stable and reveals much more readily

the processes of casting thought and feeling into accepted

pattern*.’' W. F. Leopold’s article, '‘Form or Function as the

basis of grammar”, p. 431. The journal of English and Germanic

Philology. Volume XXXIV. No. 3. July. 1935.

2. Werner Leopold. "Inner form” in Language. Volume V
254-60.

3. Untersuchungcn, pp. 629-30.

4. Cf. Polarity in Language” by W. Leopold. Curmc Volume

of Linguistic Studies, pp. 102-103.
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The l wo tendencies are adequately discussed with masterly

lucidity by G. V. D. Gabelentz.

1

Wundt however denies their

very existence as he mistakes tendency for intention and since in

his system' practically no room is given for intention. Marty's

unmistakably clear demonstration of Wundt's error carries convic-

tion (
622 ).

Thus it is clear that "two opposed interest* wrestle with

each other and are both active and effective at the same time and

alternate in predominance. A horizontal cut through the

structure of language and a vertical one through its development

might be imagined to show the form ol an ellipse; two foci

which can never coincide arc both essential to define the course

of the circumference." 5

The rules pertaining to Sanskrit accent show clear traces ot

this principle of polarity at work and indicate the two funda-

mental forces which work in opposite direction and yet collabo-

rate, namely, the manifestations of the tendency towards faci-

lity against the conservative principle of intelligibility.

Tins is not a bit surprising, since the Sanskrit accent,

like the accentuation- marks, did not hover over words in a care-

less apathy, but as a living and life-imparling soul lived in and

with the word, exerting an influence on the structure of the

whole language, such as we seem to have only had the faintest

conception of.4

Accent, producing the unity of the word and therefore called

the soul of speech being of a more spiritual nature than the

sounds, not only from one point of view is the real clement

which carries intelligibility into speech, but also more than other,

factors in speech, is the immediate expression of feeling.

1. Die Sprachwisser.schaft,3 181, 1901.

2. Die Sprache,* 1.28,2.492.

3. W. Leopold. "Polarity in Language”, p. 104. Curate

Volume of Linguistic Studies, Language Monographs No, 7, 1930,

4. Jespersen, Linguistica p. 16. “Rules as to the accent oi

words, as to the precise intonations of questions or commands, as

to forms when shouting to people at a distance could 'nave no

sense if applied to a dead language." Vide E. Rapson. "In what

degree was Sanskrit a spoken language:” The Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland 1904, p. 4«3.
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(C/. W. V. Humbold's view cited by Gottlmg, Accent der

gricchischcn Speache, p. 8),

1

The interrelation between accent and the meaning-content

has been engaging the attention of scholars almost from the rise

of the linguistic science. Benfey (Gott. Gel. Ana. 1846, p. 842.

KI. Schr. 2, 69) believed that the accent originally did not rest

on the stem syllable but on that element which modified the

meaning of the word (cf. below. Rgvcddnukramar.I, i. i. 21).

Soon afler him, L. Bcnloew subscrided to a similar view in

his book (Del
1 accentuation dans les langues indocuropeenncs

tant anciennes que modernes. Paris, 1847). According to this

scholar, the summit accent was originally an accent purely of

pitch, a musical accent without stress or icJus. [The term ictus

lor a metrical stress also seems to be post classical, and in

Quintilian usually implies the beating of time pedum el digitoru-

m iciu ", (The Institutio Oratoria cf Quintilian. 9, 4, 51. Volume

III, P. 534, with an English Translation by H. E. Butler. The

Loeb Classical Library.] Mark H. Liddell believes that the ictus

as a metrical stress was really as theoretical in classic Latin verse

as it is in modern European music, being employed to mark the

time when syllable-lengths were no longer communibus in fixa

senstbus but had to be taught to the young by beating with the

hand or foot, just as musical time is now taught tn one who is

learning to play a musical instrument.' In each word which

consisted of more than one syllable, some one syllable was

pronounced musically higher than all the others; the syllable

which was thus distinguished from others was, according to

Benlocw, chronologically the last defining element in the word

(le dernier determinant).

According to the theory ol word-construction which

prevailed in his days and which even to-day is accepted to

a large extent without much opposition, a word is made up of

different constituents, root, suffix, personal inflection, case-

ending, augment, reduplication and so forth, and of these

1. Vide Maurice Bloomfield. “Historical and critical

remarks, introductory to a study of Greek Accent." The American

Journal of Philology, VoL IV. (L883), p. 21.

2. Cf. Mark H. Liddell, "Stress Pronunciation in Latin.'

Language Volume II, 1926, p. 1 10, Ln.

IX—41
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elements in the word whatever be the last joined to the word,

that was entitled to this higher pitch, lor example in an

auginent-ter.se the augment, in a noun in ihe genitive, the

genitive ending and when a word was compounded with a

preposition, the preposition.

Bentoew was convinced that the unity of the word in our

sense had not as yet developed so long as this principle was still

in existence, the marked emphasis of the ‘ dernier determinant

'

directed the attention of both the speaker and the hearer so

strongly to some part ol the whole, to some special element

in what afterwards became a unit, that it must be supposed that

this accentuation was in force in a period previous to that of

word-formation in its strictest sense.

The cementing of the word as we have it now, is produced

by an additional force. By the side of the principle of the last

determinant there was developed slowly and gradually a logical

principle of accentuation whose purpose it was to act without

reference and in fact in opposition to the specialising tendency

of the 1 last determinant.' This logical accent, Benloew assumes,

affected the root-syllable, which in the word as a whole, is the

ruling syllable. The further history of accentuation in the

separate Indo-European languages exhibits, then a gradual

process, by which the logical accentuation gains the ascendancy

in the word.

Benfey took Benloew’s principle of the last determinant

as his speciality 1
. This theory based upon a large number

of correct observations was an important one in linguistics to

determine a general principle of accentuation.

In the light of the foregoing remarks, a study of Madhava-

bhajta’s favourite theory will be highly interesting.

The book opens w-.th a discussion aboul the problem of

accent of the finite verb. To him ths accentlessness of the

finite verb in the principal clause (unless the verb stands at the

commencement ol the clause or of a pftda) is due to the fact that

the meaning-content of the verb is determined by the meaning

of the clause taken in entirety.

1. Kl. Schr. I, 112. Cf. also H. Hirt, Der ASczer.t. Idg.

Gram. Teil V. Heidelberg. 1929, pp. 21-22. Vide also M. Bloom-

field, Am. Jour. Phil. Vol. IV, p. 34.
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ftsifTfrtfKfflffi *l«!»5: I

(Rgvcdinukramani, i. i. 3.)

In other words, here a tendency towards economy is prepon-

derant.

This explanation partiiHy agrees with Ddbruck’s (although

the latter does not seen to be as satisfactory as the former). He
says—"The accentlessntss of the finite vab in the prin-

cipal clause is merely the external sign of the fact that the

verb appears as a relatively dependent member of the sentence

attaching itself to a noun, a pronoun, a preposition in surh a way

as to limit these ideas.
1-

'
I have examined Professor Whitney's

criticism of this theory at length in my paper, " Double

Accented Vedic Compounds.'”

Yet a striking parallel to Dclbruck’s view that the sentence is

naturally a diminuendo, beginning strong, to attract the attention

of the listener and then toning gradually down, wc tnd in

Madhavabhafta.

q? qti&sri m n

(Rgvtdunukramani, i. i. <t and 8.)

Even though preceded by a vocative, the finite verb which

begins a sentence is accented being necessitated for arresting the

attention of the listener, that is, here the tendency towards

distinctness takes the upper hand.

Applying the same principle, it is indeed no matter for

surprise that a finite verb even at the beginning of a pada is

accented, since it can be assumed that the intention of the vedic

bards was to make each pada a complete unit in itself as would a

sentence.

StlR% I

*wie&r II

as wtaqfcfc ^ i

qiwi^isra^ s*iwwt fasi 11

1. Delbruck, “Vedic Syntax" SO.

2, To be shortly published in the Madras University Journal.
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aqqi? TOWfl: I

^ 'TRi^l II

1

(Kgvcdinukramani, i. i. 7. 12 and 9.)

MSdhavabhat{a explicitly adheres to the view that it is the

principle of intelligibility which is to be held responsible for

making the finite verb accented.

WFrRPTi *tt«HHW;rfs4 a ,n II

(Ibid. i. L 5.)

Another close parallel too to Delbruclt’s parodoxical stand-

point that the finite verb which is itself a dependent member,

when it belongs to a dependent clause attains its independency

and gets an accent is noticeable in Madliavabhatp. But

Midha%*abhat$a’3 presentation seems to me more satisfactory.

Midhavabhafta pushes also the subjective clement to its

logical conclusion. Thus if in an apparently single sentence,

there are two unaccented finite verbs, then the whole sentence

has to be split into two.

313*1% cPf frsT II

(RgvedSnukraman!, i. i. 10.)

Example:

rrrarclfl'i'k'ta. II <Rv. i, 2, 5.)

As both the finite verbs and WJ are unaccented in

this passage, it has to be assumed that here there are two

separate sentences.

Of great interest is the unique explanation of Madhava-

bhatta on the ground of the tendency towards distinctness for

accenting the finite verb in a few cases (which does not begin

a sentence cr a pida) but which apparently is in a principal

sentence. For example.

*n I

m\ II

(Rv. I. 18. 3.)

1. A Vedic Grammar for students by A. A. Macdondl,

page 443. f.n. 2 and page 437.

2. Vide ay article, "Double Accented Vedic Compounds,"
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rs ert *3*1 nl ii (rt.i. is. i.)

The problematic accent of sro^and in the above two
passages Madhavabhat|a seeks to explain.

The meaning of the first passage is, “Protect us, Brahnianas-
pati, so that no calumnious censure of a malevolent man may
reach us.” And the meaning of the second passage is, " Indra,

drink with ?tu, the Soma inice. Let the drops enter into thee

and abide.”

1

The first passage is an earnest prayer to Brahmagaspati for

protection in such a manner as the calumnious censure of a

malevolent person may not reach the suppliant. In a similar

way, the main intention of the speaker in the second passage is

the entry of the drops of Soma juice into Indra. In such a way

the god is requested to drink the juice. Hence it is that both

and M are accented.

i-i&ra 'K cs a«nn
iW F5 ^ II

R jnnlg stbIsrr;
i

^rnr h

(^gvedinukramani, i. i. 13, 14 and 15.)*

Sayana’s comment on H°TCi is as follows:

—

“2*ff
| "fag” i |

S**! ‘ W.” i aw “wkw> aps*’ (P. ln . 85<) fft

I
qoil^T:

| apRUWFWI^^ RfSRI
|

(p. VIII. 1,63.) iRfRWR: II

SSyana's derivation of ftaqak from the root pjc of the

infixing nasal class (seventh or rudh class) where the syllable

1. Stt Wilson’s Translation.

2. W^R UWRL may also be taken to mean that the

meaning of the finite verb W conics to he determined by the

semantic content of the sentence in its entirety (g&BR being used

in the sense of I owe this suggestion to my revered
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na ’ precedes ihe final consonant of the root in the strong

forms and ingeniously arguing that the augment ' a
’

comes

immediately after the syllable pr of the root is in no way satis-

factory.

It is to be remembered that pmr.ai is the unaugmented root

aorol of tuts 'to attain) formed with the preposition fra. 1

Siandasvarain very nearly hit at the mark, foi he says

But unhappily he soon abandons this explanation.

a%: SNH.
,
^

l

[Skandasva min's bhajya on Rv. I, 18, 3. Trivandrum

Sanskrit series. Also Madras University Sanskrit series No. 8,

p. 48.]

Venka(an.iidhava's bhasya on Rv, I, 18, 3 reads thus:

—

aiKig&fei T.rfw sigl 3 513

3171 (0 5JI5TI3 'JJTTKUT^ cTWlRW \f

From this it can be reasonably inferred that he also was of

opinion that is the aorist form of 33T with the preposition «.

According to Panim’s sutra 3 57. (P. 8. 1. 29) the verb in

the periphrastic future b not accented.’ Example: Sva kart&

[The SUrradhaluka affixes 8T, ft, are anudaita after the affix

(P. VI. I.
186).* the whole affix 318 becomes udaita

SP’ft P- HI. 1. 3.) and where the (Z portion of 318 i-e. the

syllable 333
.
is elided before the affix 81

, there also the an of 81

Prof. MM. Kuppuswami Sastrigal. The other recalling of the line

is apparrnt, i.r., the drinking leads to the entry which means

that the request to drink is subordinated to the wish for the entry

of the Soma juice into Indra.

1. Sec Vedic Grammar A. A. Macdoncll, Section 499,
p. 366.

2. Venkatam&dli&Ya’s BhSsya. Paper manuscript. Aydar

Library Volume I, page 12.

3. This iormation is common in the later language. But

there seems to be only an incipient example in VS. XVIII, 59
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becomes uddtta because ihe uddtta ha* been elided. See P. VI.

L 16!.

(3f3?raw ^
Why is (he finite verb here accented ? As we wy * he will

do it ’ using (lie periphrastic future in common speech, through

intonation it comes to mean some such thing "as, will he do it ?

he wilt ito it" when therefore the tendency

towards distinctness naturally conies into prominence, laying in

its turn special emphasis on the finite verb. This is Madhava-

bha((a'8 explanation.

WE flPrtUd <T»
I

tidWi? 557Rn5 3 II

*TOI Id3g f? SfWv'J 6iwfd: I

fTOTO df?TO, 5iPRfE(d folfd: l|

{Rgvedanukramani, i. i. 16 and 17.)

Madkavabhapta then proceeds to illustrate his analogy.

TO fir ?l TOPd TOi fCT I

^ 3 tatfiS’l II (Rv. 1,25.4.)

«I f? qjfll |

star a^q: ll
( Rv - *• z6 -

3 -)

g fir TOiftd toi Wn i

*15^ II
(Rv - l - 22> 4 ->

—IS. 5.7.7. 1 onvigonta yojilofatir vo oiro which Macdonell (Set

Vedic Grammar, section 540, p. 387) translates, "the sacrificer is

following after you here." This passage is obviously a modifica-

tion of Av. 6, 123. 1 ; 2. anvaganta yojatnSnah svaiti which

according to Whitney means, "the sacrificer follows after well-

being" (Cf. Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, Section 946).

1. This question is pertinent for according to Pfinini’s sutra

3,3, IS (an«Td^ gz) g?or the periphrastic future denotes an

act that is yet to come Vlttlgi, WfiJ. is the

comment of Bhatfoji Dikjita in his SiddhlDta Kaumudi.). Kence

logically it can never occur in a subordinate clause. Therefore

strictly speaking it should be accentlcss.
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3inrif! ai« I

5fi q*-4fll II

(Rv. 1.28,7.)'

0 q»mto gfaq i

«gsi0wrgi^ II
( Rv - L3°. 3

>

• Panini brings these instances under the sfitra ft 3 (P. VIII.

1. 34). The accenting of the finite verb, according lo Madhava-

bht|a, in Ihe above passages is due to a distinct tendency towards

intelligibility whose operation is necessary to bring the element

ol marvel that looms large in them.

^1 03=3frift ||

(Rgvedinukratnani, i. j. 19)

Madh.ivabha{u lays special emphasis on the standpoint

he adopts that whatever be the place where an accent is found,

it is certain that there a characteristic intonation 19 indicated,

being necessitated through the preponderance of the tendency

towards distinctness. Those gifted with keen powers of observa-

tion alone can perceive this. The great grammarian Panini was

one such gifted seer.

¥fg 3® ^ T I

ffri 03 0*3PT 0 folfo: II

<?i q£ 03& ^ |

qdf q? qi 03;$ ftaq; n

q? 3335^*133*0^ I

f£i3Rfo: 031001: H13&<fq il

03310
^
ciDift'Sid qifqfsft: iWR I

qftqql frira^i ||

(JJgvediaukramaiu, i. i. 20, 21, 22 and 11.)

[To be continued.)

1. See oho Nirukta, IX. 36.



PORVAllIJ.IAMSAVJ 5AVASAK'GRAHADIPI KA
BY

T. R. CHINTAVAM, U.A., PH. D.,

University of Madras.

AND

T. V. RAMACHAXDRA DlKSHlTAR,

Sanskrit College, Madras.

In some of the former issuesof this Journal one of us edited

the Citrapata of ariraad Appayya Difcjita. Reference was made

in the introduction to that work to the PurvaraimiuhaSvisayasart-

grafndipika oi App.iyv.» Dikistii. The latter is n short work, sum-

marising in a brief and terse manner the contents of the twelve

adhv&yas of Jaimim's Purvaini miiiisasutras, drawing particular

attention to seme of the fundamental doctrines of the system.

One may very well doubt the ascription oi such a short

work as this to the famous Dik$ifa, especially after seeing the

Citrapa(a, which itself is a short summary of the contents of the

system. But the authenticity oi this ascription cannot be doubted,

for, in the body of the work itself vve find the following

statement:

—

fTOi nqfcr Hsrwaronfo: ’> 33L
>

and most ol us arc familiar with hi* VtiltirasSyatia. There is,

therefore, no doubt as to the genuineness of Appayya Diksita’s

authorship of (he work.

The edition of this short work is based on two mss. of the

work, one deposited in Ihe Govt. Oriental Mss. Library, Madras

(R. 1321), and the other in the Tanjore Maharaja Scrfoji’s

Sarasvati Mahal Palace Library. In the colophon of the copy of this

work found in (lie G. O. Mss. Library we find the following:

—

IX—42
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Obviously there is some confusion regarding the name of

this work. On the other hand the copy :n tire Sarasvali Mahal

Library, Tnnjore is styled belli in '.he

colophon of the work and on the By leaf of the Ms.; and the

work hit been so described in the Descriptive Catalogue of Sans-

krit Mss. in the Samsvati Mahal. In addition this copy dees not

give the name of the author. Since the work is generally included

in the list of works of Appayya Diksifa under the name of

PurvamlmamsavisayasahgrahadipikE, we thought it proper to

designate it so. What ever be the name of the work, nobody

can doubt that it is by Srimad Appayya Diksla.

A’. D.:—

The ms. in the Government Oriental Mss. Library, Madras is

designated G.

The ms. in the Sarasvati Mahal Palace Library, Tanjcrc is

designated T.



ii ^4*m ii

ii ii

*“ Sf^ ‘ffemi ” ift rJ^DT JWFW^TORirfiS: yfa

affttrc srafts*qft <ifw^ s«rq
i

<t3 Haft «n?

snaraft Jwnn?jiRT«fe*nqT: fttnmrasrcioq^ii®
ria nRio'jg'nil^flu

i
ij-frqqi? 3fWiq^qi8R^%3?’q*3-Tif5-

^Rgftqi&gftsnfa^i
;

q^tsiiHa«fia*}?ifft53ts®F(lqr

«I^?i3HR^aai
;

“«fiw

q&r" ^!?Rft^i^'i'TFriR^?rirrR',^Rf 3isi *$»*?:, nisi

wqffft&r:, qigi ^wwi^ {OiftritaTOl' qifawaqi* y

<?j aq;n/ftsfq yfe qrercfo? |jtflqr*qift (stefqa^ i

33 qalft, g£rlft tfft qfeqig qsqntyijpksfai

qpRH^IflRf H5 : I
“ Sift'll fRH" “fT^Ttmr 3313” ?Rll?fqfqS

<J3ffllft qWflS»n%3ll^q33:ffi^^oi|WJraiq| [31313?] ft^:
|

‘* tiR??T SRiTRFi qjpraitfl ” ?<qq ssq^q^ia^y^i^qi

sjwt&wi f^wmint ft*:
i

"aftr sqtfft:” f^rl?-

0:^3 3$|ffts£=n*?ftqV[ftft:] ?raPW?lKIRl 3f33qri3efH!^ ft?:
|

“3ft qq!a **qwift si twaifftyi aifftwit mfei” 5*33

t. T adds^rtlnrann

?. g- aqt?^ai«q

c. qiairarqf

v. t. sqif^r^fqi

q. g. Space is left out for

writing n*q;qn?TBiJJT^

and adds
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aflRwsqgoi-fTCRSs' fliV jifasigSR *[Rr-

qraqifeiwmrts: l

ftwftlfawwiQgfrw ^ i.tii fitfwwft onto:

Safe II

^fwinnq f&TiRl' *A&lt gftfefflRft: JW^t:

fitefciT:
|
as PiTOB: 51**: gfi: I fll ^ foqi—R*|^, aiforfft,

RPraitffi * l fesrfcgfcf^flft l
>*iiftafef5Wisfl I

S nsraaraw, ftfoii i
«ai*n

“qgin q^fl” fft*
;
«1 fe WftWKORWfR aft »4r&E3^ra!:

i fecfl^i a qsral^ qs^
i

wwhMi'Hi sfd

cpg^qi'nq 5PT#ra^qd i
q Srawta

*ft f&w i
atefo” ^>Ri l«Hlqr

atyorn^feql aft £^aqewT5>fa*$tPtai' i

“ sfft eft

*as ” *rci$s !

*atff*&:

H*i*ftftferaaRa «We&qqtqd<^fe%iW‘ i
“w^n

qfrqrft” fsra jpmiwf aairewiw, “ ^ispsuarpft ”

isns^qt alfl ^raw”, “^rt ONwwwft” p*R

5Ro«Rnf*al aft «j*ftoi»w*ftaH*q: i

agl 5 jn^ “*aft;q*Fm« gsq^” paitf

‘‘qaramw qi^i " sia^ftTr ^
.

«*3~-wraig-

fiieiqi: q'OTi qi*qaro*jefai 3«qqifa a&raRfl^g, 11

\. r. gaireca:

I omits jji«t

?. t omits atg.,.*fci

y. * ftpRi

H. c-swfh:

%, O omits g

». T.

<2. G adds qtar

T. girewlfafn

* O .
T. s|-«F»»t|fi>«t

??. ’ omits arfir^

*?. *• jiqq *iwmiCTW ftqi

nfcr ^tarew
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feffn
i

fs^a>i.-!TSi#nct^, ? i

na " qfi^eW 5lft ” ift’ lj;g«j S334TO! 5Tfl^IRtfl'T»3I?i;

f^ra; ewstan i

s<
‘ wtefefairofo ” ,

“ gtarcvft ", “ sh-
sn*rin ” ra(yw<tai

f^lfsfew? flra£r^i03<|«l5!I532iP3 57731 II

toh r liwwi ^n ?t?a: 7730-

fnsqisih
r w\ *“ wnw$r *&? •’

“aifegra 35^. «faiR:” i*rif?'
|
W -31 "V«TO>!:‘

n*oft ^ ” sft i n fe ^RSiTOraJit nfo ran??

*fi*jf^i ferfar&sra;'* nf=r W7?oira

3^33 TRrW'JTn f
^<fiqri3aa7ifei i jpisi 3 RRqfj^rqno)-

uras^zi 3R: qssflftratsiwVi qiw^ra fiq:ifc*iqaw: ii

'I^Wqqs: 3*isq^3i3n3ra tr jrerito q^nqft

f^^RRHWw5rf5q?rran^aTi spkioik i arn

3PIF3W37°T %R I
rt3ICR 53f<l'fiwfllf2Ti flI3

qqrai^iw., fstflqn striker q&ftwitftai ^— •re^P'i-

gqraiciR! ||

[^TTOTr.^] PTR^ I 3^* ftpwi.—q'JlQ^l 1
!.,

*%ft« i <raw »P7raiflqn5i-

qic‘RnrasQ«?;arai?itq ai^qirirai'ftqqinsq^qigeqiqfgqi^tracri i

?. c add3 aix \. c. *Nrot

T. wfafiRT...$talf is read t. jrfrjniRi

thus :—“ «>n'3?lfcl ” ?pra V». T. fjrftaifiPa:

JR7« fiK<q!^fT ?W?Ff- <;. 7. <j<faiwf?t:

5173! 11
•.. T. iTR:

T omits «w)f«l to. T omits

3^” ??. C omits qn?j

v. T. omits *nft.
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ansreafafa:, igHRafoftltla (j[^: i ’snfcr

“g*w «*$5» tfS r*sw qs[Erqsqr5r4<3WT-

tffcffW fl^Tiqrir?nftlt^ni7T
|
'ft'fM'i qg iJRWTqjfrfofrq^<«n

||

mm 3)faRi i ai %fefr %la fefai
i

ri-j^s srft
,

srren&rfoft

qi%5TCI«3^l5.^flniW?I Wlift: SHIRR#* flft 1

stair—«<¥ sta$lft*w: mm: gtftorRw irate ||

<$ tesftftftflurat i&w&mufcfiw Hgfe«g3

tete i $ra
f

ag«« rafara^OBtaifa, * Rgftrarafa
;

qira sfa: 5t«oi Hgaffi
I

^^Jr'pfasrasfq qaFTjrs^^Fqs

ftiqqin:, ?ra ^wgatwr^ra ftfiram: iw ag^%, * g

5t^qf7 gspclsfa i w ? “aft <raft jsiteFft

f^fraaraw ^qRqflw tefcwi «flT*^<i«w^iwf saftratKi <ra:

^teotawlvn* apraiftwitai fa^sng; sraRWcrcr t^w-

ffifff H$qavjw>jnqq.qiin$w gmpnte<te ftfeqr

sltera^ W5iT^d<«fiqqHH^siqq^
I
a g

a^ftraif? qiteflllft aiiffigi,'^ q* ‘q%*3* ?«3rnq?W

ngfe:, a qiten 1^ i
“ ?™#TOT wp^k" “

v0Jifrqi°it mwfa ” ?fa ?*nftqr°iRr: «ww*r

«

i*m

K

qisrtjqiraq

hrFI &“Jittarai ^rfiqqi wpra afa $ra:
,
orh hr g

?. T omits wgsRsfttfa:

q. T adds <\n

3. G. qi".umh<ntrftfe<1

«. t omits
. . . fax

K.
Ci y^'JMife'i

5. c-ft^q

o. T- *wj§qRrRq

C. 0 H%rRft TRR'PPI 3Fi

g. jwirViroi^jfti

?o, T omitt ^ftnin
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fcWJflR
1

\ti?,a^qA33HR ih [: A?q:: HRMifJiViqaR

hrrim a ga: p«nftqi^Fa<iqi5RB5fe:
i

“ siUKwnl*

gngqqqB ” raa gtaraawtta s;qi3*q gq'iqqfr anift ?rq?=R

qa 3d«T«t Alfa A AS SAlqqiTW AW333I%: —
fnqqr^r ag%«pV-qfa nqPsAi n

^qpT^^MRSJiviflRjaggiqsiq: qaat'Siq gRafeft-

ftsfto: i <ra “ *Raft*n asrra " ?aif?-

KRI JKqWtfAig^ARi AHTSTRI A5 qAARIAf *t?3TSR: i

“ gftfa
’* “ qqi»j q^ft ” w* sR^RRwqqqpj-

qj^qqt3RK^tnm qi-£?RqI: SR: I
‘‘ *#?f q^f«T " jsqn?-

ftfaft^ARi nqisq<Ri ftftqRqqicq:^ sr. i
«iaqq qTaiqRHi

t?iaI q-i: giaRs^. tsti-

*R*q qa ffifirs 35*1 flHlfafl fftq HffafROI fafoTClforR:
|
fl|«jffil

sr'i ‘‘a? qj^naw " ?(a spji flqtfqwR ^ufi'iw'ROT^qi^-

irtqqgqotairq g? sr-rsai sn#t nqtfqfqwqA sraa A't-ftqqjrt-

?qi^T]^, 3R-'A{arfRlaiqn^pvqqlMl?< SW:
| <3| 3<|S|5ifllW«jqi:

3*qsRar aqR^qiiiraRoiwR:—#T r»h: Rmi?:

irIsa: ll

isn'lq 3fqfaftfafl*taw tfifosw, »pffo lafaqinRft-

sRSfq SssHfaww, -q^qaiRC ijqtqfqfaaAqqT: agissiaqi^

f^qciia^ qgs(^Rfqfan*iq: <Ra?TR*wt
i
as re^-

l.
t.

^ V. ft-fr

?. c.

v. t.

\, c- -nsa:

T omits McRKm:

«. t.

«J. T- SR wqrrqfa: »n^3T^:

S. c - *iq-i?<q
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a[^31*tlfewfl*lfe I rM 7^ «7SR jRigsRqr^I^.

ftfmfqifaftflMKIL |

“ V&ftPU: m-
7[^‘‘ fcAWr OT* * 3 ffaja

7^i=3q: ^TOlfe^TfaSHW: tOTTO: ||

^3 f^fy^^feqiR^T^IR^R cR: qw'iro-

SraBfcnRfeiforrc: (aria
i

‘?s? stfaa.' ?fa iM^q^r: i

‘RSfff^sq^’ Cfq|?T^5T:
| a* i

foa: i fsaw#; sal “fliHRa?^-

aa” *ia tissfja^aa '^asCTfcsrFiarf^qfa^:
;

“«?igr#?ra

ggria” ?sra taajifflsiRS&^^rwTH. ais^asiRfi^a a«M;3-

fafa-aci ^tcaqiraaRaa sSiq nyaaift^Raicaqa afwfeRift-

^isaafaiafa^?!#* onm^ aaa qi^-Aui fa^Fta: u

agfata “ #3 faa^ ’ r

sanfcsigqfce^j awy-

reaw aisaiS^rswiarasft fsffcffcfcw^ s-.ort y$fei saa-

a^iRigarftsaaa^foi <l^aifa^T: aRi*qal ft$fva: n

3<2*i g s« fa'l aaaifnf^isrfsrct ^?raaafli??tn3?r'T-

f&faaraa) y^mra:, anfritttoi^a: qsjaiq,

gssfmtflntfSraiara., sqiftslai^ aRiain, sit??15155™^.

,

aam'tara. wwaannr^— PW •sksi^Ist:

snisja; 11

K. O. qqV-ljl

?. T
- JJVJNU’l

3 .
t. ^"prpwmift

v. T. aa«

H. t. San5W$*M3

0. T omits %^r
> 0 .

T omits affray

?*. T »«aiu pjq

t?. T
- 5-3S

»?. G. viHCTi^

'I. 3FI3R: '!? IV. I omits qg
»o. 0. omits ftfowj
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sjftEsRt

BW^apraiawRT 35) aw fepaa: 1
nw^q

qgnaaja, Jinraqnaa,] HW^ai*nani?/iH?wgftaq«£a,

sw^qaiwawffWrafacwgftaq^a aiqgiqa 1
“JNrw?:” jwr

aw*qpftfi*w, a a *Nrc 5ft <n&K
“ tfa s^awRi^SPjKwlwiara: aw nffaRf.Kaia-

^^'qR^qq^qsifqwqffqaiqi: awwfiawia,
1

q$ b?*^

“r.«cii^r swa spuq aow snr^i^sgaswfi-

qfo: a Mwyqi-JHiafl
1 33$-*gq?*:*tf Cuflonaqsaa fa^V, a%a

‘(a^aftra nw%q qnq-^wg stfa'^; feg swifts

g^Ratera; SojaftojRj^^ qisaiwrawigii^asan&tRif qtjq

5awa at^aR'alajRoriiahalPifsvHiia ora^^sPi Rmafaft

da $faiqsaaRa;aqlm^qqnia; waqRK*i»i;>aiq*(iqd 1

“ qfHt ig fagsfia ” pa* nlfaTg-^q qgfrqRn qf&rffaqtn:

nw^q^araatad
1
“a ft<i fn'fa f^aa,” fm %-

q^i%afflTa(qnnq( awiraw Rraai^MwaqiflPKiS-

aiRwagaw ‘ prik^‘^? wSf^’ saigfa^jT-

Rtori^da Vraaa !a<iq^qfqf%fona^qiaff:q?« 1 “qwwq sfrflR-

qssHianija raaqa;’ jwr 'ra^r.a^a'KW aia^ ^tawV

qai ^?rfa?!%4 aw^fTar^waa • fq?g ^qai?n?an«qa'^rq^) 1

t.
c omits si$il

4
..ofa: and

adds ;ra

t omits q 3
G. UlTStpa

y_ c omits jjj*g and leads

in its place -rt

\. G.

IX—43

V * adds ^<it

w. t omits fP5H...^5l%aq

d. *• Ut*^w*i4

%. T o® 1 *-' 5wa...$-at£q

$o. c omits qRjra

» ». T adds

?q. c-qg^ail
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amitefral rrsu^rgRR * a^wraW^

«racurate* ft*H' # yarg^^Tfflwn^i riwr7s;ui3rrw

;^<Hqfq%q^ i “s nw^nsna.’* *ft qg^c-jiteai^qa-

i ftgiR
3

s^ritrr ^srrtcrr^t ^sir'rRr

75 qiichxqi ^ffaq^IHqyrsrfRi :fafri, 3g$3gBTOfai

Htei7l5Ri R«3, ^WflW «#RP>n*faf Rlt»f» ^"1?: ^w§:,

^sryiftoii Rfsi5^ qsreRrcaft i
fan?na»firaf*Ri<fi ?w$

cC5: aril*: i R^tssREfo*:— *fe-t ae1dHW^p?r, <wr “ afa

gSH” (ft «M =RS SIR 32R.” ?ft ; «ft%*TOJKt f

r«h “qwfe 5wfe". ft$ftft$rqft$<T Sirupur *«

am “ qg<ft #sfe ” (ft
j

r*ji “ sptcr rtiri

” (ft R^t ffRiRRi^ qsi^niff “SRRI«l” (ft
;

nsfti&j to, rrt "art gz ‘ft^nfo”# R'a anfoq

w&' ^g*
1
’ jft

;
wfa^Rsft: =qtaa, qqi aRr^r

r^ %*$* *? nifl “ft%*$r (ft
j
qqRnM to

RRI ‘‘ Ui«I affl RR ” (ft n'& “ R?p 3f!SR3 ” (ft ft&fllH.

'RR aft “ SJI^sl^t*!.” (ft
i
R^^oq^jR, RRI ‘‘

3rrct *fl:
”

(ft “3J|3q ftpR" (ft RRlftggft ftftfl Sfl Hft “?a $q”

(ft
;
fiftl^ q*«r^KPj?T ®g: «WI

‘ l ^«H[« H5MTOR-

*. T.(jg«n WR *‘3jfa” (ft

q. ? RPTRft v>. T omits are^R

5. 7 adds 3 <;. * omits fafapftf?!

Y. o. ftRtnqiftc^ ',. T adds Riij

H.
Bolh 0 ;*n,, T r“d ^...Rlft ? o. T

- ftfri 173

afior e^Tj; c scviJital 3 n. c- «R*°r

G.‘‘3ni%gqftRmfR”T3nnft- ?=<. c- 'R ¥
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nra:” *t^r^ aft “ gwk*
wfo *r?Brf: II

fliai ?sih ffl^rifl:
i

3rf^^^5i3i«n<l'?T-

mb H®flR^fRW5T a^ronKwra,
,
m

«R*flcT|qiq|:[*u: antqoftqwnn] | * VTWaf|4||fc&T8jft

ftfnrq; , qa gift nqisnfwfd-

»z^a
;

Jj-jffl figlcWra-

?r*qqifej[%:, q*n qqqi^KiqfoClsiiqoqi: j qa'in^ra jra

ns*?l “affwRfqoqr *5ift ftqqft”

Pfefawifa msift fem i
*t ^ qqqwiEfprasIncia gri^ i

STCBNlfalfa: 5R3W: 9if%Q. Slfoifoqaw ^cf

:

fegcRT
,

<TOi fi'Oi^qSIflSKW WcT:I%5fcWiq-

qT'T’q
i

#SW, W “ *3&*T^ ’jft
”

im $sq»?qi: sifa Pwar ftmai: 3371-

<raql»^iII<Rf RI%:
;

COTTI^TRTfWl
I
»rar—fllftl3»g|-

fl5PJH»Sj fi'qai anHWW^iqqaw wrfi«: OTR^RT-wna;

«ftgiViw
;

sfos; Rwtrw^iNifir?ft:, qqi

—

3fraqq%%oii-

fiq qcfo^lSr'Wfcq qPf.« I «n^5 $ fl «# j
n ;qjf?ijq

?f&0|[ Wlr' I Hif^ra; ai',l^ftdwTg
>

qqi “q&qfqf ^qR:

». *• r.r^r^d:

T-

?. T. ^7T3T^R

v. t. nr«

'^. T
- wq iv^Hn

5, C. Space is left out for

writing jrr

•». t. info s^nsn:

€. T* rfw;'"lini

%. c' wfKqrcoifif^fri:

>«. c. Space islcft oui for

writing 0T3r%

<1. T omits
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'rs&iffl” rq? “*rs$ g^ra^r'’ r^-

^Tirwfq ^g^fa’jlwmw HRT^RqiuNSW'fT^fqr^rRtoiy

#fqrg^it^w?»raraw«ra swqfqpgf&ftsfa:
}
^fs^tqwrasR

srqrsfawwiftffa:
,

*wi anw»rcl&<nnw a;-# qrw* i &sH?t

ffc ai^SlfcqsfoWqR0!^*!, ‘‘ ?fgqifll^qkftra

qi^i i ?? qisiG am ft”* fad

afa'q*qgqq'rfat ft qft* ii

sftmrRilfrftqa 3:i?3:i%iT q?3Rciqr q^qr 3r oqiaa

M ftq&fR.
l
do qsrcid foqqroiRiftal ‘‘ sn^i^md ”

?5ni?*p^ori fW^OTORf ?«qam*i«rg7ift’R8Biqift?fiRg-

SWlftqifc' 5^%. II

ssqnrRi^ arsaq^qfar faift: i «fa-

^f^^raftfrnftzfv:, *JW—“ y?r ^id” <id Wdqjt)

3TIfl?^niH^fl55T^ ^*^«SqHfFn3»q^yRI^ T£‘5fq$Td3i qq

niflnW ftmS!9&

q^qf^a^wR^iRrfw:: , m —1 ‘ ” ?m
^ B?ao|3Hwfq ftw>M a $fdra«*qdsR

\. *-faqfta c. c. -fwsufq ft. . ,*u£r

\. * ^aiMH^rawi'foOT- <?. c. tf?r

?. T
- 58: ?*. i.g^

V. G. Space is left out for jj. t.

anting snRTRRT^ \ \. * ^SRTTf

K.
r-Sf^f t?. *• 3?^nreyi

5. o. Space is left out for
* y .

t. ftvJl

writing ^...sfooiT *u. t omits qgitf

«. G. adds
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BftdeqtowHf^p'Klwi^ jWW I HlsRPtf

f? BlfyjRBn'Sftft ajflqtfiq; clfeflt^fft: B WRj; I KI'I*

sf'S&sft qqi— annqoi “ srgi 7ig<n[
»» “ 3*3:

h«r3( ?%»n " (ft jqiwrt stgrawn* *$wraRift gtei-

siqRmOTtaifr Jn®flPfli^?feoiiqi fofl%:
;

m^r-^-

grasft r^qqq^. qqr— sfy<ni

gfjpnq gqfaiq TO^f 27?. ” ?iq jj?r br^bbjt hsh siroj

djft^rWWWflW *fo3f|tn4fUBR5sft qqftwqftfaqjrra,

tasE^as&qiqi ftifofajraiofrq**,
11

sfas, jif^na; snFR5i$fttf%: 1 ni^rs^R q:

Hrfqq^ftsftfal ftft: g vrffsft ftqftn : I
hr q*#^

“ fofl^ ” an^iRtoR^ or

"* tfl T& <Rifa” (1% BHWBinfJftwJlfi TOI-

qi^WRI%f%:, ‘“3(1^1^ q?R'" (ft «nfaw?Iq^!n an»wM3t:

qi wWfo (gift: m foMstcm 1%n ^{r^kieqi: “^qiaj

«qqft” (ft qi?qw ftsiftl Sfi^Ti^RR^q

<m* ! *wi g «rwft ” fft fift: nof^-

5ft*w§ ft$% Hfffl^sqrn^RRtftw q»3*
,
a*n >fr#q agift-

erowift: fafttSHTC II

*. c. nRsai5^i<Pl

R. *• ui*HHi{l3

\. c-hh:

y. T nr^Ri

H.
T - 35I?I*ftL

5. * fnfl%75Rt

a. c. Space is left oul for

writing a|3...#T:

£. T-Rfal*

s. o-'ritfa

».o. T. BRRI
> ? .

T omits Q5T

C omits otf

?$. 0. Space is left out for

writing %...ft$ :

?Y. t omits ut^pt
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arffftsrfWf ^ g*qjtarifa

aiWQWRoRi: cl^a«S^[: fawftoSt: <ffiR$T d ;a I

a^ray^—

'

f;^-^, Wfpw:, 3I38RW i “*?M-

qiffl»qi *nra ” a^f«ai'7iiCrcHRTRri 3fiil*n^Wt

qoffif jq;wiwn, “?raq^:i wwi3<nii^ a5m” ?"is agarra®-

*n#ifei*»rat ^ sidea ftafiadfala

«f&THi 'fispaaia; arftqt^srf qwrf <R3 traq^raraHM ^

SScTq. 1WI***UI

‘‘ «* ^fawiwji 'raa” “Wmiwt <ftfaiwi

‘‘^IjfylKW'l: ^R wRdl <5ia»l^»idR <??&&-

araroi «$<nf wtfin awrom ^wiaow. n

oT^3Riqg^?T,is^;^!oif q^^jrTuqrarerggR growi

«B38PRWin
I
q$rtsR qa &TOW*nwi«Rqtfi *k: da sria-

aai*qwi35Fini%3'4iq: anw. I srcsni t^TFit gtoqmraf

iR'TRrT'g a^fenai qwlkid, giai^-T^^ea^i'iTgir^affT-

ggiaiffa
,
vpmqfa qqci^ntfqd feitfq Sara “ arani-

foft 5^«uai?qfe ^reHPw aftnwidi

da aa 3$SBHf eSaf *n*i*nwwi38w fi«jd

asnfa:
;
a‘aa “aib^r qtoiai^ gsifa” tfs

SjPTOIBfil^Rl 3^pl?n^n^-

». c [Srafofi&nfi’rtg a after snttqr^rl n«ii

c. srggra^ TSMOT^fir \. t. ai?i

\. t adds *. c. wiqqffcs,

V. T - ?R...nr*ni3 is written
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|
qq qgtmi&Z: aqm*ls^

af|fi38Hifftft«
,
m “ araiVoi^i^WTra qi*tfl

«ft ?f%Tii" “storctor ^ j'Jifl'i stW’ *wrft«wWI&i

?ia^i'«TnTq|Jt3 ^masroftwRfcirift mmh swnWwin:

*.&?-
;

MI1R<i: «Ri^I: W. i&i

^f^Tjfwrffen <ijf?ra; fifcra # (<w*:] sifflqRsqtn-

ifcra; «HfT3HTRif%: i
qtft 3^ traftw

ir*r;r3rojfiffl ai ;c»iP 1«iuir«j^7ana; l*7f «*%, w
sql^gp* s(rf|qt‘?i'ras^-n^pn7ijTi‘{.“<fiaig *t?

<ft

Rfijal ^q:
;

q«r s-rsiiI SR’rrct «R-

wirrp$*t fCg|qg?Rq (m arc*!* ewUwstr

fosfla* 11

«R?t aatfl 1
apnfrpqw aaijfiRra&qtTO:

aaa
-

:
—*m ^isRt4 flWRr'idwmrfw fto «£n$nR3 i a«Rr*raw

Rwqiq^^mft q3Rjnfei^fe?rW shr^^r:
i qg s^qr-

Jf*r m a* rctr ;
fog «wwW*a-

qjntyrftqqmqfNRS^^ nyisfl^iwra^
,

qqr <*iR*^fr

sqfoqwi qif^Rn
1
gitawnm® aft gSiqqiqw

a flfqgfowfo giftreron^fiT efi^qoiWi^RdVqss^q-

I 3 ^ H0ff: RR*—«yyi«W«R: 'RPWfllf:

?. T »
writing

r . c- qi?>l5 «• J- *R“ *anT

\. G.=T3&mt <j. t. sira^RR

Y. c. Space is left out for t.

writing <ra: . . . STjT ?•• T
- nsm

T.aqiqwn f&- <?. c. Space is left out for

o. Space is left out for writing rw... aSff:
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i ?ra <referaraw38ifo qga^sun^iilsgsifl-

H6ff: ;
-t3i ^lRFfl^fe«RpT5WR: T^iW:

i

‘ GRfllftft: «IBOlt 5fS S^JRn^WOI SiJtffl-

^iirf?iii-BCT *gi£pntawii?ift q HqffaraTflifiWn&'a n-i?Rqta-

siraseif:—f^qni^q :m 317715: srajfi rearer: 11

?fn ^‘ft'Twrarw^fl^KKi 'tRhnf

^*nHiHrRq^g^5rsXiR^T

11 wm 11



GUNAVlStfU AND SAYANA 1

BY

A. Vknkatasubbiah,

Mysore.

Gunavlsnu is Ihc author of the CMndogxa-nuwtra-bhafya,

a good edition of which has been brought om recently (in 1930)

at Calcutta (Sanskrit SJhitya Parishad Series, No. 19) by Prof.

Durgamohan Bhattach-u ya. It is said by (he editor, on p. xxxv

of his Introduction, that two other works also, a conummary on

the SoiitaveJiya-itianlra-brahiitana and another on the mantras

occurring in the Pdr/niara-gfliya-stitra, hive been written by

Gunavi$nu; but of the last-named work no copy has yet come to

light, and it ii therefore very doubtful if Guiiavijnu ever wrote

such a work.

One remarkable fact in connection with the Chandogyn-

manlra-bhisya is the close verbal agreement that is observable

between the explanations given by Gunavisnu of seme mantras

and those given by Sayana, in respect of the same mantras, in

his commentary on the Sonieivcdiya-inatitra.brdhmanei. Prof.

Bhattacharya has drawn attention to this mailer on p. xxvii ff.

of the above-mentioned Introduction, and has given On p. xxviii

three examples of such agreement. I give here three other

examples 1
:

1. Paper read at the 8th All-India Oriental Conference,

(Vedic section) at Mysore, on 31st December 1935.

2. Thar there is close verbal agreement between Sayana’s

and Gunavisnu's explanations of these three mantras, has already

been mentioned by joergensen on p. viii of the introduction to his

edition of die Maxtra-br&hmano of the Samavcda; see p. xxix of

Prof. Bhattacharya's introduction to his edition of the Chcm-

dogya-mantra-bhSfya.

IX—44
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Sftyafla's bhlsya* on Gunavisyu’s bhi?ya on Chindo-
SM Br., 2, 4, 2-4: gyamantra-pajha*. I, 7-9:

S» trtafa tmra smto *belsffl-

Ptaft
|
yam »ie?w

WrfJ|K|«^ 5T*a fef'iyt-l: I

TP WW 33 I «?

i f «: I

*rrH3# araftft m mamit m
smnrar si artram: n?«k l ft-

i atsft tafcnfr^Tpr i «m i

pftrm tmm wfirw wft: i

ft qwiT. wir. n: mwPR

3R3 art: e^TOI^ OflRT-

ai ner §<m ai si*n%*

agrat 3te: aqaurt arcs

am aaaft wrt mrtm i ?iwt§

ffPJ mr

fhqrt fttai aa *j*nmn

*n Raw *jt fUftftftasrsTnmi i

3m<fhfafn3«i
,

aifa:, sfa-

2afli, Tsrm ’i2*)a aart-

mfc c& <3 ftrtart:

am a topi (ft. v, v, h) “ pi

mia rrtara iftesjft” i p? wfq

wa aa awftp, a? 'jaram,

jaw
i

a*3>
i

ai?frt m smart m
maftwrt m ^rcrtai: nd i

fl^na i aftd gftftwjw i

«ar i
pvfiqm mr i tuw*r

anf«fca'ar?ri^ I ft mmn
a: <4pn^H aR’* ®rt: ^msiid. aji

T?mft *F?m m3 iwft: ntar ste:

doft sirrt am mmfa

<rt?i i
arm^ ? rtn m<3-

sa rtart ftmn

1. As the editions of Stoenner and Joergensen of Chaps.

I and II of the Mantra-brAhmana of the SSmavcda arc not acces-

sible to me, I have here reproduced the text oi SSyana's commen-

tary that is contained in a ms. of the Mysore Oriental Library.

This ms. (no. B 827) is written or. paper, and is a copy made for

the library by a copyist. As the reading o: this ms. agrees

essentially with that found in two other parm-’eaf mss. of the

same library, one can assume that it is a faithful representative of

the commentary written by Siyana. There arc many corruptions

and omissions in all the three mss. In the passages reproduced

by me, obvious corruptions have been emended whenever it has

been possible to do so.

2. I shall make use of this came when referring to the

collection of mantras that have been explained by Gunavisnu in

his CMntfojya-man/ra-MdO'm

3. This is without doubt a corruption for sukhd
;
compare

Siyana’s explanation.
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a^?JTT ftTIJlfa ^
fl^T: qTfl: “ WAftlixfcl-?!-

fl9mns«<q : ”, rfa

[Sv«r(cra:tR, 8. 21
;
sutra 523

in Max Muller’s edition]

| Tfirfrnifa “ arqqrofo

ewV’ tfh ^ra: ii 2 .

W5»«TR I * 3TO Sr4-

fawiq l
aiftwfwtR Tigftria-

fwy^
i

afaui w?m an?-

l ^ =nn£ft

qipTT i^n 'Rfo Pifraw:

qq gvtra nwreqm ?ft

qraq i am n «fa:
‘ : »rwqi«r»r-

wtqiwr qSta qlimw tHpirPt

q^d’'
i
fW?q i Mmin

H-'j-d ?i
jm+^ ^Nqrq

“an3 mu” ?ffi 4h^fsA\-

sraq:
i ft * X art? smfaq: I

'fiftfh Arwamn^r mott
I

difc-

5* qqft i wwfa: fawnfa

««ifa em fwi<q 9T«Tfa

I *n>Rfa 5TR?q srtot-

tf'fcrq
|

'-/faiiild =q

n^roq pfif' tr :
3 <$<l»w»ti| 3 .

337

«q 5*wm? nr ftrm

=r ftfawfa nmmft i 1

ftqtfjfa 3iq “ n^nnfj rwl ”

tfa <r$:
11 7.

X sic rsmr pen tost* n<rn

«r?nn 1 q^TC

'mr qsftr qqft qq $oiqR
qqf?qio faqqihw -n-R 1 sm n
w%: “ amMKqRinnwi^n qfcr

qWnrcqi 4tfnfa” ?fa 1 fenfcq 1

mrrrn wform n?G

sfmnw «ftan 1 1% n 1 ?mpj

ftra: 1 'Wfcftr «wfr nro
1
ann-

Qt qqra 1 aunjfi?: faqnioiifa

qrnTToi «m fc^ifa ??j»5: 1

floifft “ ^smsqwrfa ” tfa

nq>R:
1

qqorr qfafr

“§q| gs*” rm»n
»rfH 1 5.'hr ?fd fliqqr ?ra
“ «=wnfq imtf ” ffr

II 8.

? sra <qq nwi* fira: *srfa

S^M nran iqqm'nrqncr

PpqT?q, i*u m sn sr «wi
nqanrn i Xi <qfq

«r|a ?ra: ^qr: arrpn

1. The ms. has here the corrupt reading elau dvadoio-

dvada&ino Ijabdho ndvaflamam okarabfarom.

2. Saunaka’s rule that :* reterred to here is sutra 525 (8^2)
of the Rk-prltiiSkliya : daiamam eaifoyor rvam, and not sutra 523

which has been cited above. It is probable, therefore, that the text

here is corrupt and that Siiyana actually cited this slitra too here.

3. There is no rule in the Rk-prd!iiakhya that enjoins the

lengthening of a short a (or other short vowel) when ha follows,

and I do not know to what rule, of that or other similar work,

Siyana is here referring.
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sra*? rar i ? ^
fijTf : 'fiSlftT g^RT ITI'-ra fTSHI-

'Frctnirft PHi<m liHif rai

t? srtinj 5riii5i<i-

I 3 I’rf*! ®IT5S

p*rc*» ar^Fa i

'^pr^mra. i f$ r .twrfgat^

arras »fwrai**rft?qi: «4-

«3I
I 3FL

arn ^n. 3TFI? Tf

i
aw:

•tlJigR^ 5%wfrT X^m S?l*i: |

am «i fttmfa «tsr

grqnS: ii
».

>rerafa, pj^sawr^nt i araira

3n%r^ arft^: g*T^ arr-

’Tf^,
ft[ tow, ar^srrft^jR. 55^

r^jra: 1

am frcra xu ftwrn 3^ fra *ft

aaar g?!jq 1
3pCT ?fci “ far’nfo-

®rc” 1 aflrePrft g»rt “‘sift

oigwc3??J ” %gw 1 Bi«q[

“ spwmfg ” 1 ^ tfa

sfFR’t T3T
1
Miftsf, aT *fe “ ttot-

zfz anprn> ” sfa ** zdn: 1

“ wateft Pra*w sfqg^ipra:
1

3Wfe ?fa an «F-?t, “nit”

Cflifetyra esrerwq., “r^oi

jjft’’ sftr 5*kkwi 11 9 .

These examples make it plain that ihe verbal agreement

observable in them is due, nol to mere accident, but to conscious

borrowing; that rs lo say, they make il clear that either Guna-

vi&nu has borrowed his explanations from Sayana, or Sayana has

bonowed his from Gunavi?nu. It is the opinion of Prof. Bhatla-

charya
(
op . (it., Intr., p. xxx) that the Utter is the case, that the

borrower is Siyana, and that Guruvi§nu lived about two hundred

years before Sayana; 1 and he has given the following reasons in

support of that opinion:

(<i) The late Mahamahopidhyiya Pandit Para me ivara

Jha, in the introduction (p. 174) to the edition of Gunavijgu’s

ChOndogya-maulra-bhasya published by him in Saka 1828 at

Darbhanga, has referred to a tradition which connects Gunavi?nu

with the court of King Balliiassna and his son Lak$tnanasena.

According to this tradition, Gumwjflu flourished in the first half

1. This opinion {viz., that Gunavi$nu is anterior to Sayana)

has been repeated, on the one hand, by Pandit Bhagavad DatU in

his Vaidika Vsiunayaka Itihasa, Vol. I. Part I, and by others also;

on the other hanc. Pandit Daksinacarana Bhattacharya has

anticipated Prof. Durgamohan Bhattacharya by giving expression

to the same opinion on p. iv of the introduction to hi3 edition of

Ar.iruddha's Pifrdoyita (no. 6 of the Sanskrit Sahitya Parishad

Series. Calcutta).
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oi the 12th century A. D. and was about 200 years earlier than

Sayana.

(6) Ramanatha Vidyavicaspati, who lived in the first hail

ol the l/lh century A
. D., has relerred more than once to Guna-

vijnu and Aniruddha in such a manner as to suggest that the

PttrJayila ol Aniruddha and the Ckaudogja-maidra-bhJfyn ol

Gunavisnu were written by them m execution cl a common
plan, the iormcr dealing with the rilanlislic application of

mantras, and the latter with the explanation of their meaning.

Compare for instance the passages AniruMhadtkhito GunavifKu-

dhrtah; Anrruddha-hkaitnm Gutiarifiuiiia lydkkydtam and teua

likhilam vyJlihyutam ca Gtn.mvifnuiit! that ocair in his Dhurutilu-

karma-ratmya. Aniruddha was the gum of King Ballala-sena,

and Gupavisnu adorned the court of that king xsalso that ol his

son Laksmapasena. Hence Gupaviynu must have been a junior

contemporary of Aniruddha, and must have flourished in the

first half of the 12th century A. D.

(c) Halayudha, author oi the BrohmitKa-santisur
,

has

said of himself in that work that he was a Mahadharmadhyaksa

in the court of King Lak$tnarin«na. Many of the mantras that

he cites and explains in that work are explained in the

Chdiidogyu-nuuitrit-bhdfy/t of Gunavisnu also; and in the case

of more than a hundred mantras, the explanations of Halayudha

and Gunavisnu are identical or nearly so. Now although

Halayudha does not anywhere mention the name of Gupavifpu,

it is shown by the following considerations that he has borrowed

his explanations from the latter:

i. While commenting on a mantra in the section on

Garbhddhntw, Halayudha has said that it is omitted by some

(kail chi iicdiiyalc; p. 185 of T. Vidylnandu’s edition ol the

Ttrdhmana-sarvasvo). Now this mantra does not, in fact, occur

in the ChSuJogya-mciitrti-pClha commented on by Gupavisnu,

and it is, therefore, very probable that the reference is to him.

H. In connection with the particular reading cf a

mantra, Ramanatha Vidyavacaspali has said in his Sduuiga-

nttinlra-PjSklijOtia : kva cit hi Guiutvifilu-puttake ihiudauxf} alter

ididopa ili fdthah; im tu IJaHtyudliadi-iiyta-fxtrigrhUeih .
•< This

reading of Gunavisnu has not been adopted by scholars like

Hallyudha”; and this shows that he regards Gunavisnu as

earlier than Halayudha.
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(./) There are references, implicit, however, and not

explicit, to Gunavisnu in Sayaga’s commentary itself on the

Sjkmavcdiya-mautrti-brahmana. In hi# explanation of 1, 2, IS

and 2, 6, 1 ot that work, Sayana has referred to the opinion of

‘other commentator (s)’ in the following words: ke cul adur
truingallr di failn-dvnynm kr/vd yalas Mlft mangalatatyo
yosilnh prGdur iff yojayanti and ke cij juhotUi pafhanti

|
Inunin

pakfe laukikoklihj yratndj juhottti ato rarity vrnc. If one
compares them with Gunavi§nu's explanations of the same
mantras (C/taiidogya-meitdrn-bhafya 3, -*6 and 2, 25): yaiak
ntahgallli inangalmatyo dcvalGh It dm tnahyam tuiuh

tlallavalyah and aham hold jithemi
|

yah kaSud nvmai...juholi...

tistnui tlaildli
|

joMHud emm alo ‘hay varam t-r\:e, it becomes
evident that it is Gunavisnu who is referred to by Sayana in

these passages as ke cil.

These reasons, opines Prof. Bhattacharya, show conclu-

sively that GupaviSiju was earlier than Sayana.

This opinion s*ems to me to be untenable since, as shown
below, none of the above-mentioned reasons can bear examina-

tion:

(1) The tradition referred to by Pandit Param e 4vara Jha
is, by its very nature, incapable of proof or disproof; and one car,

give credence to it only if it is in accord with known facts. If it

is in disaccord with such facts, it has to be rejected.

(2) The passages cited above from RamanStha Vidyava-

caspati's Dhilrmika-karma-rahitsya do not indicate that Gupn-
visnu and Aniruddha wrote their works in execution of a

common plan. On the other hand, it is evident that Ramanatha
is citing Aniruddha and Gunavisnu as authorities in support of

the particular reading that he adopted of some mantras. This

reading, he says, is that adopted by Aniruddha when citing the

mantras, and by Gunavisnu in his CluinJogya-mattlra-bhdfya.

The question of chronology is far from RainanSlha's mind, and

he would have employed the same words even if Aniruddha had

lived later than Gui>avisnu. What concerns him solely here is

the fact that the reading adopted by him of certain mantras is

identical with that adopted by Aniruddha when he cited them in

his work and by Gunavisnu when he explained them in his.

Hence it is not right to infer from his above-cited words

that he believed that ‘ Aniruddha and Gunavisnu wrote their

respective works in execution of a comman plan’ and were
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contemporaries. Such an inference, macover, would be quite

wide of the mark. The sections of Amruddha's Pily-dayild,

according to the svcl-palram given in the Calcutta Sanskrit

Sahitya ParUhad edition of that work, deal respectively with

prJIdh-krlyu, Soniutiiti-vidhi, daiilii-kdstita-bhaisana-viilhi,

satidkfd-vidki, siidaOimilbdiui-kuiina, tarptuw, vaiiradna-udhi,

patvoKa-srSddh&n&sthaaa-kramit, dGna-mShCUmya, ptelo-

Jnidd/m, in/ibuyJuUr.-ifuhllu/, uifind'iinrtinn, uhuvitlssiriks)-

ir/lddha, natidlimikh/i-lrdddhti, iara-pullaltiia~dlUm, asthi-

saHtayana, daiaha-kylya and vrsoUnrgn. The mantras con-

tained in the eight sections ol the C!id)idogyti’iiiii)ilta-p‘illm, on
the other hand, are intended to be employed in kuhmqtkn, udicya-

iaimtiu, uawgrattahei’ut, vn-dhit, garbhddhdim, puuwivuui.
Hnauloimoyaua, lofyaiilt-hoaui, jdldkiirman, uifkram/itta, tianut .

iuiitiia, pwritsadhipalya-kai man, /tuita-prShuus, pittra • munJhop/i-

graftaya, tfl^Skarttno, saiuamrlaua, vpotiaymui, iiavit-grha-pta-

rein, saitrihyO, sndua-praPanitM, inabnn-yajnn. sOiySrghya,

bhagaval-pujd. udityofKistk&iui, vaiivndita-kar man, Sraddhr.,

ai'lyisl), mthultjiia and auiui-bhojaua respectively.

It can be seen from the above list of contents that the two
works have only about a third of their matter in common; and
in fact, of the mantras that are contained in the Cbdudogya-
uiaulrj-pdtlia, less tlian one third only have been cited by
Aniruddha in his work. On the other hand, there are about
twenty mantras in the latter work that arc not found in the

former. Further, it must be noted that even in (he parts that

are common to both works there arc slight differ cnees

discernible occasionally; thus, for instance, the mantra myIlike

brahmu-datldsi...cited by Aniruddha (p. 11) in the section on
SuGtiGiiuflhuua-krama is not found m the Chdiidogy,i-miitilrti-

pd\ha. x

The statement that Aniruddha's Pity-daylM and Gnnavisnu's

Ckandogya-nuinlra-bliCpya have been written on the same plan

is thus nothing short of grotesque; and it is very improbable that

1. For the rest, it is certainly true that, in Use sections that
arc common, both works follow the same plan. This however is

due to the fact that both works, Aniruddha's Pilr-dayita and the

Chlndogya-mantra-pSiha, are based on Gobhila's Grhya-sutra and
the Chandoi/a-pariiijia. There is no need therefore to assume
that Aniruddha and Gunavijnu evolved a common plan and wrote
their works in accordance therewith.
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Riaianitha Vidyavacaspati, who was well-acquainled with both

works, held such an opinion. Even if one giants that he did do

so, this opinion would be of interest from a historical standpoint

only, and cannot be regarded as proof that these authors were

contemporaries.

(3) It is indeed true that, as Prof. Bhattacharya has said,

the explanations given by Haliyudha, in the BrOhmana-sarvasva,

of more than a hundred mantras agree very closely with those

given by Gunavijnu tn the Chattdogya-maMra-bhBsya. How
close this agreement is, will become evident from the following

tour examples.

1

Chandogya-mantra-bhasya. Krahmana-sarvasva

5. ®: \ WN: f? h. 7. a
: ^ affq; fij iffnmq

m *ranp: m: 36 m*
«t: ai h: 91 qqq

wwh 1
ft =5 *1334 : 1 nr TOlId. Ht afwiq.

srara wiqm iftatij

rspflqiq aiftmd wuh 1
*« <iaj« tohRit

si:—| am: qat ^ gu» arcqtj qsraqfe ’gW* »nq*f:
1

sr*i

UTOR. SWR "Ifit+i ««I'W *TTJ»^r»5:—| am: TOTOT gig qft-

atT3fdt%oj if <rc- qq qtpnnyflRfs^Biifa

aw a ss'g ci*fci
1
fisi nrwirra<£irc c?q-

sfa arraHi
,

qrqqgvug- sen mRnicrfa aj^ jtpwt 1 s*

qq-iq 1

4
gjfosw. ’ *f<t wj

1
si sft s r«K5i:

i

4 apqqrflPr rod ’ sfa
1 e«q uat?i: 1

<tt d*twm 2%' 4 gqt

33^’ cwiftar efttr: 1 aarm tffr mnrcq ‘•unfmaiy’ 1

‘a?nnraqnt« • aaat^a: 1 aaftn: 1 <n <i»q*gid
.

5%:

f>nq ^frt s*i"iiM-i*iv4 <uii^4i:
i *5^1 ift *$*r I at''

1. Not having at hand T. Vidyinanda’s edition of the

Brihmana-sarvasva, I have in this paper made use of the Benares

edition of that work published in Samvat 1941 and primed at the

Vrajacandra Yantralaya. Thi* is not a critical edition
;
and there

is no doubt, that, were one to be brought out, the agreement

between the explanations of Halayudha and Gunavi$nu would be

found to be still more close than it is now.
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2af30faqT*»FTI% 1
1RT& ffit

3%*: 3**»J WH ||

1. 5: faroj: sere*; B

33 OT-i fqq«q wi*i'fl^r< i

i afar faaq q^n i

<ai* a iwi;
«WcWR. two: i arc* qfg&

q1U3*i*j| ipV q^ HJ£3 but^

fata I ama:—f^g^nro.
wni-n* 3ipi <ni-n*i«B3T^ i

ff« <12 H***t ?*<<* HptKH. I <i*ta

fan^es^ ^ftrofta Q*fr bt

62*i 6BTfI-

w-ilfa ii

2* 16: ana: *: ansft ?t

«7*g i f%*»i?rT:
i atf

:

fca: Qtarftfaqat: I faaaq
|

arfae^ sraara ifora araia 5 i

ft <? b: wwq. s?fi^5nr»g I

ft«4q i tjret: ftqiaqtirra
i
am:

aTWraH ^3413 <33111

«*h f iT'H s 33*3 *co:si«i«iuqi*5 :
i

5TpR^3 <J^ if-r

I “W5I%’»

2% o363 «f: I WffeE^ jfa ‘s^-

tft BKWffraat:' ftp? l

‘W: U^4t*4’ tf-l *ftil(W‘ll<l BCJ-

BK°iH
,

61 T*^ fjfi I 7T4?: ?ft

WilKI-l ‘
*n«t*4 IK.’ ^iftil 33 |

3F=f»l tit II

IX—45

FO>S <u?3 ^K6 -4 l2«t: (T6grTq>-

nfi Bfe t\ waft i *r*rrfn7T-

^lata irerc-^K*a«Hni ^rt-

mftfti flofa
i
ntit ft ar i^i-fcic

iftwq; 1W6T3: <ft tf-i israra-

TOl 3 nnfa: II

p. 24. a: ftsg: «?I3P1 R
aura. fta*q towqnrar'aRar-

foaa:
I n ifflTprermi i %qr ft:

n«n q* ftqq ftf??iaR,
i
sfa-

*arar*iJi ?3m ‘a q^qqoftjai-

Pma: i 3iw ftwTts'ia qrg*

<np aifj^ <h?j3*k s? aroia. sft-

sqrfa?!^-
i
a?js tt^awfaEq. i

aiqnq 3I3aia: I iV^qi^PH-

anii'ftiT I 3W
<?3 3jaf aro i qiia ft«3 -

arsBwaa I >i**:

gft: II

p. 25. b: ^ aqq; qlsWT* 57

wai 1^ w«ra
l
ft^n:

I
3^1: l

^a: gfqrftfTTai: I ftn*l I

arfiiw saqainq ifraq araia 1

ft a 6 : 3n«5ia»g

3313 1 ft«^3 1 «Frar: aisai'aaaT-

htb 1 m amri: 1 smURiam
saqaia nara isaRBalan? g

qa^ 2-41«BT I 63 qqqr-

agaa^T ‘ai ifa fta^a <j4-

60«l’l^6 : 1 siftgq ?ft ‘s^l 1^1

Sj*a6ar64':’^ <»<«6i4T6t: ‘wfq-

»jafa. ftft ‘sift <3 ^q^fsftlfl'

ranaq 1 'm: sT^aw’ rfs ^tafa-

wnTRi 6=ire,OTq 1
di<5>4 ago}

1
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S. 12 :cffT: fos: 377-

sfaiRew: TRiwrai: 37*45373-

faPigTe: i rss cwif *ra 77

TO 3«3'7
1
33 g wfii:

—

‘

tsi-

d«T«t TO' ‘«:7 TO’

1
filers

1
333-

—mn 7 ra ^ «t#i.

TOnrarvnrfK
1

nsraiwt-

^•n nfaTiftst 1 JJsiijflTatft %53

TOTwnft-i. faui:
i
33 : to-

JWTTOITO^ 7[»qa[Jjg 71m:

1 fl^Ewi

torf: 1 am a 5*jfa:
—

‘3773(733

Wft»idH4*i-i«a*3i7H’
| fffl: 5~r-

5W-jk*«st5 ttto: arw-

aarg. 03?: Mtqarqs
1 1

g5s;r,g«fg-

Rftre 3TK7n-T: 3WR | am
=g Tqfa:—‘an itr *reaT^t <ng

4l3W3i5!isig.’ j[fs 1
ftiigjuaqa:

1

si‘fam. 1
sif.! bttNV* «wn

1 imafls fovrjfa stis

mrfir 11

*m*3 rg. ‘wat q«aftg-

5333:’ tf3 Wfliffagaq^ $?l

7?^ | TO:
;q|a

?f?i 35*44 ,«m*«h«h
I mn 3

jrwfmsrTO! ftfamror?; -wfcsT

377T*I3'7^HI^ I 751 Wli >731

7'w4 ftroi TRiqPf fifcal 11

!>. 27. b: are M-Tmforfrora-

fat ^aigcn a*?:
1 57*5«i-

*r*l5 (373Tin: 1 377*1 arwr^i-

7*777 53T*J373i 5ft; 377*71 3133 I

TaiST^qaiv^KqmgTMTqm?:
|

3773 73777*775 ^ Tlfifl |
fiiGOj.

grfe 1
jtr&a-

?R3W£m3*pT 'M'-STiqqqi'q 5^

3*3 TTOTfaHT^ WI93R*<Hv'if!3

TCRreWW I 711*1717775737 3—
'777v*n« fto«R»r'3*7f<ic«3 rm i

*312373511377*^7 77

^11’ T73 33373. 5f8fi.3f^3f!3p{3R3

aftrnften i g7i«Hsi4i<aift«3Pj 3

331573
| ^7l 3

JT*ri«BT«: TffFlf^H:
| 3333

.

Ass qfk7?7firaB3Qr,i-

-7T37T7330m5373 I 5373rf73T

33 UlP'.K7n 373T5R7333I3-

77(33 T3g55(-tg'J 7w37
|

It; 37-

JPT 9W-S35l°*t(Vc3'n»qi-

757737^7 5^*757(3. 77157 3|v»J33-

JTO>3 ^775773 3 ftfTT 33757

37337 3 -73l

57W-7I337*!
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fewit i wi i ^ ^ ^
ora hb I nm b wfo:

bjRw i
‘^<i»Wr*R a® ’

‘ea #r!R-h sb ’
i

b sb amfra.io^s?!-

naaraJST affwrftat i
^sih^qjA

«rc HBanwTsiftsw l hb:

*HJSBBT«iBn*tT*W <rfa-

rsiian Bft: B3?l»n BUSHB^SBR-

nqaT^ft?;«: i
war b R*fa:

—

lf*< i towwbr HfwsaNar^

QBam^rani bib: btetb. i

fB1'^!. I 9l*flBPt <i^«l *il3*i

qBTCTSPl SB: R3?T BBOT I

ftRH?* B9S:
I
3J0TB: *W: BTfhJ

<B?wnJrft wfa: ’Ji»P«jg»: e*pr:

«3ra xf^ii
|
aM*ra: BvaqfB-

PrPra 44v(li«c4W I <TCT ‘B

Bjftr: 'aw w^ICi eig tfr$-

bbtbwi’ ll

These examples make it plain that here too Ihere can be no
question of accident, but that one of the two authors, HaMyudha
and Gunavijnu, has borrowed from the oilier.

Prof. Bhattacharya, relying on the abovementioned tradi-

tion that Gunavi^pu flourished in the reigns of Baliatasera and

Lak$raanascna, opines that Gupavi$nu was earlier and that

Halaj'udha borrowed from him, Halayudha’s preliminary

observations, however, cited in the fourth example given above,

show clearly that his explanation of the mantra flatft ca satyat/i

ca... is quite original, and that he had nothing at hand that could

serve to guide him to its meaning except the sloka from Yogi-

yajfiavalkya cited by him. Since this explanation of Haiayudha

is found in Gunayisnu’s ChOndogya-wanlra-bhOfya also, it
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follows that Guiuvisi.m has borrowed from Halayudha the expla-

nation of (hat mantra, and likewise of the hundred and odd

mantras referred to above." That is to say, it becomes clear that

any connection which Gunnvisnu may have had with the court

ol King Lafesmanasena must have been subsequent to the time

when Halflyudha wrote his Br/lhtnana-sanusva.

It must be mentioned here that Prof. Bhattacharyya seems

to think that the preliminary observations referred to above of

Halayudha are mere claptrap, and that though he made use of

the Chattdogfa-ntanlra-bkosya cf Gur.avisnu, he did not, * for

some reason or other, acknowledge his indebtedness'. This

latter, however, is not a correct statement; not only has

Halflyudha net acknowledged any indebtedness to Gutjavijnu,

but he has definitely claimed that his explanation of the verse

rlatfi ca satjatp ca... is quite original, ar.d that he is putting it

forward with considerable diffidence. There are no grounds to

brush aside all these definite statements as untruthful; at least,

Prof. Bballacharya has not advanced any, and. to my mind,

it seems very improbable that a person like Halayudha, who

1. This is made plain, moreover, by Gu:iavi$nu's commen-
tary on the verse iam no devlr abhislaye .

.

(Chflndogya-msmra-

bhasya 2, 16). The second piida of this verse reads as apo

bhavantu pliaye in the VS, and hence in Halflyudha’s Br&hmna-
sarvasv: also; and his explanation beginning with he /ifah is there-

fore, quite natural and unexceptionable. On the other hand, in the

Silmoveda-ia>nhita and hence in Gunavisnu's ChSudogya-manlra-

bhasyo, this pada reads as iam no bhavanlu pltayt. As the word
•ifah is thus lacking in this reading, it is necessary for the com-
mentator to point out in some manner that the verse is addressed

to the Waters. Gunavisnu’s explanation contains no observation

regarding this matter ; he lias not even mentioned, as is usual with

him, the chattdas
.
devalS and tiniyoga of the mantra but begins his

explanation with the word apali. This abrupt beginning which is

ap: to bewilder the reader i$ shown, by a comparison with

Halayudha’s explanation, to be merely a blind copy of it.

On instituting such a comparison, one will find that there is

nothing in the commentary of Gunavijnu to indicate that the

mantra he is explaining reads £ai/t no bhat antu pilaye and not apo

bhtnontu pUaye in piida b; and this fact too shows plainly that

Gunavisnu’s explanation is borrowed and that of Ilalayuddha,

original. Contrast in this connection the Samoveda-samhiUl-

bl-.ifya of Sayana on this mantra (I, 1, 3, 13), where be has duly

explained the words iam noli that occur in pada b.
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held the posi lion of MahadharmSdhyakja in the court ol King
Laksmanasena, could utter untruths. Further, in stanzas 20,

21 of hi$ inlroduciions

31 vm tffcF 3T *ET3 TM «Tfofaf

wrawr nftffiikwm ^?r: q^n i

m BFf3F fsrwlrfc q%:

3ftwf qr^qfsafwwTsft 3 gqiwwn «rc

3| 33(3(33^.-33 $53 S3 5v(StR3q
I

f% wfeni gysw 3<*t suns %rs«J3

83TW3 !%333$^33fFr ~a^fll?*33 II

'VC find Halayudha acknowledging his indebtedness to MugurU’s

commentary on the Veda (I. e., the White Yajurveda), and there

a no reason to doubt that, in case he had made use of the

ChdndegyMnauira-bhasya of Guriavi$|u. in connection with

more than a hundred mantra*, he would likewise have acknow-

ledged his indebtedness ro that author. Pro/. Bhatlacharya, it

seems to me, has allowed himself to be influenced tco much by

the bclirl that the above-mentioned tradition is true, and has,

therefore, failed to estimate justly the value of the preliminary

observations referred to above.

i. It is not legitimate to infer from ihc passage cited

above by Pro/. Bhatlacharya from the Brahman,t-iatvana
that Halayudha is there referring to Gunnvisnu. This passage,

in the firs! place, is not found in the Benares edition of that

work, and there is therefore reason lo doubt its genuineness.

Assuming, however, that it was written by Halayudha. the

reference there is, clearly, to other authors that had written

paddhalis on the grhyo ceremonies of White Yajurvedins. For,

the Br&hmana sarvasM is (though this is not mentioned by
Halayudha) intended fer the use of White Yajurvedins, as be-

comes evident from the Sutras Of Paraskara and the mantra9

that ar cited in it; and ihe epithet kaii at used by Halayudha in

it refers naturally toother writers on Ihe same subject, that is,

to other writers belonging to the school of Pauskara. 1 It is not

1. This is recognised by Prof. Bhatlacharya also; see p. ix

of his Introduction.

The mantra 353 3 ^ docs not occur in the VS.Sata. Br.

or the Nirukia ; and Hallyudha’s complaint that the commentaries
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proper to refer the epithet to writers on gfkp$i ceremonies who,

like Gunavnanu, belong to other schools like that cf Aivalayana

(Rgveda), Gobhila (Samavedajor Apastamba (Black Yajurvcda),

The mantra in question is not mentioned in the section on

garbhdtlk&tui by Singanarya, Boppana-bhatta and other writers

of comparatively recent times on ffhya ceremonies belonging to

the school of Apaslamba, and if One were to employ Prof.

Bhattacharya'* argument in their case, one would have to infer

that alt these writers lived before abcut 1200 A. D.l

ii. The passage cited by Prof. Bhattacharya from the

Santaga- maiilrn-vy&hhyfiua is corrupt. It speaks of the reading

chotuinwh aster idi-Japah being found in Gunavi$nu’s work and

not being found in Hateyudha's work, while it is evident that

what R&nunltha Vidyavicaspati has in his mind is the fact that

there is a difference in the reading of the mantra, 1 between

Gunavisnu and Halayudh-V Gunavisnu reading the verb with

on these texts could give no help to him in the interpretation of

that mantia, is well-founded. Similarly his statement too that

there is no pada-pStha on it is correct as S^kalya, in his padap^tha

of the Rksamhita has rot given the fada-ptit!:Q of that hymn. The
RV. commentaries of Skandasvamin or Udgitha on the Tenih
Mandala (at the end of which this hymn occurs) were, apparent-

ly unknown or inaccessible to Halayudhn.

1. This is shown by the use of the word Hfja. What Vistas care

for is not the reading of explanatory comments on mantras, but

the reading of the mantras themselves.

2. That is, between the Mantra-pa fha commented upon byGuna-
vi$nu and Haluyudha's BrAhmQna-sQtwsvc. It must always be

borne in mind that the iionira-pfitha on which Gunavisnu has

written a commentary was not compiled by him, but cair.c into

existence long before and was held in great repute at his time

;

see p. xvii of the above-mentioned introduction of Prof.

Bhattacharya, who has also pointed out on p. xix that there

existed, in fact, not one but many different niaHtrc-pathoj for the

use of Saroavedins. If therefore, one wanted to refer to the pat-

ticular reading of a mantra found in the mantra-pilka commented

upon by Gunavisnu, the most convenient way of doing so would

be by using the words Gunavifnu piistaka-dhftaA f&thalj, Giojo-

vifHuna fid rtab pdlkah or othrr similar words. The use therefore,

by RarnanStha VidySvicaspati of the words iu GuKaviptu-

piutoke. .pathak na iu Hahyudkcdi-HsiQ-pangrhVoh should not,
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elision ot the initial a, and Haliyudhft without such elision. And
hence, it is not right, it seems to me, to base any conclusions on
this passage. Prof. Bhattacharya, it will he noted, docs not tell

us in connection with what mantra this observation is made by
Ratnanatha, and hew that mantra is read by Guttavi.yriu and
lialayudha; and one wonders if this is due to other corruptions

or inconsistencies contained in that passage. 1 may mention

here that I have made a diligent search in the published edition

of the CMndegya-uuHitra-bhdfya and have tailed to discover in

it the passage chdndasah aster adi-hpoff cited by Ramanatha
Vidyavacaspati. Further, even it one grants that this writer

believed that Halayudha was later than Gunavisnu. that is no

reason why we should not use our own judgment in the matter,

but blindly follow him in that opinion.

(4) Pros’. Bhattacharya’s opinion that S&yana, in his

commentary on the SOmavediya-man Ira-brdltmana, implicitly

refers to Gunavisnu by the words ke cil is likewise erroneous.

The commentator referred to by Sayana in his commentary on

1, 2, 18 oi that work interprets the expression adurmahgallli as

ntanga'.taaiyo yofitah prdduh; Guijavijnu, on the other hand,

though he splits up that word into two, adult ar.d uutngallh,

explains the latter as mangalavalyo devatah; and it is thus

clear that he is not the commentator referred to by Sayana.

This is shown by the following instance also. SAyana, in his

commentary on 2, 6, 13-14 of the above-mentioned work
(—Chindogya-mantra-p4{ha, 4, 29-30]: antiain rd eka-cchanda-

syam..., which two mantras are, according to him, anuadera-

Mus, refers to the explanation of others in the following words:

ke earn tinayor edilyo'fi devoid i brtivale
\

tannin pakse ekac-

ehandasyavi ily asySyam arthuh
|

etas tejasd Sechddaka eka-

cchand&s tatra bhavam cka-uhundasyam minain Hi/ lathe dvitlya-

rnantre virocana-iabdena rocam&na CUittya ucyate Sistani satnd-

naiu. According to Gunavijnu, the devatis of these two mantras

arc respectively Adilya and Virocana, and not anna and Adilya

;

and this too shows clearly that the commentator referred to as he

cil by Sayana is not Gunavisnu but some other writer.

even when one assumes that he is speaking of chronological

sequence, be taken to indicate that he believed that Gunavisnu was
earlier than Halayudha, but that, in his belief, the tnantra-pSlha

commented upon by Gunavisnu was anterior to HalSyudha.
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It thus becomes plain from Ihc foregoing that the reasons

advanced by Prof. Bhattachatva in support of his opinion that

Gunavi$nu was anterior to Sayana are all unsatisfactory and fail

to establish that point; and the problem, did Sayana borrow his

explanations Irom Gunavi$nu or vice versa, remains still

unsolved.

In order to find a solution, let us first take stcck of the

facts known to us in connection with these two writers, (i)

Gunavi?nu, we know, is mentioned by the Bengali writer

Raghunand2na who lived in the sixteenth century A. D. (see

Prof. Bliatfacharya’s Introduction

,

p. xviii), and is, as shown

above, posterior to Halayudba who lived during the reign of

King Laksmanascna. He lived, therefore, roughly speaking,

between 1200 and 1500 A. D. (ii) He lias written commentaries

on the collections ol mantras known as Chaitdc^ya-mautra-p&tha

and Sinuivtdtya-mantta-br&kifuina, that is to say, on about 500

mantras; and (iii) he has borrowed from Halayudha's Brohmara-

sartana the explanations ol more than a hundred mantras with-

out even once mentioning Halayudha's name.

1! (i) Ol Sayana, wc know that he was the minister of

Bukka I, Harihara I, and other Vijayanagara kings who ruled in

the 14th century A. D.; and he is believed to have died in about

1386 A. D. (ii) He is the author of commentaries on many Vedic

texts including the Rgvcda-stmihita.Sdinavtdti samhitd, Atharva-

veda-sawhita'

,

the TatUirtya-sanhita, Brahtuana and Aranyaka,

the Vdjaiatuya-sarnhi!& and StUapalha-brahmana ot the K5nva

recension, the Biiihmanas of the Sa.ravcda, the Aiiarcya-

brdl/mana and Aranyata, and of other works also. Of the

Vedic texts, those belonging to the Yajurvcda were first

explained by him, and then, in order, those belonging to the

Rgveda, Simavcda and Atharvaveda. 1 cite here the explana-

tions ot two mantras, idarr. vif$ur ri cakrame..Md dpo hi jjhii

tuayebhuvah. ..given by SAyana in these commentaries and also

those given by other commentators earlier than and known to

Sayana in their works;

1. There is room for serious doubt if the commentary on

the Atliarvavcda-samhita was written by Sayana
;
see Lanman's

introduction to Whitney's Translation of the Atharvaveda, p.

xviii, Harvard Oriental Scries, Vol. 7.
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(a) i

wj3(*5)*re? qr§> ii

Bhatla-BhilskaraonTs. 1, 2, 13. 1: ^ ft=9 jIJkjJ: sqpft

ra«R ®n a< i ‘ fratnniniig wr. ’ "fa l*r-

tinqfiq^ i qrqftsw ’ ?rH «i i q>r*PTT sn*

—

5?qi foil q^; wmrma 2rcsHp?'af<% ftft wn-

qqw qfa*qq i
sfifa qqr*fn% *n«m I wi ‘

ffa*ir sm i

1 «ww ' t^mera: i rani tot ft«ir:

Tig'? qtgaft i s i qsr, Riam««^Tr w. i

reqfaiff foti i irpqr *arm srai s»wpa
I
h ssncwwto

asfa fawir: q^qura $pjj a^hi ssRwrftaq. i faq. 1 s*

fa
1* «fsq*q i

‘ *ra: =ffawsaq i
arwfa

‘ S^flis^iisisy^pa: ' S333^fliS3*ra: i 3 ftra&mta.

a fa'*y<.”a jTipw 3st aaiqqnqra nrfi
i apro qraqi—

^

fqagia If finrafr Q«tWrfl I>W»10 *rojfa i

k

'

ffa fas i IrarcN sna flafatfraFlft i

fatgfqgcqa i Pfc*t q<t <r**?m are? iftntfra qig> qrgufe

*t *n*T flip; srftrafafaiaaqTfeqftt i apq g^.^Tg:

—

^ iqy ffwj: aqi'ff ®nfasn*n fq^«fiq fa*pq mwiRi

ifal ^fqaaui^Ky f^faf q faqvnra erifrrajfgqWir r^ig

wiag qtfsqw q*ife i <q*q Mr: qig* ras^q

aqt AJJ2 **jjs qrR'HTRfO'qpT. r * wra wi* aqrra'n

cwTijaa gtsqr i atswfjs ?q fsmaa frapraroftr n

Uvaia on Vs. 5, 15: fqtg: | ijra* Iwitff
1 ^

ftogffwJ I
«^snwf

i f? -gafon - awfarr*-

nifaiRfrfifti fa*g: i f% "q
i ff i i

q«m sfressaMfc

qqn i
^q^fejgsreg vftnT33&pfrr fiwT ftftpwin qqq, i

ft ^ tPJSHW qjgfc I 3T^f ifr^rc ftaraqar-

iFqaaflk*«^«ii3W0^oT 3Fa^q^5tafl*arf<rffl: i

qr§? i salqq^R. i
qi§3 ^ aja^s-

IX—46
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ftrra ggsqfoRr I

1‘aftwh qg sgi

«rwi?a ijjq: i ftCra ^pwq.’ 5ft 11

Standasvamin on RV. I, 22, 17: ftopg BrraraWTRm

wrgsw: 1 « qnrhWRT Rfrafe wgra 1 mqq& qqsi fforo:

fograftfo ftffcraig 1 qrg rag f^rag ?qqrg 1

gra & rgra g 1 frarainf fqigq^ gqfgrcfa ssiw
1

fajfoifq q<q?rni gararof rawrf^ aha: 1 a aragg 1

*ra faraq [ggg] *2 s*q$ uragrfrgg «rcg ra^r):

qt [rig*] *rig*rita
i
Tigit qf*ng wtfflr ggfo w~ra:

(

^qlqq q 1 «w Tigrra ?}i gqifrgrfai «nrg i bw rahi

n >% l
gfinft tt f?«itfrg°i *r 1 aq qg qg flrofowj£:

*m *gsg 1 *r 1 *g frag wswffa** 1 W
qgqfnCl aqrara TTwraft q rafqq awg afogifcaq srw

** qigw gfo 1 srfora 1 «gi sag,
q l# 1 ra*gtg anrgfqfs^r stera q^rsrqfa

1 gw
Iraw arraqr qr 1 srftiigfmgsrrwTr gra a ftra 1 gsirag

wYilr^qr ra*reg ?r> g^rarg wgqra ag 1 ‘ag «pwW
(RV. 1C, 88, 10) 5ft I I aq qg a %TW qg a=s0« ftg
R **v* II

Slyana on TS. 1. 2. 13. 1
: ffrjftrftaroK gWT Q

fqq ftqaq «Bqg W
| gqraq: Tig, W# ffcfforg, igra gfftq-

fjTc^g *gr qg ftgq i qf?rar gfqrfgativsqf q»q qgw btw
3'l 1 “fra pwqfrarfcrg qg «gs wwq^gqg 11

Saya^a's commentary on VS (KS^va-sakha) 5, 15:
Identical with his explanation (above given) ol TS. 1, 2, 13, 1.

Sayatia oa Sata. Br. (Kanva- sakha.) 3, S, 3. 13; gg

^3 : ^'‘FTmnrarff fq«re$ fa^r^qrg
i
fo**oww4fr*—

sgT finwfor i fqg rar^g fijrari^g qg fagv raiforarg i

afw rawr: qrgi: *%% qg etqraq ggi ggra sfara-
frrwiRrfiq: ll

Siyana on RV. 1, 22. 17: ft^rasramrWKI R jrffc-

«ra *ra vrgfa* finrara i fg^g *qoi $«<7g i

wi rare: sraft: <rg i^igg i wtfq qjg «%Hqrg i m
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fawn: nig* qr«aifl «q wm.^ i grft?ra vimvit i fttgfiMfaft sqyfaa'r i

nfa* ft q afi'Wn ft«g«vrr ftvj% <r* qqrorqrq sfasqr-

Mifa 5n**jfa: i sflitnpr facup^ rraftj«fr?qt<nqr.i: i

flfWi qrg*sni!?ds^ftiir q* a cswrsft qi<nn5 Pirq

aq^ntq qigr p qj 3 c?qg ;fa itaq: qfa: tjq^a

sft qj qwT: 5Rfl sra <*r q«rffar WFftfft nr i ?ft i

aar i ‘qqiar’ saqrqsraq: I ftferfara: I i

q? w i RBiatF: i ‘qrafqfq ’ farfaar awarcaq. I ?fq-

q^q^q^^iq'fhifqrfq i ‘aww^c’ ;fa an: q^fawqq i

awa l ^asig^i'd:
i «3Ra gqqra i qrgt i

1 aaqf§qr°3iqiofq s^isqq ’ sra afsoraf qsarq: i ssqraq: n

Siyana’s commentary on SV. 1, 2, 11. 9: Identical with his

above-given explanation of KV. 1, 22, 1 7, but does not contain

the matter beginning with qqi I
‘tWHT’ SSfaHT—0910:.

Sayana’s commentary on SV. II. S, 2, 5, 1. Identical with

his explanation ot SV I, 2, 1 1, 9.

Sflyanaon AV.7, 26,4: ftupfrft qriqiq fa*

i q#qr faqqfa sfa nn?—faw q?r

#i *»nwrrfl
i fafa q

ifijrcvqsraq.’ ?fa g%: i 3TPi fa**WPTW

fawrt: qrg\ qfgqfa i *pqak: i qfa *nj3 **qT^

33 wnunrn a*n$e m arwi i ara 1 fawgftsmqf a«i^-

q'r I qfai ft q nfaqqfa faqi q* ^ft«qpp?tft%

fttira srra^ft:’ *?rr ll

b- 31m f? gi wqigqHT q ss qqran i

tvnv q*B ii

In respect of this mantra, Bhatfa-Bhaskara’s explanation on

TS. 4, I, 5, I is not available as his commentary on Kanija IV of

the Taittiriya-samhila is not published; likewise Skandasvamin’s

explanation too on RV. 10, 9, 1, as his commentary on that

Magnate of the KV. is not yet published. Further, not having

at hand the printed edition of Sayana’s commentary on VS
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(K&Qva recension.) Ch. 1 1—20, I have not reproduced here his

explanation cA VS. 11, 50.

fchai^-Bhisksra on TS. 5, 6,1,4: anq) grRqfero:

‘Rmaw’ (TV. 4. 1,5) sJireqmr: I sn: sqrfosi:

m srsiga: gaw ar: gR a: sai-

rR *qma 3TJT WRVR 34T H? OTWI R3J«

sirara -a ii

Bhatia-Bhaskara on TV. 7. 4, 19, 4: qanUHjq: ‘finra^t’

??nr sqreqrar: i 5 3ttr: ^ anal swit^t: ra i jRigq:

3T WWR *«TR RT RRT'R
I

wflrara sjmwh ii

Uvataco W. 11, SO: M?>q?nfifT5ii maw: | 3nat f? gr

*ratg«: i ai^ fRsopnwraRissarsrc: amaa:
1 i wra:

Sr sja srarga: i *a graara i g«aw maftw: w naa

flRRrruidr*^ i fftflsa: i ai a: ®*rir. ^
amra sRiaa wiaatt

1
cm aa new wiwm wrarn «%*?

am $£uarimra: i a *®na warma i aajft (#aia
i

3twr Rvna^gjgRJra i aa^#, i as*

atsrgre^ Tama aR^ii $»&T% i w mar^
SRi^Nd M ft «.9a(^fm'qMa*yfatmT

w*aa i arrri fs i ? arc: {5 mm^rarga: i

ai a la l nr: 5is?*q aapar I aRi4ni<w)in 345rra

rarnra
i
mttt a ajpfrmc warara ii

Haradalla on Apastamba ciamra-pa{ha 2. 7. 13: gpjf

gi%
1 1 srra: sja aatga: *a aa ?fa g^Hia gwa mafa*a:

<a l ft? aw& i ar ga si: arcarg 3r?na saraa

sra wnwwi a%?ia: i m( *h5 ama wnfaia mgg
rrrisi ii

Siyana on TS. 4, 1. 5.1
: qmETTia: ar^flof RT 1

5 am: aatga: w §*r*a mma-sar waa i ijnaqisnf^g-

gi^-Mi5.q>rq rt«isr i aiwresaV ga atsfflfgsf <fira aafra-

TflTgaari Rwiin witw i fa a a? H*a ?orra OTrfrara a^
R5RTR 3TRTR. aRTTR^RRiTTaFarR, l|
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Sayana's commentary on TS. 5, ) Identical with his expl&na-

6, I, 4 ;
TS. ?, 4, 19, 4, V tioii given above on TS. 4, 1,

and TA. 4, 42, 4. ) 5, 1.

Siyana on Sat*. I5r. 6. 5. 1, 2: * ancjfl «Kt3

sirfiraf mfirfanrr. i airai*: nr fan / ttfanwR i

nnign: t tm sfr g^rn i gw*'! nrafas-}.: i i r? ntww
wgai q-i r: mjrr 5.5 awrara TnraR ww i

fraanwaTi?’ sfa atn fnrax&r: i n? n?a rcira sroHirir

#*ra srarn wr n

Siyana on RV. 10,9, 1
: fa n^rrq 31 qn nnign:

gr?ra nraraw: ra mwnnw jji nrswigif *row *‘jmR

rr i (MgifTMtaMwiq fvr
,
anrewva i ni; nun

rir Tipftepj *raj?* #ara ft^arara n hit i wjur
nra rprr ii

Sayana on SV. II. 9. 3, 10. I

: fa crir ^rmiq STIR: 31 qn

nnrgn: g^R mwftra: F» wr ar: aresa r qa a: ??wr
arsira ?qRR tra i arvTwrnT'tnnR arwR jna i wsresren

I R? WTO 55RR RWfltR m%
aiRR. fsainn: l<

Siyana on AV. I, 5, 1
: \ spr qq fif 3JRR TRRR RRJ-

gn: I «n sfa g^inin i gsR nmfnw: »n «na i
‘ aifarn-n:

wrgnniRRSTn'RH^a q graV^RR i
afW«t? n’RngnrenfaRR

arnfairq sfar i
* «Rnra*nrnq ’ ?rc fas^RR. 1

*mf-

Tm- ?ra areR^q; i ‘fc ^ ’ ?ra ftmwftw ; i nnrgn sra i

jTQ55i«roq?R naa^aHrfaawjijR fag i

1

wf: gro ’ fnr

rjtr am: ‘ R ggmr: ’ ?R sinirq: i
‘ nTan;r<‘*rq«nR. 51.

’

sfa ^?T?:TR®tn?3?<3q I awrar: awfanr: qn r: swnq.

erarfaaftagsrennq ns^nrn zmv Aqn£m^fim-

g^trq^iR: i ...qgma tra i
gR^5m?i>a wwq n nna?n*>: i

—3rfa q ns; n?a
I
a»r®5^f!in: br?r: 1 njf i nsjaran%R-

rmq fa<j i
n*RRin •jsiJrtr *°ira vroin fafanin^RRarng

«RRin?in: i s*wn^ eg? I watsiq: sirq: i anr wj
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jtfpi tonfarc wu*Hl

f^gw^s«^«ryr?5iwT^: i...*ircftft «$®r a«F^: u

It is evident from these jossages that, in respect of the two

mantras given above, none ol the explanations of Slyana is

identical with those of any ol the earlier commentators

mentioned above; and comparison 'hews that this obseivation

holds good of all the other mantras in A$tak* 1 of the Rgvcda

(On which we have the commentary of Rkandasvamin), in

chapters l-IO of the Vajasaneya-sanihita ( on which we have the

commentary of Uvata), and in the Samhita, Brahmans and
Aranyaka of the Taittiriyas 1 (on which we have the commentary
of Bhatta-BliaskaraJ. The total bulk of the mantras contained

in these is, 1 compute, more than twenty-five times that of the

mantras commented upon by Gunavijnu.

The (acts set forth above may be summed up as follows:

Guruvisflu has written a commentary on about 500 mantras, and,

in the case of about a tilth of them, has borrowed in toto the

explanations given by Halayudha in his lirakmaiui-stirvasvti

without however, acknowledging his indebtedness, while Sayana
who has written commentaries on Vcdic mantras that, in bulk,

exceed by more than twenty-five limes tlial of the matter

commented upon by GuQavisjiu, has not, even in a single

instance borrowed his explanations from any of the commenta-
tors whom we know to have been anterior to him. Nol only

that;.Sayana has, in respect of innumerable mantras, disdained

to make use ol his own earlier explanation and taken the trouble

to indite new ones.

It hence becomes obvious that SSyana’s above-cited expla-

nations of S5ntavt<tiya-)iutiilra-br&h»iaf\ii 2, 4, 2-4 cannot have

1. As already observed above, the edition of SSyana’s

commentary on Chaps. 1 1-20 of the VS. was not accessible to me.

On Kiinda IV of the TS, Ar.taka II of the TBr. and on two
prapathakas of the TA, the commentary of Bhatta-BhSskara is not

yet published.

Further, 1 must also mention that the comparison I have made
of the commentaries of Sayana and Bhatta-Bhlskara on the

Taitiiriya texts is not so minute as that I have made between his

commentaries on the other two above-named texts and those of
Uvata and Skandasvamin,
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been borrowed by him, but are original; and since these expla-

nations are found in Gunavijnus CMiuicgya-titauIra bhOsya, it

follows that they must have been borrowed by Gunavi^nu from

Sayana.

This becomes evident, other considerations apart, from a

comparison of S5yar.a\s and Gunavisnu's explanation of these

mantras; and in this connection, it must be borne in mind that

this triplet of verses occurs in the Rk-sanihita and Sania-sajnhitS

and has been there commented upon by Siyana and Skandas-

vamin, and that the first of them occurs in the S5ma-samhitl,

Alharvavcda-samhita and Apastamba-mantia-patha and has been

explained by Sayana and Hansdatta. I reproduce these expla-

nations here:

Sayana on RV. 1; 94; 1.4. 3. 3T53 'jsnpi 3Tmqi?& SHIRT*

artnwra siatwra sr enft ndtfttr Rftnrer js-qt

S* qs-grssqiaR Ttrra «rat awr tipsirfa a»n fas* i

s/H 1 3T«rn; far* trswi* fra:

wif k Hfar sg 1 3nrR*rp:«jr i

arsfa «w *5 sftrit far fa m far* i riffar * **r* i

T%f^r§: 1 i 3T5 «r?n5ir=j, i
‘ at?: jurararq » fa ss:

srafar: i spt:
i sTpn3^5ug*ravng<E»«?0T

trgw; fiw* i ***r i ** gsrnji*
i farnr i fa ffowig. i

SBWI 51: I I

‘
’ rqrgTra'qq. II

? fa qtftsrffarfafa nrfar-

W TO* I
I Tpfafa % gfa fa rregfa ratfamtft

fa P5i« «**r* i ft i qfar qfar faTW*rfflrv*i

mbfamrm rfatpa: ;qf i it fa afarfa wurr-s

sftfaHRT* ffaiET3f'rc*RT* ffa: falfa fa*fapfat *fa 3*83?;

ni’-ra fa*Ti*c i y«n^«*Rgj ffa*Rt i ffar *bt* i fanp-
•er fa'^fasiRra^farpTniT*: i qfar fa*r i

‘ ftattafar: ’ 5%
ffairaT fswq: 1

1
«tr qwraffaq ’ fa to* ^[gftfasrpfa

‘ arg^fa * ’ ??T3^R ti 1 1 ftvnrof

fa*T*r»i ‘ arg ^ 0Rt%’ jeogtraq: 11

^ fa <*T c?lf «ifa «Rfaj *3 fa* 9TOT J^|«t
I fa *

fafa *T** RWIW I R*T ffc lit
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amr ftiqra^k i w«nJi 3*15^ man*

pa: *qr ai^pa ny^K i apn^i mama*: i
a(ft a si

wiftcrafipl: ^ORTa* sTw*nr*ror»r i ai^^r^pft-

qq q’jgs^n'a qm?af*i5 i 34*0^. 15^1
.

• 51%** i siote 5nst 1

fer<7rfjita5 1 srjq^isaraarg^Tifi^sa1 na *q<: ftl«R> 1

SfiWl I f^T P'Jl TTHl I aWTRtnfT^SaFI: fa\l & I

‘ gar $&%’ sftr yjpfcww* % *153: 1 *?ofa
1
091 «pat

1

spar «T*t:
1

g<B 1 ‘qftsar’ «jrarc°iq. It

SAyana’s commentary on Siraavcda-samhitS II, 7, 3, I, 1-3:

Mostly identical with his above-cited explanation of RV. 1, 94, I,

4,3.

Skancasvamin’s commentary! or. RV. 1
,
2. 4. 1 ; 3 : 4

:

jaW-

i mr^a oar ago? i farmsm araffur^ m%-

rara i r4faa a»n5« i
s^rsa ^powarq i *n*uq

i
am «faja «*aaaa^ <15^ awmrua 1 *T

fliftaar qgai ar***re vgth ssa: i

tott* l 9«w 1 rnu r? 1 155HTT vmvi i ofoi^ wjr a: i qgrfa^-

WJ^Rr areata: 1 «u*aa or asr 1 awiregaft arcarg

or aaftr: M«siga?Tf<»**r offr: i
erenfr srefa «wai^ i

awraa ayrr^waTqr^qgtmrE s?a&: 1 qj;: qr$: q?jy-

efnarri fire ar»a^ i % sra «aa i Sorer ag^oit ^
bwi^ 1 af«i^ I ^ft&TfEnTRT sft areata: 1

ar flora or ftfarafaftaft^aan i qr*a ?ra* I i aa 11

5T%a sreganr ;ar efwj.
1

gatisa
1 Brafcigq 1

«whwi« nra: qraifa oar ot i re a £ rara oar: sfe:

q&japa 1 3415a aakar gaq i caai%ara^a: gaia, aaK
3am a§*no5 1 are. 15 0901% q>i*rara? aa^ ft a srrt 11

»rr 1 gsts^aa raftavgrol se^a: 1 anew* 1 re^-

fara ?Fiam 1 e€rfq% ftaa*a; HRrani: 1 ftr*.
1
wWrairea

armr^ipa or 1 qomr qqon 1 =ra*aq 3<03at 1 qoft ooft 1

qift*TRai*niiaT4aiar 1 aatr
1 ft a a'faraa

1
sraig-

iwi 3^1 oaoi 1 ftaiftaWi^ 1 q^t qfsat

or 1 yiaatwre faa: 1 re ^ am 11

1. With emendation of corruptions contained in Dr. Kunhan

Raja’s edition.
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Haradatta on Apastamb3-manira-pStha 2,7.1:

WNHH— w*w jflt qftij area

arav^ra aiasgra qr >43*3 i nft: gajqifljjra, 55 § *pcUq*i

«wt< qr ss*q: 1 «| ar Niagara nataai war

g«ai aar a^r kA n^trift *r aai w
ww<rft asg. 1 ft >sRoraw: *gfo: fipft 1 1 «?f

ft; ft3*?r a«arftt*ia, a: swre thc arc*n§ ai

smra: q?ar etgmrf&w nft: wq si: ««ft saiar «wft-

««;g aum^flgqjf* ssja: i q*: qr?: sraw*?RqTfcw

aiaa^
1 ^ <h^i aa naa ^arat ag^ioii a jgtqwtewiq-

aajor aa aaaiar aa *n Kara *u ^3 M

Sayana’a explanation ot SV. I, 1,2, 7,4; Identical with

his explanation 01 SV. II, 7, 3, 1, 1 rclcrred to above, except that

the portion treating ot grammar is here lacking.

Siyna on AD. 20, 13, 3
: aft* <j=qpT I 3T?: H^iarfaRt

3z: grafts: 1 wms aiwaia *T3q3n qr 3Ti3i*f

«mmit qftq qr ?a wrtf ftwmw raft «w<raiq *rfiw

ftfeear 3333 wi* ^raa ft^qiqqJi t aq sjjfb:
1

*qftq aar xA wwc af^qiaimaayala^R

an. 1 n^rgaiatarft: raftFisqrqq siftiiftaai ga-qf «na-

safiiftr qfq a<35iq ^srqft 1 wa (jaaww: R«ft

W* *q«^l afcft 3: atwrc tuna: 3*2t aft: 351 ft **qr*ft

1 313 : * are aw q*g3ft aft aa ratar*! m fftia ftfa-

31 3 vftfl 11

As already observed above, we have not so lar met with a

single instance where Sayana has borrowed in Ido his explana-

tion of a mantra from the work of an earlier commentator.

Granting however, that SMBr. 2, 4, 2-4 arc exceptions and that

Prof. Bhattacharya is right in holding that Sayana’* explana-

tions are borrowed from Gugavifttn, there must be some impera-

tive reason to impel Sayaya no! only to depart from his practice

of writing his own explanation, but also to refrain from borrow-

ing the explanations of Skandasvamin or from repeating here (as

he has done in the case of Samavcda-sanihita II, 7, 3, 1, 1-3) his

own explanation of the same verees in his commentary on the

RV. This reason could only be that Sayana thought Guna-

vijtju'* explanation to be the best in every way, one that conveyed

IX—47
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the information required, neither more nor less, in the appro-

priate words.

This reason however, will not serve in this connection. For,

as we have seen above, Sayana’s explanation ot SMBr. 2, 4, 2

contain* a quotation iroin the Rk-pr&tdakkya which is Lacking

in Gunavijnu's explanation of that mantra; and in case SSyapa

really borrowed ha explanation Irom Gugavi^u, he must then

have interpolated this quotation into that explanation. In other

words, Siyaga must have felt dissatisfied with Guiiavijgu's expla-

nation for the lengthening of the short <r in mahsma and risOma,

and therefore, added (he sutra from the I}k-pr6t\!akkya io explain

it. In liiat case, one asks one’s self, why should Sayana have

borrowed at all from Gugavijgu? or, if borrow he must, why did

he not borrow the explanation of Skandasvamin, or repeat here

the explanations given by him ot these mantras m his com-
mentary on the RVf Thor questions cannot be answered

satisfactorily; and the quotation from the Rk-pratiidklrya in

Siiyaga's explanation of SMBr. 2, 4, 2 thus shows that the expla-

nation cs Siyapa’s own, and that it is Gu$avi$pu, who has

borrowed it from SSyana. Sfiyana, as we know, was quite

conversant with the Rk-uonhitd and the literature connected

therewith, and there is nothing unusual in his citing a sutra from
the Rk-pritiiakhya in the course of h:s explanation.

The words P'Jfhyasja fatjahasya say.fhe’hatti dgui~ui6ruU

iaslrc paruamtiluinc ca viiuyogah too that occur in llic beginning

ot Gun*vi$nu’s commentary on the above triplet of verses, indi-

cate likewise that the explanation of Guiiavijgu is borrowed. In

the Chdiidogya-mantra-bMsya of ihat author, there are only two

occasions when he mentions a {raula-ziniyoga as contrasted

with a s>H&rta-mmyoga. His explanation of the hymn flam ca

ialyam ca..., containing the statement aJvamcdhdvabhrUu
vuiiyuktah is one, 1 and that of the verses in question (namely,

Chatidcgya-iHaidra-palha I, 7-9=SMBr. 2. 4, 2-4) is the other.

The former explanation is, as shown above, borrowed irom
Halayudha’s BrUlDnana-tarvasva; and since Gunavijnu s expla-

in This hymn docs not seem to be prescribed for use in the
Aivaiuedha hathing by any writer on iranto ritual. It is said by

Gautama in his Dkarma-stlra (24, 10) that the recitation of this
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nations of the other verses of the CbSiiJogya-ma ulra- patha do
not contain nr.y reference to Srauta rues, or.c is justified in

concluding that he knew nothing of them and that his explana-

tions of the verses in question, with their reference to the Sdslra

on prs{l>yafa<j'.iha, arc likewise borrowed.' As for SSyapi, we
know from his commentaries on (he RV and the Taittiriya texts

that he was well acquainted with Irani,

>

r.tes, and a reference to

such a rite in his explanation furnishes no occasion for surprise.

It thus becomes plain fioin the foregoing that Prof.

Bhattacharya's opinion that Sayana borrowed his expla-

nations from Gun.u*ist.ni is untenable, and that, in fact, it is

Gunavifnu who has borrowed Irom Sayana. Since the latter

died, as said above, in about 13&6 A.D., while Saghunandana

who mentions Gunavisnu lived in the 1 6th century A. D., wc
may conclude that Gunavisnu flourished in about 1460 A.D.

hymn removes ail sins and confers on one the same benefit as

does participation in the purificatory1 bath
(
avabhrtha) of the

Atvamedha, ivnatnatvamedhOvabhrlhena. Ilalfiyudha's words,

a/tvamedhdvabhrlhe viaiyogaft seem to refer to this statement of

Gautama. Compare in this connection the preliminary observa-

tions of Bhajta-Bhaskara in his commentary on this hymn (TA. 6,

2, 45-47).

1. On p. xxxvi of his Introduction, Prof. Bhattacharya has

observed, “Gunavisnu has cited in his commentary a large number

of passages from various works dealing with a variety of topics"

and hence concluded that he was acquainted with the Nighanfu,

Nirukta. Yogi-yujnavalkya, Narasiyha-pur/lna, Vifnu-furdrto.

etc. The explanations in which these quotations occur are all

borrowed by Gunavisnu either from SSyana or from Haliyudha.

and Prof. Battacharya’s above belief is hence unfounded. The
only thing that can be safely asserted in connection with Guna-

visnu is, that he was well-acquainted with PSnini’s grammar.



A SHORT MOTE ON 'ASMAKAM' IN SANSKRIT.

BY

P. S. Subnhmanya Saslri m.a., Ph. d.

Principal, Raja's College, Tiruvadi.

Frol. Brugmann says, “The form in 'Sham' is possibly the

DOtn. acc. sing neat, although it is not easy to ascertain why this

form was chosen for the genitive; but it is quite possible that

'attndkam' was originally adverbial with some meaning like 'on

our side' ‘by us’; then it may have had the attributive use

with nouns, e.g. asmOkam g/lyalrah", (Vo!. Ill, part II, p. 396.)

But it may be said that, in expression like 'astiiOkatn

dhanam ’, both the words may have been considered to have

been in apposition. Since there is slight difference between

'our money’ and ‘money that is ours’, the word •asmdham' may
have been mistook for genitive. Then it may have been used

along with urordt ofall genders in all numbers- Such a change

is seen in Tamil. The expression

avara.-.kayam (Purananuru, L5) which originally meant

wells which were theirs' is now taken to mear. ‘our wells’,

so that the word avara which was originally an a.-.jsnai

plural participial noun put in apposition with ‘kaymri (a-'-iinai

plural noun) is now taken to be the genitive case ot ‘avar’.

1

cf. CRV. p 13, 10)

CRV. vm, 16, 12.)

*re*TTV«r Rural *r«i ^ (RV - vn,78, s.)

1. Though 'a* in
4
avara* is now taken to be the genitive ease

suffix, yet there is the restriction that words having it should

eorern only o/.pna; plural nouns. This clearly narrates its

history.



A NOTE ON
THE DATING OF THE FRESCOES IN THE
BRHADISVARA TEMPLE AT TANJORE.

BY

S. Papajiasi van, vi.a., b.sc.

Arcluuch'gical Chemist, Coptnimeul Museum, Madras,

The earlier paintings in the Brlsadisvara temple at Tanjorc

form a distinct class by themselves. With the exception ol a few

traces in the Kaililsanfitha temple at KAflcipuram, they are the

only known examples ot Hindu paintings uf the classical type

extant in the south. In studying the continuity of tradition in

the classical art of painting in India, dating is a problem of

considerable importance. With the exception o( Mr. Govinda-

swami

1

and Mr. 0. C. Gangoly*, nobody has made any attempt

at this problem; and their arguments are inconclusive.

DATE OK THE I-ATF.K FAINT1NGS

There are two layers’ of printings in the inner shnne of the

Hj-hadiivara temple—an earlier and a later one—which have been

executed one over the other. The clue to (lie dating of the

upper layer of painting is given by a painted inscription in

Tclugu—the language of the Nayaks of Tanjorc—on the western

wall of compartment* No. 1 under some portraits, probably of

kings. From a clcse study of the wall and of the technique of

the painting process adopted on it, there is no doubt that the

painted inscriptions and the paintings belong to the same period.

The inscription run3 thus:

—

" Cewappa Nayamdu Accutappa Niiyanidu

Raghunatha Niyamdu Ramabhadia Nayamdu

Vijayaraghav* Nayamdu Vvaya ... ram.

1. The frescoes in the Brhadisvara temple at Tanjorc

—

Journal of the Annamalai University. Vol II 1933; p. 1.

2. Discovery of Chola frescoc* in Tanjore-Indian Art and

Letters 1935, New series, Vol IX. No 2, p 86.

3. Mr. S. K. Govindaswami loc cit p 2 ft.

4. The passage surrounding the inner shrine and containing

the frescoes are divided into 15 compartments.
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Adinc;iodharinaya,..uatara - vra - a

Lafc$matna - garu." 1

In this inscription is mentioned the name of the last king of

the Nftyak dynasty of Tanjore—Vijayaraghavn (1633-1673 A. Li.)

2

who died in 1673 in a battle with Cokkanatha Nayak of Madura.

The painting on this wall must, therefore, have been executed

during the time of Vijayarighava or subsequent to his death.

It was suggested to me by Mr. M. Somasckhara Sarnia that,

if the missing letters between “ Vyaya " and “ ram '* are supplied

it should read •' Vyaya Sanivatsaram." According to Mr.,

L. D. Swamikkannu Pillai’s » Indian Ephemeris," Vyaya

occurred in 1646-47 A. D. during the time ol Vijnyaraghava. It

occurcd again sixty years later, that is, in 1706-07 A. D. or about

thirty-three years after the death of Vijayarighava. From this

it is clear that the paintings on this wall were executed either in

1646-47 A. D. or in 1706-07 A. D.

It is unlikely that the paintings came into existence during

the Mahratta period, which began in 1674 t\. 1)., because the

Mahrattas would never have commemorated the dynasty,

whose downfall was brought about by them. Further,

there arc some differences in style between the Nayak and the

Mahratta paintings. From the point of view of the technique and

style, all the paintings on the upper layer are of tin same class.

They may, therefore, be dated from the 17th century A. D.

These paintings have been peinted over a layer of more
beautiful and early paintings. It may be argued that Viiava-

rilghava, being a devout and rank Vaishnavitc, painted the walls

over again to cover the details of earlier Saivitc scenes. Mr N. K.

Venkatesan 1 says, "While the fits! three Nayak kings held the

balance between rival faiths in the state, the fourth king Vijaya-

righava Nayak grew somehow to be a rank Vaishnavite* and tra-

1. The inscription was deciphered by Mr T. N. Rama-
chandran of the Archaeological Survey of India.

2. "History of the Niyakas of by IC Sitaramiya, Tanjore”.

3. Govinda Diksita—Journal of the Andhra Historical

Research Society, Vol II, p. 2828.

4. This statement does not seem to be corroborated facts,

especially in the light of the existence of Saivaite frescoes of his

times.
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(ion says that this was the ren'on why the Navak rule came to an

end with him, because he left oft the evenness oi temper so

essential tor a king, and became a partisan in hi* religious faith

and hence in his public conduct as king.” If this is true, it is

strange that one finds at least as many Saivile figures on the

NAyak layer as on the earlier one. The only explanation that

can be offered for the super - imposition of an curlier layer ot

painting by the later layer is that the walls were specially pre-

pared from time to time especially during festivals and fresh

paintings were executed thereon.

DATE OK THE EARLIER PAINTINGS

The clue to the dating cf the earlier frescoes is given by the

scenes from the file ol Saint Sundara depicted on one of the pan

els of the eastern wall of compartment No.7. Siva appears before

the assembly gathered to attend the wedding of Sundara, whom
He claims as His slave. He then leads the assembly and

Sundara to a temple where He disappears. Sundara goes to

to Kailisa, mounted on an elephant preeded by King Ccratnftg on
horseback.

There arc at least four important texts that treat ol fhe life

of Sundara. There is fhe " Patinonram Tirumurai " in “ Tiruf-

fon^ar TiruvaiulSdi”, a Tamil work of the 10-llth century A.D.

of Nambi Aftlfir Nambi. SckkilAr, the minister of Kulottuftga II

(1133-1150 A.D.)

1

wrote a Tamil work called “Tiruttontfar

Puranam", generally known as "PeriyapurannnT’. A Telugu

work of 1 190 A. D. entitled •• Basavapuranatn
"3 by Palkuriki

Somanatha Kavi, also depicts the life of Sundara. This work is

very important, because its author lived in the 12lh century A.D.,

about the time of $$fckilar and should have been alive to the

traditional account of fhe life of Sundara. A woik in Sanskrit of

uncertain date called “ Agastya Bhaktavilasa 1" is also known. It

1. I am indebted to Prof KA. Nilakanta Sastri for these

dates.

2. Pandit Prabhakara Saatri of the Governmant Oriental

Mss. Library, Madras drew my attention to this book and trans-

lated for me the life of Sundara from it.

3. Dr. V. Raghavan pointed out that there are two

Bhaktavi lisas, viz., Agastya Bhaktavilasa and Upamanyu

Bhaktavilisa. Agastya and Upamanyu figure as narrators in both.
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treals of (he life of many Saivile saints, Sundara among others.

There arc other tests in Kanarcsc' which, being later than the

12th century are not of great importance to the discussion here.

The journey of Sundara to Kailasa riding an elephant*

preceded by king Ciraman on horseback is depicted in the

earlier frescoes and these details arc given only in the Periya-

puranam and in none of the other texts. This difference is not a

matter of popular belief or tradition because, none of the

Other texts quoted above, mentions this fact. It may be taken

that the story of Sundara’s Journey to Kailisa mounted on an

elephant preceded by king Ccraman emanated from Sekkiiir's

imagination.*

As this scene, which is found nowhere else except in

SckkilAr’s account, appears in the early paintings, it seems evident

that it was based on Pcriyapuranam. As a minister and the mc#t

Besides these, there are two more texts bearing on the lives of
fiaivitc saints, viz., a section in the Skandopapuriina and a section

in Bhavisyottarapurana (Mss in the Gov:, Oriental Mss. library’

Madras). In the Sanskrit literature on the lives of Saivite saints,

there are two versions of Sundara's story. While one version
stops with his life at TiruvSrur and makes no mention of
Ceraman or Sundara’s journey to Kailasa on an elephant, the other
( Upamanyu) deals with these incident*. There arc other mutual
r.itferences also as well as diHerences from the Tamil literature

on the Saints. But the evidences of these Sanskrit works having
beer, produced under the influences of Tamil literature on the
lives of saints are not wanting.

1. Aravattumuvara Puratana Caritre

Tri$a$ppuratana Caritre by Karn3taka Kavicakravarti
Aravattumaru PurStana Saranara Caritre.

2.
“ Mr. S. K. Govindaswamy has suggested that the seated

figure ou the elephant may represent Rjjarjja himself taking part
in some ceremony connected with the initial installation of the
shrine. Whether the figure represents the king or not, there is little

doubt that the scene represents some important ceremony connect-
ed with the installation, as the position of this group in close
proximity to a representation of the shrine, with a painted image
ofNataraja in front of the temple/’ I O. C Gangoly—loc dt p. 88.
this identification is really strange.

3. Compare, "A careful study of the Pcriyapuranam reveals that
details for which there is no warrant in Nambi Annar Nambi’s
short notes on the Saivite saints make their appearance for the
first time n Sckkilar’s accouut, for ought we know, Sekkitar was
guided by his imagination and by popular belief’’.

Prof. Nilakanta Sastri. The Colas, p. 18.
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important officer of the state, Sekkijar probably had important

scenes from Pcrippuranam specially executed by artists. It may,

therdore, be safely presumed that the paintings were executed

about the time of the Periyapurilnarn or immediately after. It is

not unlikely that the portrait* of llie king onthe same wall may

be that of Kuloltuhga 11, the king under whom Sekkiiar

worked as a minister.

The technique and the style of the painting of the scenes

from Sundara’s life are not the best of their kind in the earlier

group ol paintings. On this evidence it may be argued that the

scenes from Sundara's life represent a degenerate type of Cola

art and that the other frescoes were executed before the days of

KulottuAga II. Even on the same wall there are paintings of

Siva in Yogasana, Apsarasas dancing, an elephant, a horse, etc,

which are some ot the masterpieces ol Cola art and bear a strik-

ing resemblance to the classical art of Ajanla and of (he Paliavas

and thtse are similar in technique and style to the strikingly

beautiful paintings on the walls of compartments Nos. 10 and 11.

The technique of the fresco process requires that the paint-

ings on a single wall should be executed at almost the same time.

Otherwise, breaks will be evident by a clear line separating the

old plaster or paint from the new. In fact, with many Italian

frescoes, it has been possible to find out the extent of the work

done each day by studying such breaks. No such line of demar-

cation could be found on this wall. Further, the plaster on this

wall being very- thin, the paintings should have been executed as

rapidly as possible before the former dried up. Thus the entire

subject-matter of the earlier frescoes on this wall must date from

a single period. The difference in technique and style of some
ol the pictures is due to the fact that the artist embellished and

paid greater attention to more sublime 3nd larger subjects.

Thus the earlier frescoes on this wall are works of the Cola

period and date from the 12th century A.D., at the latest. It is

probable that some of the pictures like that of Tripurantaka

which is a masterpiece of classical art, were executed about the

same time. It seems improbable that these frescoes which arc

almost on adjacent walls should have been executed during the

time of Rajaraja, that is, about two centuries earlier, as suggested

by Mr. Govindaswamy and Mr. Gangoly in their articles already

1. Mr. S. K. Govindaswamy thinks that it probably represents

RSjaraja. Mr Govindaswamy loc cit pp 9.

IX-4S
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referred to. We can safely say that the classical art ol Tanjoie

continues down to the 12th century A. D.

The Cola paintings thus date from the 12th century A. D.

and the Naynk paintings from the 17th. The intervening period

of about live centuries marks the decline and disappearance of

the classical art in Tanjore and the rise of the folk art as repre-

sented by the Nayak art



REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The Bhamati (Catussi iri). Edited and Translated by S. S.

SURYANARAYAXA SASTKI AND C. KUNHAN RAM. Thecsophi-

cal Publishing House, Adyar, Madras.

The Bhamati is one o< the authoritative treatises of the

Advaita School of philosophy. In fact, it is one of the classics

for the student of Vedanta. To master the Bhamati and have a

grip of its Pahkti is the high water mark of consummate scholar-

ship. The author, VScsspati Miira, is a sclmlar of prodigious

learning—a Sarvatan trasvatantra-—and the depth of his philosophic

lore is unsurpassed. According to tradition, the work bears the

name of the author’s wife and the beautiful story about it

mentioned in the introduction reveals the true qualities of an

ancient Indian scholar, Vacaspati’s prose, though written in a

flowing and elegant Sanskrit style, is still the terse iastra style

and i$ couched m the phraseology of Pracina Tarka. It eludes

often enough the grasp of the scholar. Ail Sanskrit philosophi-

cal treatises are written in a peculiar prose style which has even

become stereotyped and standardised, so that the Pahkti-anvaya

is itself a test o: the mastery of the technique of the Sastra and

presents a great difficulty, especially to the modern student ot

Sin-krit. To translate such a technical work into English is a

difficult task for scholars, even to these of the attainments of

Prof. S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri and Dr. Kunhan Raja. Trans-

lation is a difficult art. While being literal and accurate, it must

bring out fairly clearly the meaning ol the original, and while

preserving the genius of the original, it must not sacrifice the

genius and idiom of the language of translation and be unintelli-

gible to the reader unacquainted with the language of the

original. In this few can succeed or have succeeded, and it is

no disparagement to any scholar to be told that he has failed to

achieve this ideal. The difficulty is increased tenfold when

rendering a difficult philosophical work bristling with technical

words into English.

For example, there is the well-known sentence.

n«fi asft
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Stripped of all technicalities, the purport is this: The condition

of all scientific enquiry is that the subject of enquiry must

admit of doubt and that the enquiry must be fruitful of results,

and there is no enquiry without doubt and utility. Hence there

is no scope at al! for scientific enquiry in the caw of Brahman,

in the absence doubt and utility. According to the well-known

principle of logic, this is the difficulty that is encountered at the

outset. For, trie knowledge ol Brahman is as daylight, and

there is no wordly purpose also in such knowledge. The readers

of the English translation will be unable to make out this

meaning.

We congratulate the authors on this laudable attempt at

translating one of the greatest philosophic works in Sanskrit and

on, rendering thus, a great service to the philosophical world.

K, Balasubrahmanya Aiyar.

THE MAHAbHARATA, CONDENSED IN THE POETS’ OWN WORDS BY

Pandit A. M. Shinivasachariar and Translated into

English by V. Raghavan, M. A., Ph. D. Foreword by

Sir S. Rjdhakrishxan. G. A. Natesan & Co., Madras.

RS. t—4—0.
The method of of condensation has been and could be,

applied to no other ancient literary heritage of India to greater

purpose than to the MahSbhlxata. It has been justly remarked

of the Epic that the (rend of its main story is incomrchensibly

lost in the immense over-growth if extraneous matter. The
kernel of the Mahahharata, the story of the fend in the Kuru
family, abounds in conspicuously human pictures. The kernei

is so heavily overlaid with didactic and religious lore that the

throbbing life of the main theme is almost stilled unde the

latter. The cflor 1 which is so wisely made in this book of piercing

to the core, slashing off huge masses on the surface is needed

for revivifying the epic-theme. There is new a growing class of

educated Indians which is likely to ignore the great national epic,

if its approach to it is not facilitated by brevity and comprehensi-

bility. To that class this publication is bound to be specially

useful. Nor is the condensation appallingly rigorous. II we
take the Mahabharala-kernel to consist of about 8000 slanzass,

the condensation is J of the original. In about a thousand,

stanzas, the reader » enabled to go through the adventures of

the Pandava6 and the Kauravas, the panorama passing before the

readers’ vision with the arresting liveliness of a sensational drama.
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The compressed presentation happily focusses at close succession

the v.vid dramatic situations and engages the human interest

of the modern reader in it most effectively.

To facilitate its comprehension, an English Translation has

been made part of this publication. The Translator’s Note

reveals how intelligently the tianslatoi has comprehended the

nature of his task. Trusting to his good sense, the translator,

with his intimate understanding of the geniuses of bolh the

languages, has presented an even narrative, chaste and eminently

readable.

The utility of the Index to the proper names occurring in

the Text, dealing with two-hundred headings, and serving as a

veritable 'who ss who’ can not be overrated. As a fitting conclu-

sion to the book, the learned translator adds a note on the

message of the MahabhSrata, in which he expatiates on the

weighty pronouncement of Anandvardhana that the final impori

of the great epic is the emphasis on the realisation of the vanity

of earthly glories and the attainment of £anti, leading to Moksa.

It is a modest statement ot fact that the get up is attractive

and the volume handy: We would like to to point out to the

publishers its need to use diacritical marks for the transliterated

Sanskrit words. The price of the look is a marvel of cheapness.

V. M.ihaiinga Sastri.



MADRAS UNIVERSITY HISTORICAL SERIES, No. 9.

The Colas Vol. I (To the accession ok Kolottcnga I) by

K. A. Nilakanta Sastrf, m.a.. Professor ok Indian

History and Archaeology, University ok Madras.

1955—Ananda Press. Madras. (Preface XII; Chap-

ters 1 to XII pages 358; Appendix, additional notes

and INDEX, pages 359 TO 7l8) (Price Rs. 8 or 12sh).

This volume is the first instalment, and a very substantial

instalment lull of promise, of a comprehensive and complete

history of the Co|a epoch, which 8 admittedly the period

when the constructive genius of the Tamil country rose to

heights of achievement, at once superb and varied, in several

spheres—government, art, religion anil letters. In this volume,

the learned author sets forth, in a systematic manner,

all the trustworthy and noteworthy material concerning

the history of the Cdjas, that could be gathered from diverse

sources—the portions of the Saftgam literature available in print,

the religious and secular literature, mainly in Tamil, of the post-

Safigam age, inscriptions and grants which throw light on C6|n

history in a direct or indirect romoer, the monuments and coins

of the Cd]a period, the records left by the Chinese, Arab and

early European travellers and Muslim historians; and he evaluates

the data furnished by these sources with a remarkably sound

judgment and a highly commendable degree of level-headcdncss

and deduces his conclusions generally with very great caution.

In Chapters II and 111, when dealing with the references and

notices concerning the Colas in early Tamil literature and else-

where, myths are discriminated from historical facts with a keen

discernment; and by way of illustration, one may read the

paragraphs dealing with the relation of the Moriyar (Mauryas) to

the South Indian States and Karikala's life and achievements,

as also (lie foot-notes critically reviewing the opinions expressed

by some writers on Mamulanar's account of the Mauryan raid

into the Tamil country and the schemes of C6]a genealogy sug-

gested by Kanakasabhai and Pandit M. Raghava Aiyangar.

Chapter IV gives an interesting account of Government and

social life in the Sarigain age and Chapters V to XI! take the
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history up lo the accession of Kulottunga 1. The high level of

historical judgment which Professor Nilakantha Sastri brings to

bear on all his work is borne out amply by the unbiassed and

sholarly way in which he examines numerous literary and epigra-

phic records in the course of his historiographic expositions in

Chapters IV to XII. None can miss the strikingly sound line of

reasoning adopted by Professor Nilakantha Suslri in the two

Notes which are appended to Chapter X; and in the former of

these two notes, the well-known verse about MahlpSla, in the

prologue to the Sanskrit drama Capilakauiika, is correlated satis-

factorily with all the historical facts ascertainable from cpigraphic

records about Maliipila. By the way, it may be pointed out that

Sanskrit scholars may he tempted, not unreasonably, to suggest

a veiled pun even in the word 'Candragupta' occurring ;n the

Sanskrit verse in the prologue ot the ‘Camlalausiku’ and to point

out that Mahipala was also Candragupta in the sense that he was

helped by Candra (the Candclla king Harsadcva) in regaining his

throne.

If Professor Nilakantha Sastri could be said lo have erred in

anything in his work under review, it is on the side of caution.

While there is absolutely no overstatement of his case on any point

and generally there is no understatement, his historical cautiousness

may be said to have deterred him from pushing certain evidences

to their logical conclusion. For instance, in discussing the place

of the Manimtkhalai in the history of Tamil Literature, in the

concluding part of Chapter III, he states, with perfect fairness,

the case for assigning a fosl-Dinniga date to the Tamil classic;

but lie seems to get himscll entangled in one of the snares of over-

cautiousncss, vi/-, compromise, and asserts "with some confidence

that the iVydyafiravcSa lias been inserted in the Manitnekaloi".

He fortifies his position by a reference to the presence of some

pre-Dinnaga elements of Nyaya and Samkhya in Chapter XXIX

of the ManirnfkhalaL He thinks also that the clue to the real

history of this chapter is to be found in Mr. Dhruva’s remark

"The author cf the Matiirnekalai dees not perceive that the last

two avayavas can never be included in the DrslSnta is he ignor-

antly imagines, ’* and arrives at the conclusion that the chapter in

question should have undergone a clumsy remodelling at the

hands of a pious student of Dihnaga of the post-Sartgam age. In

the fiis,t place, it must be ob3avcd here that the characteristically

incisive logic of Professor Nilakantha Sastri would certainly
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enable him (o see that the presence of ccilain prc-DirtnSga

elements in the Alayimckhalat, while they may affect the

beginning of the anterior limit, cannot affect its end which

has been ascertained from the admittedly undoubted

presupposition of DiAnaga's Nyayapravesa. Mr. Dhurva’s

remark about the absurdity of the statement in the Uani-

mlkalai that Upanaya and Nigamana could be subsumed

under Drflinta is unfortunately the result of some misapprehen-

sion; and the fact is that some early Buddhist writers on NySya,

presumably Dirtniga and his contemporaries, actually contended

that Upapaya and Nigatuaiia, as recognised by Gautama and

Vitsyiyana, might be subsumed under drsianla and pointed

attention has been drawn by Uddyotakara and Vacaspatsmiira to

this fact in the avayava sections of the Nyiyavartika and Tal-

parya;ikS. Except in this single instance, Professor Nilakantha

Sastri's historical shrewdness and caution have resulted almost

invariably in safe and sound conclusions. How cautious Profes-

sor K. A. Nilakantha Sastri has been, even in his casual state-

ments, may be seen, for instance, trom an observation like this

“The Cojas, like the PSt^yas, are spoken of in the plural in all

the versions of the Asokan edicts, and this has been held to imply

that in Asoka’s time there were more than one COla and one

Piaefya king.” In view of the fact that the main ground of this

implication vanishes, the moment it is remembered that the

plural form in Sanskrit would be the only correct form when the

country
{
javapada

)
is referred to, the full significance of the

saving phrase ‘keid to imply' put in by Professor K. A. N. Sastri

can be easily appreciated.

Using to some extent the language of Wingficld-Stratford, it

may be observed, in conclusion, that Professor K. A. Nilakantha

Sastri ha* successfully steered clear of the scylla of the free lance,

with his glibly prolific arguments from words and accidental

resemblances, and the Charybdis of the orthodox historian, with

his chilling and icy scepticism; and he has produced this scholar-

ly substantial and perfectly reliable account of the C8]a history,

on every page of which one could see ample evidence of the

author’s wealth of learning, ripe scholarship and sound historical

judgment.

S. Kuppuswami Sastri.
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ftfa] ||

M. LV omits this pidt.
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S. A. A 1
, T and LV. *rf>-g

T. erfftR.

7- T. 5W-

8- G ansaam:
9. T,A.A>andLV. gi^«
10, T.

»• T. BTOj
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4- G a

5. G.
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7. A' and T.

8. G.
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10. G. ^TTfir^ra

” T. ena:
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12. T, A and A',
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mw igraw. wrc& qm raarra
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1

rara ,!amra aia;: wra awrrfiraRaig ll ii

srasT sidfasrar aw wranrasrar18 i

finm ?fe?<m ?ai firara: ram. wwreawr ll ll

1 T and A 1
, avft

2- A. Gift;

3. A and A 1
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«• A* ft

s. t
a 1

. 'ktcts.^Gv. faio

:

6- G - n?^'3rl

7. T add* th< following »rdb».

Hfft 'IKPITft-

I

8- T
- 3«nti

* G. arm[3rci]

earq OTfiffal a^T:
10 . G. ^ f?jf&

11. T and A. iflfllsfa

12 G. eQjpn
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*33^*3 qinignmw raft«a<e:T i| ii

II S$ 5^T: <JT?: II

II ^34: qi^: II

fl^H-gi^rarar “q irferr**?TTOT2 i

S?i^rq raw <yrrn5f: *ro: n ii

aigov g *rii»g wnrir R^nrci:
i

qrfcq3iifqrS#* «n^ m^ar nsr: ii rcv ii

srsnSro8 tasrar wi^imkcwt *$: i

qair^w ,0(ltilWlW aqrfnr^n ^ u

arwanja11 q i

qfcHW>iaHarfwrflfrrafcq« g n r<:$ ii

agsri : * arfq $g: wwiiig-irTa: 13
1

airaill T^rawi^: 14
3>ra iwrui^ ii ^d» u

1. G. iHifi; 9- G
- wiq

2. G. ftgHR: 10 T
* gwr3):

3- G. A ’-

4. A> tod G. 5JJpn« n. a1
, orrjera

S. LV.wwwft G
• w i« aw

f> T. iq55r4>l7^ 12. G. gra
LV

- irapfa 13. T add* Utltlrdba:

7. T »nd A. ftft-ffon -iA’>iWN*i. nnT»qnvifi c-rj h

G- 14. T. tfR;

3. LV. * OTR- G- amt *i| ipWiCli:
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wfa: Tra^ *ap?t ffjpr ag -TRag. i
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n w n

aj^pTvnnwf’T’ft1 Farms^ii i
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fe?n^ar^T

4
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aH-iryMi^iaaH a wct^aadui i

3J5r aatanFaw aiasai^ a Mr nW u

waiaiaa na <ai^ «ratF»a«TO*n 1

magruarwFi® w^ara^. n VU n

nai^sfa 7 fasraaa w* wlwtramh i

7? aisaq^ja yw^ a fa*nt n RW ll

II «n<: II

II W «ffR: «TR:: II

airfca: HnjMi^ra firemwiftg sar^ i

Q*fwsa)M*R«& & aa :
8

11 RV*

afroa. ^Hiaflvarawsj aaMoroa9 i

asraals^g A>*ra: otto ii u

H'itoni^aiQg i

loflFtFraa wwar: gyw rsra^&g 11
u \%\» n

1. T,A »e<1 A'.^gsT^T^.
z T, A and LV. TOWTaTTOt:

3. G. pTiql;

4. T, A »nd A\ PTOF51

5- G- <^5 ?J5pil:

6. A. flpl

7. G. ^

?> A ‘- for sat gat tot:

g- «i«n gat: to:
?. G. OTTO:

io. A '. srrarrfcr

A
- wiMifta
A ’-
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« »T3^rewsfa wj s 1
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3paiH^uii«flr 11 $©?

amair 4ara ‘Ja *3T3?tcfw agvj»f
1

aawaHlkM^a 1 aaarft.g “at 11 ll

bitoi«r q.V*3ra»: 3izyf»a^ 1

’ga'cwrr^Ksfq «?is: wfara q* w 11 \o\ 11

frqf wiarfire^w^
1

'’Vi'iiaqin.$ it>
l3a area aar 11 ^ov 11

“g garra^sfa a^ia 3w‘° *sa?r 1

s^t ft^Rlsareraf asg ^Maia^aa: 1

if 5^1 aa: 11 11

II *f?t rm- «TR: II

I. A> and G.

2- G srritaHi-

3 - G «i*ii'*Ja

4. a. a> and T. star*
G. 333an

5. A. A« and T. ajn^f

6. A, A 1
,
G and T. «^Tf^3

7. G. yin^IH
8. A. A*. T and LV oait thU

ardfaa,

9 g. irjuar a Prs9
10. A. flm

11. T and LV. yjoft

G ui-flV-MWI-



II 3W w- II

ara jpnj i

^rara n* fra'rm
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tfraa wtsirvftij. u ^ovs n

*T«wfaj«wqgfr ar*j? qgwwfr i

KTOnt’STqfW fa»i5*re**r II II

*a psqraf flro&rfe 'qgwra fSfarcn I

«**<raT3rari& ^ mjr^r. n \*<\ u

WlJi'il iRC
I

^rrwsa ggwtsw w*jaq n n

qs^ 7 ni/rt«i*qsfq *ttot *rg*rtsR*f i

anfra: TSfl’pit ®R w*n*i*q jpra 9
i| 3?? II

10sq^awTf^ ?RqMr?iwr%fi »

s%sfa ptfwto* wto wgya<n n W u

aaifti *npf: $3*3 i

«3[^3rwTO3rqnl*WWr?^aft || ||

3 TTO i:
H3Ti tfl^l^SgTOf^fc12

|

rwi =raa *qr a *nfr: n 3?? il

wapTP’xfara: prr*£ra a §
13 nraa 1

wi4in©fa ?ra asnrot n*: 11 5?H 11

II ffa qg: qi^: II

L A. A*, and T. eg^gf

2. A.

3. A'- sv&ft
T.

4. T and G era it this ardha.

5. A*, lire tjg

6. A. qqi Hifq

7. T. qjfuifa-

lv. qg?aaff?-

8 A omits g «MI!IW
A1 omits this and the next

pads.

9- T

10. T. apgr?}

>1- G fcroi
12. G.

1
'. A, A1 and T. gg
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tl II
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**T3*W«lt Sara. asiRgrri atjorn n }?«* II

« w^pinili ST<« qrraaaiHfq
i

«aj: sfaswrga qqrtfqoraifwT: u n

wjai ^wpi ansqiiPTfa'jraa:
i
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inf?«ntf firewrf^a5
i

ai^'Jljwr^re airffaw «g*w: u 5^3 11

qraw Isa: gjr rfr?q: siTsarwaa*
l

«as qaiwc-a sraa* n 11

II SW TR: II

1. A and T. fl[Sj&- *• C- -par

2. T. A-al^W

•wfa^a PihWt 5l T.

A - ipqi....r?‘afs’q33f=- 6. G.

7. A. FII«

A*, frqfar fiw<ft:
LV

- arft faaiwla

wv^a?2 ctaa ftfw 8. T. G and A*. niSaRTaR

a t. taw A - aTfoi3,na
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#imt a gsTaria gaaial fafawd
1
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ana^a iR^salwf-t: 1
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'a^ta 3 aagTr^raa ?fa: 1
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Wi aw 3 a^Tfefc^a5
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aarfa <gt%**ra faft 1
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II S5TO«r: <TT?: II

II ^5Rf3^: II
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II TO= IT?: ||

anaarfsa** rFw aMsgla^fawar
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'• t. ck
A ram

2 - T
- hi*

3- G. ftft: ^
4. G oimts this adrha.

G omits this and the or.xt

ardbft,

5. T and A. a
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* LV-f^
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2 T. D?R T^TTT: 6- T-a% :

A. g-;nwrH'7R? 2 T. a%:
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«- T -^n faareai

3- T- >fNi **• A> MiwiaaM
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6. G. ^
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